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PREFACE

THIS book is not to be taken as a Guide, con-

sequently only here and there is to be found

in it a detailed account of a town or a church or

castle.

The purpose for which it is written is to supply

the reader with that which is not to be found in

guide-books ; the purpose being to prepare the mind

of the traveller to appreciate what the guide-books

point out to him as worth seeing.

A French writer, M. Alphonse Allais, says: "What

characterises the English tourist more than anything

is the air of profound ennui which never leaves him

from his arrival at Calais or Dieppe to the moment

of his return to his native land. France visibly bores

the Englishman ; he is interested in nothing, listens

with a distrait air to the explanations of the guide,

takes a vague look at the monument or work of art

pointed out to him, and never seems to arrive at any

place save in order to go on immediately to another."

This is true, but it is true because the majority

of visitors do not comprehend what they see. It is

not the province of their guide-books to instruct
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vi PREFACE

them ; and it is to fill in such a deficiency that I have

written this little work. When the reader has read

it he will find that there is a human background,

against which the objects he sees in visiting Brittany

stand out, and which gives to them interest and

stimulates his observation.

I have been constrained to omit mention of Nantes,

to which a chapter might have been devoted. My
reasons were two. In the first place, I was afraid

of making my book too long and bulky ; in the

second, Nantes does not belong to the Breton people.

That people extends along the seaboard to S. Nazare,

and occupies the great turf moor of La Bruyere, but

does not stretch further inland. On the south bank

of the Loire the inhabitants talk the Poitou dialect,

on the north that which is Angevin, and not Breton

at all.

As guides, nothing can be better than Joanne's

little blue-backed Departmental Geographies,

that cost one franc each. They are accurate, and give

particulars as to what is to be seen in each commune.

They do not, however, indicate hotels. For this

purpose the visitor will find the " Bretagne " of the

Guides Joanne more serviceable, as it gives extensive

information relative to all that is noticeable on the

main roads, and lists of hotels as well.

An architect will complain that I have dealt with

the styles in an inadequate manner. I have sought

to give a rough-and-ready clue to the ordinary

traveller, to enable him to distinguish the periods at
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which a building was erected ; and the chapter on

Architecture is not intended for the speciaHst.

In that on Prehistoric Archaeology I have been

obliged to go over the same ground as I have trodden

in my Book of Dartmoor; but this was unavoidable, as

similar monuments occur in Brittany and Devonshire.

Again, in my chapter on the History of Brittany

I have not touched on the Chouanerie, but have

concluded with the union of the Duchy with the

French crown. The history of the Royalist struggle

against the Revolution is accessible in every History

of France.

Nor have I dealt with the British defeat at S. Cast,

nor the butchery of English soldiery at Landevennec,

when, as Macaulay says, Marlborough " sent in-

telligence to the French court of a secret expedition

intended to attack Brest. The consequence was that

the expedition failed, and eight hundred British

soldiers lost their lives from the abandoned villainy

of a British general." Such episodes are too painful

to dwell on. I have been obliged to select, and have

chosen such as belong to the early history of Brittany,

and such as are not to be found in ordinary text

books.

Finally, I owe obligations to several kind friends

who have assisted me with their knowledge, as M.

Jean Even and Mrs. Walker, of Dinan ; M. Yillard,

of Ouimper, has also kindly allowed me the use of

some of his admirable photographs. The same debt

I owe to Dr. Millard, of Dinard.
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BRITTANY

CHAPTER I

THE BRETON PEOPLE

The Breton peninsula—The dolmen-builders—The Gauls—The Roman
conquest—The migration from Britain—The secular tribe o\ plou—
The ecclesiastical tribe—Place-names— Iberian, Gaul, and Briton

—

Characteristics of the Breton—The Bigauden— Classification.

BRITTANY comprises the whole of the north-

western peninsula of France from the Couesnon,

a small stream that falls into the Bay of S. Michel,

to the ocean westward, and southward from the sea

to the Loire, forming the five modern departments

of Ille-et-Vilaine, Loire-Inferieure, Cotes -du-Nord,

Finistere, and the Morbihan.

It is roughly divided into Haute and Basse Bre-

tagne ; the latter consists of that portion of Brittany

to the west in which the Breton tongue is spoken.

The entire province is peppered over with monu-

ments of rude stone blocks set on end, or forming

sepulchral chambers. So numerous are these that

there is scarce a parish that does not possess one or

more of them.

Considering that hundreds of thousands have been

B



2 THE BRETON PEOPLE

destroyed, it is a marvel that so many remain. They
are evidence to us that at a remote period Brittany

was densely peopled by that race which has left these

remarkable monuments wherever it went.

This race, which is called the Iberian, Ivernian, or

Silurian, was probably sallow, dark-haired, and dark-

eyed. It underlies the population of all Western Europe.

It came from Asia, travelling along the northern slopes

of the Caucasus, passed through Southern Russia,

leaving its monuments in the Crimea. It struck the

Baltic, occupied Hanover, Denmark, and Southern

Sweden. It crossed to Britain ; it spread over the

whole island, and planted itself in Ireland, where it

appears in the early records as divided into two

clans, the Firbolgs and the Tuatha da Danann.

Another branch skirted the Channel, and went

through Western P'rance, crossed the Pyrenees, and

set up its rude stone monuments in Portugal and

Spain. It crossed the Straits of Gibraltar, and is

now represented in North Africa by the Berbers and

Kabyles.*

The Gauls, at some unknown period, conquered

this people, and remained masters of the soil. They

portioned out the land in what we now call Brittany

among five tribes, which held the positions now divided

into the five departments.! The original population

was enserfed, not exterminated, and probably con-

tinued to employ for some time its own tongue.

* But the Kabyles are fair with blue eyes. See jNIacIver and

Wilkin, Libyan Notes. London, 1901.

t The Curiosoliti in C6tes-du-Nord ; the Osismi in Finistere ; Veneti

in Morbihan ; Nanneti in Loire-Inferieure ; and the Redones in Ille-

et-Vilaine.
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Then came the Roman domination.

The conquerors of the world drove two main roads

through the peninsuhi, and estabhshed everywhere

cities and camps. The Gauls so rapidly assimilated

Roman civilisation, that, among the many inscrip-

tions that date from the period of the Imperial rule,

hardly more than three have been found that bear

Gaulish names.

The Gauls not only acquired the common tongue

of their masters and adopted their nomenclature, but

also assimilated their native deities to the gods of

the dominant power. A monument has been found,

now preserved at Kernuz, near Pont TAbbe, that

bears on its four faces, on two sides the Latin gods,

Jupiter and Mercury, and on the other two a couple

of native deities.

So little were the rude stone relics of the first race

respected, that the Gallo-Romans used them up as

corner-stones of their villas and camps.

For a while Armorica, as Brittany was then called,

flourished, and the numerous structural remains of

this period attest that art and culture had taken

root.

Then came the disastrous days of the later Empire,

when the provincials were crushed under exactions,

and the oppressed population fled from the tax-

gatherers to the woods and wastes. To add to the

misery, sea - rovers from Frisia and Saxony, and

Ireland as well, ravaged the coasts.

The population dwindled to such an extent that

at length it was said of the Armorican peninsula

that it was almost denuded of its inhabitants. Those
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who remained had no poHtical cohesion. The Gallo-

Roman dominant race had shrunk within the walls

of Rennes, Vannes, and Nantes. Such was the con-

dition of affairs, when in Britain the incursions of the

Picts and Scots (Irish) made life there unendurable,

and numerous Britons fled their native isle and

formed colonies in Armorica. So early as 461 the

British settlers were in sufficient force at the mouth

of the Loire to have a bishop of their own, who
attended a council at Tours ; and eight years after

they sent twelve thousand men under their king,

Riothimus, to the assistance of the Romans against

the Visigoths.

The emigration became still greater as the Saxons

and Angles poured over the sea, and swept the un-

happy Britons westward.

Gildas, in the sixth century, declared that the

inhabitants of his native isle fled to the mountains

before the swords of the Saxons, that others sub-

mitted and were enslaved, but that others again

crossed the sea to seek refuge elsewhere. One
colony was even formed in the north of Spain,

where it long preserved its language, its liturgy, laws,

and native bishops.

The vast majority, however, found a home in

Armorica.

An early writer in that peninsula says, " The sons

of the Britons crossing the British sea landed on

these shores at the period when the barbarous Saxons

conquered the isle. These children of a beloved race

established themselves in this country, glad to find

repose after so many sorrows. The unfortunate
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Britons who had not quitted their country were

decimated by plague. Their corpses lay without

sepulture, and the major portion of the isle was

depopulated."

A writer of the ninth century pretends that the

greater portion of the inhabitants of Britain crossed

over into Armorica, but this is obviously an exaggera-

tion.

In or about 514 Rhiwal arrived from South Wales

with a large fleet in the Bay of S. Brieuc, and

founded the principality of Domnonia, and rapidly

extended his authority over the whole of Northern

Brittany.

Another swarm came from Gwent, now Monmouth-
shire, where existence had become insupportable,

owing to the incursions of the Saxons over the

Calder and Wentloog levels and the valley of the

Usk.

This Gwentian colony planted itself in the north-

west of the Armorican peninsula, and called it Leon

or Lyonesse, after the Caerleon that had been aban-

doned.

Again, another large fleet of refugees arrived,

probably from Cornwall, on the west coast, and

formed there a kingdom which was called Cernau

or Cornouaille.

By degrees Vannes, itself a Gallo- Roman city,

was enveloped by the new-comers, so that in 590 the

bishop, Regalis, complained that he was, as it were,

imprisoned by them within the walls of the city.

The Gallo-Roman prelate disliked these invaders and

their independent ways. The Britons had brought
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with them their own laws, customs, and organisation,

civil and ecclesiastical, as well as their own tongue.

In or about 520 the bishops of Tours, Angers, and

Rennes issued a letter to some of the British priests,

exhorting them to abandon their religious peculiarities,

and conform to the usages of the Latin Church in

Gaul.

Now it was that the peninsula ceased to be called

Armorica, and came to be known as Lesser Britain,

or Brittany.

" The British emigration gave to the Armorican

peninsula a new population of Celtic race and tongue

— a people proud, energetic, independent— which

cleared, cultivated, and Christianised the land ; in a

word, created Brittany." *

Every colony that came over was under a chieftain

of the hereditary royal race, and it proceeded to

organise itself in its . new land on the same model as

that to which it was wont in its old seat. This

organisation was tribal.

A clan in Welsh is plwgf, in Breton it is plo2i, and

the Latin equivalent is plebs.

A large number of names of places in Brittany

begin with p/o/(, p/o, pin, pic. All these were the

headquarters of the clans. In every clan the popu-

lation was located in tvcfs, or homesteads, and many
villages have names beginning with tre.

The chief himself had his caer or fortified residence,

and his lis was where he held his court of justice.

Now the Britons who came over were all Chris-

tians. The secular organisation being complete, the

* De la Borderie, Hist, de Bretagne, i. p. 279.
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next thing to be done was to establish an ecclesias-

tical organisation.

Among the Celts all authority was gathered into

the hands of hereditary chiefs. Of these there were

two kinds—the military chief and the ecclesiastical

chief (the saint). Each was head of his own clan,

and had separate lands ; but the ecclesiastical tribe

was required to render military service to the secular

chief who had granted the lands to the saint ; the

ecclesiastical chief, on the other hand, was bound to

provide for the religious needs of the secular as well

as of the ecclesiastical tribe, and to educate the young

of both. A very similar organisation existed among
the Hebrews, among whom were nine secular tribes

and one that was ecclesiastical, but with this difference,

that among the Hebrews there was no passing from

a secular into a sacred tribe ; whereas among the

Celts the ecclesiastical clan was recruited from the

other.

Whether invited or not, a saint came over when

a brother or cousin had established a plon, and

demanded a grant of territory. Having been ac-

corded this, he enclosed a small area with a bank.

Within this he and his monastic family lived. This

was his lann, his church-fold, with its surrounding

sanctuary called the viiniJii. It was through the

sanctuary that the tribe of the saint recruited itself.

To it fled those who were being pursued in blood

feud, runaway slaves, aliens, in a word, all such as

could find no footing in the military clan.

The term " saint " did not necessarily mean one

who was of conspicuous holiness, but corresponds to
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" religieux " in France, one who had made profession

of ecclesiastical life, and was head of a sacred tribe.

A list of those words which belong to this early

organisation, and which enter into composition in so

many place-names, may be useful :

—

Bo, bod, bot = bodd (Welsh), a habitation, a cottage.

Car, ker = caer (Welsh), a fortress.

Din = dinas (Welsh), a palace, a castle.

Lan, lam, la, le = llan (Welsh), an- ecclesiastical

enclosure, a church.

Loq, lou = locus penitentiae (Latin), a hermitage.

Peniti= do. do. do.

Plou, plo, plu, ple = pl\vgf (Welsh), a clan.

Pou, peu, pe = pagus (Latin), a territory occupied

by a clan.

Tre = tref (Welsh), a farm, a settlement or hamlet.

To each of these is appended a distinguishing

word, either descriptive or from the name of the

founder.

A few more words may be given

—

bre is a hill ; coct,

a wood
;
guen, white ; lien, old ; vienez, mountain

;

pen^ a head
;
poul, a bay or pool ; ros, a moor.

On the Armorican soil there were now three

peoples, of whom two alone were distinct— the

Iberian, probably dusky, and the Celt, fair. The Celt

was divided into two branches, the Gaul and the

Briton,* no further distinguished than are the Scan-

* Great confusion has been caused by a certain school of French

ethnologists adopting Celt as the distinguishing name for the Iberian,

as opposed to the Gaul. I employ the term in its usual and accepted

signification in England.
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dinavians from the Germans, having similar build,

colouring, and language, as well as institutions ;
but

the Gaul had been so Romanised as to have lost his

native tongue and organisation.

We would therefore expect to find but two distinct

types in Brittany ; but, in fact, there has existed such

a fusion by intermarriage, that it is only in remote

parts that the types remain in their purity. The

original canvas has been embroidered over ; but so

enduring is it that it shows through what has been

laid over it, and the general type of the Breton to-day

is that of the Cornish, Irish, and Welsh, rather dark

than fair. Red and fair hair exist, and blue eyes are

met with, but not commonly.

In the interior of Brittany the people are small,

the hair is dark, and most have brown eyes. This

population occupies one of the poorest and most

barren parts of France, a country that has always

been protected by its wretchedness from invasion
;

whose sterility has invited no strangers to settle

there, and is one that receives annually such as can

find no work elsewhere. The inhabitants live in a

condition which is not that of savages, but not the

life of civilised people. They continue from genera-

tion to generation in almost complete indifference

to all progress, and cling tenaciously to ancestral

customs. This is the Cornouaille, which was the

last to accept the Christianity of the British settlers.

It is there that the most infantile superstitions hang

on, and where patriotism is parochial. These dusky

people of short stature are apparently pure representa-

tives of the Iberian stock that raised the dolmens.
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But it has been supposed and asserted roundly

that there are traces among them of a still earlier

type—of a people resembling the Mongols. Of this

I have my doubts.

The Begauds, or Bigauden, are pointed out as of

the same type. These people occupy the promontory

of Cap Sizun, east of Ouimper, from Douarnenez to

Ploumelin. The women are short in stature, solid in

build, and run like Indians and other wild races on

the ball of the foot. They keep their mouths open

and expose their teeth, which meet ; their jaws are

not over- or under-hung, a peculiarity noticeable also

in Western Ireland. But the men show no peculiarity,

and I am inclined to believe that the singular appear-

ance of these people is due to other causes.

A very keen observer, Mr. Julian Ralph, thus

comments on the people of the Land's End district

in Cornwall :
" Stocky, short, and dark were the men,

with jet eyes and black hair. The women possessed

sharp little faces, with staring eyes, and were all built

out around the hips with ever so many petticoats,

and many a touch of bright colour they wore. They

are a race apart. They are the Bretons—are the

oldest people left, except a few Basques, perhaps, in

Western Europe."

Precisely the same type is found in Ireland, in

Kerry. It is that of the primitive race driven to the

extreme West.

What gives to the women of the Bigauden district

their peculiar feature is the way in which the hair is

strained upwards from early childhood, and bound

down by a belt passing under the chin. This causes
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them to hold back their chhis against their breasts,

and to acquire the trick of keeping their mouths

open. The habit of wearing as many skirts as they

can put on Hkewise gives to them a dwarfed and

thick build.*

Along the littoral—except the Bigauden district

—

we find a people taller, fair, and with a large per-

centage of blue eyes.f

A great difference in character is noticeable be-

tween the people of Finistere and of the Morbihan.

The former are grave almost to sternness, the latter

are vivacious. The former have longer skulls than

the latter. Fair hair and blue eyes are rarely found

far inland. In Leon the pagani are looked upon

with some aversion, as having lived by wrecking.

The Leonese are a tall, dark, and saturnine people,

wearing black garments.

In conclusion we may sum up our results as

follows :

—

In Brittany are found

—

1. A brown, long-headed race with hazel eyes, short

of stature, grave and sad in character, the repre-

sentative of those who set up the dolmens.

2. A mixed, vivacious, round-headed people, the

remains of the Gaul, much intermingled with the

Iberian in the French-speaking parts of the Cotes-

du-Nord and in Morbihan.

* See an article by M. le Carquet, "Elude Ethnographique sur les

Eigaudens," in Bulleti)i dc la Soc. Arch, dit Finistere. P. xxvii., 1900.

t The percentage is ihirty-lvs'o blue to tliirt)--seven brown. See an

article, " Ethnologic Armoricaine," by Dr. Guibert, Coigres Celtiquc

Inleritationale, October, 1S67.
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3. The tall, fair-haired, clear-skinned, and light-

eyed descendant of the British colonist on the sea-

board.

That the colonist brought over his serfs with him

is probable enough. As in Wales, so in Brittany,

the pure-blooded Celt was the noble ruling race, and

this has been largely submerged by the rising, irre-

sistible tide of the Iberian blood.



CHAPTER II

PREHISTORIC STONES

Numerous rude stone monuments—By whom erected—The religion of

the dolmen -builders—The Goddess of Death— Classification of

monuments— i. The dolmen— 2. The menhir—-3. The align-

ments—4. The cromlech—Persistence of pagan ideas—The fusion

of paganism with Christianity—How it came about—Transforma-

tion of the cult of wells and of stones—Oblations of cattle—Of

wax—Rubbing against stones—The chapel at Langon—The dolmen

of Plouaret—The cult of the dead—The woman who visited purga-

tory—The Ankou—The Venus of Quinipili—Breton Christianity

of life.

NO portion of Europe is so densely strewn with

rude stone monuments as the two departments

of Finist^re and Morbihan, There may be finer

"covered avenues" in the sandstone district of Maine-

et- Loire and Vienne ; nor is there any circle com-

parable with Stonehenge ; but the alignments of

Carnac and Erdeven and the menhir of Locmariaquer

are without their equals elsewhere. The sculptured

slabs of Gavr Inis have their analogues only at New
Grange, near Drogheda.

The rude stone monuments belong, as already

stated, to the so-called Iberian race, which arrived in

Europe from Central Asia by the northern slopes of

the Caucasus.

13
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On reaching France, this people occupied the west

coast, penetrating-, however, some distance into the

interior, and strewing the elevated plateaux cleft by

the Tarn, the Lot, and the Dordogne with their sepul-

chres. They traversed Spain and Portugal, crossed

the Straits of Gibraltar, and covered Northern Africa

with their monuments in historic times.

The religion of this remarkable race consisted in

the worship of ancestors, in this point closely re-

sembling that of the Chinese.

The grave was the most sacred spot on earth, the

centre of the tribe, inalienable ; and the spirit of the

dead was supposed to animate the obelisk erected

to commemorate him, and to expect and insist on

oblations being offered at his tomb. But there were

deities as well—a Goddess of Death certainly, whose

rude image has been found guarding the subterranean

sepulchres met with in the chalk district of Marne,

and discovered by the Baron de Baye. She reappears

on a dolmen in the department of Garde.

The monuments that remain in such abundance

have all their significance in connexion with the

worship of the dead.

They may be divided under four heads :

—

I. The dolmoi is a stone table supported on several

uprights. It was a sepulchral chamber, and was

originally buried under a mound.

The largest dolmens, which consist of passages

of this construction, are in French termed allies

couvertes. These were family or tribal ossuaries,

and the dead were laid in them unburnt, wath their

weapons and personal ornaments. The weapons are
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of polished stone, but in some of the later examples

of bronze.

The primitive people who reared these mansions

of the dead held that every inanimate object had its

soul, and to liberate this spirit the ornament or

weapon was broken, thus enabling the spirit of the

dead man to enjoy his tools, weapons, and decora-

tions also in spirit. Consequently the objects dis-

covered in the dolmens are generally fractured.

When fresh interments had to be made, and the

mausoleum was tolerably full, no scruple was felt in

thrusting back the earlier interments to make space

for the new-comers. On the anniversary of the death,

or at the solstices, it was customary for the relations

to bring out the bones of their immediate relatives,

scrape them, and replace them in the tomb, in the

order that they supposed they ought to occupy.

They were sometimes mistaken, placing a right foot

to a left shank, or the hands not in correct position.

Some of the allces couveries are of considerable

length, are divided into compartments, and are

covered with enormous slabs.

2. The menhir is an upright stone, standing alone

;

but one cannot be certain that it is not a solitary

stone spared from a row that has been destroyed.

In England this is nearly always the case. Some of

the Brittany menhirs are very lofty. The obelisk at

Dol is 28 feet high above the soil, and is sunk

16 feet below the surface. The Men-er-H'roech at

Locmariaquer was 64 feet high, but was shattered by

a stroke of lightning.

At S. Samson by Dinan is a menhir inclined,
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treasure-seekers having undermined it. This menhir

was in connexion with a set of stone-rows that must
have stretched for some miles, as they are met with

much mutilated in an adjoining parish.

Sometimes these upright stones have hollows

worked in them—cup-marks—that have been objects

^4^-^

^<X^^^.

FIG. I. MENHIR NEAR SCAER

of much speculation. Councils of the Church in

Gaul expressly forbade the anointing of these

obelisks, and to the present day in remote localities

the peasants still daub them with honey, wax, or oil.

The Khashias of the Brahmapootra, who are

apparently descendants of a branch of the same

Iberian race that took a direction south when migra-

ting, to this day erect dolmens and set up menhirs

—

the former as mausoleums of the dead, the latter as
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memorials of the deceased, and these they daub with

blood or paint.

3. The alignment is a series of parallel rows of

upright stones erected in honour of a dead chief, each

household contributing a stone. To this day the

Bedawin, when he visits the shrine of a Moslem saint,

erects a rude block as a token that he has visited and

paid his homage to the deceased.

On Dartmoor, where there are over a quarter of a

hundred of these stone-rows, all without exception

start from a tomb. In one instance, where three

bodies had been buried in as many stone boxes in

one cairn, three rows start from the same mound.

The alignments of Carnac and Erdeven and of S.

Briac, etc., have been too much mutilated for us to

be able to trace them throughout their course, and

determine whence they started and where they end.

The custom was never wholly discontinued. With

the advent of the Britons menhirs continued to be set

up, and were called lechSy some bearing inscriptions,

but many without. Indeed, it was usual for a saint

when he travelled to take his lech about with him,

ready to be planted at his head when he died. A
great number of these remain,

4. What was the object of the circle of upright

stones, called by the French cromlech, is not so easy

to determine. Systematic investigation has not been

made of such as exist in Brittany.

On Dartmoor those that have been subjected to

investigation reveal that they were the places where

the dead were burned. But these pertain to a later

period than the monuments of Brittany, which were

c
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set up, in the vast majority of cases, before cremation

came into fashion. It is, however, probable that the

circles of upright stones served as gathering-places

for the clan, and for funeral feasts and the equinoctial

banquets.

To this day, when the Breton peasants prepare

the bonfires for the village feast or for the Mid-

summer Eve, they set up a ring of stones about the

pyre.

It may be asked, Do there remain among the

people any traces of their ancient paganism? It is

hardly possible to deny that there do—and these

extensively.

A vast amount of Breton religious practice is but

a relic of prehistoric paganism, such as was practised

from time immemorial to the coming of the British

colonists and the conversion of the natives to

Christianity. But these practices have all assumed

a Christian complexion.

It will be well to understand how this came about.

The Church, as a corporate body, had no hand in

the compromise, which was effected by the clergy

in country places. These, finding that their flocks

stubbornly persisted in certain usages, such as the

veneration of wells and trees, and in superstitious

practices associated with the menhirs, in spite of

remonstrance, were in a dilemma. To appeal to the

ecclesiastical and secular authorities to exercise com-

pulsion, was to render themselves odious to their

parishioners ; and they may well have doubted

whether an exhibition of force could eradicate deep

conviction and abolish ancestral customs. Accord-
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ingly, each village priest, acting on his own judgment

as to what was best for his flock and conducive to

peace, did what he could to give to the usages a

colour which would render them unobjectionable,

and save his parishioners from incurring chastisement

by the ecclesiastical or secular arm. Moreover, it

must be remembered that diocesan seminaries did

not exist till little more than two centuries ago.

Throughout the Middle Ages the clergy, recruited

from among the people, lived among them ; and at

home, when their minds were forming, they obtained

a smattering of Latin and the rudiments of theology

from the village priest, unless sufficiently well off to

be able to go to a university— and this was not

possible for a Breton student who could speak only

his Celtic tongue.

When one of these men was ordained and sent

to minister among a flock of ignorant and super-

stitious peasants, he was himself hardly removed

from their ignorance, and was im.pregnated with their

superstitions.

These were the men who dedicated holy wells,

cut crosses on menhirs, and turned dolmens into

chapels. I am not prepared to say that they did

not act aright. They certainly did what was charit-

able ; and if, being a little ahead of the superstitious,

they tolerated the superstitions, it was because they

trusted that in time the population would be weaned

from these customs, and put away childish things.

But that time has not yet come, and the reason is to

be seen in the protracted agony through which

Brittany passed for two hundred years, and in the
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obstruction offered by the Breton language to the

clergy becoming as learned and intelligent as those

of France.

Moreover, the clergy had good examples to follow.

S. Samson found the Cornish natives dancing around

a tall stone, and he did not break it down ; he con-

tented himself with marking a cross on it. S. Patrick

learned that the Irish venerated a well in which they

soaked the bones of a Druid ; he turned the well

into a baptistery, and gave them Christian relics to

venerate instead of pagan phosphate of lime.

In 658 a council assembled at Nantes decreed

—

" As in remote places and in woodlands there stand

certain stones which the people often worship, and

at which vows are made, and to which oblations are

presented—we decree that they be all cast down and

concealed in such a place that their worshippers may
not be able to find them."

Now the carrying out of their order was left to the

country parsons, and partly because they had them-

selves been brought up to respect these stones, and

partly because the execution of the decree would

have brought down a storm upon their heads, they

contented themselves with putting a cross on top of

the stones.

This has saved the great menhir of the Champ
Dolent near Dol, as it certainly has many another.

At Tregastel is one that has its top rudely shaped

into a cross, and its face sculptured over with the

instruments of the Passion, that are periodically re-

painted in staring colours.

At Pouance a hole cut in the face of a menhir has
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an image of the Virgin put into it, and the oblations

once offered to the stone are now directed to the

statue.

In ancient times sacrifices were made of cocks and

oxen at certain shrines—now they are still presented,

but it is to the chapels of saints. S. Herbot receives

cows' tails, and these may be seen heaped upon his

altar in Loqeffret. At Coadret as many as seven

hundred are offered on the day of the " pardon."

i\t S. Nicolas-des-Eaux, it is S. Nicodemus who in

his chapel receives gifts of whole oxen, and much
the same takes place at Carnac.

Formerly the menhir was beplastered with oil and

honey and wax, and this anointing of the stones

was condemned by the bishops. In certain places

the local clergy succeeded in diverting the practice

to the churches. There are still some in Lower
Brittany whose exterior walls are strung with wax
lines arranged in festoons and patterns.*

In some places childless women still rub themselves

against menhirs, expecting thereby to be cured of

barrenness, but in others, instead, they rub themselves

against stone images of saints. Near Carnac is a

menhir, at which a singular ceremony took place till

comparatively recently, and may perhaps still be

practised in secret. A married couple that have no

family repair to this stone when the moon is full,

strip themselves stark naked and course one another

round it a prescribed number of times, whilst their

relations keep guard against intrusion at a respectful

distance.

* Rumengol, Kergoat in Kernevel, Combrit.
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At Langon, in C6tes-du-Nord, is a chapel that was

a Roman structure dedicated to the Goddess of Love.

The people held it in such esteem that in 838 it was

turned into a chapel, and the Fanuin Veneris was

converted into a Capella Sit. Veneris. In the apse

was a classic fresco representing the goddess rising

from the waves surrounded by Cupids. This was

whitewashed over and painted with an ecclesiastical

subject, probably the martyrdom of S. Fingar, who
was called S. Vener. Recently the plaster has flaked

off and disclosed the pagan fresco, and the chapel has

been dedicated to S. Agatha. Thus the patroness

had first to change her sex whilst retaining her name,

and finally to resume her sex and drop her name.

At Plouaret is a dolmen turned into a chapel of

the Seven Saints ;
* thus the cult of the prehistoric

dead in the monument has been replaced by that of

several local patrons.

Near Plouaret, moreover, is a headless statue of a

horseman trampling on a mythical monster, not a

S. George, but a statue of some Gallo-Roman deity,

that is still resorted to, and is still believed to work

miracles. Those who are paralysed are forced up on

to the horse's back, and several cures are recorded.

Other like statues exist ; all have been mutilated by

the clergy who endeavour to put down this pagan cult,

but without success.

Still, as of old, the cult of the dead is the prevail-

ing religion of Lower Brittany, especially of Finistere.

* The Seven Saints of Brittany are SS. Samson, Malo, Tugdual,

Brioc, Paul of Leon, Corentin, and Padarn ; but in the chapel the

saints are the Seven Sleepers.
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All observant travellers, from Cambry downwards,

have noticed this,

" The idea of Death is everywhere present to the

imagination of the natives, and seems to have haunted

it through long centuries. . . . Nowhere does one see

more numerous and more beautiful memorials of the

dead, ossuaries, reliquaries, ex votos, and Calvaries.

The inscriptions that meet the eye on all sides testify

to this obsession. Everywhere, under one form or

another, we have a Christianised Worship of the Dead

which has its roots in the Druidic necropolis, turning

the soil of Brittany into one vast charnel-house." *

M. Anatole le Braz, who has gathered into one

volume the ghastly legends and traditions of Death

that pervade Lower Brittany,-]- has shown us how the

Ankoii, the Divinity of Death, is still believed in and

feared.

Marillier, who wrote a preface to this work, says

that Lower Brittany is before all else the Land of

the Dead. There the deceased dwell intermingled

with the living. " Souls do not remain enclosed in

the tombs, they wander at night on the high-roads

and in the lonely lanes. They haunt the fields and the

moors, thick as blades of grass or as grains of sand

on the shore." They possess an invincible attach-

ment to their old homes. " They revisit their former

habitations in the silence of the night, and from the

lit-clos they can be observed crouched around the

hearth, where the brands are expiring."

" Townsman," said an old woman to M. le Braz,

* NicOLAl (Alex.), Eti Bretagne, 1893, p. 282,

t Le Braz, La Lt'gende de la Mort, 1892.
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" have you come here to see how we honour our

dead ? Why did you not come forty years ago ?

Then we went in procession about the tombs and in-

voked the dead by their names, in a commemorative

litany, calHng on our dead in the order in which they

laid them down. There were long memories in those

days. The father transmitted what he knew to his

son, as the most precious lot of his inheritance. The
saying then went, You will be wiser dead than living,

and we had then a continual solicitude for the de-

parted, so that when we, in turn, became ancestors,

we should not be forgotten. It is better to have the

goodwill of the anon than their hostility ; their resent-

ments are terrible, and their revenges inevitable."

Of this same old woman a strange thing was said. The
gravedigger told her that he had heard her husband

turning and twisting in his grave, as one in bed bitten

by fleas, and that he was certain his soul was not

happy. " I will go and see," replied the woman, and

she vanished from the neighbourhood for a twelve-

month. When she reappeared, she was completely

changed past recognition, her fresh tint was gone and

she was withered, and her skin exhaled a savour of

fire. She would tell to none where she had been, but

everyone in the parish held that she had visited the

soul of her dead husband in purgatory.*

On All Souls' Eve dishes of cream are set out for

the dead upon the table, for the souls are supposed

then to revisit their old homes, and expect a meal.

But not only does the Breton think that the anon, the

dead, wanders at will, but there are fev/ who have not

* Paqiic if /slaiide. Paris, Levy, 1897.
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seen the Ankou, Death itself, or heard Death's coach

travelling over the roads picking up souls on its way.

The Bretons will spend whole nights at the graves

of their kinsmen, and pour over them libations of

milk.* If some article be lost, a Breton places a

small coin on the grave of an ancestor, with the

request that he will prowl about at night in quest of

it. If a peasant desires to be roused early in the

morning, he leaves word with his dead kinsman, sure

that the ghost will awake him at the proper hour.-|-

The graveyard is as truly the centre of the coni-

inune as the dolmen was of the prehistoric tribe.

The dead who lie there are by no means cut off from

the world ; the voices of the living reach them in

muffled tones ; they know that they are not for-

gotten ; they are associated with every event of

importance in the family. Nowhere else, and at

no period, have people lived in such familiarity with

Death. The consciousness of the presence of the

dead never leaves the people. The evening of a

wedding is like a funeral wake. The betrothed meet

at the graves of their dead, and seal their vows over

the tombs. It is but of quite recent times that the

association of the departed with the affairs of the

living has become less intimate. The baozalan

charged with soliciting the hand of a young girl

of her parents, on having received their consent,

betook himself to the ossuary, to the bones of the

kinsmen, and solicited their concurrence.]:

* Cambry, Voyage dans Le Finistcre^ ed. 1836, p. 128.

t Ibid., p. 173.

:J:
Le Goffic (C), Stir la Cote, Paris, 1897, p. 70.
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In the Isle of Sein the evening salutation is not

Bon soir, but " Joy to the souls !

"

One of the most curious relics of paganism in the

country is the so-called Venus of Quinipili. This is

a statue of a nude female, that stood on a grassy

mound. Sick people were brought to it. The palsied,

those suffering from gout or rheumatism, rubbed their

limbs against the image, and made offerings to it.

A large basin scooped out in granite stood near it,

and in this women who had been confined were wont

to bathe. Unmarried girls presented gifts to the

image to obtain husbands. In 1668 Count Pierre

de Lannion, who had built a castle at Quinipili,

transferred the idol to the court of his chateau as

a suitable ornament, but as it was not a little

indecent, he set a sculptor to make it more respect-

able.

The image is 6 feet 6 inches high. It is entirely

nude with the exception of a band about the head

and a sort of stole that falls from the neck half-way

down the thighs. The figure is erect, the legs

engaged in the block out of which it is carved ; the

arms are bent at a right angle and the hands are

laid on the belly, one above the other. The eyes

are feebly indicated, the nose is flat, and the mouth
marked by a line.

The cult of this idol continued through the Middle

Ages, and the clergy in vain thundered against the

indecent rites offered before it. In 1660 the Bishop

of Vannes ordered that the idol should be destroyed.

Next year a mission was held at Baud, not far distant,

and at the request of the missioners, Claude, Count
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of Lannion, had the statue rolled down into the

river and a cross erected on the mound where it had

stood. That year of 1661 no rain fell, and the corn

crop failed. The peasants declared that this was due

to the dishonour done to " Er Groach Houard," the

Old Woman of Couarde.

In 1664 the statue was dragged out of the river

by oxen harnessed to it, and it was laid on the bank.

It had been somewhat injured by its fall, and by

hammers which had broken the cheeks and breasts,

when thrown down and defaced at the request of the

clergy. In its prostrate and mutilated condition it

continued to receive the cult it had been given pre-

viously for some years. The Bishop of Vannes again

intervened, in 1670, and entreated the Count of

Lannion to have it smashed to pieces. He sent

workmen to break it. They knocked off one of the

arms and a breast, and then rolled it back into the

river Blavet.

In 1696 Pierre, son of Claude de Lannion, had it

fished up again to ornament his new castle. He had

it recut and placed on a pedestal, on which were en-

graved pseudo-classic inscriptions, asserting that this

was the Armorican Venus which Julius Ceesar had

erected in fulfilment of a vow.

The peasants, indignant at having their idol re-

moved and shut up in a seigneurial castle, invoked the

aid of the Due de Rohan to institute legal proceed-

ings against the Count, but the latter gained the case

after a process that lasted three years and concluded

in 1 70 1. But this did not satisfy the devotees of the

image. Repeatedly they broke by force into the
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castle to pay their homage to the idol and solicit its

assistance. Ogee in 1773 assures us that at that time

oblations of money continued to be offered to this

Armorican Venus.

The statue still stands on the site where placed

in 1696; if it receives homage still, this is done in

profound secrecy.

" One must always insist on this," says an acute

observer, speaking of Catholic Brittany, " the people

have remained pagans to the marrow of their bones.

The religious sentiment is there ; but under the

name of religion one must not imagine a creed,

a connected system of doctrine, clear and precise,

but an extraordinary jumble of rites and formulas

and ceremonial usages, badly enchained, and these as

ancient as the race itself." *

This is only to some extent true ; one thing has

been left out of sight in this stricture passed on this

religious people. Christianity— that is. Christian

morality— has steeped their lives in its principles.

There is drunkenness ; it is almost their only vice.

Their religion has made them honest, God-fearing,

tender-hearted, and leading pure lives. They have

assimilated the morality of the gospel if they have

got but a confused notion of its doctrines.

* Le Goffic, op. cit., p. 160.
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CHAPTER III

THE HISTORY OF BRITTANY

Necessity for knowing something of Breton history—The British immi-

grants—The kingdoms formed—Conmore—Nominoe— Constitutes

the independence of Brittany, civil and ecclesiastical—Solomon

—

Ravages of the Northmen—English invited to interfere—Jean de

Montfort— Charles de Blois^The war of succession—The Com-
panies—The Battle of Thirty—Bertrand du Guesclin—The Duchess

Anne—Brittany becomes a province of France—Fusion—Succession

of dukes.

TO get an idea of the conformation of a district

and the flow of the rivers, it is expedient to

ascend elevated points, whence a panorama of the

land may be obtained. It is impossible in the brief

space of a chapter to give more than a general con-

ception of the history of the duchy or kingdom of

Brittany
;
yet without a comprehensive survey the

visitor cannot properly appreciate what he sees, nor

will the reader of this book know where to place the

several historic episodes that occur in the description

of the several localities.

One looks on a face, and that face at once acquires

an interest in our eyes if it bear the traces of some

great sorrow that has swept over the past life, giving

to it sweetness and strength. And so is it with

towns. They acquire at once an attraction when

29
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we can discern in them the traces of history, the

impress of sore distresses, perhaps of glorious

achievements.

I will take a few salient features of Breton history

and indicate the lines of connection, so as to enable

the reader to obtain something of historic perspective.

As has been already said, Armorica was occupied

during the fifth and sixth centuries by successive

swarms of immigrants from Britain, who brought

over with them their own language, institutions, and

ecclesiastical as well as secular organisations. These

colonists succeeded in changing the appellation of

the peninsula from Armorica to Lesser Britain, and

in totally changing the language spoken therein, and

impressing upon the natives their own tongue, which

was identical with that spoken in Wales and Corn-

wall.

At first the new settlers recognised their depend-

ence on the princes of the mother country,* but

this attachment relaxed, and very speedily two Breton

kingdoms were constituted, that of Domnonia and

that of Cornubia, or Cornouailles. The former com-

prised the whole of the north coast from the Couesnon

to the western sea, and was bounded on the south by

that chain of mountains that runs from Montauban

to Bourbriac, and thence continues as the Monts

dArree to the sea above Brest. The south-western

coast land constituted the kingdom of Cornouaille

to the river Elle.

* " Fuit vir unus in Britanicia ultra mare, nomine Rigaldus, qui in

nostra primus venit citra mare habitare provincia, qui duxfuit Britoiium

ultra et citra mare usqtie ad mortem." Vita Sti. Leonori,
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The interior of the peninsula was occupied by the

vast forest of Brecihen. The early history is so per-

plexed that I shall not trouble the reader with it till

we arrive at the time of Jonas, King of Domnonia,

who died in 540, He left an only son, a boy Judual

;

and Conmore, Count of Poher,-|- who married the

widow of Jonas, undertook the charge of the young

prince, and the regency during his minority. He
was an ambitious man, and his wife suspected that

he had designs on the life of her son. She accord-

ingly sent him to the court of Childebert, at Paris,

where he was retained in surveillance. About the

year 550 S. Samson appeared at Dol, ostensibly to

found a monastery there, but actually to organise an

insurrection against Conmore. He went ever and

anon to Jersey, where he drilled soldiers ; and he

sent his monks about Domnonia to incite to rebel-

lion. Then he visited Paris, and with difficulty

induced Childebert to release Judual. When all was

ripe the Bretons rose against the usurper, who was

defeated in three battles, and was killed in 555.

The history of Brittany continued to be one of

fratricidal conflict and slaughter from generation to

generation. According to Celtic custom every prin-

cipality was broken up into separate portions for

every son of a king on that king's death ; and then

the most masterful of the heirs cut the throats of his

brethren, unless they succeeded in putting the sea

between themselves and him. Usually they took

refuge in Wales or Cornwall.

t Poher is the basin between the Monts d'Arree and the Montagnes

Noir.
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At last Nominoe, a very remarkable man, who had

been invested with the Heutenancy of Brittany by

Louis the Pious, in 826, resolved on shaking off the

Frank yoke and establishing the independence of

his country. He remained faithful to the Frank

emperor so long as Louis lived, but on his death,

seeing that the empire was crumbling to pieces, and

that the desired opportunity had come, he raised the

standard of revolt. He was warmly seconded by

S. Convoyon, Abbot of Redon. Louis had been

succeeded by Charles the Bald in 840, who had in-

herited the crown of Charlemagne, but none of his

abilities.

In 845 the preparations of Nominoe were com-

plete, and in a series of battles, in which he was

uniformly successful, he achieved his purpose. He
further drove the Franks out of Nantes and Rennes,

and definitely united these counties to Brittany. He
did more. He repelled the Northmen who had de-

scended on and were ravaging the country.

Having established himself supreme, he reorganised

Brittany ecclesiastically into seven dioceses, whereof

Dol was one, which he erected into an archbishopric,

with jurisdiction over the six suffragan sees, and

then was crowned king. Nominoe died in 851.

His eldest son was Erispoe, who inherited the

crown, and continued the work of his father, repelled

Charles the Bald, who made a new attempt to re-

cover Brittany, and was likewise successful against

the Northmen.

Nominoe had left two other sons, Gurwan and

Pasquitien, and a nephew, Solomon.
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This latter assassinated his cousin Erispoe before

the altar of the church of Penpont, and assumed the

crown. He proceeded to buy off the Northmen, and

promise a tribute to Charles the Bald.

But although Solomon had gained the object of

his ambition, his conscience troubled him on account

of his sacrilege and murder, and he sent a deputation

to Rome to buy his absolution.

Now the Archbishop of Tours had claimed juris-

diction over Brittany, a jurisdiction that had only

been acknowledged by Nantes, Rennes, and Vannes

;

and the Pope viewed with a jealous eye the at-

tempt of Nominoe to establish a Breton Church on

independent lines. He accordingly agreed to absolve

Solomon at the price of undoing the ecclesiastical

organisation of his uncle Nominoe. To this Solomon,

caring only for his own soul, readily consented. But

the Bretons were by no means disposed to have

Nominee's work destroyed, and they rose in revolt

under Pasquitien, the son of the late king ; and

Solomon, finding himself deserted on all hands, fled

with his son for refuge to a church, out of which he

and the boy were dragged and both killed (874).

For some unaccountable reason the Bretons have

regarded this despicable assassin as a saint. His

violent death has been taken to have expiated his

crime and his betrayal of the national liberties.

The death of Solomon was the signal for the

division of Brittany, and for internecine strife, in the

midst of which the northern rovers recommenced
their ravages, which they carried on unmolested, as

there was no central authority to oppose them.
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The desolation became so general, and the misery

and insecurity so great, that many Bretons, together

with Mathuedoi, Count of Poher, escaped to England

and threw themselves on the protection of Athelstan,

But in 937 Alan Barbetorte, son of Mathuedoi,

returned, and carried on a successful campaign

against the Northmen, whom he defeated and put

to the sword.

The history of Brittany continued to be one of

sanguinary internal strife, alternating with fights

against the Normans, until the reign of Conan III.

(i 1 12-48). Conan had married Matilda, daughter

of Henry I. of England, and had by her two

children, Hoel and Bertha. Suspecting his wife of

infidelity, on his death-bed he protested that Hoel

was no son of his. Bertha, by her first husband,

had a son, Conan, who rose in revolt against his

stepfather. One part of Brittany acknowledged

Conan, another recognised Eudo de Pornhoet, the

husband of Bertha. Conan summoned Henry II.

of England to his aid, and to secure his assistance

gave his infant daughter Constance to Geoffrey

Plantagenet, the son of the English king.

This was the beginning of that continuous series

of civil wars in which the English took part, and

which lasted from the close of the twelfth century

to that of the fifteenth—three hundred years, during

which the English burnt and ravaged Brittany on

one pretext after another.

Constance was the mother of Arthur, who was

killed by our King John in 1203.

The despicable Conan IV. abdicated in 1166, and
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consigned his duchy to Henry II. The English king

got hold of Alix, daughter of Eudo and Bertha,

outraged her, and the girl died of shame the same

day. This roused all Brittany into a fury of resent-

ment, and Henry carried everywhere fire and steel.

After his death the unhappy duchy was frightfully

maltreated by Richard, misnamed the lion-hearted,

but who really had the heart of a tiger.

The miserable history of strife and bloodshed con-

tinued. We must pass on to the death of Alan II.,

in 13 12. He had been twice married. By his first

wife he had three sons, John III., who succeeded

him ; Guy, Count of Penthievre ; and Peter, who died

childless. By his second wife, daughter of Robert

of Dreux, Countess of Montfort, he had one son and

five daughters. The son was Jean de Montfort. The
name must not be forgotten. It was to be of terrible

import to Brittany.

John III. died in 1341 without issue. His two

brothers, Guy and Peter, had predeceased him, but

Guy left an only daughter, Jeanne, who was married

to Charles de Blois, nephew of Philip V. of France.

John HI. bequeathed his rights to this niece, with

disregard to the claims of Jean de Montfort, his

nephew.

No sooner was he dead than an explosion ensued.

From 1 341 to 1365, that is to say, for four-and-

twenty years, the soil of Brittany was trampled by
contending forces and drenched with blood. The
pretenders to the ducal crown were of the same age,

and both belonged to the same house ; both bore

the same arms, and had the same battle-cry. The
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soldiers engaged on both sides were of the same

country, and spoke the same language. Families

were divided, and fought in opposed armies. Jean

de Montfort was a brave, handsome, and chivalrous

hero ; Charles de Blois a model of narrow piety, a

saint according to a perverted conception. Turn and

turn about each was prisoner to the other ; each one

day wore the crown, and the next the manacles. If

the Bretons had been suffered to settle their differ-

ences by themselves, they would speedily have

reached a solution ; but behind the parties stood

France on one side, England on the other. Charles

de Blois had at his back Philip de Valois and France,

and behind Jean de Montfort was Edward III. of

England.

The conflict began with a disaster for the latter.

The Duke of Normandy (afterwards John II.) at

the head of 10,000 men surrounded Nantes, in which

was Montfort. A conflict of a hundred knights on

each side was proposed and accepted, and took place

outside the walls. The Bretons fared worst; all

were killed except thirty. The Duke of Normandy
ordered these to be decapitated, and their heads

to be flung over the walls into the town. This

barbarous proceeding produced such a panic in the

city that the gates were thrown open, and Jean de

Montfort became a prisoner.

But his cause was not irretrievably lost, for his

heroic wife, Jeanne of Flanders, had the courage of

an Amazon, and at her entreaty Edward of England

promised his assistance. She confided to his charge

her little son, Jean, to be fostered away from the
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risks of civil war. The story of the two sieges of

Hennebon shall be told later on in this book.

Charles de Blois was as great a contrast as might

well be discovered to the gallant Jean de Montfort.

He always moved hung about with rosaries, relics,

and scapularies. Every day he recited the Hours of

the Blessed Virgin and the Office of the Cross. He
delayed military operations of the utmost importance

till he had gone through his devotional routine. He
fasted on bread and water two days in the week, and

wore sackcloth next his skin, and three horse-hair

cords twisted and knotted about his body. He
literally swarmed with vermin.* He put pebbles

between his toes and under his soles. He scourged

himself every Friday with a spiked cat-o'-nine-tails,

and belaboured his breast with his fists till it was

black and blue. In such weighty matters as truth-

fulness, chastity, and humanity he left much to be

desired.

This objectionable personage was as lacking in

military ability as in manly virtues, and his affairs

would have gone hopelessly wrong had he not been

assisted by men of some knowledge of the art of

war—notably Don Luis of Spain, who was as cruel

as he was skilled. Luis took Conquet, and put the

whole garrison to the sword. Guingamp suffered

the same fate. Guerande was delivered over to the

soldiers for indiscriminate massacre.

When Charles himself took Ouimper he suffered

his men to butcher fourteen hundred of the inhabit-

ants of both sexes and of every age, whilst he was

* Et ibi erant lol pediculi quot pietas erat videri.— Oh'v. de Bingnon.
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himself mumbling his prayers. At last his chaplain,

disgusted at the slaughter, rushed to him into the

church, carrying in his arms a poor babe that he

had saved from being tossed on the pikes of the

soldiers, and insisted on Charles interrupting his

orisons to stay the carnage.

On the taking of a town, the only stipulation that

Charles made with his troops was that they should

respect the churches and the property of ecclesiastics.

To him the honour of virgins, the lives of brave men,

were naught.

Presently Jean de Montfort managed to escape

from prison, but the harsh treatment he had under-

gone had sapped his health, and he died at Hennebon
in 1345-

The expiring prince named Edward III. guardian

of his son, and the English king poured a large army
into Brittany, as well as elsewhere in France.

The battle of Cregy ensued, whilst the Earl of

Northampton was traversing Brittany and taking

one stronghold after another.

The Earl was succeeded by Thomas Dagworth.

La Roche Derrien had fallen into English hands.

Charles de Blois attempted to retake it, and was com-

pletely routed, and himself taken prisoner (June i8th,

1347) and sent to England, where he remained in

captivity for nearly twenty years.

The war went on between the two Jeannes, the

widow of De Montfort and the grass -widow of

Charles.

Brittany now became a prey to the "Com-
panies," bands of freebooters under redoubted cap-
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tains who lived on the plunder of the land, and who
passed without scruple from one side to the other, as

best served their ends.

It was during this period that occurred the Battle

of the Thirty. The combat was proposed by Robert

de Beaumanoir, Governor of Josselin for Charles of

Blois, and the English Captain Bramber or Bram-

bourg. Commander of Ploermel for De Montfort and

King Edward.

It was agreed between them that thirty knights on

each side should meet at the oak of Mivoie between

the two places.

Bramber is said to have had only twenty English

available, and to have completed his number with

Flemings and Bretons, but judging by the names of

those on his side, there were only four Englishmen,

Robert Knollys, Thomelin Walton, Hugh Calverley,

and a Dagworth. The rest were Gascons, Flemings,

Bretons, and Norman-French.

The victory was with the French.

The war continued, and France was crushed under

the heel of England. The defeat of Poitiers was

more disastrous than that of Cregy, and it produced

the captivity of King John and his two sons.

Towards the end of 1356 Charles de Blois re-

covered his liberty. He was suffered to return to

France, but was obliged to leave his two sons as

hostages, and to undertake to pay a heavy ransom.

At the same time the young De Montfort arrived

on the scene with the Duke of Lancaster. The war

was being handed on as a legacy from one generation

to another.
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But now arose a man who was to change the whole

aspect of affairs—Bertrand du GuescHn, a man of real

military genius, true patriotism, and of probity.

Born at Broons, in or near 1320, his abilities brought

him rapidly into notice.

But the battle of Auray was disastrous. It was

fought on Michaelmas Day, 1364; Du Guesclin was

taken prisoner, and Charles de Blois was killed, along

with his bastard son.*

The death of Charles, whose sons were hostages in

England, brought some alleviation to the miseries of

the duchy. Charles V. of France consented to ac-

knowledge Jean de Montfort as duke, and he is

known as John IV. of Brittany.

But peace was not of long duration. It lasted for

five years only. Jean was English by education and

sympathies, and when, in 1369, he opened his ports

to the English fleets, and suffered English troops to

march through his land to attack France, the Breton

barons rose in revolt, took from him nearly all his

fortresses, and compelled him to fly to England.

The death of the Black Prince and of Edward III.

gave Charles V. an occasion for annexing Brittany to

the French crown. This high-handed proceeding

roused the anger of the Breton nobility, and they re-

* Breton patriotism speedily elevated him to the number of the

blessed, but he has never been canonised, though initiatory proceed-

ings for his beatification were started. In 1368 Urban V. forbade the

bishops of Brittany allowing him to be worshipped as a saint and

martyr. Nevertheless, his name was inserted in 1 731 in the Breviary of

Blois, and he receives a cult to this day in Brittany, where he is rising

into fashion. Regardless of his word, lax in his morals, indifferent to

human suffering, he is a typical example of narrow hysterical piety.
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called their duke, who now appeared as the champion

of their native liberties and independence (1379).

Du Guesclin, although a Breton by birth, did not

swerve from his allegiance to the crown of France,

and served under its lilies against the ermine of

Brittany.

We must now pass over a century that was not

without broils and bloodshed, in which the English

were continuously associated.

Duke Francis II. died in 1488, leaving an only

child, Anne, as his heiress. At once the unfortunate

province became a prey to rival candidates for her

hand—Maximilian of Austria; the Sieur d'Albret,

supported by the English ; the Duke of Orleans,

backed up by his brother Charles VIII.; and the

Viscount of Rohan.

The aspirants pursued their suit with the sword;

desolation and slaughter were everywhere ; and

finally, to put a term to this internecine strife, and

secure the duchy, Charles VIII. married Anne
himself

Charles was a repulsive object, with a big head and

short legs, and with an unwholesome complexion.

He was so badly educated that he could hardly read,

was deficient in intelligence, and a creature who acted

on caprice. Anne could only be induced to accept

him at the urgent entreaty of the bishops and nobles

of her duchy, and when she gave him her hand it

was with averted face (December 6th, 1491). Thence-

forth Brittany became a province of the realm of

France.

Charles died in 1498 without issue, and at once
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Anne retreated to her duchy, where she was received

with enthusiasm.

Her widowhood was not of long duration. Some
flimsy excuse was found to enable the Pope to annul

the marriage of the new king, and then Louis XII.

married the widow (January 7th, 1499).

Thenceforth the history of Brittany is merged in

that of France, and it is not necessary for me to give

here in abstract what is generally known or easily

obtainable elsewhere.

"The political fusion had taken place, but comprised

no moral or administrative union. Centuries would

have to elapse before Brittany could be brought to

submit to French administration. It would protest

by the voice of its estates, and again and again the

people would rise whenever the attempt was made at

unification, and its franchises and its customs were

touched, above all, when a sacrilegious hand was laid

on the Cross before which the entire population had

bowed for fourteen hundred years. As to moral

fusion, that is not as yet complete, at least in Lower

Brittany, nor will it be until the railways have every-

where penetrated to the granite villages." *

* I'itre-Chevaliek, La Bictagne Andeune, Paris, 1859, p. 469.
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THE DUKES OF BRITTANY

CONAN I. (990-992)

I

Geoffry I. (995-1008)

I

Alan III. (1008-1040)

Conan II. (1040-1066) Havoise= Hoel Count of Cornouaille,

Duke of Brittany
^1 (1066- 1084)

Alan IV. (1084-1119)

I

Conan III. (1119-1148)

(2) Eudo (ii48-ii56)= Bertha= (i) Alan of Penthievre Hoel, dis-

Regent
|

avowed by his father

Conan IV. (1156-1166)

I

(2)Guy deThouars= Constance==(i) Geoftrey Plantagenet

I I

(1181-I186)
Pierre de Dreux= Alix Arthur I. (1186-1203)

(1213-1237)
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I

Jean I. (1237-1286)

, I

Jean II. (1286-1305)

!

(2) Jolande de Dreux = Arthur II. = Marie de Limoges
Countess of Montfort

1 (1305-1312)
|

I 1 I

Jean IV. (de Montfort)=Jeanne de Jean III. Guy de Penthievre
{d. 1374)

j

"Flanders (1312-1341) I

Jean V. {d. 1399) Jeanne= Charles de

I __ Blois

I P I

(1341-1364)

Jean VI. (1399- 1442) Arthur III. Richard= Marguerite

I (1437-1458) {d. 1438)
I

d'Orleans

~.
I I

Fran9ois I. Pierre II. Francois II. = Marguerite de Foix

(1442-1451) (1451-1457) (145 7-1488) I

(i) Charles VIII., King of France= Anne ^(2) Louis XII., King of France
{in. 1491 ; d. 1498) (d. 1514) |

[in. 1499; d. 1515)

Fran9ois I., King of France = Claude Renee= Hercules d'Est,
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ARCHITECTURE

Advantage of a rudimentary knowledge of architectural styles—British

monastery at Lavre— Carlovingian church at S. Philibert—The
Norsemen—Romanesque architecture in the eleventh century—
S. Sauveur, Dinan—Attempts at vaulting—The pointed arch

—

First Pointed style—Cost of glass—Notre Dame de Lamballe—Dol

Cathedral—The Second Pointed or Geometrical style—The choir of

Notre Dame de Lamballe—The compasses compress genius—The

Third Pointed or Flamboyant style—The Renaissance—Its towers

—

Summary—Baroque style—The chateaux—Norman method of forti-

fication— Flamboyant and Renaissance chateaux—The death of

architectural beauty— Cottages.

ONLY second in interest to the people are the

churches of Brittany, the shrines of their

higher Hfe, the pole to which every heart turns in

every village.

It is in the church that the most beautiful thoughts,

the most lofty ideas of the population, have been

crystallised. The farm and the cottage have been

the scenes of hard toil, but the church is the home
of their spiritual nature.

To go through the province and not to be able to

discriminate between architectural styles, and to

estimate the approximate date of a building, or of

its several parts, is to miss one great source of in-

struction and enjoyment.

44
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I do not purpose in this chapter doing more than

give the reader a few elementary rules for his

guidance ; but I trust sufficient to put him in the

way of continuing his studies as he wanders through

the highways and byways of the land.

The early British settlers built their churches and

habitations of wood ; or if of stone, then it was only

of rude blocks put together without mortar. No such

remains of early architecture exist in Brittany as are

found in Ireland and the Western Isles of Scotland.

But the foundations of a monastery may be traced

in the Isle of Lavre, in the Brehat Archipelago.

They consist of a quadrangular oratory and a

cluster of beehive cells, in all particulars the same

as the Irish type of the fifth and sixth centuries.

The earliest remaining Christian church since the

Frank conquest, built of stone and mortar, is to be

found just without the confines of Brittany. It is

at S. Philibert de Grandlieu, and this belongs to the

Carlovingian period. It was employed as parish

church to the village, and was thickly cased in white-

wash, covering its characteristic features. A few

years ago the fancy took the parishioners to build a

new church in a different spot, and to convert the

old one into a market hall. In the process of adap-

tation to its new purpose the whitewash fell like a

curtain, and revealed the original masonry.

This church was constructed before 819, but

additions were made in 835. It consisted of a

basilica with nave and side aisles, a great apse at

the east end of the former, and lesser apses termi-

nating the aisles. When in 835 the church was
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lengthened, it was done by destroying these apses,

constructing a large quadrangular space on their site,

and by adding apses further east.

The building of both dates is of precisely the

same character, a course of white limestone alter-

nating with three of red brick. Of carved work

there is none. The side aisles are separated from

the nave by huge piers united by small semicircular

arches, so small as to imply that the architects were

timid in their employment of them. This is almost

the sole example of a Carlovingian church that exists

in France.

The incursions of the Northmen became so

frequent and so vexatious in the latter part of the

ninth and in the tenth centuries, that the monas-

teries were abandoned, and the monks fled, carrying

with them the bones of their patrons, to walled

cities in the centre of France; and some of the

chiefs, together with large bodies of the people,

escaped to England. Hardly any building, secular

or ecclesiastical, was attempted in Brittany till the

beginning of the eleventh century.*

Now look at the sketch of an arcade in the church

of S. Martin at Lamballe. It is somewhat similar to

that of S. Philibert, excepting only the alternating

bands of brick and stone, which are absent in

Lamballe. Yet two centuries intervened between

the building of one and of the other.

When the Bretons began to re-erect their churches

* There are, however, a very early crypt at Lanmeur, and an early

church with lude carvings at Locquenole near Morlaix, both of the

tenth century.
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in the eleventh century, they started from the point

where they had left off in the ninth.

But architecture now made rapid strides, and

sculpture came to its aid. The inspiration was

from Lombardy. It flourished with extraordinary

FIG. 3. ARCADE, S, MARTIN, LAMBALLE

luxuriance and with barbaric decoration in the centre

of France, where the west fronts were turned into

screens covered with rude but effective sculpture.

Typical examples are Ste. Radegonde and Notre

Dame at Poitiers.

But in Normandy the style was graver, more re-

strained, and statelier.
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Mrs. Alfred Gatty, in one of her " Parables of

Nature," tells how that the domestic crickets when

first created felt themselves to be lost creatures with-

out a sphere in which to live; they roved over the face

of the earth and shivered. But when men began to

build houses, then they found the destination for which

they had been created. The Northmen had been

mere destroyers, wrecking all that was left of civilisa-

tion in Europe till they settled in Neustria. Then,

almost at once, they found their true vocation, and

developed rapidly into the master-builders of Europe.

The sense of artistic beauty and structural strength

planted in them had been in abeyance in their native

land, where they had only wood with which to deal.

But in Normandy, where the forests were sparse, and

Caen stone was accessible, they laid hold of the pick

and the trowel and created mediaeval architecture, the

most perfect in construction and in loveliness ever

achieved by mankind.

Starting with the plain round arch, they rapidly

improved on it ; they added mouldings ; they took

the plain abacus and transformed it by the addition

of sculpture.

The style they created is called by us, and rightly,

the Norman ; by the French Romane (Romanesque),

because it had its cradle in Italy.

The examples in Brittany are not numerous, but

the student may start on his rambles, with some
acquaintance with it, by attentively noting the

specimens that exist at Dinan.

The west front of S. Sauveur, below the window,

which is later, is Romanesque. So is the south

E
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wall of the nave, where engaged pilasters take the

place of buttresses. So is the little chapel of S.

Joachim, beyond the S. Malo gate. Observe therein

the arch of the apse.

The ravages of war, fires caused by lightning or

accident, made the builders desirous to protect from

flames the altar and the relics under it. When the

roof was of wood, not only was it consumed, but the

falling masses of blazing timber destroyed what was

beneath, and the architects began to vault the apse

above the most sacred portion of the church. But

the pressure of the vault on the walls obliged them

to greatly thicken these latter. As yet the buttress

w^as not understood, and the utmost done to strengthen

the walls against the outward thrust was to engage

piers or pillars in the wall.

For a while only did they content themselves with

vaulting the apse. The next step was to treat the

side aisles in the same way. It was long before they

ventured on vaulting the nave, and it was when they

attempted this that the buttress, and finally the flying

buttress, came into use. This latter, however, not till

comparatively late.

To enable the reader to follow the development of

the buttress, I give a series of sketches, mainly from

De Caumont, that exemplify it.

Fig. 4. San Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, belongs

to the later Empire. Here the outward thrust of the

roof is resisted by mere thickenings of the wall in

the form of an arcade.

Fig. 5. Here we have the buttress in a Romanesque

building. It is nothing further than a thickening of



FIG. 4. BUTTRESS, RAVEWA FIG. 5

FIG. 7
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the wall ; no advance has been made on the method
adopted at Ravenna.

Fig. 6. In this example the buttress is decorated

with pilasters, but still no progress has been made.

Fig. 7. Now an advance has been made. The true

buttress shows itself, by a carrying down of the

resistance.

Fig. 8. A further example of the true buttress.

Fig. 9, In the thirteenth century the buttress is in

full course of development.

Fig. 10. To sustain a vaulted roof, the flying

buttress takes its place. The example given is quite

simple, but splendid representations of this stone

scaffolding may be seen wherever there is an apse in

the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries.

Fig. II. The degradation of the buttress; from the

apse of the Cathedral of Vannes, eighteenth century,

where the true principle of the fl}'ing buttress is lost,

and it is made weak where it should be strong.

In some instances the buttress is included within

the church, the space between the several buttresses

being utilised as side chapels. At Lamballe (Notre

Dame) the substance of the buttress is elegantly

pierced with tracery. At Guingamp the flying

buttress daringly traverses the interior of the side

aisles.

We will now leave the buttress, and consider the

piers and arches within.

At first the arcade of the nave rested on oblong

pillars that were rectangular. Again I give a series

of examples ; this time I produce plans.

Fig. 12 represents the earliest plan of a pier.



FIG. lO
FIG. II
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Fig. 13 shows an improvement, an enrichment.

Fig. 14, Here we have pilasters engaged in the

mass of the pier.

Fig. 15. The harsh angles of the central mass are

removed, and the whole pier enriched. Every such

enrichment of the pillars led to the enrichment at the

same time of the arches that reposed upon them.

FIG. 12 FIG. 13

FIG. 14
SECTIONS OF PIERS

FIG. 15

But even when round drums were employed in the

place of rectangular piers, or their modifications, the

arches were richly moulded.

At first the arches were semicircular, struck, that is,

from a single centre (Fig. 16).

The second stage was the making of pointed

arches. Whether the architects were forced to adopt

the pointed arch by the stress of circumstances, when
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constructing their vaults, or whether they hit on it by

the interlacing of semicircular arches (Fig. 17), has

Ku;. 16

been disputed, and we need not stay here to inquire.

Sufficient for us that the next stage was the general

adoption of the pointed arch ; and with its adoption

3Liis:o

FIG. 17

we arrive at what is termed the First Pointed style

(Fig. 18).

Arches were, indeed, still not infrequently round,

but usually they were pointed, and when round we
learn, as in the magnificent north doorway at Lam-
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balle, to determine their period by the mouldings and

fohage employed.

The First Pointed style began in the twelfth cen-

tury and lasted to the beginning of the thirteenth.

FIG. l8

We will now consider the windows.

In Romanesque churches there were only small

round-headed windows, or else bull's-eyes.

With the twelfth century lancets (Fig. 19) were in-

troduced, and these were sometimes grouped.

At the time glass was scarce and costly, and the

windows were filled with wooden frames over which

was strained oiled linen. Our English word wifidow

comes from the Scandinavian, and signifies a wind-

eye, a hole through which the air poured in. Now,
indeed, it was excluded, but glass came into use in

the wealthiest churches. Its employment rapidly

spread, and the art of staining it was acquired.

The architects were now able to widen their lancets,

and make attempts at tracery. But this tracery was

only tried in two-light windows, by including both

lancets under a containing arch, and by piercing the

space above them, and forming therein a circular

window (Fig. 20).
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I do not think that we can do better than take an

object lesson at Lamballe. The chapel of the castle

of the Counts of Penthievre occupies a height above

the town, and presents examples that are typical of

all the styles of Pointed architecture.

The original church consisted of a quasi-cruciform

structure, with a north entrance from the castle.

Within, the nave has great drums of pillars with

early First Pointed foliage of good character on the

capitals, and with pointed arches, i.e. arches struck

from two centres.

Now if we look at S. Martin's Church in Lamballe,

we see a rude Romanesque nave, with semicircular

arches, but east of these we have very early pointed

arches of the second period, simpler than those at

Notre Dame.

The architects of this period did not confine them-

selves to drums of pillars ; they proceeded to surround

them with clusters of slender shafts—in England

frequently of Purbeck marble.

The church of Notre Dame de Lamballe was

consecrated in 1220. By this date architecture was

in rapid development, and the nave actually represents

a stage that had already been left behind.

Now turn to Dol Cathedral. This had been burnt

to the ground by King John in 1203. The rebuilding

was commenced about 1220, and was continued to

1260. It is still in First Pointed, but in this style much
developed since the nave of Lamballe was built.

Here we have larger windows, because glass was

now easily procurable, and clustered and disengaged

columns surrounding the drums. Moreover, we have
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here, what we have not at Lamballe, a pointed vaulted

roof.

Now let us proceed further.

The architect, having discovered the pleasing effect

of combining two lancets and piercing a circle above

them, proceeded to group together three or more
lights, reduce the intermediate spaces of stone to

mere mullions, and to multiply the circles above.

At the west end of Lamballe (Notre Dame) may
be seen a First Pointed window of the type Fig. 21.

But in the south transept of S. Martin's Church is a

typical Geometrical window of tracery of the newer

style, which is called the Second Pointed or Geo-

metric style (Fig. 24).

There is, moreover, a two-light window in Notre

Dame that exhibits the pleasure taken by the archi-

tect in his newly acquired power of the employment
of tracery in windows (Fig. 23).

The whole of the choir of this church was built

under Charles de Blois, between 1353 and 1364, and

is a magnificent example of this Second Pointed style.

The lichness of the clustering of the engaged columns

that sustain the central tower, especially those to the

east that had to resist the thrust of the vaulting, is

not to be surpassed. There is a double triforium

above the arcade and below the clerestory windows,

and the choir is vaulted. On both sides the buttresses

are taken into the church to form side chapels, but

on the south side they are perforated and filled in

with Geometrical tracer}'.

Treguier Cathedral is in the same Second Pointed

style, and some of its aisle windows are superb

examples of the tracery of this period.



FIG. 19
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This Second Pointed or Geometric style depends

for its execution on a pair of compasses. Cologne,

Amiens, York Minster, Lincoln, and Exeter belong

to it.

Beautiful—the very flower of Gothic architecture

—

as it may be, yet it was a style that lent itself to be

employed by second- and third-rate architects with

respectable results.

The compass nipped genius. Any dull man who
had a pair of dividers, Caen stone, and unlimited

means at his disposal, could design an Amiens or

a York Minster which would be perfectly correct,

and show no spark of invention.

There is a fairy tale of the faithful servant, who
when he lost his master bound an iron hoop about

his heart. When he recovered his master, for joy his

bosom swelled and snapped the iron ring. Some-

thing of the sort took place with the mediaeval

designer in stone. Genius strained within him till

it broke through the circle, and it fell. In England,

France, and Germany, almost if not quite simul-

taneously Geometrical tracery was cast aside. But

the result was different in each land. In England

the architect subordinated his art to that of the glass

painter. He made of his churches vast lanterns, and

turned the windows into frames for stained pictures

of saints and angels. He originated the "Perpendicu-

lar " style, for his lines became vertical.

In Germany he allowed the circles to pierce one

another, snapped them, and let the broken ends

remain exposed. In France the tracery became leaf-

or flame-shaped, waving, recurving, everything but
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FIG. 26

RENAISSANCE WINDOW

FIG. 25

FLAMBOYANT WINDOW
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circular or rigid. Moreover, the architect in England

and in France now conceived a fancy for striking his

arches from four centres, two being often on the out-

side of his arch. In France the two -centred arch

was still employed for the window-heads, yet door-

ways and arcading were frequently four-centred.

The designer was now emancipated from all

restraint, and the Third Pointed or Flamboyant style

shows the utmost luxuriance, even wantonness, in

tracery and decoration. Flamboyant windows are

often surpassingly rich and beautiful,* but are also

sometimes weak and weedy.

At Notre Dame de Lamballe the Third Pointed

architect knocked away the First Pointed nave aisles,

and put in gables to contain tall P'lamboyant windows.

The choir of S. Sauveur at Dinan, and the window

above the west door, as also the north aisle of the

nave, are of the Third Pointed period. So also is the

church of S. Malo in the same town.

But the exuberance and extravagance of Flam-

boyant work produced a reaction. A desire was felt

for something less frittering of outline and bolder in

treatment of the windows.

At the same time came into France an influx of

Italian artists, who made Italian presentation of

classic pagan models the fashion of the day. But

the Renaissance at first affected details only. Gothic

forms in the larger features and outlines remained,

and even the foliage continued to be that of the

Flamboyant period.

In its early stage Renaissance buildings are very

* The west window of York Minster shows Flamboyant feeling.
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beautiful, and some of the towers of this epoch are

pecuHarly fine, but the style rapidly deteriorated.

Perhaps one of the most striking examples of a

Renaissance church with all its adjuncts— triumphal

arch into the churchyard, Calvary crowded with

statues, and ossuary— is that of S. Thegonnec, in

Finistere. The cumbrous triumphal arch is dated

1587, the beautiful ossuary is dated 1677, the Calvary

16 10, and the church was built between 1563 and

1632. The ossuary is really the purest and earliest

in style. The whole group is astonishing in the

wealth of architecture crowded into a small space.

The buttresses no more shoot up into pinnacles, but

are surmounted by cupolas
;
pillars and pilasters are

of classic character, and the arch meets in a heavy,

enriched keystone. The niches for saints are sur-

mounted by canopies that are wholly classic in detail

though still Gothic in feeling.

The tendency in the towers is now to form pseudo-

buttresses by reducing the walls between the angles,

and boldly, heavily, even clumsil}- bracketing out the

platform that supports the spire or cupola.

At Guingamp the south-west tower, never finished,

is of this period, so is a large portion of the south

front. Below are late flame-traceried windows, but

above these in an upper stage others square-headed

in pseudo-classic style.

A prejudice against tracery now manifested itself,

and whensoever any had to be employed it was

barbarous and uncouth to the last degree. In the

church of Lannion we have almost side by side a

Second Pointed window with circles in tracer}',
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a Flamboyant window of exaggerated character, and

a Renaissance window in which the faculty of the

artist to design tracer)^ seems to have suffered

paralysis (Fig. 26).

But although the architects of this later period

were incapable in one direction, they were masters

in another. In no part of Europe does architecture

of this epoch present so instructive a study. Their

spires and porches are of extraordinary richness

and beauty. The type of spire changes greatly

at this period. The Romanesque tower was usually

central and square and massive. Then came in

the use of bell towers at the west end, all on a

square base ; but the Renaissance architects affected

an oblong quadrangular plan.

There would seem to have been a great school of

architecture about the end of the sixteenth and

beginning of the seventeenth centuries at Lander-

neau, that created the incomparable works of S.

Houardon in that town and of several others in

the neighbourhood.

The Flamboyant spires were a development of

those of the preceding period, but the lantern-crowned

towers of the Renaissance are designed in complete

independence.

The earlier type of tower and spire consisted of

one stage superposed on another, each crowned by

a gallery on all sides. This was forced upon the

Breton architects by circumstances. When, for

century after century, the country was ravaged by

the English and French, then the tower served as

a look-out place, whence watch was kept by night
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and by day against wandering Companies or hostile

armies. The tower either terminates with a square

head and a platform or in a series of galleries in stages.

Next to the towers we may note the porches as

very original features, especially in the Renaissance

FIGS. 27, 28. TWO-CENTRED ARCHES

FIGS. 29, 30. FOUR-CENTRED ARCHES

period. The noblest of all are Landivisiau, 1554,

and that at Landerneau, the date of which is 1604,

and it is much like that of Bodilis, which is dated

1570; and those of Pleyben, 1588; Goulven, 1593;
S. Thegonnec, 1599; Guimiliau, 1606; Tremaouezan,
1610-23

; Goueznou, 1643, ^^d some others even later.

F
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The architects possessed the admirable Kersanton

stone in which to work. This is dark and fine-

grained ; it cuts easily when taken from the quarries,

but hardens with time.

The foliage of the several periods need not detain

us long. Romanesque leaf-work is stiff and archaic.

That of First Pointed is leafage bursting with the

breath of spring.

That of Second Pointed is foliage and flower in full

summer.

That of Third Pointed is leafage crinkled and

crisped with the touch of winter.

The periods may be roughly distinguished thus :

—

Romanesque (round arches), eleventh century and

beginning of twelfth.

First Pointed (two -centred arches and lancets),

middle twelfth century and beginning of thir-

teenth.

Second Pointed (two -centred arches and Geo-

metric tracery), middle thirteenth centur}' and

throughout fourteenth.

Third Pointed (four -centred, flame tracery), all

fifteenth century and beginning of sixteenth.

Renaissance (round, poor tracery), end sixteenth

century to middle of seventeenth.

Baroque (round, no tracery), middle seventeenth

century to end of eighteenth.

To turn now to the chateaux.

The earliest fortress of stone known to exist in

Brittany, and which probably belongs to the ninth

century, is Castel-Cran in Plelauff, Cotes-du-Xord.
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Its plan is extremely simple; at the summit of a

promontory on a natural platform is a castle, the

shape of which is determined by the form of the

headland it occupies. It is an irregular pentagon

with a donjon in the south-west angle. The walls,

about five feet thick, are very rudely constructed
;

the blocks of stone are uncut, and are bedded in clay

instead of mortar. They now stand only six feet

high.*

But the Normans were the master - builders of

castles as they were of churches. The type adopted

by them became permanent for three centuries. It

consists in drums of towers connected by curtain

walls, and the towers in later days were usually

capped with conical slate roofs.

Brittany does not possess many large castles, none

comparable to those in Touraine, but it has Josselin

and Clisson. There are, however, a good many of

the same type on a smaller scale, as Combourg, Vitre,

Sucinio, Tonquedec, and Elven.

But when the period of incessant or intermittent

warfare was at an end, when Brittany became a

province of France, there sprang up as by magic

a crop of chateaux in the Flamboyant style, all

beautiful, with their gables crocketed, with dormer

windows, and with tall roofs.

When the Renaissance came, the chateaux con-

tinued to be beautiful, till that style became degraded

to that type which seems everywhere in Europe to

have been appropriated as suitable to pretentious

* See M. Keranflech's account of it in the CongrJs de Saint-Servan

for 1891.
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hotels. The details become coarse and the cornices

and mouldings cumbrous. Every element of beauty

is gone and every element of vulgarity is accentuated.

A Breton farmhouse or cottage deserves a word.

It has struck me as structurally much resembling

one such of the old type in Wales. A door between

two windows, and of one story, and a chimney at

one end. The interior has an earth floor, a huge

fireplace for wood ; the beds are arranged about the

sides, and are closed in with carved wood fronts with

little rails for the admission of light and air. The
principal lit-clos has a small square exterior window

opening into it. At night the members of the house-

hold retire into their closed beds, draw the doors

together, and undress in privacy. So also do they

dress in the morning in their box-beds, and open

the doors and issue forth clothed. How, when, and

where the washing is performed we need not inquire.

The great room is further furnished with large oak

carved wardrobes and chests, and each lit-clos has a

box like a small settee by it, on which to step so as

to enter or leave bed.

Note.—An inaccuracy occurs in Figs. 23-26. I sent photo-

graphs and drawings to an architect to be drawn out in full for

me. He was accustomed to Bath and Caen stone, and has

accordingly composed the jambs and mullions of small blocks

superposed ; whereas, being in granite, they should be drawn

in single blocks.
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CHAPTER V

THE PARDONS

What a pardon is—Displacement of local saints—The nature of a

pardon—S. Jean du Doigt—Cult of relics—Pardon of Motreff—Of

Guingamp— Sticking pins in images— S. Servais— Locronan—
Irvillac— Plougastel— Fouesnant —The pain benit— Its origin—
—Attempt of the Government to suppress or discourage religious

observances—List of pardons.

IT is with some hesitation that I write upon the

topic of the Breton pardons, for in them we see

the intensely rehgious feehng of the people manifest-

ing itself in its utmost intensity ; and to assist at a

pardon with covered head and clicking a kodak is to

commit an impertinence and a sacrilege.

The pardon is to the Breton what a revival is to

a Cornish Methodist and a camp-meeting to a York-

shire Nonconformist. Religion, wherever found, and

in whatever form it shows itself, is too sacred to be

treated with contempt, or peered into inquisitively.

But the pardon is an institution too unique and

too intimately bound up with Breton life to be passed

over without notice. I trust that such as thrust

themselves on one may leave their superciliousness

behind them.

The pardon is the feast of the patron saint of a

church or a chapel. It by no means is ahva}'s

69
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observed in the parish church ; it is frequently cele-

brated in and about a lone oratory that is rarely

visited at other times, and is unmarked in ordinary

maps. The scene may be some woodland glen, or

some barren moor, or an islet in the wild sea.

It is the wake, revel, or feast with all its mediaeval

features unaltered, hardly modified, and with the

religious element intensified.

A little Breton almanack, annually published at

Ouimperle, gives the days of the pardons throughout

the year in Finistere and Morbihan.*

The pardons begin in March and end in October,

but the majority are between Easter and Michaelmas.

When the feast day of the patron falls in winter the

saint is only commemorated on that day, and the

great celebration is transferred to a more congenial

season. So also, when the patronal feasts of two

parishes or chapels near each other occur close to-

gether, one has to be transferred. A good deal of effort

has been made by the bishops and clergy of ultra-

montane tendency to efface the native and Celtic

saints, and supplant them by such as are in the

Roman calendar. For instance, at S. Aaron, near

Lamballe, about twelve years ago, the very interesting

early church, in which was much fine old glass, was

ruthlessly swept away, and a vulgar Cockney-Gothic

edifice run up and reconsecrated under the patronage

of S. Sebastian and S. Aaron, and the village feast

was transferred from the day of the founder, which

is June 22nd (as he was a Welsh saint, and had not

received the imprimatur of Rome), to the 20th

* Aniitiaire du Finistere, V Union Agriiolii%l Maritime. Quimperle.
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January, although that is in midwinter, merely for

the sake of getting the people to pay their vows to

the Roman saint in place of him who had been the

apostle of the district and the founder of their church.

In the calendars of the Breton dioceses the process

of elimination goes on. In that of the united dioceses

of Treguier and S. Brieuc for the present year (1901)

not one Celtic saint is noticed in the months of

January, February, June, July, August, September,

and December. In March only one—Paul of Leon

—is accepted : from April S. Brieuc could not with

decency be excluded. The local saints in most favour

are late, S. William and S. Ives. Charles of Bourbon,

though not canonised, is rising rapidly in popular

favour. On the other hand, the calendar is invaded

by foreigners. Of Italians there are fourteen in

January and February ; whereas of early Breton

saints there are but five admitted in the entire year.

In that striking story of Ferdinand Fabre, UAbbe
Tigratte, the Bishop of Formieres is represented in

his Grand Seminar}-- turning out the professors as

not sufficiently ultramontane to please him, and

when the teachers murmur, he asks with what do

they reproach him. " With what 7 " asks the Pro-

fessor of Ecclesiastical History. " In your passion

for reform you have not suffered us to commemorate
our own local saints

;
you have abolished the Proper

of the Diocese, one of the most ancient and most

glorious of the martyrologies of France."

The Breton dioceses only abandoned their special

rites and the Gallican Breviary in 1848, and accepted

those of Rome.
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To a pardon come pilgrims from all sides in their

best costumes, which are only to be seen there and at

a wedding. They proceed to their destination with

the utmost gravity, their lips murmuring prayers

and their eyes lowered. Beggars swarm, sordid,

covered with vermin, exposing their sores, and fill

the air with their whine. In the churchyard the

young couples walk together solemnly, exchange a

few words across a grave, and make their arrange-

ments for life.

Le Goffic says :
" These pardons are the same now

that they were two hundred years ago, and nothing

can be conceived more delightfully antiquated. They

do not resemble other fetes. They are not excuses

for drunken debauches, like the Flemish kermess, nor

the rendezvous of showmen like the Paris fairs. The
attraction is something other and higher. These

pardons are feasts of the soul. There is little laughing

and much praying." *

As a visitor remarked to a native, " Decidedly,

I like your Bretons better when not amusing them-

selves. They are then less grave." The greater

part of the day is spent in devotions ; it begins with

the early Mass ; but the observance has actually

commenced earlier, for the eve is devoted to con-

fession, and the rosary is recited the whole way to

the place of pardon. Some of the pilgrims have

come barefooted, and such as intend to communicate

are fasting. Indeed, there are not a few who return

to their homes without having broken their fast.

Mothers are there with infirm children in their arms.

* Lcs Romanciers d'aiijoiird^hiii, p. 87.
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They dip the shirts of their babes in the holy well,

and then put them on all dripping. Cripples plunge

their distorted limbs in the blessed water, others pour

it over their rheumatic joints or their open sores, and

many are there scooping up the holy water to drink

it as a cure to their internal maladies. There are

processions of children in white, and flowers are

strewn. Incense is wafted, candles flicker, and

banners wave. Sermons are preached and hymns
are sung. The priests who attend are saying mass

at the altar from before daybreak.

A pardon that attracts crowds is celebrated at

S. Jean du Doigt, near Morlaix, on the 23rd and

24th June. The story connected with it is as

follows :

—

By order of Julian the Apostate the body of the

Baptist was burnt at Samaria, but a miraculous rain

extinguished the fire, and some relics were saved.

Among these was the forefinger of the right hand

with which John had indicated Christ. This finger

was sent to Philip, Patriarch of Jerusalem. Thula,

a Normandy damsel, managed to get possession of it,

and transported it to her native land, and built a

church to contain it. Now it chanced, in 1437, that

a young Breton of Plougasnou saw this relic, and

resolved on stealing it. He found means of carrying

out his intention, and to conceal the relic cut open

his arm, and secreted the finger under his skin.

On reaching his native village he revealed what he

had secured, and great was the joy of the people at

having obtained so precious a relic. Duke John V.

of Brittany in 1440 laid the foundation of the church
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that was to receive it, and the beautiful Flamboyant

structure was completed in 15 13 by the liberality of

the Duchess Anne.

The holy well is near the church. When the water

is stirred with this relic it acquires miraculous powers
;

it heals all manner of diseases, and the chapel is

crowded with ex-voto tablets and thank-offerings for

supposed cures. The finger is exposed to the adora-

tion of pilgrims at the pardon ; the peasants believe

that it still exudes blood, and that the nail is annually

pared by the priests.

Formerly an angel was contrived to flutter down
from the church spire and ignite the bonfire, but this

has been discontinued. An angel, however, still

executes this office at the pardon of S. Nicodeme.

At Pouance is la tombe de I'emigre. No one

knows who the dead person is who is there buried,

but the people insist on worshipping there, and sur-

rounding it with ex-votos. At Chateaubriant is a

skull, none can say of whom, which receives a religious

cult. A withered corpse was dug up a few years ago

at Ere, near Lifre, and vows are made to it, and it

has become an object of devotion.

At Josselin, in the church of Notre Dame, on the

right-hand side on entering, a Gothic niche contains

a skull of some unknown personage, over which the

faithful empty little bags of corn to preserve them-

selves from headaches. One can hardly doubt that

this cult of old bones is a relic of primeval paganism,

and represents the taking from the dolmens of bones

and skulls to be scraped and fondled at certain

festivals. The clergy have substituted relics of saints,
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where possible, for those of ancestors. One of the

most interesting of pardons is that of Locronan.

The church there is crowded with very old and

grotesque statues of native saints. Certain guilds

or families have the charge of the several figures, and

on the occasion of the pardon these are brought out

by their hereditary custodians, who build for them

little leafy bowers along the course of the Tromenic,

or pilgrim path, at intervals, and the pilgrims as they

go by salute them ; some drop sous as offerings, some

kiss their feet, others may be seen throwing their

arms round them and hugging them.

The pardon of Motreff has been described by

Le Braz.* The patron is S. Peter, and on the eve

of the feast all the parishioners ascend to a bold

mountain -top, where a great bonfire is built up by

the head of a family in which the right is hereditary.

The fire has to be lighted only by a pure virgin, and

the sick and feeble are carried to the spot, as the

bonfire flames are held to be gifted with miraculous

healing powers. The parish priest is not suffered to

bless the fire ; that must be done by the most ancient

man of the village, who recites over it " The prayer

of the fire."

When the flames are abated, and the ashes glow,

then stones are placed around them for the souls of

the dead to sit there through the remainder of the

night and enjoy the heat. Every member of the

community carries away a handful of ashes as a

sovereign cure for sundry maladies. The whole

proceeding is instinct with paganism.

* Pdqiies d^hlaiide. Paris, 1S97.
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The pardons at which cattle are offered shall be

described later on.

The pardons do not extend further east than

Guingamp. There the great pardon is on the first

Sunday in July. At nightfall dances take place in

the street and place to the sound of the biniou. But

at nine o'clock a procession leaves the church bearing

the miraculous image of the Virgin, and it is carried

to the square, where immense bonfires are lighted,

and is taken round them. Immediately after mid-

night a mass is said, after which the pilgrims separate.

To Guingamp many come from Upper Brittany.

There are still other peculiarities noticeable at Guin-

gamp. In a side chapel is an image of S. Catherine.

Unmarried girls resort to this statue and stick pins

into it. If the saint shakes herself free from the

pins during the night, that is a token that she has

heard the prayers offered, and will obtain husbands

for the girls who pricked her. The same superstition

attaches to a statue of S. Guerec at Ploumanach.

One of the most remarkable pardons is now a

thing of the past.

The pardon referred to was that of S. Servais in

a fold of the mountains of Arre, on the fringe of

the forest of Duault. It was formerly attended by

from sixteen to seventeen thousand pilgrims from

the dioceses of Treguier, Ouimper, and Vannes.

Servais, who has become in Breton Gelvest, is in-

voked on behalf of the young corn. He guarantees

against early frosts.

The pardon is on May 13th. On the eve, men
and women were wont to arrive in troops, the men
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all on horseback and armed with stout cudgels, with

a leather looped thong at the small end, through

which the hand was passed.

The following account of what the pardon con-

sisted in is from the pen of an old countess who

made the pilgrimage barefooted from Quimper on

seven occasions.

"We started in numerous bands. As we approached

the chapel we encountered the Gwenediz (the people

of Vannes). These were our most implacable foes.

" Vespers was awaited by all ranged in two camps,

the Gwenediz on one side of the stream that courses

by the cemetery wall, and we on the other. Glances

of acute hostility passed between the rival bodies.

When the vesper-bell rang the chapel doors were

thrown open, and we all rushed within.

"At the further end of the nave was a large banner,

upright, the staff passed through a ring of the altar-

rail. Hard by on a handbarrow was a little wooden

saint, S. Gelvest ar Piliau. There had to be a new
statue every year ; one would not serve twice after

the rough usage to which it was subjected.

" The Magnificat was chanted.

" Then all the cudgels were raised, and no sooner

was the last verse sung than the whole church

resounded with a frightful clashing of cudgels. The
Cornouaillais yelled, 'Drive away the frost! Give us

wheat in Cornouaille.' Whilst those of Vannes

shouted, ' Drive away the frost ! Wheat and oats

and buckwheat to the Vannetais !

'

"A stout fellow laid hold of the banner, the pole of

which is eighteen feet high, and two others raised
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the bier to which the image was attached. The
rector of Duault advanced, pale as ashes, between

the serried ranks of the Gwenediz on the left and

the Cornouaillais on the right. The terrible moment
had arrived. The banner was inclined to pass under

the arch of the doorway.
" Suddenly a furious clamour burst forth, howls

from thousands of mouths, ' Hijar reiu ! hijar reiu !

Down with the frost
!

' and at once the conflict with

the cudgels began. They were flourished, whirled

like the sails of windmills, they descended, clashed,

and the rector with the choristers fled to the sacristy.

The battle was fought to obtain possession of the

banner and the wooden statuette, for the side that

secured them secured also immunity from late frosts

and an abundant harvest.

" The women were wont to fight as furiously as did

the men, employing their nails and teeth.

" I remember especially one occasion on which the

Cornouaillais were victorious. There had been a

hurricane of blows, arms had been broken, and heads

cut open. On the tombs without were men seated

with blood streaming from their mouths. The saint

had been smashed to atoms, and the women had

collected the chips in their aprons. The banner alone

was intact. The Vannetais made a last attempt

to secure it. They were, however, successfully

repulsed, and retired carrying off their wounded,

who groaned in their pain as jolted in carts from

the field of action. Our side carried off the banner

in triumph to the church. That year, I well re-

member, the harvest was unusually abundant."
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This pardon—at least in its violent scenes—is a

thing of the past. Both the ecclesiastical and

secular authorities interfered to abolish a scandalous

usage that smacked too strongly of paganism. The
gendarmes appeared on the scene, and the bloody

pardon of Gelvest ar Piliau is at an end ; but the old

folks say that with its abolishment the fertility of the

land has decreased. It could only be maintained by

the annual shedding of blood.

One of the most noted pardons of Brittany is that

of Locronan. The Grand Pardon occurs every sixth

year, and the next will be in 1905. On this occasion

the whole circuit of the miniJii of S. Ronan is

gone round by the pilgrims barefooted and reciting

prayers. The distance is fourteen kilometres, but

the Petit Pardon occurs every year, when a much
more contracted circuit is made. The greater pardon

is called the Grand Tromenie (round of the miniJii)^

and takes place on the second Sunday of July

and concludes on the following Sunday. The Petit

Tromenie is on the last Sunday in September.

At Irvillac, in Finistere, is a curious pardon some-

thing like that described, in which fighting and

broken heads form a part of the order of procedure.

It is likewise in all probability a survival of a pagan

feast. It is celebrated on the third Sunday in

October.

At Plougastel, at the pardon on Midsummer Day,

great fires are lighted, and the children are passed

through or over them. Then the people kneel round

the bonfire, and taking up the ashes, rub their eyes

with them, after which they recite the Lord's Prayer
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and the " Hail Mary." A curious example of an

institution that was pagan, with a patch of Chris-

tianity applied to it.

At S. Eloi, near Landerneau, is a chapel that

contains an image of the saint who is regarded

through Finistere as the patron of horses. At the

pardon, which is also celebrated with bonfires, the

farmers arrive in procession on horseback, and as

they pass before the image oblige their horses to

execute a sort of stumble or bow, as offering saluta-

tion to S. Eloi. After that each offers at the altar

a knot of horsehair.

There are peculiar features connected with many
of the pardons that can only be ascertained by

visiting them all, and this is not possible, as so many
occur on the same days in the summer.

A very pretty pardon is that of Fouesnant, to

which parties come in boats, bearing their banners,

the girls all in white. But its beauty depends much
on the arrival of the boats taking place at the flow

of the tide. Much is lost when the boats cannot

come into the bay.

A good many other peculiarities are found in the

religious life of the Bretons, beside the pardons, that

merit attention, and some of these shall be noticed

later on in this book.

The pain benit is very generally distributed at

High Mass. This usage is still in force in the

churches of Paris and in Normandy, but to the best

of my knowledge not in other parts of the Western

Church, though universal in the Eastern Church.

I have known English people startled at being
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offered the bread during Mass, thinking that they

were being communicated. This, however, is not the

case, and a few words of explanation may not be out

of place. In ancient days the congregation made
oblation of the bread and wine required for the

Eucharist, just as with us in England it has to be

provided by the churchwardens. When received, the

priest blessed the gifts, then took from the bread

sufficient for the sacrifice, and gave what was over

to be distributed among the congregation. This dis-

tribution in the Greek and Russian Churches is made
at the end of the service, but in the north of France

it takes place just after the offertory.

In the tenth century the Western Church, holding

that at the institution unleavened bread was used,

considered that it would be acting more in accord-

ance with Scripture if it adopted the wafer. But the

oblation of the leavened bread continued to be made
by the people, and has also continued to be blessed

and then distributed. The reason for it has, how-

ever, ceased with the adoption of the unleavened

bread.

It is now cut up after benediction, and taken

round in baskets. Formerly it was a token of

fraternal love and regard for a bishop to send the

pain baiit to one of his brethren, or to one of the

faithful. In Paris S. Genevieve incurred much oppo-

sition, as she had instituted an ascetic mode of life,

and the hostility towards her was only allayed when

S. Germanus of Auxerre sent her the blessed bread.

I subjoin a list of some of the most notable pardons,

but it must not be regarded as more than a selection;

G
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and I take mainly those in Finistere, where they

possess the most archaic and interesting character.

Steadily but surely, as French influence advances,

peculiar customs are being abandoned. The Re-

publican Government is employing all the means

at its disposal to crush out or to undermine the

religion of the people, and to secularise the educa-

tion. Morbihan and the C6tes-du-Nord have been

Gallicised, as have been Ille-et-Vilaine and Loire-

Inferieure for some time, and though religion is still

deep-seated and a dominant force, yet it is not an

overpowering and all-embracing passion as it is in

Finistere. It cannot be said that the Gallicising

process and the driving back of religion advance

honesty, sobriety, or morality generally.

It would not perhaps be incorrect, in drawing a

comparison between the popular religion of the

English peasantry and that of the Bretons, to call

the former natural religion with a tincture of Chris-

tianity, and the latter Christianity with a smack of

paganism.

Attempts have been made and are being made by

Welsh Calvinist preachers to break down the religious

convictions of the Bretons, but hitherto with little

success.

The following is a by no means complete list of par-

dons. Those that are most interesting are in darker

type ; but it is not possible to indicate all that are

especially curious without having attended every one.

They differ somewhat the one from the other, and

usually those most deserving of observation are such

as are in remote districts and lonely chapels.
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Monday in Easter Week

Tuesday ,, „

I St Sunday after Easter

2nd

4th „

5th

Sunday after May nth
Ascension Day .

Sun. afterAscension Day
Whit Sunday

,, Monday

„ Thursday .

Trinity Sunday .

ist Sunday after Trinity

2nd „

ist Sunday in June

Plougastel-Daoulas at Les Fon-

taines blanches. Moncontour

(C. du N.), some rehgion and

much revelry and not a little

drunkenness.

Landevarzec.

Tremeoc. Quemeneven (N. D.

de Kergoat).

Saint Yvi. Plonevez Porzay (N. D.

de la Clarte).

Audierne, Edern (S. Symphorien).

Le Cloitre.

Beuzec-Cap-Sizun.

Loc Tudy.

Bodilis, Penhars, Spezet (at the

Well of S, Gouzenou), Lan-

devennec, Plougonnec.

Tregoat, S. Divy.

Kernilis. Plouider ; Edern

;

Coray; Spezet (Chapel of

Cran).

Quimperl^ (Pardon des Oiseaux)

;

Pont TAtb^ (Pardon des

Enfants) ; Ergue-Armel, La
Foret, Landudal, Ploneis,

Landeleau, Carantec.

Gouezec (Les Fontaines).

Rumengol ; Pleyben ; Benodet

;

Plozevit ; Ste. Anne d'Auray.

Coadry near Scaer; Ploermel

(M.); Benedictionof the Seaat

Camaret; Treguennec ; Ploue-

dern ; Plouzane.

Dirinon; Tr6babu, Roscoflf (P.

de Santec).

Kerlouan ; Ploujean.
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June 7th .

Sunday after 17th June
Last Sunday in June .

June 24th and Sun. after

I St Sunday in July

2nd >) J)

3rd „ )>

4th „ >)

Last „ ))

July 26th

ist Sunday in August

2nd

S. Herbot near Huelgoet.

Lanhouarneau.

Ste. Barbe in Le Faouet (M.).

S. Jean du Doigt ; Mespaul
;

Larmor in Ploemeur (with horse

races). Plo-ugastel-Daoulas (S.

after June 24th).

Meilars ; Goulien ; Ploneour

(N. D. de Bonnenouvelles)

;

Ploudalmezeau ; Landrilec

;

Tregarvan ; Penmarc'h ; Plou-

gastel S. Germain ; Guingamp
(night procession on Saturday

evening).

La Mart3rr ; Locronan ; Ros-

porden (N. D. des Fleurs)

;

Guilers ; Longuidec (M.)

;

Landerneau ; Treglonon.

Irvillac; Plogoff (N. D. de bon

Voyage) ; CoUorec.

Guerlesquin (last three days)

;

La Boche.

Sizun; Dirinon (Chapel of S.

Divy) ; Plomodiern (Chapel of

S.Sebastian); Plonevez Porzay

(la Palue) ; ChS.teauneuf.

Ste. Anne, Ste. Anne d'Auray.

Pleyben (horse races) ; Pldban-

nalec ; Pouldreuzic ; Plougo-

melin; Huelgoet; S. Nicod^me

in Plumeliau (M.) (Cattle

blessed; second day horse fair,

and girls sell their tresses to

hair merchants).

Guiler ; Langolen ; Loc Tudy

;

Plouneour-Menez (du Relecq);

Berrie^i.
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3rd Sunday in August . Coat-^-Mal.

4th „ „ Pouldergat.

LiSSt ,, ,, Chateauneuf (P. des Fortes)];

Plommodiern (on the Menez-

hom).

Aug. 15 th (the Assump- G-uern ; Clohars ; Carnoet ; Fol-

tion) and Sunday after goet ; Ploneour
;
Quemeneven

(Kergoat) ; Beuzec-Cap-Sizun
;

Guipavas.

ist Sundayin September Brasparts. Folgoet.

Sept. 3rd Belon (near Pontaven), grand pro-

cession. Taul^ (at Peuze')

;

Bulat-Plestiven.

2nd Sun. in September Plouescat (du Calvaire) ; Ergud-

Gaberic (Chap, de Kerdevot)

;

Combrit ; Porzay (N. D. de la

Clarte); Lanbellec; Lagonna

;

Plozevet ; Lanriec, Tremor-

vezen in Nevez.

31'd „ Guiss6ny ; Pleyben-Christ ; Tre'-

gunc ; S. Jean TroHmon.
4th „ Laneufret ; Lanrivoare.

L,ast ,, ,, Berhet (C. du N.) ; Beuzec-Conq;

Brasparts (Chapel of S. Michel).

Sept. 14th and Sun. after Plounevez-Lochrist.

„ 1 6th „ nearest Carnac (M.)

,, Sunday after Ploumelin.

„ 25th Gouesnach (Chapelle de S.Cadou).

In most cases it is necessary for the visitor to

be at the place the day before, as pilgrims arrive

on the eve, and often sleep in the churches, and the

ceremonies begin at break of day. If accommodation

cannot be had, drive over early from the nearest

town. Secular festivities are after the religious com-

memorations.



CHAPTER VI

DINAN

Derivation of name— The fortifications and castle— Churches of

S. Sauveur and S. Male—The Place Du Guesclin—Combat there

in 1357—Lehon— Foundation of the abbey—Stealing a body

—

Destruction—S. Jacut—The Mairie—Count de la Garaye—Chateau

de Conninais— Menhir at S. Samson— Corseul—Tomb of an

African mother—Dol—S. Samson—Dol made an archbishopric

—A married archbishop—A boy elected—The architecture of the

church—A Taurobolic monument—The forest of Coetquen—The
murdered marchioness— S. Malo and Aleth—Rene Duguay-Trouin

—The sovereignty of the seas—Theodore Eotrel.

DINAN takes its name from the Dinas or

fortress that in Celtic times crowned the rock

above the Ranee, and occupied a tongue of land

between that river and a lateral valley in which flows

a confluent stream. The fastness was strong by

nature, and required only a series of earthworks to

the north against assailants from that quarter where

alone vulnerable. In later times the town was forti-

fied in the Norman fashion, with semicircular bastions

connected by curtains, the walling pierced at in-

tervals with gates. Of these there were four, but

that of Brest has been of late years destroyed as

interfering with the traffic.

The castle stands to the south-west. It was erected
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in 1382, and now serves as a prison, but will shortly

be converted into a museum. In 1741 it served as

a place of confinement for English soldiers, and these

cut their names and initials in the walls. In 1793

forty priests were incarcerated therein, among them

the cure of Lehon, who died there of ill-treatment.

The town possesses two fine churches, S. Sauveur

and S. Malo. The former was originally a Roman-
esque structure, and a portion of the west front is

in this style, as is also the south wall of the nave.

The north wall was broken down early in the

sixteenth century, and an arcade and side aisle

were appended in the prevalent Flamboyant style

;

at the same time a noble choir was added with apse

and a coronal of apsidal chapels, and with flying

buttresses to sustain the vaulted roof. A central

tower has a slate cap of great elegance and sound

proportions. The original font of the church has

been converted into a holy-water receptacle ; it con-

sists of a stone trough sustained by four figures of

men, whose heads have unhappily been knocked off.

In the north transept is a monument that contains

the heart of Du GuescHn, and in the north aisle is

some ancient glass representing Breton saints.

The church of S. Malo, begun in 1490, is late

Flamboyant throughout, except the south front of the

transept ; that is Renaissance. Flambo}^ant architects

delighted in doing away with the capitals of pillars,

and making their moulded arches grow out of round

pillars without a break. This is the treatment in

both the Dinan churches. It is most unusual in

England, but occurs at Lostwithiel and Fowey.
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The interior of the town contains some charming

bits of street architecture, as does also the Rue de

Jerzual that leads down to the port on the Ranee.

A few years ago it was possible to go from one

end of Dinan to the other under cover, as the houses

projected and the projecting chambers formed a

piazza like those in Italian towns, and like the

" rows " of Chester. But most of these have dis-

appeared to make room for modern vulgarities.

Nevertheless, sufficient remain to give a picturesque

character to the town.

On the Place Du Guesclin occurred a memorable

incident in the life of that Breton hero.

In 1357 the English, under the Duke of Lancaster,

were besieging Rennes. Dinan was then in the

possession of the French, and during the investment

of Rennes, Lancaster made a diversion to Dinan,

which he hoped to reduce without extraordinary

difficulty. After some desultory fighting a cessation

of hostilities was agreed on. During the truce,

Olivier, a younger brother of Bertrand Du Guesclin,

left the town unarmed, when he was made prisoner

by an English knight, Thomas of Canterbury, who
refused to surrender him without a ransom. Bertrand,

who was at the time between Dinan and Pontorson,

when informed of the arrest of his brother, rode into

the English camp and presented himself before the

Duke of Lancaster, loudly denouncing the violation

of the truce.

Thomas of Canterbury made some excuse to

justify his conduct, and then threw down his glove

and challenged the Breton to mortal combat. Du
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Guesclin at once picked up the glove, and one of the

knights on the EngHsh side offered him his horse.

The combat was arranged to take place in Dinan

itself.

And now ensued a curious incident. A young lady

of noble family in the town, Thiphaine Raguennel,

aged twenty-four years, and who was supposed to

be endowed with second sight, fell into a k'ance, and

in that condition foretold the success of Du Guesclin.

When he was informed of her prognostication he

treated it contemptuously. " Who leans on the word

of a woman is a fool," he said. " A woman has as

much sense in her head as has a sheep."

Some years after Thiphaine became his wife. The
lists for the contest were prepared where is now the

market-place. The Duke of Lancaster with an

escort of twenty knights was suffered to enter the

town, and almost all the inhabitants of Dinan

crowded to see the spectacle.

At the first tilt the lances of both combatants flew

to splinters, and they fought for a while with their

swords, without much result. At last Canterbury,

in his endeavour to cleave the head of Du Guesclin,

missed his aim, and the sword escaped from his hand.

Bertrand at once leaped from his horse, and seizing

the fallen weapon threw it outside the lists.

The English knight turned his horse upon his

adversary, and endeavoured to bear him down with

its weight; but Du Guesclin jumped aside, drove his

sword into the beast, which reared and fell with its

rider. Thomas went down with such a crash that

the laces of his helmet gave way, and his face was
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exposed. Thereupon, in a paroxysm of rage, Bertrand

leaped upon him, and began to mash his face with

his mailed fists. He was with difficulty induced to

desist, and yielded only at the request of the Duke.

Then, as the defeated man was carried off the

field, Du Guesclin knelt to the Duke and said,

" Sieur, but for the respect I bear you, I would have

killed the caitiff."

" He deserved no better fate," replied Lancaster.

" Your brother shall be discharged, and shall receive

a thousand crowns for his equipment. The arms of

the felon knight and his best horse shall be yours."

Dinan should be seen from the river ; thence the

effect of the town with its towers and gables rising

above the steep, rocky, and wooded heights is

eminently picturesque and stately. The river has

been bridged by a viaduct 125 feet above the surface

of the water. Further down stream, at La Hisse, is

the iron railway bridge, the longest single span in

France, and one of the longest in Europe. The

girders were thrust forward by a hydraulic engine,

with enormous weights on the short end till the

centre of gravity was overpassed, when they sank

and lodged on the pier built to receive them.

The river presents scenes of exquisite beauty, and

should be both ascended to Evran and descended to

the sea.

A short mile to the south of the town is the

village of Lehon, clustered about an ancient abbey,

and subsisting on soapsuds, the villagers living on

the washing done for the people of Dinan. The
church of the abbey was ruined at the Revolution,
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but has been restored, for the most part well. The
east window, however, is a conception of the modern

architect, and is bad. The stained glass is only

endurable as giving the history of the foundation

of the abbey. The story of the foundation is curious

enough.

One da}' Nominoe, King of Brittany, was hunting

by the Ranee, when he lighted on a few hermits

living in this warm and secluded spot, who at once

clamoured for a grant of land on which to erect

a monastery.

"But where is your body?" inquired Nominoe.
" No saint, no site."

To understand this we must go back to pre-Celtic

usage.

Among the primitive inhabitants of the land, in

Britain, Ireland, and Armorica alike, no man could

assure to himself undisputed and inalienable landed

property //// he was dead. Only when a tomb
contained him did he become a landed proprietor

who could not be dispossessed. His family thence-

forth acquired legal rights as guardians of the tomb.

The Celts, Gauls, Scots, Britons alike adopted

many of the ideas and institutions of those whom
they had subdued, and when they became Christians

gave to this legal right a new complexion. A body,

not necessarily of a saint as we understand the term,

guaranteed security of tenure. A saint with them

was not necessarily a pre-eminently holy man, but

a chief of an ecclesiastical tribe or colony. When
once a body was placed in the earth it became the

centre of the clan and of the tribal worship ; and
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about it all the members of the tribe were interred,

piling up with each burial the rights of the clan to

the land.

Thus, when S. Patrick wanted to make a founda-

tion in Ireland at Clonmacnois, a leper who had

been fed and cared for by him supposed that he

could not better return the favour than by allowing

himself to be buried alive on the spot, so as to secure

it to Patrick for ever. So also when S. Columba
settled at lona it was mooted among his monks how
they were to take legal possession of the isle. There-

upon one of them, Oran by name, volunteered to

be buried alive, and his offer was accepted.

Thus it was that when Nominoe was solicited by

these monks for a grant, " I am willing enough," he

replied, " but where is the body ? " The monks were

in a dilemma ; none of them cared to sacrifice himself

like Oran or Patrick's leper. They put their heads

together and considered what should be done. They
happened to have heard that in the isle of Sark lay

the body of a saintly abbot named Maglorius, and

they resolved on stealing it. So one of the little

community took boat and went to Sark on the

pretext that he had come to venerate the dead

man's bones. The monks of Sark were highly

gratified, and the pilgrim at once opened secret

negotiations with the custodian of the tomb. Having

made terms with the fellow, he returned to Lehon

and informed the brethren of his success. Thereupon

they all took boat together and proceeded to Sark,

moved thereto, as they gave out, by the growing

reputation of the saint and the glowing account
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given them by their brother. They assured the

monks of Sark that nothing would satisfy their

ardent devotion save a night spent in vigil at the

tomb. The permission for this was readily accorded

by the unsuspicious Sarkites.

In the dead of night the anchorites rifled the

grave, carried off the dead man to their boat, and

they were well on their way to the mainland before

the theft was discovered and when pursuit was

hopeless.

On reaching the coast, the rogues carried

the chest with them from the shore, and, being

hungry and tired, rested in a peasant's orchard, and

tucked the coffin up in a fork of tlie pear tree, under

which they sat to breakfast. One of the anchorites,

after having gnawed his bread, expressed his desire

for a pear.

" Bah !

" said the peasant, " these pears are hard

and sour."

The hermit, however, picked one from the bough

on which rested the chest with the bones, and putting

his teeth into it said, smiling, " Where the sacred

body has reposed, to me the pears will certainly

be sweet and soft."

This saying was, of course, magnified in later years

and distorted into a miracle, and the incident has

been represented in the east window of Lehon
Church.

The abbey continued to exist—hardly to flourish

—

till the Revolution. When the storm burst there

were in it six brethren, enjoying good revenues and

leading utterly idle and useless lives ; so much so
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that tho)- had incurred the hatred and disgust of the

[peasantry, who rose in a body and tore the nest

ot tho'^e iillers to pieces. The same took place at

S. Jacut-sur-Mer, now a fax'ourite watering-place.

There the peasants ripped up the ver}* foundations,

leaving" not one single stone upon another. Within

one centurx' the \"er\- tradition as to the actual site

o\ the abbe_\- has gone. A lesson this that nia\'

be taken to heart b\- all well-to-do loafers. Tlie

centur_\- we have entered upon will not endure that

the men o\ means shall not contribute to their fellow-

men's well-being. The class of vacuous loungers,

ot golf and polo pla)-ers, who spend their da\-s in

nothing useful, will be swept awa\- as dirt.

1-iut to return to Dinan itself

The present Mairie was a hospital erected b)- the

Count de la Gara\'e. and the Sisters oi' the Sagesse,

who to this da)' undertake the nursing of the sick

ancl the education of the infants and the young girls

oi the poor in the town, were introduced into the

place b\- this Count.

An easy stroll be_\-ond the raihva_\- station leads

to the ruins oi La Garaye in a lovel)- situation.

The chateau was never large ; it was in the Flam-

bo\-ant st)-le. and contains a fine fireplace and a

good deal of delicate sculpture, but the whole is

utterl)- ruinous : wrecked at first at the Re\'olution. it

has suftered since from neglect.

The Count and Countess de la Gara)'e were a lively

young couple, passionately fond of hunting. In 1710

Claude de la Gara)-e was aged thirt}--six. One day

he and his wife were out riding, when he galloped his
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horse at a ditch. He had just cleared it, when, seeing

that the width was beyond the powers of the mare

his wife rode, he turned in his saddle and signed

to her not to attempt it. Ijut he was too late; her

steed had already risen for the leap. It failed, fell

with the Countess, and rolled with her in the ditch.

She was so severely injured that all hopes of her

ever becoming a mother were at an end, and her

health was permanently affected. This led to a

complete change in the direction of both their lives.

Instead of giving all their thoughts and time to

sport, frivolity, and selfish pursuits, the young couple

resolved on devoting themselves to the alleviation

of the sufferings of the poor.

At the time much ophthalmia prevailed among the

people of the district. M. de la Garaye went to

Paris and studied with the most eminent oculists

there. When he had become a proficient he returned

and built a long edifice at his gates for the reception

of patients suffering in their eyes, and where he could

daily attend to them.

Not satisfied with this, he erected the pile which

has since been converted into the Mairie, as well

as a convent for the grey and white Sisters of the

Sagesse, who were to minister to the sick and

instruct the little children.

During the war with America a Dillon regiment

was raised by disloyal Irishmen, to fight the English

in Canada. In 1778 two battalions went to Brittany

under Colonel Arthur Dillon, and were placed in

cantonments near Lorient and Brest, and then were

moved to Dinan and Parame, near S. I\Ialo. A great
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many men were placed in the castle at Dinan, when
plague broke out among them and many died, and

the disorder spread to the town. A large number
of these Irish disloyals were buried in the cemetery

of S, Sauveur, now turned into an English garden.

The deaths occurred in March, 1779, and what

remained of the battalions was then removed to

Morlaix.

The chateau of La Conninais is situated within

two miles of the town, in a picturesque spot. At the

Revolution it was not destroyed, but became the

property of a peasant, who disposed of it for one

cow, and it became the possession of the English

family of Foster. It has a picturesque tower, and

a chapel in the Flamboyant style, but the m.ain

building was erected when there was a revulsion in

taste. It contains, among other interesting pictures,

portraits of the Count and Countess of La Garaye.

There are also portraits of the same benefactors at

La Sagesse in Dinan, but so repainted as to have

lost their value.

At S. Samson, on the Dinard road, is a fine menhir,

in a leaning position. Girls scramble up it, and

slide down, and if they can do so without scratching

their hands or falling off, count themselves certain

of getting husbands within a twelvemonth.

Many pleasant excursions may be made from

Dinan. One is to Corseul, the ancient capital of

the Curiosoliti, and a Gallo-Roman city. It bore

the name of Fanum Martis, and served as a quarry

for public buildings round about, amongst others for

Lehon Abbey.
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Numerous remains have been exhumed there by

the plough and spade ; among others a monument

erected by an /Vfrican legionary, who was quartered

at Corseuil, to his mother, who, rather than be parted

from her darling son, followed him from the Atlas to

bleak and rainy Armorica.

Another excursion is to Dol.

This was a monastery founded by S. Samson.

Samson was the son of Amwn the Black, who had

fled for his life from the attentions of a brother who
wanted to slit his gullet, so as to possess himself

of his tribal inheritance. Amwn escaped to Wales,

where he married the daughter of a petty king of

Glamorgan. Samson was anxious to get to Brittany,

but at the time the usurper Conmore was supreme,

and was supported by Childebert, King of the Franks

at Paris.

Samson was for a while in Cornwall, watching

his opportunity. Presently he heard that there was

much discontent in Domnonia, and he sent his

agents throughout the land to work up a revolution.

Then he went to Paris, and persuaded Childebert to

remain neutral. The Frank King was not unwilling

to see the Bretons fly at one another's throats, and he

allowed Samson to take Judicael, or Judual, the right-

ful heir to the throne, and make him the figure-head

of the revolution. Samson then hastened to Jersey,

where he drilled soldiers, and at a given signal crossed

with his men, whilst the malcontents in Brittany rose.

Conmore was killed, Judicael enthroned, and Samson
was largely rewarded for his services. Dol became a

well-endowed monastery.

H
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Years passed, and in the ninth century Nominoe
was King of Brittany, and in a succession of battles

defeated Charles the Bald, and established the in-

dependence of his native land.

He was further determined that not only should

his realm be free, but also the Church therein. He
summoned a council, and several of the bishops

who were Franks were charged with simony, and

forced to admit their guilt and lay down their

crosiers.

Then the King constituted seven sees in Brittany.

There had previously been only three, or possibly

four. He made the see of Dol archiepiscopal, with

jurisdiction over the other six. Hitherto the arch-

bishops of Tours had claimed jurisdiction over

Brittany, but actually never had exercised any that

had been acknowledged by the true Breton Church

;

it had been admitted only by the old Gallo-Roman

sees of Rennes, Nantes, and Vannes. Such a daring

proclamation of independence met with the most

strenuous opposition from the Church of France and

from the Popes. Councils denounced. Popes con-

demned, yet for three hundred years Dol remained

a metropolitan see, though at last with shrunken

authorit}', the older sees having withdrawn their

allegiance from it.

Now and then the Pope was able to steal an

advantage, but it was transitory. At the time of

the invasion of England by the Conqueror the Arch-

bishop of Dol was Juthael, who was under the

protection of Duke Alan HI. After that he was

archbishop Juthael married, and then began to
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alienate ecclesiastical estates for the sake of his

children.*

The people of Dol rose against him, and drove

him out. He took refuge with his family at Mont
S. Michel. He was sustained not only by Duke
Alan, but also by William the Conqueror, who sent

his troops into the see, plundering and burning

villages. In their difficulty, the party opposed to

Juthael elected as their archbishop a boy of sixteen,

Gilduin, brother of the powerful Count of Combourg,

and sent him to Rome with a tutor, to be consecrated.

The Pope could not with decency make a lad arch-

bishop in defiance of the canons, so he consecrated

the tutor instead, having first secured from him

unconditional surrender of the liberties and inde-

pendence of the see.

But this success was transitory, and Dol speedily

reassumed its rights, and it was not till 1199 that

Innocent III. succeeded with the aid of the French

Crown in crushing this proud and recalcitrant see.

He reduced it from being metropolitan, and since

the Revolution it has ceased even to be a bishopric.

The ancient cathedral church was in the Norman

* Married bishops were by no means rare ; the clergy were almost

universally so. Tetbald, son of a priest, obtained the bishopric of

Rennes by the influence of his mother's family. When bishop he

married Oivelan, daughter of the Archdeacon of Nantes, and by her

had a son, Walter. On the death of Oivelan, Bishop Tetbald married

again, and had two more sons. On becoming old Tetbald became

Abbot of S. Alelanius, and his son Walter was made Bishop of Renues,

when he married Oideline, and had by her a son, Guarin, and two

daughters. During his life Walter retired from his see, vacating it

for his son Guarin. On the death of this latter his uncle became
bishop.

—

De la Borderie, Hist, de Bretagne, iii. p. 169.
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style, but it was burnt by our King John in 1203.

Its reconstruction was commenced soon after. The
church is, accordingly, mainly of the First Pointed

style, but the original Norman drums of pillars

remain, surrounded by disengaged delicate columns,

that are in places bound together by straps of iron.

The church has a square east end, with a magnificent

window in it full of old glass, badly restored. The
south porch is of the fourteenth century.

A little way from Dol rises the Mont Dol, which

was a prehistoric site, and numerous flint tools have

been found there. But something more curious still

was there discovered. A little chapel on the hill had

in it two altars. A few years ago the building was

destroyed to make way for a telegraphic station,

when a very curious discovery was made. The two

altar- slabs were found to be composed each of a

series of nine funnel holes in three rows. All twenty-

seven in each slab had been filled in with plaster

and smoothed over. Outside the chapel were small

doors communicating with chambers beneath the two

altars. This chapel proved to have been originally

a temple for the performance of the Taurobolia in

late classic times, when the worship of Mithras be-

came fashionable. An ox was slain on the altar,

and its blood rained down through the funnels into

the space below, in which crouched the worshipper

who desired to undergo the baptism of blood.

Julian the Apostate, in his desire to wash off his

Christianity, underwent this ceremony.

The forest of Coetquen (the White Wood) is so

called because it was formerly composed chiefly of
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the silver-barked birch. It lies to the east of Dinan.

Of the ruins of Coetquen Castle a tragic story

is told. The Marquis had married a young and

beautiful girl, and she was about to become a

mother when he was called away to the wars, where

he was mortally wounded.

Immediately on hearing the tidings that his life

was despaired of, the two brothers of the Marquis

de Coetquen hastened to the castle, gained the

steward, and in the night conveyed the poor lady

into one of the dungeons, where they left her to die

of starvation.

It was then given out that she had died in child-

bed, and a funeral was arranged, the body to be

conveyed to the church of the Carmelites at Dinan.

All went on as was desired; but it is said that certain

of the servants or retainers of the Marquis managed—

•

their suspicions having been roused—to get access to

a window that admitted light into the dungeon, and

they there saw the dead body of the Marchioness

extended on the earth. But their report was dis-

regarded as idle gossip, and no steps were taken to

investigate the matter.

At the Revolution, when the chapel of the Car-

melites was destroyed, the vaults were rifled and the

lead coffins carried off to be run into bullets. Then
that of the Marchioness de Coetquen was discovered

to contain only earth and stones.

Combourg Chateau, the seat of the Chateaubriand

family, with conical slated towers, is in good con-

dition, and it stands in a park. Many relics of the

great writer are there shown.
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S. Malo should be visited from Dinan, if not

already seen, on leaving the steamer from South-

ampton. The little city occupies a ledge of rock,

a peninsula that can ill contain the town, so limited

is the area.

The ancient city was at Aleth, where is now the

cite, another peninsula between the Anse de Sablon

and the Port de Solidor. Here the foundations of

the early cathedral church have been traced. The
highest point is occupied by a fort.

In the sixth century Aleth was a flourishing town,

occupied almost entirely by the pagan natives,

for few British settlers had come among them till

S. Malo appeared. He had indeed been preceded

by one Aelhairarn, Latinised into Aaron, "The Iron

Brow," a Welsh missioner, whose main foundation

is in Cardiganshire, under the crags and marvellous

rude stone fortress of Treir' Caeri. Leaving his native

land, he came to Brittany and founded a church near

Lamballe. Then in his old age he proceeded to where

stands now S. Malo, and laboured as best he could

for the conversion of the inhabitants of the town

of Aleth. But " one soweth and another reapeth "
;

his success was small, and he gladly welcomed Malo

when he came from Wales, younger in years and

without the discouragement of failure to maim his

efforts.

Malo was first cousin of S. Samson, a disciple

of S. Brendan, whom he had attended during his

seven years' wanderings on the Atlantic, and with

him had discovered the Canaries and Madeira.

Malo succeeded where Aaron had failed ; and he
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established himself at Aleth, but founded a monastery

on the rock where is now the town that bears his

name. Malo worked like his monks in the fields.

One spring day he took off his hood and hung it

in a tree. When he went to resume it a little jenny

wren flew out, and peeping in he saw that she had

laid an egg there. He left his hood suspended, and

suffered the wren to make of it her nest and to rear

her young therein.

For forty years Malo ruled Aleth as bishop, but

he seems to have become self-willed and ill-tempered

in his old age, and because his flock would not

conform in all things to his wishes he cursed them

roundly and departed, first to Luxeuil, and then finally

to Saintes. There he died on December i6th, 621.

S. Malo was long a nest of corsairs, and the

seadogs there gave rude knocks to the English.

One in particular—Rene Duguay-Trouin—was born

at S. Malo in 1673. War having been declared

between France and England and Holland, the

family of Duguay fitted out a privateer of eighteen

guns, and Rene behaved with such courage on board

that in 1692 he was given command of a frigate

of eighteen guns, when he captured two English

frigates that were escorting thirty merchant vessels,

and brought this fleet of prizes into S. Malo. He
was then aged nineteen. In 1694, in a privateer

armed with forty cannon, he fell on an English

squadron of six men-of-war and engaged them. But

the contest was too unequal, and he was taken and

conveyed to Plymouth, whence he escaped by the

aid of a Devonshire eirl who fell in love with him.
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No sooner was he back than he was given command
of a royal vessel and sent to cruise along the coasts

of England and Ireland. He took six prizes and

then fell in with a fleet of sixty sail escorted by two

men-of-war, and without hesitation he attacked them

and forced them to surrender. For this brilliant

action Louis XIV. sent him a sword of honour.

In 1695 he captured three great Indiamen carrying

a hundred and fifty-four guns. Soon after, on board

the Sans Parcil, an English capture, he cruised

along the coasts of Spain, and, having taken two

Dutch vessels, boldly attempted to break his way
with his captures through the English fleet. The
English, misled by the build of his vessel, allowed

him to pass, but one frigate approached to challenge

him, being perplexed at his independent action. He
at once turned and gave battle, drove the frigate

back, and escaped with his prizes.

In 1696, in command of three vessels from Brest,

he went to meet the fleet at Bilbao and encountered

it, escorted by three men-of-war under the Baron

van Wassenaer. He boarded the commandant's

vessel and took it. All the Dutch officers were

killed or wounded, and Duguay-Trouin lost three

of his kinsmen in the engagement. This victory

was followed by a frightful storm, in which it was

found necessary to cast all the cannon overboard.

The water poured into the hold, and the wounded,

screaming with pain and terror, endeavoured to

escape drowning b}' dragging themselves up the

ladder. It was impossible to help them. When
Dugua\' was relating his adventures to Louis XIV.
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he said, " Then I ordered the Gloire to follow me."

" Sir !
" interrupted the King, " la gloire vous a

toujours suivic."

Duguay-Trouin hovered in 1704 along the English

coasts, took a man-of-war of a hundred and forty-

four guns and the convoy of twelve merchant vessels.

He was ennobled by the King after having taken

over three hundred merchantmen and twenty English

and Dutch men-of-war. He died in 1736.

We flatter ourselves that England always had the

command of the seas ; that is because our histories

slur over the facts of the naval contests at the close

of the seventeenth century. The plain truth is that

it was the French in the reign of Louis XIV. who
held the supremacy, and that they did so was mainly

due to the boldness of the Breton sailors.

To return again to Dinan.

It is the native place of M. Botrel, the peasant

poet of Brittany, the son of a blacksmith. The
family has been one of the forge for several genera-

tions. The ancestral anvil was in a hamlet, near

Dinan, and in the commune, but as business was bad

the father was constrained to move into the town.

The little Theodore, however, did not accompany

his parents, but was placed with his grandmother and

his uncles, and was passed from one to the other,

eating the bread of the poor, living upon charity,

listening to the songs of the peasants, drinking in

their old tales. Brought up in the midst of old-

world ideas, his mind was steeped in the simple

poetry of the people. He earl}- developed a happy

knack of composition ; but his verses are not mere
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rhyme, but contain ideas, and reveal the presence of

genuine poetic power. He understood that the

folk-songs that were in general use were sorry

stuff, and new importations were not a little coarse.

He applied himself to the task of recreating the

popular poetry of Upper Brittany, and has been

to the French-speaking portion of Armorica what

Edwin Waugh has been to Yorkshire, Barnes to

Dorsetshire, and Robert Burns to Scotland. What
Hebel has done for the Black Foresters, and Rosegger

for the Carinthians, that has Theodore Botrel done

for the folk of Ille-et-Vilaine and C6tes-du-Nord.

As he himself says, " We are menaced with a great

evil. Not only is the Breton tongue threatened, but

the Breton soul itself. That flower of sentiment

which was its beauty is ready to shrivel up at contact

with a materialistic civilisation. Vulgar songs are

penetrating throughout the land of the saints,

brought home from the barrack and dropped by

commercial travellers. I have done what I can to

substitute for these depressing compositions some-

thing that shall smell of the broom and contain a

waft of the soil."

I shall give a specimen later on—"La Paimpolaise,"

that has taken hold on the affections of the people,

both on account of its pathos and the sweetness of

the melody to which it has been wedded.



CHAPTER VII

S. BRIEUC

The origin of S. Brieuc—The arrival of Brioc—Meets Rhiwal—The

city—The well and cave—The port—Viaduct of La Meaugon

—

S. Mawgan—Floufragan—Three-breasted Gwen—Wild horses

—

Institution of races—Vitrified fortress of Pcran—How constructed

and when—The blessing of the fleet.

THE origin of this cathedral city is as follows.

At the close of the fifth or early in the sixth

century Brioc, an abbot, arrived in a coracle covered

with hides, along with a hundred and sixty-eight

followers, at the mouth of the Gouet. Brioc was a

native of Cardiganshire ; his father was Irish, and

his mother Saxon. The Irish had occupied the

whole seaboard till expelled by a great effort of

the British under the sons of Cunedda ; and it was

due to this that Brioc was constrained to migrate

from his native land—though his biographer avers

that he left out of pure devotion.

The estuary of the Gouet is a creek of some miles

in length running between precipitous or steep hills.

Brioc ran his vessel up as high as the tide would

carry him, then disembarked and looked out for a

spot on which to settle. Now immediately above

where the tide reached is a fork formed by the course

of a little side stream entering the valley of the

107
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Gouet, and this tongue of land had undoubtedly been

fortified in prehistoric times. Brioc and his party

ascended to it, and with stakes cut in the forest that

clothed the country he was able to make the old

mound drawn across the neck serviceable to protect

him and his community against wolves.

The arrival of this party of strangers had attracted

the attention of a steward of Rhiwal (Hoel the Rig, or

King) who had established his court at Hilion, not

five miles distant. The steward reported the arrival

to his master, who came to the spot to see who the

new-comers were ; to his joy he recognised, if not

exactly a relation, as the biographer asserts, yet one

from the same part of Wales as himself, and with

whose family he was acquainted. Rhiwal, in fact,

was the son of Budoc, who had been driven out of

Cornouaille in a family quarrel, and had taken

refuge in what is now Pembrokeshire and Carmarthen.

They discussed old scenes and mutual acquaintances,

and in the end Rhiwal gave up to Brioc the old fort

and a tract of land around it.

About three miles south was another colonist,

called Brychan, or Fragan, who had come from

Cornwall and was cousin to Cado, duke of that

country.

Brioc now settled his followers on the land accorded

him, and when Rhiwal died, this chief further in-

vested his friend with his plou or domain on the

further side of the Bay of Yffiniac. By this means

Brioc became well estated, and in the Middle Ages
the bishops of S. Brieuc ruled as temporal lords over

their county.
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The city which grew up on the site of Brioc's

settlement is composed of tortuous streets, and

contains some very picturesque old houses of wood
and plaster. The cathedral is not striking ex-

ternally but is dignified within, and possesses many
admirable examples of leaded glazing, immeasurably

more beautiful than the odious modern painted glass

so prevalent in the French churches, and of which

there are some particularly villainous examples in the

cathedral.

The town is composed of many convents, and nuns

in white wool flutter up and down the streets like

gigantic moths. The modern churches are about as

ugly as can be conceived.

The old fountain and chapel of S. Brioc in the

Flamboyant style deserve a visit, for both are pic-

turesque ; the spring rises in the cave of the saint

to which he was wont at times to resort for prayer

and commune with God. By a flight of steps

leading from the right side of the altar the cave

can be descended to.

A walk down the valley to the port is advisable.

The port is two miles from the town. A steamer

runs between it and Plymouth, till it is wrecked, a

fate that has overtaken three, the Chamiel Queen, the

Rossgull, and the Legue. No omnibus meets the

boat, and no cabstand is at the port, so that pas-

sengers on arrival are put to some inconvenience.

From the port a path climbs the hill to the Tour
de Cesson, that commands the mouth of the Gouet,

and a glorious view of the Bay of S. Brieuc.

The valley of the Gouet is picturesque, a cleft
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between steep granitic hills, in spring golden with

broom and gorse. A walk that will well repay the

visitor is the ascent of this valley to La Meaugon
Viaduct, a bold structure in two tiers, and rising

1 80 feet above the level of the stream. The superior

stage consists of twelve arches, the lower of six.

To judge of its height it is advisable to walk along

the footway over the lower stage. Beyond is the

little village of La Meaugon (Lan-Meugaint). The
saint, who was a native of Wales, is represented in

a window of fifteenth-century glass, boldly drawn in

brown and yellow, as good as if done by the hand

of Albert Durer. In the churchyard is a granite

Calvary.

To Meugaint—Mawgan, also called Mancen— Ire-

land owes a debt of gratitude that has never been paid.

Yet without him it may be doubted whether S. Patrick

would have achieved his magnificent work. Mawgan
was the head of the great colleges for missionaries,

that sent a stream of trained disciples into the island

to carry on the work begun by Patrick, to build on

the foundations he laid. His great colleges were

Whiterne, in Galloway, and Tygwyn (the White

House) on S. David's Head, in Pembrokeshire—the

one to supply the north, the other the south of

Ireland with clergy. No life of Mawgan exists ; if

ever written, it has perished ; but we obtain notices

of him from the biographies of his pupils. The life

of a schoolmaster is uneventful and prosaic, but of

infinite importance. Mawgan had nurseries in Corn-

wall and in Brittany, where the young candidates

for the mission field were gathered in, and when
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instructed were sent on to him to one or other of

his great houses in North Britain and Wales. Thence

he despatched them to Ireland.

A visit to Ploufragan hardly repays the trouble.

The church is modern and good, but the steeple is

thin as a stick of asparagus. Fragan (Brychan) is

represented in the church by a statue of a king in

mantle, Roman armour, a crown, and holding sword

and sceptre. As a matter of fact there was little

of royalty about him except his blood. He arrived

in Armorica in a somewhat woeful condition, along

with his wife Gwen and three children. Gwen had

been twice married ; by her first husband she was the

mother of S. Cadvan. Now, according to a Welsh

expression, a woman who had become a mother by

two husbands was called " The Three - breasted."

This expression became antiquated and was mis-

understood, and the fable grew up that Gwen actually

possessed three breasts, and that she suckled her

three younger children simultaneously at them. In

this guise she is represented in statuary in two or

three places, but not at Ploufragan. Brychan* es-

tablished himself where is now the village that bears

his name, with his retainers about him.

He and Rhiwal were on good terms, and he recog-

nised the other as his king. At the time the forests

of Armorica abounded in wild horses, which galloped

about in great troops. Both the chiefs devoted them-

selves to the chase of these horses, and with decoys

* B in composition becomes F. Plou - Brychan became Plou-

fragan, and then it was forgotten that his name was Brychan, and
he was called simply Fragan.
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and pitfalls managed to capture a good many, and

then set to work to tame them. In time each had

a fine stud, and when they met they were disposed

each to extol his own. To settle who had the best

they started races about the year 480 on the sandy

flats of the Anse d'Yffiniac, with a group of rocky

points such as those off the Tour de Cesson as goal,

and the boys of each plou acted as jockeys. The
first race on record in Brittany was between the

tamed horses of Brychan and those of Rhiwal.

The steeds, however, went wild, forgot the docility

that had been imposed on them, and tore madly

about on the sands. Only one, mounted by a boy

called Magi, son of Conomagl, Brychan's steward,

obeyed the rein and flew straight as a dart to the

goal. But just as the horse was about to reach it

and deserve the prize, it put its foot in a hole,

stumbled, fell, and threw its rider, who was picked

up insensible. One of the sons of Brychan, Winwaloe

by name, ran to the succour of the little jockey, and

succeeded in bringing him to his senses again. He
had been stunned by the fall on the sand, but no

bones had been broken. This is the first incident in

the life of a sufficiently noted man who has left his

stamp on Western Finistere, and of whom we shall

hear more in the sequel*

More interesting than Ploufragan, which has

nothing but its historical associations to recommend

it, is the vitrified Castle of Peran, that can be

* Brychan was cousin of Cado, Duke of Cornwall. It is significant

that both his name and that of his steward Conomagle are met with on

inscribed stones of the period in Cornwall.
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reached by taking the train to S. Julien, the first

station on the line to Loudeac. The camp is in the

shape of an ellipse, and the defence was composed

of a rampart of loose stones put together without

order, with a revetment of earth. It is 12 feet wide

at the base, 4 feet at top, and is about 7 feet high.

What is interesting about this camp is that it has

a vitrified core, and that it reveals the process where-

by vitrification was effected. On being cut through,

the mound exhibits its structure in section. It shows

a mass of loose walling 9 feet thick, with a kernel of

scoria and glass that has been produced by a fire

of great intensity in the centre of the wall. On the

outside the walling is loose and uncompacted, but

the interior is welded together by a vitreous paste

that holds pieces of quartz and undissolved granite

in suspension. So soon as liquefaction began, the

molten matter ran like honey among the interstices

of the stone and, where sufficient in quantity, sealed

them together, where insufficient left only a glaze on

the surface of the stones.

Where the fire was most intense it has left a core

of glass from bottom to top, but where weak there

exists only a pudding of vitrified matter from 3

to 6 feet thick. Everywhere the fire seems to have

been maintained in sufficient intensity to decompose

the fusible elements in the stone of which the wall

was composed, and to profoundly alter the character

of such as would not melt. According to a local

tradition, the fires were maintained for seven years

before the entire camp was surrounded by a wall

of srlass. The hearths were at a distance of about
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12 to 1 6 feet apart. To what race and age is this

glass castle to be attributed ?

A medal of Germanicus and some Roman tiles have

been found in it, and a Roman road runs by it, but

this proves nothing further than that the Romans
made use of the camp. One cannot conceive the

master-builders of the world having recourse to such

a clumsy and laborious process for cementing the walls

of a fortress. Any amount of lime was accessible

from the sands of Yffiniac, composed of broken shells.

It has been shown by experiment that for the vitri-

faction of 6 feet of such walling a fire would have

to be maintained at full blast for fifteen days. Now
the rampart surrounds an ellipse measuring 400 feet

long and 330 feet wide. Conceive of the labour and

expenditure of fuel required to convert such walls

into a conglomerate of bad glass ! It is surely evi-

dent that this castle must have been erected by a

people who had no knowledge of the use of lime-

It is also probable that the attempt to compact walls

by vitrifaction cannot have been lasting, as the result

is by no means commensurate with the labour ex-

pended upon them.

It is curious how in fairy tales the tradition of glass

castles hung on, and is continually met with.

On the first Sunday in February the fleet of fisher-

men for Iceland arrives from Binic at the port of

S. Brieuc, when the bishop and clergy come down in

procession from the cathedral and bless the vessels

and the sailors starting on their perilous voyage that

lasts some nine months.
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PAIMPOL is the terminus of a branch Hne from

Guingamp. To reach Treguier the trav^eller

descends at Pontrieux, where the station is above a

mile from the town, and takes a place, if there be

room, in the ramshackle conveyance that meets the

train, and into which often more passengers are

squeezed than comports with comfort. PVom Paimpol

starts every year a fleet of fishing boats for Iceland.

The day is February 20th, on which a procession

of the clergy descends to the harbour, and the boats

and their crews are solemnly blessed before de-

parture.

Formerly the vessels for Iceland started on April

1st, but since 1863 the date has been thrust back

to February 20th. Vessels to the number of 170

"5
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or 1 80 leave Paimpol and the other Httle ports on

the Bay of S. Brieuc. Dunkerque and Gravelines

with the Breton ports furnish in all some 1,400 fisher-

men engaged in the Iceland fisheries. The little

cemeteries at Paimpol, Persos Hamon, Dahouet,

Binic, and S. Quay tell a sad tale. Memorial crosses

and inscriptions have been reared there over empty
graves, made for fathers of families, husbands and

brothers, whose bodies have been swallowed by the

deep sea. Perdu en vier is met with again and

again. Here is one inscription as a specimen :
" To

the memory of Sylvestre Camas, swept from the deck

and lost in the Nordfjord in Iceland, aged 16 years,

1 8 June, 1886." Over these untenanted graves tears

are shed, prayers offered, and on them garlands are

laid on the Jour des Moris.

It is a popular belief that on All Souls' Eve the

drowned mariner comes from his watery grave to lie

and drain away the brine with which he is drenched

in the tomb prepared for him in the churchyard at

home.

Paimpol is the scene of Pierre Lotti's story,

Pccheur d'Islande, of which the hero and heroine

were real personages. Yann, the hero, however,

never married Gaude. He could not forgive the

novelist for having drowned him. He regarded it

as a bad presage. " It is certain to bring misfortune

to me," he often said, and verily he was lost

at sea, when returning from the Iceland fishery,

at the entrance to his native harbour, in 1899. He
was a broad-shouldered, kindly, simple-hearted man,

nearly forty years of age. La Gaude is still alive,
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and is readily pointed out to anyone interested in

seeing her.

Here are some couplets from a Paimpol chanson

by Botrel :

—

" Quittant les genets et sa lande

Quand le Breton se fait marin,

En allant aux peches d'Islande,

Voila quel est le doux refrain,

Que le pauvre gas (gars)

Fredonne tout bas

J'aime Paimpol et sa falaise,

Son vieux clocher, son grand Pardon,

J'aime sourtout la Paimpolaise

Qui m'attend au pays Breton.

" Quand leurs bateaux quitent nos rives,

Le cure leur dit, ' Ales bons fieux

Priez souvent Monsieur Saint Yves

Qui nous voit des cieux toujours bleus.'

Et le pauvre gas

Fredonne tout bas,

Le ciel est moins bleu, n'en de'plaise

A Saint Yvon, notre patron.

Que les yeux de la Paimpolaise

Qui m'attend au pays Breton.

" Le brave Islandais, sans murmure
Jette la ligne et le harpon,

Puis dans un relent de saumure

II se comble dans d'entre pont,

Et le pauvre gas

P^redonne tout bas

Je serious bien mieux a mon aise

Les draps tires jusqu'au menton

A cote de la Paimpolaise

Qui m'attend au pays Breton.
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" Puis quand la vague le designe

L'appelant de sa grosse voix,

Le brave Islandais se resigne

En faisant le signe de croix

Et le pauvre gas

Quand vient le trepas

Serrant la medaille qu'il baisse,

Glisse dans I'ocean sans fond

En songeant a la Painipolaise

Qui I'attend au pays Breton."

Paimpol (Pen-pol, the head of the pool) has a

church with columns and arcade of 1325, and with a

fine Flamboyant east window. It contains a curious

Paschal candle, the light of which burns from the

Resurrection to the x'\scension, the Forty Days of

our Lord's sojourn on earth founding His Church,

and a triptych of the sixteenth century. In the

neighbourhood are the ruins of the abbey of N. D.

de Beauport of the thirteenth century. The church

has disappeared, but the stately refectory remains.

Trcguier can be reached from Paimpol, a public

conveyance passing daily, once in winter and twice

in summer, between the towns. The Trieux is crossed

on a suspension bridge.

Treguier is on the tidal river Jaudy, and occupies

a tongue of land at the confluence of the Guindy

with the Jaudy. The river below the city somewhat

resembles the Fal from Truro to the sea.

Treguier itself is a dull town, with poor shops and

few picturesque houses, but contains a fine cathedral,

whose proportions, internally, are eminently pleasing.

The church possesses a spire of open stonework,

not satisfactory, as the perforations lack beauty and
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richness such as make those of Strassburg and

Freiburg so fine. They consist of sHts in the stone-

work that let in the rain, and compel the careful

roofing over of the tower beneath, so as to shed

from it the water that these holes invite to stream

in. Our English spires have often windows in them,

but these are upright and in gables. Such is not the

case with that of Treguier, La Roche Derrien, and

other Brittany spires of the same period and

character.

The northern tower, called that of Hasting,

commemorates in its name the Norse viking who
ravaged the coasts. It is the earliest portion of the

church. On the same side are the cloisters.

The cathedral contains the reconstructed tomb of

S. Yves, but not his body. It is, in fact, a mere

cenotaph. S. Yves, the patron of lawyers, was

himself an ecclesiastical lawyer, advocatus scd non

latro. He was born in 1255 at the chateau of

Kermartin near Treguier, and brought himself into

notice by his honesty and integrity in the discharge

of his duties. He was, moreover, immensely charitable

to the poor, and converted the house into a veritable

hospital. He died in 1303, and in the popular estima-

tion has eclipsed the light of S. Tugdual, the founder

of Treguier.

After the cathedral, which has ceased to be the

seat of a bishop, the only objects in Treguier of any

merit are a couple of old houses or towers at the

port, and these form an effective picture.

Treguier was founded by S. Tugdual. His mother

was Pompeia, sister of the Rhiwal who received
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S. Brioc. She was married to Hvvyl, or Hoel the

Great, in Wales, and on becoming a widow she

crossed to Armorica with her two sons Tugdual

and Leonore.

Her tomb may be seen at Langoat (the Church

in the Wood) in a modern church Hke a converted

railway station, and is the sole object of interest

therein. It is of 1370, and is of white marble.

It represents her recumbent, with her feet on a

rabbit. A peculiarity noticeable here, as in the

shrine of S. Yves and very generally, is that on the

tombs in Brittany the figures are placed with their

feet to the west and heads to the east, the reverse

of all tombs in England, and generally through

Christendom. On the sides are curious bas-reliefs

representing her legend, (i) Her birth; (2) she

is committed by her father and mother to a clerk

for education
; (3) her voyage to Brittany with

S. Tugdual; (4) distributing alms; (5) her life at

Langoat, receiving a visit from her son
; (6) her

death. The same subjects are shown in modern

stained glass in the east window.

Beside Tugdual and Leonore, she had a daughter,

Saeva (Ste. Seve), who is represented as a nun in

one of the windows.

In the church will be seen a statue of Tugdual

habited as a pope, wearing the triple crown. This

arises from a curious blunder.

Tugdual was regarded, not by his monks only, but

also by the people generally, with such affection that

he was commonly called Pabu or Father, and a

church of his foundation in Finistere is known as
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Lanpabu. But in the Middle Ages, when the earHer

and simple lives of the saints were recomposed and

adorned with all sorts of rhetorical and legendary

flourish, a biographer was puzzled over this appella-

tion of Pabu, and rushed to the conclusion that he

must have been a pope. Having satisfied his mind

with this explanation, he next invented a series of

incidents relative to the elevation of the modest

Breton abbot to the supreme pontificate. He said

that Tugdual had gone on pilgrimage to Rome, and

arrived there just as the Pope died. Suddenly, in

the sight of all the people, a white dove descended

and rested on the head of the saint, whereupon by

general acclaim he was elected pope. He ruled the

Church for two years, and then, mounting a flying

horse, sent him from heaven, went through the air

back to Treguier.

Now there is an early, almost contemporary life of

Tugdual that contains not a word of all this non-

sense. That was added in a life composed about the

year 860. S. Tugdual died in or about 559.

Tugdual, although a veritable apostle both of

Finistere and the district about Treguier, is almost

forgotten in the superior effulgence of S. Yves, the

sole Breton saint who has been canonised at Rome.
Devotion to him is accordingly as much encouraged

by the clergy as that to the local Celtic saints is

discountenanced. But to S. Yves has been trans-

ferred something of the pagan cult that has prevailed

in the country from remote antiquity.

On the further side of the Jaudy, in the parish of

Tredarzec, stood formerly a chapel once dedicated to
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S. Sulien. But Sulien had become antiquated and

out of fashion, and an image of S. Yves therein

became an object of a remarkable devotion. To it

all such had resort as esteemed themselves to have

been wronged, and who desired revenge on those

who had injured them.

At the Revolution the chapel was unroofed, and

it fell into ruin, but the ossuary remained, and the

venerated image was transferred to it. I\I. le Braz

has recorded his reminiscences of a visit made by

him as a boy to this shrine in company with an old

woman, a professional pilgrim, that is to say a person

who for the pa\"ment of a small sum would discharge

an inconvenient vow taken by another, or visit some

holy spot on behalf of another who desired some

advantage from such a visit, but was unable to go

there in person.

Now it chanced that the captain of a smack and

a sailor whom he employed had fallen out, and one

day the boat was upset and the captain drowned.

At the funeral, the captain's widow in a loud voice

denounced the sailor as the murderer of her husband.

Thenceforth this unfortunate man was shunned, and

no captain would give him employment. In his

distress and resentment at the unjust slur cast upon

him, he had recourse to the old woman, and stipu-

lated to pay her a sum of money if she would make
the pilgrimage to S. Yves at Tredarzec, and obtain

redress from him, and the chastisement of his accuser.

According to usage the old woman put a coin in

her shoe, and so hobbled to the shrine, taking the

little boy with her, who has recorded his recollections
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of the pilgrimage. On reaching the bone - house,

where in the shadow, ghastly and mildewed, could

be seen the image, she fell into an ecstasy of

devotion, and repeated again and again, " If we have

done wrong, punish us ; if we be wronged, let the

legs of the wrongdoer rot away !

" Then, having

withdravvn the coin from her sabot, she placed it at

the foot of the image.

Now it so fell out that not long subsequently the

captain's widow was struck with inflammation of her

foot, and the leg mortified, and so she died, where-

upon the entire parish was satisfied that the sailor

had been wrongfully accused. " The Advocate of

the Poor" had taken up his cause.

A new rector of Tredarzec arrived, and finding

that the statue was persistently sought by the people

of the whole neighbourhood to obtain revenge on

their enemies, in 1879 he levelled the ossuary with

the dust, being himself the first to apply the pick

to it, and the statue he removed to his barn.

One day he was greatly annox'ed by some peasants

coming to him, and entreating to be permitted to

visit the statue and solicit the advocacy of the saint.

He dismissed them with a sharp reprimand.

Next morning he v/as found dead in his bed. He
had actually died of apoplexy ; but the parishioners

insist that he was strangled in his bed by the image,

which descended in the dead of night from the barn,

ascended the stair to his bedroom, and there fell on

him and killed him with its wooden hands.

Though the chapel and ossuary have been levelled

and even the foundations torn up, and the image
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has been either burnt or concealed, yet superstitious

behefs are not so easily eradicated, and a woman, who
had been defrauded by her lawyer, not long ago

spent a night prostrate on the spot where the chapel

had been, crying to the righteous Advocate to avenge

her on her enemy. In 1892 a woman in the neigh-

bourhood who was in a languishing condition was

pointed out as one stricken by the " Advocate of the

Poor " in answer to a petition offered to him against

her.

In Ireland there are several holy wells and ruined

chapels that are resorted to for the same purpose.

These are provided with round pebbles that lie on

the altar or wall, and have to be turned about so

many times to bring down a curse on the person

denounced. There was a chapel, or well, in Wales

that was resorted to till recent days for the same

object.

In Devon and Cornwall certain wise-women are in

request, who " ill-wish " those whom such as have

been wronged desire to see punished. That all this

is a relic of early paganism can hardly be a matter of

question, for we can trace the process in transforma-

tion.

It was one of the legal privileges or obligations

of the Druid to curse ; and it was held that a curse

once launched could not be recalled. Kings and

chiefs took their Druids with them, as Balak took

Balaam with him, to curse their enemies. Among
the primitive population there was no executive.

The law was known, but each man who was wronged

had to carry the law into force as best he might.
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If he were poor and could not do so by violence,

he went to a Druid, stated his case, and asked him

to curse the wrongdoer, just as now one who is

aggrieved will go to a magistrate to obtain a summons.

It was a legal right accorded to the weak, whereby

they might redress wrongs to which they were sub-

jected.

When the Druids fell out of repute the Christian

saints stepped into their places. We are told of

an Irish king who when about to go to war sent

for a saint to curse his enemies, on the plea that

his court Druid was too old to do the job effectually.

When Dermot Mac Cearboil went to war with the

Clan Niall, although he was a Christian, he took

with him in his campaign a Druid to pronounce

curses on the enemy ; and the Clan Niall took

S. Columba with them to deliver his counter-curses.

S. Malo was mightily offended with a man who in

horse-play had tied one of his monks hand and foot

and left him on the strand to be rolled over and over

by the advancing tide. In ungovernable wrath Malo

cursed the man and all his progeny to the ninth

generation.

We must not be too shocked at this cursing as

practised by the Celtic saints. It was a legal right

accorded to them, hedged about with certain re-

strictions. It was a means provided by law and

custom to enable the weak, who could not redress

their wrongs by force of arms, to protect themselves

against the mighty, and to recover valuables taken

from them by violence.

Thus the office of cursine and aveneine wrongs
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was, in historic times, transferred from the Druid

to the hving saint. It was but another step to pass

it on from the Hving saint to his image or to his dead

body.

La Roche Derrien is at the extreme point to which

the tide rises in the river. At one time it was

dominated by a fine castle, but this has been com-

pletely destroyed. It still possesses, however, a good

Flamboyant church, with a two-aisled transept and

one of the characteristic Breton spires.

La Roche was the scene of one of the most terrible

battles fought in the War of the Two Jeannes. The
English and Bretons who fought for De Montfort

were under the command of Thomas Dagworth ; the

other side, the French, under Charles de Blois.

Dagworth had been appointed by Edward III. his

lieutenant in Brittany, and he inaugurated his entry

on the office by the victory of La Roche Derrien

on June i8th or 20th, 1347. The battle was not one

of chivalric heroism, such as Crecy and Poitiers, but

degenerated into mere butchery. It was fought in

the dead of night. The English had a mot cTordre

given them whereby to recognise one another in the

darkness, and this precaution had been neglected

on the French side. The English were armed with

those terrible axes which had been introduced as a

weapon of war by the Normans. The battle raged

with great fury, the English hewing lanes through

the French with their axes as though felling trees.

Twice Dagworth was taken prisoner and as often

rescued. Charles of Blois was wounded seventeen

times before he surrendered. Quarter was hardly
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sought or granted. From six to seven hundred on

the French side fell, including the heads of the

greatest Breton families, as de Rohan, Laval Rouge,

Chateaugiron, and Chateaubrian, fighting on the side

of Charles. The defeat was irreparable, and Charles

de Blois, who was taken, was conveyed to England,

where he remained a prisoner for nine years.

From Pontrieux an interesting excursion may be

made to the old Templar church of Lanleff, at one

time supposed to be a pagan temple converted to

Christian use, but which is actually not older than

the twelfth century.

Near by is the chapel of Kermaria, that contains

fresco paintings representing a Dance of Death.

Forty personages are figured, from the king to the

beggar, the pope and the ploughman, all conducted

by Death to the grave.

Near Treguier, at the Minihi, is a great workshop

for carved oak furniture, and of adaptation of old

work to modern ends.

The Breton farmhouses abounded in lits-clos,

shut-up bedsteads, often very rich and handsome

cupboards, wardrobes, and chests.

At this manufactory the lit-clos is converted into

an overmantel or a bookcase, or a cabinet for china.

I saw there some peculiarly fine old panels, and

asked the price. It was very high. I demurred.

"Ah," said the manufacturer, "am I to sell you

my cow for a trifle? It is from this I breed copies.

I have reproductions now on their way to New York,

London, Weissembourg, and Paris."

" But," I observed, " you have the copies."
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"A copy of a copy never equals one made from

the original," was the ready reply.

In the large towns of Brittany a vast amount of

carved work is exposed for sale. It is usually very

commonplace, even bad in style, and the bulk of it

is not old at all, only bad copies. But it is eagerly

bought up.

In carved oak, as in architecture and as in painting,

the cultivated eye alone can discern between what

is good and what is bad, what is precious and what

is worthless. No carved oak is valuable unless it

contains evidence of design, a bit of human thought

and imagination moulded in wood.
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LANNION is not a town that possesses in itself

-> great attractions, but it forms a centre whence

several interesting excursions may be made.

The parish church, late Flamboyant, with some

wretched, debased windows, has an ignoble tower,

but on the further side of the glen to the north is

the church of Brelevenez, that richly deserves in-

vestigation. It is reached by an ascent of many
steps.

The church is First Pointed. The windows are set

back in the wall, with an outward splay that is never

seen in England. The reason is not far to seek.

On the Continent the glare of the summer sun has

to be excluded, and the interior of the church to

be kept cool. But in England we court the sunshine,

and with our internal splays diffuse the light. More-

over, with our blustering winds an external splay

K. 129
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would serve to gather the wind in force against the

glass and enhance the risk of having it blown in.

There are a fine south porch and three very curious

buttresses that shoot up like chimneys above the

eaves. One of these actually is a chimney ; and

chimneys may be seen in a good many Brittany

churches near the fonts. Till the thirteenth century

baptism by immersion was regularly in use, and the

fireplaces by the fonts were for the sake of warming

the water, at all events sufficiently to take off the

chill in bitter winter weather. The eastern apse and

apsidal chapels are Romanesque and narrow for the

style. Under the choir is a crypt that contains an

entombment, the figures life-size. The nave has a

blind triforium, but no clerestory.

At the west of the churchyard is a picturesque,

crocketed, and gabled mortuary-house with chapel,

and outside the south transept an ossuary.

The market-place and some of the side streets

of Lannion contain quaint old houses, the most

curious being that of a hatter, with the gable

projecting and lurching forward as if threatening to

tum.ble on its face into the square.

A cross let into the wall of a house in the Rue de

Treguier indicates the scene of an act of barbarity

during the War of Succession—the War of the Two
Jeannes, as it was called, for it was waged between

the partisans of Jeanne de Montfort and Jeanne

de Blois.

Geoffry de Pontblanc held the town against the

English. The latter, under the Earl of Northampton,

had burnt the suburbs of Guingamp, taken La Roche
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Derrien, and had plundered Treguier ; then they

marched on Lannion. In the night they burst the

gates and spread through the town. Geoffry, roused

from his bed, rushed half naked into the street, where

he was set upon. He defended himself gallantly

till he was pierced with an arrow, when he fell. At
once his assailants were on him, and beat out his

teeth. His squire, who came to his rescue, fared

worse ; they scooped out his eyes. The English

freebooters caught Thebaut Meran, a doctor of

law, who was in his night-shirt and barefooted,

laded him with a barrel of wine, and forced him

with their pikes to carry his burden, as he was, all

the way to La Roche (1347).

The finest building in Lannion is the convent and

hospital beyond the bridge by the river. It is of

the Renaissance period, but before appreciation of

traceried windows had passed away. There are in

it two, fine in character. Flamboyant in feeling, yet

executed by a Renaissance architect. To see how
depraved the sense of beauty in this particular be-

came in only a few years, one needs but to look at

some of the windows of Lannion parish church.

An easy stroll takes to Loquivy, the locus penitentics

of S. David, the patron of Wales, who must have

spent some time in Brittany, for there are many
memorials of him there.

The little churchyard contains a lovely fountain

of the best Renaissance work. Why it was set up,

save in the very wantonness of love for what is

beautiful, is hard to say ; there was no need for

it, as outside the cemetery wall is the Flamboyant
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holy well, presided over by a statue of S. David

holding his patriarchal staff, from which the village

derives its water supply.

Within the church in the baptistery is a discarded

reredos, representing in carved oak the Adoration

of the Magi, crowded with figures. The visitor who
has a camera should not fail to devote a plate to

the porch, with its staircase turret, and a gabled

Flamboyant window of the nave as seen from the

south-west corner of the churchyard. It is an

exquisite architectural group.

The roads about Lannion are good, metalled with

white spar that comes from a quartz dyke traversing

the country. Some of the heaps by the roadside are

white as loaf sugar.

North of Lannion there is much to be seen. The
coast is curious rather than fine. There are no grand

cliffs, but much granite jumbled about. The appear-

ance is that of the debris of a granite quarry among
which the sea has worked its way. The stone is

friable, and is quaintly shaped by the action of wind

and rain. The pudding-like lumps stand about in

odd disconnected groups, and assume fantastic forms.

Where not already logans, they are waiting for

another lash of rain to set them swaying.

At Tregastel modern villas have been planted

among them to the disadvantage of the picturesque.

However, out at sea the Seven Isles stand boldly

and nobly outlined above the ever-boiling surf. The
entire coast bristles with reefs that are exposed when

the tide ebbs, and along the whole seaboard there

are vast tracts of sand and rock exposed at such
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times. The coast is most perilous, and is studded

with Hghthouses.

On the highest point of Tregastel a Calvary has

been piled up of rude blocks ; it can be ascended by

a winding path, and from the summit the whole

stretch of coast is visible—a terrible death-trap to

sailors. At the foot in a little chapel is this in-

scription :

—

"Jete par un naufrage sur des cotes inconnues : Tout

a coup vous apergevez une croix sur un rocher : Malheur a

vous si ce signe de Salut ne vous fait pas couler vos larmes.

Vous etes en pays d'amis : ici sont des chretiens, vous

etes Frangais, il est vrai, et ils sont Espagnols, AUemands,

Anglais peut-etre: Eh! qu'importe? N'etes vous pas de

la grosse famille de Jesus Christ : ces e'trangers vous

reconnaitront pour frere : c'est vous qu'ils invitent par

cette croix : ils ne vous ont jamais vue, et cependant ils

pleurent de joie en vous voyant sauve du desert."

The meaning is obvious enough, if somewhat

clumsily expressed, and we could have spared the

tears.

In Pleumelin - Redon is a fine dolmen, and at

Tregastel the menhir previously mentioned that has

been converted into a cross and covered with the

instruments of the Passion.

The church of Tregastel is of the twelfth century,

with work of the sixteenth, and has a debased and

very villainous east window of late Renaissance. The

fine ossuary with conical roof is of the seventeenth.

Such ossuaries are emptied every fifteen or twenty

years. Then a pit is dug near the cemetery wall,
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and into it the "reliques," as the Bretons term the

bones, are cast indiscriminately. An interesting

ceremony accompanies this transfer.

The Breton churchyards are in the midst of the

villages, and it would be entirely contrary to the

feeling of the people to have cemeteries at a distance,

to banish their dead from among them. The area

is circumscribed, and cannot be extended. Con-

sequently they are compelled to leave their dead in

their graves for only some five years, after which

they are exhumed, and the ground left free for a

new tenant. The bones taken up are cast into the

ossuary. In time the charnel - house becomes in-

conveniently crowded, when it has to be cleared.

A French writer thus describes the second trans-

portation as witnessed by him at Tregastel :

—

" Reliques is the term employed by the Bretons for

the bones of all the dead without distinction accu-

mulated higgledy-piggledy in the ossuaries. These

poor relics of humanity remain for twenty, possibly

for thirty years before they are returned to the earth.

A century had elapsed since the last clearing of the

charnel-house of Tregastel, and the bones overflowed

even to the porch. When I arrived on Saturday

evening the sexton was digging a great pit, but the

rock was so near the surface as to make it very

shallow. Two linen shrouds were spread, one on

each side of the porch, and on these were already

disposed some scraps of humanity.
" Within the ' Reliquary ' were a little girl and a

boy of twelve years up to their armpits in the

mouldy fragments ; they were cleaning the bones
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and passing them to a troop of little fellow-workers

of both sexes, who received them reverently in their

aprons, and carried them to one or other of the

sheets disposed for their reception before the church

door. They talked in a low tone, but seemed to

entertain no fear and shrinking. Bareheaded on a

tombstone sat the Jiigart, his sabre between his

knees ; but, as he said, his presence was a mere

formality, and he was not called on to interfere on

account of any unseemly levity on the part of the

children. ' Here,' said he, ' we hold that the obliga-

tion to transfer the relics can be committed only to

the innocent hands of children. To-morrow such as

shall transport them to the pit that is to be their

final resting-place will all have previously com-

municated at the altar in the early morning.'

" In the reliquary, whilst the Jugart talked with

me, the children were swarming as bees, and were

busy on their peaceful occupation. Their aprons

and blouses were filled and then discharged, and the

piles of bones increased on the two white shrouds.

" Next morning, before dawn, was said the Mass

for the dead. All night long lighted candles had

encircled the heaps of bones.

" The procession left the church at 4 a.m. The
parish cross went first, then came the clergy, the

celebrant immediately after the cross, all in funeral

vestments. The officiant stooped at the shroud and

took up a skull, raised it aloft, and this was a token

that the translation was inaugurated. Every one of

the clergy and assistants followed suit, each took

up a bone, even the four choristers in red, who
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stooped and gathered bones as they sang, and the

crowd streamed after, every member of the procession

carrying bones.

" I shall never forget the scene that ensued. Each

of the faithful signed himself on the brow, on the

eyes, and on the mouth with the bone that he had

selected. It was a grey autumnal morning, and the

candles of the choir burnt like phosphorescent points

of light. The procession moved thrice round the

churchyard, and then halted at the pit. Then the

officiant placed the first bone in it, and all followed

in silence, bowing themselves and gently lowering

the fragments, after having kissed them, into the

hole.

" This done, the clergy formed a ring about the

pit, the celebrant incensed it at the four corners,

sprayed it with holy water, and the choir intoned

the Libera and the Dies ircer
*

I give an illustration of an ossuary taken in May,

1 90 1. It had just been filled ; the graves having

been dug up after that the bodies had been seven

years in the earth. In several cases the skin still

adhered to the skulls, and a certain number had the

hair almost as fresh as when the bodies were buried.

One had rich copper-coloured curls, exuberant and

shining. The sexton, when spoken to about it, said,

with a shrug of the shoulders, " Mais, monsieur, at an

inn the travellers occupy the beds for two, three, four

days, then the)^ go ; the sheets are changed to receive

others. And this is the Hostelry of the Dead. They

have to turn out of their beds, and these are made

* Le Goffic, Siir la Cote, Paris, 1897, pp. 72-9.
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S. KIREC ^?>7

ready to receive other travellers to the Unknown
Land. Voila!"

Ploumanach, or the Clan of the Monks, consists of

a cluster of cottages of fishermen among the pudding-

shaped rocks. On a patch of level ground clear of

blocks is the chapel of S. Kirec; but the most singular

object is the oratory of the saint on a rock in the little

bay, that is surrounded by the waves at every tide.

ar~- y -=— «

Fir,. 31, ORATORY OF S. KIREC, PLOUMANACH

It is a pent-house structure with a back towards

the land and open on three sides, sustained by rude

eleventh or twelfth century pillars. It contains a

wooden image of the saint, which is worm-holed and

has lost the hands.

Kirec is the Welsh Curig, He possesses the pecu-

liarity of being the only British saint not of royal

birth. In the Celtic church sainthood was an honour

reserved for those of the bluest blood. It came about

in this way. When a prince or chief died his honours,

authority, and lands were equally divided among his
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children. This was neither poHtically advisable nor

did it please the ambitious. Consequently the most

determined and unscrupulous of the sons said to his

brothers, "Go into religion, or I will cut your throats."

If they were unable to fight for their inheritance

they submitted, and were granted a bit of land and

the right to form a tribe out of runaway slaves and

foreign refugees.

The appointment to the headship of the saintly

tribe was in the hands of the secular chief, and

was an appanage of his family. If there were none

available to become abbot, then, and then only,

were the monks allowed to elect their head ; but the

newly chosen had to give securities that so soon as

one of the royal family was capable of being invested

with the headship of the ecclesiastical clan he would

surrender his saintship.

How Kirec thrust his way into being the chief of a

sacred tribe—in a word, of being a saint—we do not

know, he being a mere roturier. But he succeeded,

and in that stands alone. We are not told much
about him save that he was as rigid a Sabbatarian

as any disciple of John Knox. We shall meet with

him again at S. Pol de Leon.

Further inland is S. Quay, a foundation of Kenan,

known as Kea in Cornwall. He came also from

Wales, but he had as his mother a daughter of the

Irish king of Brecknock. He had to leave Wales

when the great upheaval took place among the

British against their Irish oppressors. He then went

to Cornwall, where the king, Tewdrig, carried off his

oxen from the plough. When Kea went to the
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palace to complain Tewdrig struck him in the face

with his fist and knocked out his front teeth.

A few years after he migrated to Brittany and

settled near Perros Guirec. There were snobs in

those days as well as in the present, and those who
were on their way to place themselves under Kirec

halted, to submit themselves instead to the abbot

of royal descent. So Kirec found that his position

was menaced, and he moved away to Cleguerec,

On high ground stands the chapel of N. D. de

la Clarte, a good example of Flamboyant architecture

(1544) in its most picturesque mood.

The parish church of Perros has a Romanesque

nave with round arches ; the arcade on the south

side is later than that on the north, which has

capitals with cable mouldings. The aisles are singu-

larly narrow. The east window is barbarous, sham

Gothic of the end of the seventeenth century. The
only side windows are in the south aisle, and are

of the same character. There is a traceried porch

under the quaint tower of the west end.

S. Quay has a church of Second Pointed work with

a good Renaissance tower of 1732.

The Plage de Trestraoun in Perros Guirec is rapidly

growing in favour as a watering-place.

Turning south of Lannion, the visitor will do well

to break his journey to or from Lannion for a few

hours at Plouaret, where he changes carriages.

Here is a church well deserving of study. It is

for the most part of Flamboyant work, with a

fine south porch, and it has a really admirable

Renaissance tower. The church was begun in 1554,
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and shows the gradual change of style. The east

window is peculiarly interesting. Already feeling

against the wavy lines of the flame style was

manifesting itself, and the architect endeavoured to

recur to a more Geometric pattern; but his hand had

not the cunning of the master designers of Second

Pointed, and although rich, it is stiff and unskilful

in design. The font is of a character common in

Breton churches ; it has a side stoup on a disengaged

pillar with a drain to it, budding out from the font

itself.*

North of the village is the fountain of S. Anne,

that gushes from under the roots of an ancient beech

tree. It never fails, and near it are the ruins of a

chapel. But a more interesting visit will be that

made to the Chapel des Sept Saints. On the way
the church of Vieux Marche is passed, a stately and

beautiful modern example of Flamboyant architecture,

all cut in fine-grained granite. Some quaint figure-

carving will be noticed near the north door. The
road descends into a pretty valley, and climbs the

further side that is clothed in broom, and commands
a view of the Menez-bre, rounded as a dish-cover, and

not rising much over 900 feet.

A new road to the left leads direct to the Chapel

of the Seven Saints, rebuilt in 1703-14. The south

transept is constructed above a dolmen, to which

descent can be made from outside, and one finds one's

self in a prehistoric tomb composed of upright slabs

* The large font was for the conservation of the water blessed on

Whitsun Eve, in which were oil and salt. From this limited supply the

water was poured over the child held above the small basin.
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and covered with huge granite capstones. According

to popular opinion none can determine the number of

stones of which the monument is composed. This

is conceivable enough, on account of the way in

which the crevices have been stopped with mortar,

and the whole whitewashed, coat over coat, so that

it is not easy to discern where one slab ends and

another begins.

With the Menez-bre a curious story is associated,

but to understand it needs a long preamble, not

without interest, and one that it is well to know
when travelling in Brittany, as it is connected with

several localities and historic personages of the

ancient duchy.

Somewhere about 515, when the great migration

of the Britons to Armorica was in full swing, a

British bard named Hoarvian left his native land

and visited the court of Childebert at Paris. He
quickly acquired the Frank tongue, and being a

skilful improviser, turned his Welsh ballads into

bad French, and playing on the British " rote,"

delighted the ears of the king and of his great

nobles.

He might have lived on at court on the royal

bounty, but his heart craved for the society of his

own people, and leaving Paris, he made his way into

Armorica to see how his brethren were getting

settled in the land to which they had emigrated. He
went to Conmore, the usurping prince who ruled

Domnonia, and told him that he had a desire to

retire from the world and live as a hermit. However,

a day or two after he had made this communication
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he was out with Conmore in the woods hunting,

when they Hghted on a fountain, where a very pretty

girl was washing her clothes. Hoarvian halted and

spoke to her, and fell desperately in love with

the girl, so much so that he entirely abandoned his

desire for the life of an anchorite ; and he asked

Conmore to obtain her for him as wife. The prince

laughed and joked with him on this sudden change

in his disposition, but Hoarvian explained that the

night before he had dreamt that an angel had

appeared to him in a dream and had ordered him

to marry the first pretty wench who struck his fancy.

Conmore accepted the explanation, and the two

sought the girl's brother and obtained his consent.

Her name was Rivanon. She, however, was by no

means disposed to accept the elderly bard, and they

were obliged to appeal to the chieftain of her tribe

to force her to comply with the wishes of Hoarvian.

Then in a fit of furious resentment she cried out,

" You may marry me—if you will, but God's curse

on the fruit of my womb if I bear a child, and

I trust it may never see the light."

The marriage was celebrated, and in due course

a son was born, to whom was given the name of

Huarv^, and he was blind from his birth. The
unnatural mother absolutely refused to nurse him,

and life with the husband became so intolerable

to her, that both agreed to separate. She went

north-west of Brest, to a place since called Lan-

rivoare, where she led a solitary life. Hoarvian also

departed, and the poor little blind child was left to

be brought up by anyone who would trouble him-
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self to do so. He was taken at the age of seven by

a monk, who trained him in music and in religion.

But when Huarve was aged fourteen he resolved

on going in quest of his wolfish mother, who

had deserted him. He visited a cousin named

Urfoed, whom the Bretons call S. Urfoe, who lived

in a forest, and asked where his mother was. Urfoed

bade him remain with him and help him with a

school he had founded. Then after a while he led

him to Lanrivoare, where he found his mother sick,

and she died in his arms. Having buried her,

Huarve returned to his cousin, and remained with

him till Urfoed also died and bequeathed his school

to him.

But his blindness interfered with his success
; he

could not read, and therefore was unqualified for

teaching ; and the boys took advantage of his in-

firmity to play tricks and be idle. Consequently he

abandoned the school and wandered off in quest

of something more congenial. He seems to have

inherited his father's bardic talent, and thereby was

able to maintain himself. He had found a boy to

act as his guide and helper, and he is usually

represented with this lad at his side.*

At last he settled where is now Lanhouarneau, near

Plouescat, where he founded a religious community,

and, gaining pupils, wandered over the country singing

ballads and instructing his pupils. In a word, his com-

* De la Villemarque fabricated a romantic ballad about S. Huarve

guided by his little niece Christine, who, when the bard was about

to die, begged her uncle to suffer her to attend him to the other world,

and died at the same time. Christine actually was the aunt or cousin

of Huarve, and his guide was a boy.
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munity was actually one of those bardic peripatetic

schools so common among the Celts. S. Samson
of Dol heard of him, and opened negotiations with

him to obtain the overthrow of the usurper Conmore.

Huarve was easily gained to become a political agent,

and he went round in his capacity as a bard stirring

the people up to revolt.

When all was ripe Huarve got together six

saints of Brittany, Gildas of Rhuis among them,

and all seven ascended the Menez-bre.

Now the Celtic usage was this. When a prince

or any great noble was to be denounced to death,

seven bards ascended a height where grew a thorn

tree, each plucked off a thorn from the tree, and

then, all standing back to back about the trunk,

stabbed in the air with the thorn, and united in

uttering a curse which condemned him against whom
the sentence was launched to utter destruction.

This was now done, Huarve chanting the words of

the curse and the rest falling in.

The tidings of what had been done flew like wild-

fire, and men fell away from Conmore on all sides.

In Celtic opinion such a curse must inevitably

produce its result, and when men were convinced

that Conmore was predestined to defeat and death

very few dared to espouse his cause. The end was

that he was killed in battle by Judual, whose claims

S. Samson had espoused.*

* The historian of the life of Huarve wrote late, when the usage

of bardic condemnation to destruction was a thing of the past, and

not understanding what was done, he described it as an ecclesiastical

council of seven bishops. But Huarve was not even a priest, and

Gildas was only an abbot.
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The blind bard is a favourite saint of the Bretons,

who call him Houarnou, and the French Herve,

His statue may be met with pretty often. He is

represented as a hermit, blind, leaning on a staff,

with a wolf at his feet, a collar about its neck.

Such a statue is at Guimiliau, and there is another

at Lescoet.

His elderly kinswoman, Christine, also receives a

cult, but the clergy are doing their utmost to drive

her out as well as other local saints. She has a

chapel at Plougastel-Daoulas, but there she is re-

presented by a fine modern statue as Christina, a

Roman martyr, whose story is utterly fabulous.

One of the most picturesque castles in Brittany is

near Lannion ; it is that of Tonquedec. It consists

of an irregular polygon divided into three parts,

and with walls of from 9 to 12 feet in thickness,

and is flanked by round towers. The ruin owes

much to its grand situation. The donjon occupies

the point of the promontory that commands the

valley. Beneath the castle are numerous vaulted

chambers, still accessible.

In the parish church is good glass of the fifteenth

century. But the most interesting ecclesiastical

edifice in the neighbourhood is the chapel of

Kerfons, erected in 1559, that contains, beside old

glass, a beautiful rood-screen {j'ube) of late Flam-

boyant work, with Renaissance details. These screens

were common in the Breton churches, and were thefr

great glories, but most were removed and destroyed

in the eighteenth century as standing in the way of

the congregation obtaining a full view of the hideous
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baroque altar-pieces then in fashion and everywhere

installed.

The road to Treguier leaves the village of Trezeni

(the Tref or homestead of S, Setna) on the left on

high ground. There is nothing of interest in the

church, but there is a holy well thereby of which a

story is told that may amuse the reader.

The surface of the water is somewhat low down,

so that a bucket has to be let down to draw up the

liquid. Over the well is a structure that has at the

back a niche, in which stood formerly the statue of

the saint in stone. But what with the friable nature

of the material, and what with knocks received from

the ascending and descending buckets, the poor saint

was so battered and broken as finally to fall from

his pedestal to the bottom of the well.

Some of the old people regretted the disappear-

ance of the image, but such as bore devotion to

S. Sezny had not the means for providing him with

a new statue. As to the peasants with money in

their pockets, they cared nothing for the old Irish

bishop who had founded their church. So for some

years the niche remained empty.

Now one Christmas Eve a farmer, named Joseph

le Saint, who was greatly addicted to the bottle, was

returning to his home beyond Trezeny from Treguier

about midnight. He was in his trap, and he took up

an acquaintance of Rospez on the way. At the branch

of the road to Trezeny from the highway stood a

public-house. Here the comrade had to descend.

" Let us have a drink together before separating,"

suggested Le Saint.
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The other cheerfull}- acquiesced ; but, alas ! the

tavern was shut, no one was within, all had gone

to the midnight Mass.

"This is bad," said Le Saint; "and I feel a sinking

within me."

" If I were you," observed his friend, " I'd try a

draught of S. Sezny's well. I have heard say that

on Christmas Eve at the clang of the sacring bell it

is converted to the best champagne."
" I've heard that too," said Joseph. " I'll be off."

Now that night all the good folk of Trezeny were

at church, with the exception of one old woman, who
remained at home to nurse her grandson, and as she

knelt by the bed of the fevered boy she pra}'ed

fervently to the saint to cure him.

" Oh ! Monsieur Saint Sezny !
" she cried, " if I

had but a ^ew francs I would reinstate you in your

niche in the well."

When the old woman thought it was about time

for the people to be issuing from the church she

went to the door, opened it, and stood looking forth

into the night. She thought that she heard groans

and exclamations issuing from the well. She ap-

proached, and asked, " Who is there ?
"

" It is I—Le Saint !

"

" The saint, come to the top of the water after

having been immersed so many years ! What a

miracle
!

"

" Sacre, I am Joseph le Saint. I stooped to drink,

and went head over heels in."

"Oh! that drunken rogue! Fallen in, have you? Stay

where you are and learn the virtues of pure water."
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" I shall die of cold."

" That is naught to me."

" I cannot sustain myself above the surface."

" Hold !
" exclaimed the woman. " Promise me

that you will provide a new i^nage of the saint for

the niche, and one that shall cost not less than a

hundred francs, and I will pull you out. Here come

the congregation from the church to witness }'our oath."

So it came about that a new, gaudily painted saint

occupies the niche at this day.

And so gratified was S. Sezny at being thus

reinstated that he healed the grandchild, who rose

from his bed to tell the story to this day.
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CHAPTER X

LEON

The Lyonesse of romance—The people of Leon—The Land of Death

—

The Ankou—Shipping the dead—Ouessant—Morlaix—Old houses

—Capture of Morlaix by the English—A brave maid^Le Taureau

—

The Cordelicre—Entry of Mary Queen of Scots—Lanmeur—Story

of S. Melor—S. Pol de Leon—Paulus Aurelianus—Steals the bell

of King Mark—Arrives in Leon—Founds his monastery—Chapel

of Kreisker—The cathedral—Roscoff—Smugglers—Cauliflowers

—

Landing of Mary Queen of Scots—Ruined chapel of S. Ninian

—

Church of Roscoff—S.Thegonnec—Guimiliau— Landivisiau—Coast-

walk—Pontusval^A prediction—Folgoet—The Blessed Salaun

—

Carved granite—Canonisation—Now a costly matter.

THE Lyonesse of Arthurian romance is the

ancient kingdom of Leon, that comprised,

roughly speaking, the arrondissement of Morlaix

and that of Brest ; a kingdom that was absorbed into

that of Domnonia in or about 530.

It is a region very original in character, and the

people in it have got a stamp of their own. They
are intensely religious, puritanical even in their

gravity and abhorrence of dancing, in which they

indulge alone at weddings. They are sedate and

solemn, with a Spanish dignity about them. Their

costumes are all black, with the exception of those

149
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of the Pagani, who indulge in gaudy colours, and who
occupy the coast from Plouescat to Lannilis.

This is the part which is indeed la Bretagne breton-

nante, where Death reigns in undivided supremacy

and tinctures all existence, every amusement, every

occupation ; where are the most monumental Cal-

varies and the most palatial ossuaries.

At Kermaria, near Plouha in C6tes-du-Nord, as

already said, is a life-sized Dance of Death ; forty

personages are represented being jigged into their

graves by the King of Terrors. Now here, in Leon,

Death stalks, he does not dance, and all men follow

him sedately with their eyes lowered and with folded

hands through life to the grave of which they never

lose the thought.

At La Roche is an ossuary with on it a skeleton

armed with a dart levelling at every trade which is

represented below, and with the inscription issuing

from his mouth, " II vous tue tous."

Death is personified in Lower Brittany by the

Ankou^ who travels about the country in a cart

picking up souls. At night a wain is heard coming

along the road with a creaking axle. It halts at

a door, and that is the summons. A spirit passes,

and the Ankou moves on. A curious story is told

by an old Byzantine writer concerning the western

coast of Finistere. He says that at night a boat lies

attached to the shore, and the boatman hears himself

called. He goes forth and takes his oars. Then he

hears a stirring, and gradually his bark becomes laden,

but nothing is seen. When the boat is so charged

that it nearly touches the water's edge he puts forth
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and rows to one of the islands off the coast, whereat

those who are invisible step forth, and his vessel

is lightened ; and so he returns to the mainland.

He has ferried the dead across to the islands in

the stormy Atlantic which are the permanent habita-

tion of the souls of the departed.

The great Islands of the Dead were doubtless

Ouessant, and Sein, off the Bay des Trepasses in

Cornouaille. This latter island in pagan times was

occupied by nine virgins who were consulted as

oracles, and who were credited with the power of rais-

ing or laying storms. None might consult them who
were not sailors. Probably with them, as with another

college of priestesses in an island in the Loire, it was

an obligation on a certain day to pull down and

reconstruct the roof of their temple. If by chance

one of them let fall any sacred object, any portion

of the thatch, her companions rushed on her with

hideous cries, tore her limb from limb, and then

scattered her blood-stained flesh about the island.

Ouessant was almost certainly also haunted by

prophetesses who were consulted ; there are remains

there of an enclosure that is called the Temple of the

Pagans.

Morlaix, the capital town of Finistere, possesses

little of beauty or interest to attract the visitor,

except some old houses. The only church that

deserves notice is the little S. Melaine, with its fine

spire, but it is dwarfed by the viaduct which strides

past it, crossing the valley.

The old houses are built, something like ancient

English inns, about a small quadrangle lighted from
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above, and with balconies communicating with the

several rooms opening out of them. The staircases

to these balconies are usually richly carved.

"If bitten, bite again " is the motto of the town,

and it has often had teeth fastened in it and has

returned the bite.

During the War of Succession it underwent fright-

ful calamities. The Duke of Montfort having obtained

possession of it by a trick, hanged fifty of its principal

citizens, who had been placed in his hands as hostages.

This so exasperated the townsfolk that they rose

against the garrison of five hundred men, and put

all to the sword.

In 1522 Henry VIII. of England despatched a fleet

to Morlaix. A traitor in the town sent a message to

the English admiral with instructions how he might

surprise the place. The English entered and set

it on fire and returned laden with spoils to their

vessels. Six or seven hundred, however, remained

behind, intent on plunder, or overcome with wine,

and fell victims to their rapacity. On this occasion

a servant girl in a house in the Grande Rue, who
was left alone there, did good service against the

enemy. In the entrance was a trap to the cellar

;

this she raised, and by lifting a sluice flooded the

vaults. The English soldiers, mad with drink,

crowded in at the door and fell headlong into the

cellar. It is said that some seventy were drowned

before those pressing on from behind became aware

of the danger. When this was discovered the soldiers

pursued the girl upstairs to the attics, and when they

found her threw her out of a window on the pikes

of their fellows below.
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As a protection to the town against the EngHsh,

the fortress called Le Tauremt was erected on a rock

before the harbour.

From this port sailed the Cordeliere in 1513, a

privateer under the command of Captain Primaguet,

who did vast damage to English commerce, till one

day she was engaged by the Regent and set on

fire ; thereupon Primaguet, knowing that he could

not save his vessel, grappled the English frigate, set

it on fire, and both blew up together.

It was at Morlaix in 1548 that Mary Queen of

Scots, after disembarking at Roscoff, arrived to

marry the Dauphin, afterwards P'rancis II. The
Seigneur de Rohan, at the head of the Breton

nobility, received her. After a Te Demn, sung in

the church of Notre Dame, the royal procession

was about to pass over the drawbridge into the

castle, when it gave way under the weight of the

horsemen upon it. The Scotch guard at once

shouted, " Treason ! treason !
" and drew their swords.

But the Seigneur de Rohan, who walked beside the

Queen, turned and said, " Jamais Breton ne fit

trahison," and the tumult was allayed.

To the east of Morlaix is Lanmeur {Lann-inaw)',

the Great Church), where there is a tenth- century

crypt that contains a holy well under the church.

The crypt was where, in still earlier times than

its construction, was the tomb of a prince of

Cornouaille called Melor, whose story is sufficiently

tragic. He was son of Meliau, who reigned over

that portion of Brittany called Cornouaille from

530 to 537, when he was treacherously stabbed to
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the heart by his brother Rivold, who coveted his

place. No sooner was Meliau dead than Rivold

seized on his son Melor and cut off his right hand

and left foot. The object of this mutilation was

to incapacitate him from reigning, as by Celtic law

no one with any bodily blemish was qualified to

be eligible for the sovereignty.

Melor took refuge at Ouimper, where some cunning

man made for him artificial members to take the

place of those which had been amputated. Legend

has it that the hand was of silver and the foot of

bronze.

A great amount of sympathy was aroused for the

unfortunate victim of Rivold's ambition, and the

usurper became alarmed, and deemed it advisable

to have the lad put out of the way entirely. He
consulted with Cerealtan, who had been Melor's

foster-father, and one against whom the boy enter-

tained no suspicions, and bribed him to kill the

young prince.

Cerealtan confided his project to his wife, who,

horror-struck, fled with Melor to Beuzit and placed

him under the protection of Conmore, Count of

Poher and usurper of Domnonia, who had married

the sister of Meliau.

Cerealtan, eager after the promised reward, visited

his foster-son there, and disarmed his fears and those

of the aunt, so that he and his son Justan were

put to sleep in the same room with Melor.

During the night the wretched man killed the

prince, cut off his head, and with his son escaped

by the window. The latter, however, missed his
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hold and fell and broke his neck. Cerealtan went

off with his prize, laid it at the feet of Rivold, and

demanded his reward. "I promised you," said the

usurper, "as much land as you could see from the

summit of the nearest hill. Good ! you shall have

it, but first of all I will put out your eyes."

The body of the murdered prince was laid at

Lanmeur, but in the time of the incursion of the

Northmen was carried by some emigrant Bretons

to England and laid at Amesbury. Several churches

in the west of England have been dedicated to the

boy-martyr of Brittany. Now only a statue repre-

senting him remains in the crypt in Lanmeur.

If Morlaix be an uninteresting place, this can

in no way be said of S. Pol de Leon, which is

reached by a branch line.

S. Pol, or Paulus Aurelianus, was a native of

Glamorganshire. He was born about the year 480,

and was summoned by a prince of the name of Mark
to regulate the religious affairs of his little realm.

Where this was we do not well know ; whether this

was the Mark, husband of the fair and frail Yseult,

or another we are not informed. However, Paul had

a quarrel with the king over a hammered bronze bell,

which Paul wanted and the king would not surrender.

Paul stole the treasured bell and made a bolt with

it to Brittany. With him were not only twelve

priests of his community, but also twelve laymen of

noble birth, with their wives and families, all Paul's

kinsmen, and a large number of serfs and retainers.

They landed at first in the island of Ouessant, where

Lampaul {Lann-Paul) still bears his name, but such
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a storm-swept island did not suit him, and after

a few months' tarry there he crossed to the mainland,

and a good many of his lay attendants settled and

founded pious in the neighbourhood of Lampaul

and Ploudalmezeau. There he spent two years

;

after that he went to the Isle of Brehat to visit

the British chieftain Gwithur from his own part

of South Wales, who had established himself as

prince over Leon.

He found him, very aged, reading a book of the

gospels. The old Welshman welcomed him with

enthusiasm, and entreated him to give ecclesiastical

organisation to the large colony that had settled

in Lyonesse, and recommended him to found a

lann and make his headquarters among the ruins

of an old Gallo-Roman town where now stands

S. Pol de Leon. Paul visited the spot and found

that a good part of the ancient walls was standing,

but within the enclosure all was overgrown with

brambles. He set vigorously to work to clear the

ground, and there constituted the monastery which

was the centre whence radiated his missions through-

out the country. Here he was visited by Judual,

whom S. Samson had placed on the throne of Dom-
nonia, in 555. Paul was then very aged. The pious

prince gave him jurisdiction over a considerable tract

of country—the harbour of Penpaul, and the parishes

of Roscoff, Santec, and Tregoudern, which thence-

forth composed the minster, or sanctuary of S. Paul.

The old Welsh apostle lived to a great age, and

was so thin and wasted that it was said that the

sunlight passed through his hand as if it were
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dull glass. He died in 572. The bell he carried off

with him from King Mark is still preserved in the

cathedral, and is reputed to be miraculous.*

The cathedral is of various dates. A part of the

transept belongs to the twelfth century ; the two

towers and spires to the thirteenth, as also the nave

;

but the western facade, the central spire, and the

choir are Flamboyant work, and were erected between

143 1 and 1450. In the choir are some five stalls, of

the date 15 12.

The chapel of Kreisker has a fine tower and spire

of the fourteenth century. It is thought to be the

finest in Brittany. But it is topheavy ; the eight four-

staged turrets surmounted by spirelets that surround

the central spire are too cumbrous for the tower that

sustains them.

The chapel marks a spot granted to S. Kirec by

a lady whom he had reproved for washing clothes

on a Sunday, and who fell ill shortly after, and

supposed it was due to her disregard of the saint's

rebuke. The chapel has a beautiful north porch,

with pigs trotting round in the mouldings of the

archway. The internal arrangement is peculiar,

the returned stalls being in the nave, a use by no

means uncommon in Spain, but in England only

seen in Westminster Abbey, and in France equally

rare. The east window contains poor modern glass

* In the legend it is said that Paul asked for the bell, but was refused

it, and therefore in a huff deserted his charge of the people in the

principality of King Mark, and that when he reached Brittany a fish

was brought to table with the bell in its stomach. This is nonsense.

That S. Paul ran away with it seems to be the truth of the matter.

The bell is almost certainly of the sixth century.
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that reproduces older figures of Breton saints. The
windows of the church are all of the Flamboyant

period, but at its decline when a revulsion occurred

against the feebleness of leaf-like tracery, and there

was a recurrence to Geometrical design.

The old cathedral of S. Pol has a western facade

and towers of First Pointed. The nave is Second

Pointed, with pillars and arcades of remarkable

beauty. The transepts have eastern aisles, and that

to the south possesses a fine Second Pointed (Geo-

metrical) window with a rose.

The apse and choir are Flamboyant, and the latter

has double aisles on both sides. On the north side

is the chapel of S. Paul of Leon, where are preserved

his head, a hand, and his bell.

Outside at the west end is a gallery above the

porch, from which the people were blessed at the

" pardon," and on the south side of the transept is

another gallery from v/hich excommunications were

pronounced.

The cemetery possesses several ossuaries of no

particular interest, and a chapel, formerly the church

of S. Pierre, a good example of an unpretentious

Second Pointed village church ; but it has a bar-

barous Louis XIV. west tower.

From S. Pol an easy walk may be taken to Roscoff,

and a ruined allee coiiverte and a dolmen visited on

the way where the high-road crosses the line.

Roscoff was the great seat of contraband trade

during the European war. Smugglers from England

came over in large numbers laden with sugar, spices,

coffee, into the creeks of Brittany, and unloaded
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secretly ; then, when they had discharged their

burdens, went openly to Roscoff to take in fresh

cargoes of spirits. These were always supplied in

kegs such as one man could carry, and each keg

was furnished with ropes round it with loops, so that

the arms might be slipped through these latter, and

the little cask be carried on the back.

Now the entire district round is given up to the

production of cauliflowers and broccoli, which are

shipped to England and Scotland.

It was here that Mary Stuart landed when on her

way to be married to the Dauphin, and she had a

chapel erected on the spot and dedicated to S. Ninian,

the apostle of the Scotch. The roof was torn off at

the Revolution, and the chapel is now a ruin, be-

plastered with advertisements of " Byrrh," " Magge,"

of sewing machines and bicycles.

The parish church is late Flamboyant, with a

western tower and porch Renaissance, and very fine.

There are curious carvings of ships on the walls of

the church, and the tower is furnished with stone

culverins that serve as gargoyles.

There are two ossuaries in the churchyard ; one

of the seventeenth century is richly ornamented. I

happened to visit the church in January, when a

side chapel was converted into a creche. The wise

men led by the star were duly represented, along

with camels and horses, approaching the stable of

Bethlehem, but the procession of visitors to the

manger wound up with figures of Breton peasants

in costume, and a French soldier in his baggy red

trousers and blue coat and militar}' cap. Some
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beautiful alabaster sculpture representing the sacred

story, and of the fourteenth century, admirably pre-

served, is kept under glass in the church. It formerly

belonged to an altar-piece.

The whole of the coast is here much indented ; the

tide falls 27 feet, and leaves vast tracts of sand, and

sea and sands bristle with rocks. The island of Batz

protects the little harbour of Roscoff from the north-

westerly gales.

There are several very remarkable churches that

may be visited without much difficulty from the line

between Morlaix and Landernau.

S. Thegonnec possesses a very interesting collec-

tion of structures. The church was rebuilt early in

the seventeenth century, and has the characteristic

qualities of the granite Breton churches of the period.

In addition there is an ossuary of 1581, adjoining a

Calvaire, and a sort of triumphal arch. The whole

group is most quaint and picturesque.

But Guimiliau is quite as interesting; the triumphal

arch and the ossuary are not equal to those of

S. Thegonnec, but the Calvaire is finer. It dates

from 1 58 1-8, and on it is represented the whole of

the gospel story in a crowd of rude but vigorously

executed statuettes. A stair leads to the platform

on which is the cross.

Landivisiau unhappily has a modern church, but

the magnificent portal of 1554 has been preserved

as well as the tower of 1590, and the ossuary with

quaint caryatides supporting a richly designed and

sculptured cornice. The old graveyard around the

church has ceased to be used, and the ossuary has
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been transported to the new cemetery. At a distance

of six miles is Lambader, with a chapel of the

fifteenth century, and a wonderfully rich rood-screen

of oak, set up in 148 1.

Those who can cycle, or are good walkers, should

m.ake for Lannilis from S. Pol de Leon. There are

branch lines from the main artery of traffic to Brest,

that lead to Lannilis and to Plouneour-Trez ; but

the walker or cyclist can start from S. Pol, take

Plouescat on his way, then go to Lesneven and see

the chapel of Folgoet, and thence by a good road

make for Lannilis. By this course he will see the

country of the Pagani, formerly of evil repute as in-

veterate wreckers, and visit some interesting churches.

Pontusval is the extreme northern point reached

by the branch line from Landerneau. Here is the

crag of Castel Lonel. It is amusing at this time

to read the lucubrations of the traveller Cambry, who
was here in 1795, and published his account of Finis-

tere in 1799. He died in 1807.

" At this spot," he says, " one is not twenty

leagues from Plymouth. I pictured to myself the

agitation produced in England by our Revolution,

her manufactures annihilated, her military power

reduced to naught. It is impossible that the con-

vulsive condition of the country should continue.

This generation will inevitably see the immense

scaffolding on which the power of England has been

reared fall in ruin to the ground. The ferment of

revolt which has been repressed during a hundred

and fifty years, ever active, always smouldering, must

burst forth at last, and the convulsions of France
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will assume in England proportions far greater, will

rage with mightier fury than with us. England's

credit, resting on no solid basis, will be dissipated

;

her imports, necessary to her existence, will fail.

Pride will have provoked her downfall. Her manor-

houses will become a prey to flames, her estates will

be parcelled up, her fugitives will seek on foreign

soil a hospitality that will be refused them. Alas

!

how the direful passion for revenge reigns in the

heart of man and makes him look forward to such

a catastrophe. Does he consider what the result

of the accomplishment of his hopes will entail ?

Towns destroyed, mothers with their children starv-

ing, the landowner wandering homeless in forests,

his brother rejecting his appeal and delivering him

over to the executioner ; the soldier stains his sword

with crime, the magistrate loses all authority, and

the court of justice having no longer credit, will mul-

tiply its efforts to compel submission, regardless of

all morality. Barbarous England ! this is the con-

dition of affairs awaiting you, if you do not expel the

abominable spirit which urges you to bathe land and

sea with blood in quest of empty glory and imaginary

omnipotence."

Amusing reading this in 1901 !

At Kerjean is one of the finest castles in Brittany,

in which two distinct styles are happily to be seen

side by side, the Norman type of fortress and the

chateau of the reign of Henry IV.

The church of Notre Dame de Folgoet is one of

the richest examples of late Gothic architecture in

Brittany. It owes its origin to a popular cult that
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has sprung up about the tomb of an idiot, Salaun,

who lived in the fourteenth century. When he was

aHve nothing was thought of him ; he was so imbecile

that all he could say was " Ave Maria," which he

repeated like a parrot. He was quite harmless, and

subsisted on charity, and had his habitation in a

wood. When he died he was buried in the little

churchyard, and because a lily sprang up over his

grave it was concluded that he must have been a

saint, and imaginative persons pretended to see in

the spots on the petals something that might be

taken to stand for " Ave Maria."

Just the same story is told of a chapel near Inns-

bruck. Then the place became a resort of pilgrims,

and money flowed in. Miracles were supposed to

have been wrought at the intercession of the "Fool of

the Woods," and saints become fashionable as well as

bonnets. There was a run on Folgoet, and the noble

church was erected and consecrated in 1419. It was

made collegiate by Duke Jean V. in 1423, To this

day it is the object of one of the most celebrated

pilgrimages of Brittany.

The fountain of the Blessed Salaun flows from

under the high altar, and is received in a basin

outside the east end. The church contains some
magnificent and exquisitely delicate carved work in

granite.

It is remarkable that in Brittany, as at Limoges,

the use of granite as a material for sculpture never

failed. There is Romanesque work in that stone, and

it was employed throughout the Middle Ages. This

was not the case in England in granitic districts

;
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there—after the very early crosses with interlaced

work on them— granite was totally discarded, and

it was not till the middle of the fifteenth century

that it again came in vogue, and in the counties of

Devon and Cornwall was thenceforth the favourite

material for pillars, windows, fireplaces, and gateways.

This was due to the much finer texture of the

Brittany and Limousin granites and the absence of

great pieces of felspar.

To return to the Blessed Salaun. His is one of

the many instances of the making of saints by the

popular voice. We have had another in that of

Charles of Blois, and another even grosser in that

of Solomon, King of Brittany.

Canonisation is actually a comparatively modern

regulation by Rome of a custom that was usual

everywhere. Very generally the common people

made up their minds as to who was a saint. S. Martin

of Tours found that his people had elevated into a

martyr a highway robber, who had been executed

for his crimes, and were invoking him, and recording

miraculous cures wrought at his tomb. Guibert of

Nogent tells us of a case that came under his own

notice of a drunken man who was drowned, and was

at once, by popular acclamation, declared to be a

saint. In every place, said Guibert, old women
canonise new saints by inventing all sorts of gossiping

stories about them. In Iceland the parliament of the

island, by vote, decided that their deceased bishop,

Thorlak, should be esteemed a saint, and be com-

memorated in the Church as such. The earliest in-

stance of formal canonisation that can be found is
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that of Ulric of Augsburg, whom the council assem-

bled at the Lateran in 993 pronounced to be a saint.

Already, in the Synod of Aix-la-Chapelle in 789, the

veneration of fictitious martyrs had been forbidden
;

and in those of Frankfort in 794, and Aix in or

about 803, the introduction of the cult of unauthorised

saints had been condemned.

It was clearly advisable that some order should be

introduced into the system, and that canonisation

should not be left to old women and weak-minded

and ignorant peasants. The bishops took the matter

into their own hands, and each bishop decided who
should be commemorated in his diocese. Then the

finger of Rome was introduced into the pie, but it

was not till 1634 that the Pope reserved to himself

the exclusive right to pronounce judgment on who
were to receive public veneration. Thenceforth it

became largely a matter of money, and only wealthy

families or communities can afford the fees insepar-

ably connected with a canonisation. " God deliver

us from another saint in our family," said Prince

Borgia, after the beatification of the Princess had

been brought about. " Another will ruin us com-

pletely."
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BREST is a town in itself of no interest except

to such as are curious to see life in a seaport,

and to observe the ironclads in the harbour. The
beautiful bay is an inland salt-water lake with three

branches, and communicates with the ocean by the

Goulet. It is about twelve miles long by four wide.

The entrance is illumined by four lighthouses, and

defended by numerous forts. The dockyard can only

be visited if a permit has been granted, and an

Englishman will find some difficulty in obtaining

one. Moreover, such sights can be inspected at

home.

The only advantage Brest offers to a visitor is that

it serves as a starting-point for excursions, and he is

sure there of comfortable inns. But for the matter

of that, one may be sure of finding cleanliness and

166
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good food in every village inn in Brittany, and if the

sanitary arrangements are not " up to date," they are

incomparably superior to those in the south of

France. The innkeepers are obliging, and eager to

do their best ; and where the traveller is courteous

and willing to be pleased, he is sure of finding hearty

reciprocation. The Bretons are an honest and kindly

folk, and it is only at the fashionable watering-places

that they are losing their simplicity, and becoming

extortionate in their charges.

A good story was told in 1900 of a Breton well-

to-do farmer who visited the Paris Exposition, that

illustrates the childlike trust and simplicity of the

people. The story is true. The man came to Paris

from near Brest, and his name is well known, nor is

the story likely to be forgotten by his fellow-villagers.

Fired with ambition to see the world-fair, this good

man, whom we will call Salaun, put all the money he

could spare into his purse, assumed his gala clothes,

and took a return ticket from Brest to Paris,

On his arrival at the metropolis he looked about

him in bewilderment, when, noticing a cure in his

cassock at the station, he approached him, and asked

counsel.

" Now see here ! " said the priest, " you are a

stranger, and the hotels in Paris are extortionate in

their charges. Six francs for a bed. I know a quiet

little tavern where you can put up for one franc. I

am going there. Come with me."

A priest is the natural friend and adviser of the

Breton peasant, and receives absolute trust. So

Salaun followed his new acquaintance.
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Said the cure to him, " I, as a country parson, can

go for nothing into all the side-shows, and unless

you see them you see naught. Take my advice.

I have an old and shabby cassock which I will lend

you. Divest yourself of your best suit and assume
the clerical habit. Your Breton wide-awake will

pass muster. Then leave all your money behind in

your valise, for the Exposition swarms with the most

dexterous pickpockets."

Salaun gladly accepted the offer, and went forth

habited as a poor village cure. His friend passed

him into the exhibition building and then dis-

appeared. The peasant was not surprised, as the

throng was great, but he was disconcerted at find-

ing that his habit did not free him to the side-shows.

After several hours spent in the building, Salaun

became ravenously hungry, but could get no refresh-

ment, as his purse was left at his lodgings. At last,

unable to endure longer, he left the Exhibition and

returned to the tavern, to find that his valise and

money and best suit had all disappeared. The
taverner stormed for payment, and the peasant had

to surrender his watch to defray his night's lodgings

and supper. Happily he still retained his return

ticket, and with that he took the train for Brest.

He reached his home late at night, glad to steal

through the village in his cassock unobserved. On
reaching the farm he hammered at his door. The
old wife was in bed. " Aha !

" said she, " thieves are

here. They know that my good man is in Paris,

and think to rob the house ; I'll not let them in,"

and she pulled the sheets over her ears.
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The more the hammering continued the more

resolute was she not to open. At last her husband

desisted, and went to the cowhouse for a little rest.

But at dawn he was again knocking at the door.

Then the woman peered forth and saw, as she sup-

posed, the cure seeking admission. " Scandalous !

"

she exclaimed. " Who would have thought it of his

reverence ? What things men are !
" Then she

shouted, " Monsieur le Cure, go away ; there is no

no one dying in here."

"But," replied the man, "there is one dying outside

—of hunger."

Then only did she recognise her husband's voice.

It goes without saying that Salaun has had a bad

time since.

One of the first and most interesting visits should

be made to Plougastel, that occupies a tongue of land

between the estuaries of the Elorn and the Faou

rivers. Here the people cling tenaciously to their

ancient customs and costumes. The latter are, how-

ever, only to be seen in their full beauty and richness

on gala days.

At Plougastel all the marriages in the year take

place on one day in the year, in the week of the

Epiphany. In 1899 forty-six couples were then

united ; in 1901 I was present at the wedding of

twenty couples. In Lower Brittany it is usual to

have the marriages in the winter, so as not to inter-

fere with the work of the fields and the fisheries.

On the occasion of my visit the weddings took place

at nine o'clock in the morning. Before dawn carts

and traps of all sorts arrived from the country about,
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bringing kinsmen and friends, and the street swarmed
with men and women in their gayest costume. The
men wear violet or blue jackets and three waistcoats,

the uppermost of green, and fastened by a single

button. About their throats are gay silk kerchiefs

of mingled green and violet. Sashes are bound

around their waists. They wear black trousers in

winter, but white in summer, so tight about the

ankles that it is a wonder how they get into them.

On their heads are black wide-awakes, with long

black velvet streamers falling down their backs.

The women wear white coifs that fall over their

shoulders. Their bodices are richly embroidered in

silk, and over their skirts they have broad blue

aprons. Occasionally the skirts are blue. About their

waists are broad ribbons of interwoven silk in many
colours over gold-foil. Their stockings have clocks

and heels of colour.

All the couples are ranged at the altar-rail, the

bridegrooms being led up by the hand by their best

men, and the brides by their fathers. A tall taper

is affixed burning before each couple. After the

simple benediction of their clasped hands, the Veni

Creator is sung and the Mass of the Holy Ghost is

said.

Bride and bridegroom do not leave the church

together ; the men depart first and then all the women
ripple down the flight of steps from the porch, with

their white coifs and glittering ribbons composing a

picture of admirable beauty and quaintness.

The church itself is modern and passable, but

possesses outside a Calvaire of carved granite and dark
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Kersanton stone, crowded with figures that represent

in groups the gospel story.

All the day feasting goes on in the houses of those

who have been married, and, indeed, this feasting

continues for nearly a week. Everyone is welcome,

and the poor and the beggars receive what they want.

The final meal is that of the cures, when the young

people are for the most part absent, and the elders

and the parsons close the week of jollification by

soberly hob-nobbing together.

In Northern Finistere there is not any dancing

except at weddings, and then not much.
" Le clerge nous domine," said the host to me

;

" quand meme, on fait des betises."

Human nature is the same everywhere, but I doubt

if anywhere it is more disciplined and self-restrained

than in Catholic Brittany. One has but to look at

the pure faces of the girls, and note how respectable

all the marriages are, not to draw a painful and

humiliating contrast with those of the same blood

elsewhere.

A tree is known by its fruit, but there are fruits

of different kinds. If the fruit of Christianity be

cultivated intelligence, then undoubtedly Noncon-

formist Wales and Cornwall are more prolific than

Catholic Brittany ; but if it be innocence and single-

ness of mind, and a piety that pervades and governs

the whole life, then the positions are reversed.

The dances at Plougastel are x^-dX\-\\y gavottes, and

there is no traditional country dance in use. But

at a noce one has a chance of hearing some of the

guests sing some ancient souniou or gwerziou. The
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former is the lyric or love song and the latter a

ballad. And here I may say a few words about the

national poetry of the Bretons.

In 1837 M. de la Villemarque published his

Bai'sas breiz, a collection that purported to be made
from the lips of the Bretons of their traditional

ballads, historical, legendary, and mythological.

The Barzas breiz was hailed with enthusiasm in

France and was crowned by the Academy.

So years passed, and others, notably M. Luzel,

began to collect. Then he found that what he

gathered was not quite the same as what De la

Villemarque had given to the world, and that of

some of the most interesting historical and poetical

pieces not a trace could anywhere be discovered.

De la Villemarque was an amiable and well-

intentioned man, and none suspected him of forgery.

But what had taken place was this. He had largely

" restored " ballads of which he had picked up mere

fragments ; he did this without indicating where his

restorations came in. Worse than this, he had

accepted a budget of contributions forwarded to

him by at least one friend whom he trusted, and who
had manufactured the pieces and passed them off

on the uncritical and unsuspicious De la Villemarque

as genuine antiques.

He was not satisfied without giving to those pieces

which he himself heard a fictitious antiquity. For

instance, the Bretons have a song strictly like our

familiar

—

" Sing a song of One O I

What shall I sing you ?

"
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Now, De la Villemarque touched it up, adding lines of

his own to convert it into a Druidic lesson imparting

deep mysteries to a pupil. Not a word of this occurs

in the genuine ballad.

The Barsas breiz, after having hoaxed the Academy
and pretty nearly every English traveller in Brittany,

who flies to it to extract padding for his volume

of travels, has fallen into disrepute ; and although

the learned are unwilling to say hard words of a

man who sought to popularise the ballads of his

native land and dealt with them in a stupid manner,

they can trust to the genuineness of no single piece

in the collection unless its counterpart can be found

in the volumes of M. Luzel.

De la Villemarque should have named his author-

ities and have indicated what alterations he had

introduced into the text, and should have left copies

of the ballads as he received them. But he had

the example of such men as Bishop Percy and

Sir Walter Scott before him, and he followed their

traces. He has been termed the Macpherson of

Brittany.

The musical instrument in general use among the

Bretons is the binion, a bagpipe, but differing in some

particulars from the Scottish national instrument.

The bagpipe is the most ancient wind instrument

in Europe. It was formerly very widely diffused.

At Aruns in the Pyrenees is a white marble font,

on which is represented in carving a marriage feast

of the fifteenth century, and a man is figured thereon

playing a bagpipe to the dancers. So also at Mary-

church in Devon a bagpipe player is represented
;
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so also on a bench-end of the fifteenth century at

Altarnon in Cornwall. The Breton biniou differs

mainly from the Scottish national instrument in

this, that the former is played by two persons,

one with the chanter or melody pipe, the other

has a bag with one drone, and a smaller pipe which

he fingers to vary the accompaniment.

The Highland bagpipe is played by one person.

It has a chanter for the melody, and there are three

drones which lie over the shoulder ; these produce

the note A, the long one an octave lower than

the other two.

There are but two dances that can be considered

as national in Brittany, the gavotte and the ping-pong.

The latter consists in the partners holding each other

by the little finger in walking up the line of the

contre-danse till they find a gap, whereupon they

whirl each other round three times, and then saunter

forward finger-locked again. It is not a picturesque

and pretty dance as is the gavotte.

Breton music is not of a good quality ; the popular

melodies are poor, miserably so, as compared with

those of Ireland, Wales, and Cornwall. And the

ecclesiastical music in the churches is rendered badly

by harsh voices. Possibly the dismal biniou has

militated against good music.

There are several " pardons " at Plougastel at the

chapels that are peppered about the peninsula ; but

perhaps the best is that on Midsummer Eve, cele-

brated with bonfires, and succeeded by the religious

observances of the morrow.

At four miles from Plougastel is Dirinon, a church
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with a spire of 1593. But the place is specially inter-

esting because of its association with S. David of

Wales and his mother.

Nonna was the daughter of an Irish chief who had

settled himself in the headland of Pembrokeshire,

where is now S. David's. He sent his daughter to

the school started by S. Mancen, or Mawgan, at

Tygwyn, or the White House, close to the harbour.

One day w^hen she was out for a walk Cedig, the

Welsh prince, son of Ceredig who had driven the

Irish out of what is now called after him Cardigan-

shire, saw her and carried her off. The result was

that she gave fair promise of becoming a mother,

and retired to a cottage on the cliffs, of which the

contemporary walls remain to this day with a super-

structure of mediaeval work in stone and mortar.

Here she became the mother of S. David,

Meanwhile her sister Gwen had been married to

Solomon, King or Duke of Cornwall. In later years

Nonna went to see her sister, and was granted a large

tract of land on the moors, where she founded a

college for girls at Altarnon. Why she left this we
know not, but probably she was caught by the wave

of desire for emigration which passed over the

British at the time, pressed by the Saxons further

and ever further west. She then settled here, and

here she died. Her tomb is shown in the chapel that

bears her name, but the tomb itself is a work of the

fifteenth century. Her bones are, however, con-

tained now in a reliquary of enamel -work of an

earlier date.

Her holy well is much resorted to still ; it is a
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large tank of water enclosed by walls, and with

benches about it. The spring itself is under an

arched structure of 1623, and in it is a statue of the

mother of David. The water flows into three oval

basins in succession, and never fails.

About a mile off is also the fountain of S. David

;

the building enclosing it is similar to that of Nonna,

and contains a statue of the patron saint of Wales of

the fourteenth century. There exists a remarkable

Breton miracle-play representing the story of Nonna
with a frankness very startling. It was enacted by the

peasants at their "pardon" till the Revolution, and has

not been performed since. God the Father is intro-

duced, and acts and talks, and in other particulars it

is objectionable ; it would not be possible to revive

the performance unless the text were expurgated.

Rumengol should be visited on Trinity Sunday,

when is its most famous " pardon " that attracts pil-

grims from all parts of Finistere. The church was

built in 1536, and is surrounded by ancient pines.

Near it is a holy well, the water of which is supposed

to cure all manner of complaints, external and in-

ternal.

Daoulas is interesting to the architect on account

of the remains of a monastery founded there in the

sixth century. The church contains much Romanesque

work, and there is a very fine roofless cloister. The
old porch of the church has been carried off to the

cemetery, where is a fine old cross. The ossuary

dates from 1589. The chapel of S. Anne is of the

sixteenth century, and is worth notice.

Landevennec was once a famous monastery founded
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by King Grallo and S. Winwaloe. The latter was

son of Fragan, whom we have seen settled near

S. Brieuc. Winwaloe with a small party of monks
settled first of all at Tibidy, a little isle at the mouth

of the Faou River. But the place was too strait for

him, and one day when the tide was unusually low

he called his monks to him and bade them hold

hands and follow him.

He went forward with his staff, and with the other

hand holding one of his brethren, and thus in a chain

they made their way across the precarious sand and

mud to the mainland.

Then he persuaded King Grallo to give him

Landevennec, on a long strip of land that forces

the Chateaulin River to make an abrupt deflexion.

The situation was sheltered, and the writer of the

Life of Winwaloe waxes eloquent on its beauty and

the sweetness of the climate.

Landevennec became in turn a rich foundation,

and unfortunately by unscrupulous means, for the

monks in the twelfth century deliberately forged a

set of title-deeds to a good many manors that they

coveted, and on the strength of these exercised

jurisdiction, with rights of life and death, over a

considerable district. The cartulary of Landevennec

is in existence, and no manner of doubt exists that

something like half of the charters therein are

fraudulent compositions.

Landevennec is now a ruin. King Grallo was buried

in it, but his tomb can no more be distinguished.

The ruins are in private grounds, but permission is

readily accorded to visitors to inspect them.
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The whole of this district, as well as the pro-

montory of Plougastel, is a great fruit - growing

region. Strawberries ripen there a month before they

do in Kent, and in May and June steamers laden

with green peas and strawberries leave daily for

England.

During the strong anti-English fit that took hold

of the French after Fashoda and the Dreyfus affair,

a grocer distinguished himself by his loud -spoken

and savage abuse of the British, " Sacres marchands

de confitures !
" he called them.

" But why marchands de confitures?" he was asked.

" Why ! because they make the jams that they

send to us. And they have no sugar themselves,

and no fruit. Sacre ! they take our sugar and our

fruit, and they make us buy their jams."

The churches in the valley of the Elorn, S.

Thegonnec, Guimiliau, Lampaul, La Roche, and

Landerneau, are well deserving of a visit. During

the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries

Brittany was rich, especially Lower Brittany, as vast

flocks of sheep were reared on the moors, and

enormous quantities of wool were exported. The
result of this wealth is seen in the lavishness with

which the churches were built and decorated, and

supplied with triumphal arches. Calvaries, and ossu-

aries. Of the magnificent rood-screens then set up

but few remain, but one of the finest in purest

Renaissance work is at La Roche.

La Roche is a most picturesque spot : a rock of

white quartz rises abruptly from the valley, and is

crowned by a castle. Near this is the village with
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its church and ossuary. A curious story is associated

with La Roche.

Among the early settlers from Wales was one

Neventer, who established his ploii on the north side

of the river, where is now Plouneventer. One day

he was walking by the river, then called the

Dournoun, when he saw a man struggling in the

water. He at once proceeded to rescue him, and

when he had got the fellow out he learned that his

name was Elorn, and that he had his castle on the

summit of the rock. He had attempted suicide, and

the reason was this : He belonged to the original

population, the dolmen-builders. Now, everywhere

among that people a hideous custom existed, that

annually in each tribe a human sacrifice should be

offered. A youth or a woman was put to slow

torture, and then torn to pieces, and bits of the

flesh were distributed throughout the clan, and these

gobbets of human flesh were buried in the fields

destined to grow corn— the idea being that this

horrible rite ensured a good harvest. To determine

the annual victim lots were cast, and this year the lot

had fallen on Elorn, who was held to be bound to

deliver over his son—his only child—to be thus sacri-

ficed, Elorn in despair had sought to destroy himself

When Neventer ascertained this, he, as head of

the dominant race of colonists, abolished the hideous

custom. He then endeavoured to convert Elorn to

Christianity, but the old chief refused to desert the

religion of his ancestors ; he, however, suffered his

son, Rioc, to embrace it, and finally Rioc entered the

monastery of S. Winwaloe at Landevennec.



CHAPTER XII

chAteaulin

A town without a chateau — Pleyben— S. Segal— S. Coulitz— S.

Bridget — The Montagnes Noires— Menez-hom— Headland of

Crozon—Lanveoc—Close relations between Ireland and Brittany

—

Locronan—S. Renan— P'ingar—S. Tighernac—Irish bards sent to

Brittany for a lost poem—The Ossorians and the Hy-Bairrche—
The canal from Nantes to Brest.

ChAteaulin is pleasantly situated on the

Aulne, which makes snake-like writhings

before it reaches the sea. It lies under heights

that, for Brittany, are considerable. The principal

portion of the town is on the right bank, but the

old town is on the left, on which also is the railway

station. Chateaulin contradicts its name, for it has

no chateau, the castle having been levelled with the

ground, and all that is left of it is the castle chapel,

mainly of the Renaissance period. In an adjoining

cemetery are an elegant ossuary and a cross of

Flamboyant work. On the right bank is the church

of S. Idumet, with a spire ; it is modern and in-

different.

An excursion may be made to Pleyben, where is a

very interesting church which exhibits the transition

between Flamboyant Gothic and Renaissance classic

i8o
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architecture. The tall tower has a gallery at the

summit surmounted by a central cupola, crowned by

a lantern, and there are four domed turrets at the

corners. The two other towers are Flamboyant.

Before the church is a fine Calvaire sustained on piers

and arches, erected in 1650. The date of the south

porch is 1588-91. Within the church may be seen

rich glass of 1564.

The dedication of S. Segal is to Cadwalader, the

Welsh saint, Abbot of Belz after S. Cadoc, and there

is a statue of him in the church ; but who would

have recognised the name under its strange trans-

formation ? or again, suspect that S. Coulitz, near

Chateaulin, is dedicated to Conleath, S. Bridget's

bishop? One is disposed to ask whether the poor

prelate fled to Brittany and founded this church, to

be away from petticoat government. According to

Celtic ecclesiastical order, the bishops had no juris-

diction unless they were heads of ecclesiastical tribes,

but were under subjection to the tribal chief, who may
have been a woman. So odd did it seem to mediaeval

biographers that Bridget should have had a bishop

at her beck and call, that they feigned that when she

was veiled as a nun by mistake the bishop then read

over her the consecration of a bishop.

Bridget, as head of a large ecclesiastical community,

had branch institutions in Brittany, as she certainly

had in Britain. In Brittany her name is transformed

into Berhet, and a funny popular story is told of her.

When Mary and Joseph came to Bethlehem, and the

Virgin was refused a place in the inn, she felt the

pangs of maternity come on her. Then she asked
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for female aid, and the taverner's wife roughly

answered that none could be spared her, save that

of Berhet, a poor maid born without legs or arms.

But Berhet wriggled forward to the assistance of the

Virgin, and lo ! forth sprouted the deficient members.

At Berhet, near Guingamp, where the church is

dedicated to her, there is an image holding a hoop

set with bells, and this is worked by hidden

mechanism, so that during Mass the figure raises

its arm and shakes the wheel, making all the bells

tingle.

It is possible enough that Bridget may have deputed

Conleath to Brittany to see how her branch insti-

tutions were faring there.

Conleath's situation under the rod of a woman was

a bit humiliating, and at last he expressed a desire to

leave. She forbade him, and denounced evil upon

him if he ventured to depart unpermitted. However,

he stole away in the night, lost his road among the

Wicklow mountains and was fallen on and devoured

by wolves. " Serve him right !
" said Bridget when

informed of the fatal event.

To the south of Chateaulin runs the range of the

Montagnes Noires, that culminate in the Menez-hom,

the highest "mountain" in Lower Brittany, but attain-

ing hardly to a thousand feet. At the foot is the

chapel of Ste. Marie, wdth a Calvary and a good

Renaissance tower. From thence the ascent of the

Menez-hom can be made in half an hour. It is

worth the trouble, as it commands a superb view of

the Rade de Brest to the north and the Bay of

Douarnenez to the south.
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The Montagnes Noires are disappointing. Black

mountains they are not. The average altitude is

750 feet. The chain of the Menez runs due east and

west athwart Ille-et-Vilaine and C6tes-du-Nord to

near Callac, where it forks. The northern branch is

the Monts d'Arre, which are bolder than the Mon-
tagnes Noires, and more barren and rocky. The
latter form the southern prong of the fork. The
traveller crosses them without being aware that they

are " mountains." A rounded hump reaching 900 feet

is regarded as something very great. But the Menez-

hom, where the branch comes to an end abruptly, is

the giant of this pigmy range. It is just 990 feet

high, and resembles a dish-cover. But inasmuch as it

rises near the sea, and commands the beautiful Bay
of Douarnenez, it is deserving of notice.

The whole headland of Crozon is interesting.

There is some fine rock scenery on the coast, with

caves and crags quaintly carved by the waves and

storms of the Atlantic. They are supposed to be

haunted by the Korrigans, or spirits of the sea.

A good many rude stone monuments are scattered

over the promontory. At Telgruc is a dolmen ; there

is an avenue of standing stones at Kernuz, also at

Camaret and at Lanveoc, a foundation of the Irish

Fiacc, Bishop of Sletty, a disciple of S. Patrick.

When the apostle appeared before the Irish king,

Leogaire, at Tara, in 455, the king and all his nobles

received him seated, except Fiacc, son of the chief

court bard, then a lad of eighteen. He rose to

his feet. Patrick afterwards baptised him and then

ordained him.
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We hardly realise how close was the intercom-

munication between Ireland, Britain, and Brittany

in the fifth and sixth centuries, till we note founda-

tions of great missionaries and abbots in all three.

The fact was that Patrick drew those who assisted

him in the conversion of Ireland very extensively

from Wales and from Armorica, and doubtless had

nurseries in Brittany as well as in Cornwall and

Wales, whence he could draw helpers as he needed

them.

Locronan, near Douarnenez, is another Irish foun-

dation. Ronan spent some time in Cornwall, and

then came on to Cornouaille in Brittany, and settled

at this place, where he began mission work among
the natives, and not among the British settlers. He
was eminently successful, till he excited the jealousy

of a woman whose husband listened attentively to

his teaching, and she began to fear lest the missioner

should draw him away from his home duties, and

induce him to become a scholar and a monk. Then
she went among her neighbours, declaring that Ronan
was a werewolf, who every night was transformed

into one of these beasts of prey and carried off the

sheep from their flocks. She also declared that he

had stolen her child from its cradle and had devoured

it.

The superstitious people took alarm, and com-

plained to King Grallo. The king was a Christian

and a Briton, and he arrested Ronan, To satisfy

the angry and excited natives, he proposed that

Ronan should be brought forth on a certain day and

that he should let loose his hunting dogs upon him.,
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when, if they snuffed any savour of wolf about him,

they would infallibly tear the man to pieces.

In the meantime he allowed the hounds to become

familiarised with the Irishman, and made him feed

them. Consequently, when the day arrived, and

Ronan was exposed before a vast concourse of

people, the dogs came about him fav/ning, and

licked his hands and feet. The credulous multitude

at once concluded that he had been falsely accused,

and when, further, the child of the woman who had

brought the charge against him was discovered where

she had temporarily concealed it, the conviction of

his innocence was completely established, and the

natives venerated him as a saint.

The pardon at Locronan has been described in a

former chapter. The church, which contains the tomb
of Ronan, is an interesting structure, with a massive

tower. The little chapel of the saint is beside it.

On the pulpit are represented the principal incidents

of his life.

Again, another Irish settler was Fingar. He was,

as far as can be judged, one of the Hy-Bairrche, a

clan in Leinster, which was expelled from the land

by the Hy-Cinnselach, and had to take refuge out of

the island. Many of them settled about the Land's

End, in Cornwall, but Fingar came to Armorica and

formed a plou where is now Pluvinger in the Mor-

bihan. He had, however, another settlement at

Ploudiri in Finistere. He is said to have come over

with seven hundred and seventy-seven Irish settlers

and seven bishops. He returned to Ireland to bring

over a second colony, but was driven by contrary
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winds upon the Cornish coast, where the king, Tew-
drig, who did not relish such an influx of Irishmen,

fell on him and his party, and put him and several

of the rest to the sword.

Take yet another, S. Tighernach (Tierny). He had

been carried off along with his friend S. Eogain

(Eugene) as boys from Wexford by Ceredig, the

Welsh Prince of Cardigan, who sold them as slaves,

S. Patrick was so wroth at this attack on Ireland and

capture of Christians that he wrote a strong letter to

Ceredig, whom he calls Coroticus. At the inter-

cession of Mancen, head of the missionary college

established at the White House on S. David's Head,

Ceredig surrendered the boys to him, and Mancen

brought them up to become missionaries. Then a

fresh band of pirates entered Porthmawr, sacked the

monastery, and carried off the scholars, Tighernach

and Eoghain included, and sold them as slaves in

Armorica, where one of the petty kings bought

them and set them to grind corn for his household.

One morning the steward, not hearing the quern

going, looked into the mill and saw the two lads with

a Psalter open before them reading the Psalms. He
informed the king, who, having a respect for scholar-

ship, at once gave them their liberty and returned

them to Mancen at the White House.

In time the two friends went to Ireland, and

worked together, but then their paths separated.

Eoghain became Bishop of Ardstraw, and Tighernach

Bishop of Clones and Clogher. Probably before this,

and whilst his family was involved in troubles, to be

presently referred to, he returned to Brittany and
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founded at least one religious establishment at

S. Thegonnec ; and probably was also the founder

of Landerneau, where he would be near his friend,

S. David, and his friend's mother, Nonna. It is

perhaps due to him that Loperhet was established

in the neighbourhood, named after S. Bridget, who
had held him at the font. But if in Armorica he

founded a mission college for men, he would certainly

plant there another for women, under the rule of his

godmother. In the evangelisation of Ireland the

clerics were ably seconded by religious women.

I mention these migrations together here, though

the colonies founded by Fingar and S. Tighernach

are not in the neighbourhood of Chateaulin, that the

reader may be able to judge from this group of

settlers from the south of Ireland how intimate the

relations must have been.

But we have further evidence.

In the middle of the sixth century the bards of

Ireland, to their consternation, discovered that one

of their famous traditional tales, concerning a cattle

raid of some historic importance, was lost. Frag-

ments were to be found, but not the tale entire.

After Ireland had been ransacked for it they met in

council, in 580, and appointed a commission to pro-

ceed to Brittany and visit the Irish settlers there, and

inquire whether any of them had carried off a com-

plete copy of the great tale. The commission went

to Armorica and returned, having succeeded in re-

covering the desired work. Now an Irish settler

would hardly retire to Brittany and take his light

literature with him unless there were other colonists
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of his race established there and he expected the

Irish bardic tales to be appreciated by them ; as also

that there he would reside, and not be a mere bird

of passage.

Now it is a curious fact that the Irish saints we
find in Lower Brittany belong, as do those who
settled in the Land's End district of Cornwall, to

two great Irish clans—that of Ossory and that of

Hy-Bairrche, who occupied the country between the

Slaney and the Barrow.

At the beginning of the sixth century Oengus,

King of Munster, conquered Ossory, expelled the

royal family, and swept the inhabitants out of the

south, which he delivered up to be occupied by the

Deisi, who immediately entered on the territory

granted to them.

Precisely at this time Ossorian saints appear in

Cornwall and in Lower Brittany. Can we doubt that

they came over as fugitives, and in order to minister

in religion to their fellow Ossorians who were ex-

patriated ?

Then, about the same time, the Hy-Cinnselach,

who occupied what is now the county of Wexford,

invaded the Hy-Bairrche country, and drove out the

entire clan. It is certainly a curious coincidence that

we find precisely the saints of this expelled tribe

settling at this very time in Brittany and Cornwall.

The river Aulne that flows past Chateaulin has

been utilised to form the noble canal connecting

Nantes with Brest. It has good quays at Chateaulin,

and below, the waters enter the tranquil Rade de

Brest. The canal receives the waters of the Aulne
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from Carhaix, and then sweeps east to Mur, where it

bends south, and at Pontivy is joined by another

canal that descends to Lorient, receiving the waters

of the Blavet.

Below Carhaix are extensive slate quarries, and

barges convey the slates thence that are so largely

employed for roofs in Brittany, and are displacing

the thatch of broom.
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THE capital of ancient Cornouaille, and now in

the department of Finistere, and seat of the

bishop for that department which is coterminous with

his diocese, is a bright and pleasing town, beautifully

situated on the Odet and the Steir, which here unite,

and the paved quays make pleasant walks by the

river side.

A word of advice may be appropriate here that

does not apply to Quimper alone, but should be

followed throughout Brittany. Quimper lies in a

hollow, and its water supply was once drawn from

wells sunk in a soil sodden with the sewage of cen-

turies. It is now furnished with water brought in

a conduit from a distance. In the villages the well

is in the yard deep in farm manure. Consequently

190
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it is never advisable to drink water that has not

been boiled, and in a hotel one cannot reckon on

that. Therefore my counsel is, drink your half-bottle

of wine undiluted.

Ouimper is the old Curiosopltum, a Latinisation of

the British name which signifies a swf or collection

of caeraii, camps. It was founded by the British

colonists, and had as its first bishop S. Corentin, born

about 410, and son of one of these settlers. He was

granted lands by Grallo, King of Cornouaille, and

appeared at the Council of Angers in 453, and signed

its decrees.

Corentin had a little pool, with a spring of water in

it, near his cell. By a special miracle there lived in

this basin a fish, which served Corentin with a meal

every day. He put his hand into the water, drew out

the fish, cut off as much of its flesh as he wanted, and

threw it back into the well, where it recovered itself

before the next meal. Two eminent saints visited

him one day. Corentin was in despair. He had

flour, and could give them pancakes for dinner ; but

pancakes, before it was understood how to season

them with sugar, nutmeg, and lemon, were thought

to be insipid. He went to the fountain to have a

look at his fish. It would be like killing the goose

that laid the golden eggs if he boiled for his visitors

the entire fish. But, to his great joy, he found the

spring full of plump eels. He cooked them for

dinner in light wine ; and his visitors left, praising

heaven for having given them so dainty a meal.

However, one day King Grallo lost his way when
hunting, and arrived hungry at the cell of the saint.
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Corentin was then obliged to cut an unduly large

slice out of the back of his fish. The king's cook,

without whom Grallo prudently did not lose himself,

scoffed at the small supply ; but as he began to fry

the slice of fish it multiplied in the pan sufficiently

to satisfy the king and all who came to the hermitage.

Grallo was naturally curious to see the fish itself, and

Corentin took him to the fountain, where they found

the creature frolicking about quite uninjured. This

is why in Ouimper Cathedral and elsewhere in the

diocese the bishop is represented accompanied by

his fish.

The story is unquestionably an adaptation of a

pagan myth which we obtain in old Irish. The fish

was the " Salmon of Science " that lived in the

" Fountain of Coppla." Over the well grew hazel

trees that dropped their nuts into the water, where

they were consumed by the salmon, and the fish

became endowed with all the wisdom and knowledge

contained in the nuts. As late as 1400 an Irish poet,

Aengus Finn, says of the Virgin Mary, " She is the

Salmon of Science."

Now the salmon in the pool is the golden sun that

swims in the blue lake of the heavens, which dies every

evening and reappears every morn. And in the

legend of S. Corentin we have this nature -myth

applied to him.

The cathedral of Ouimper is a glorious building.

The choir is of the Geometrical style of the thirteenth

century. It was, in fact, begun in 1239. The nave

and towers were begun in 1424, and the spires were

only erected in 1854-6. These spires are altogether
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admirable. The towers themselves are not so satis-

factory; they are cut down almost to the roots by the

long belfry windows, and have something of the look

of an overgrown Irish yew, with four shoots that

would fall apart and split unless tied together at the

head. The appearance would have been better had

the towers and the windows been broken into stages.

Over the west gable is the equestrian statue of King

Grallo. It was customary, on the great day of the

pardon, for a man to conceal himself behind the statue,

and at a given moment present a glass of wine to the

lips of the stone king. Then the fellow drank off the

draught himself, and tossed the tumbler among the

crowd, whereupon everyone sought to catch it, for he

who succeeded in so doing before it touched the

ground was supposed to ensure to himself overflow-

ing luck for the ensuing twelvemonth.

On entering the church the deflexion of the choir

from the axis of the nave is at once noticed ; it leans

to the north, and is the more noticeable as the

groining of Ouimper Cathedral possesses the feature,

unusual in France and general in England, of a central

rib. Bayonne Cathedral, that was built under English

domination and by English architects, also has it.

The deflecting of the choir is thought to represent

the leaning of Christ's head on the cross to one side

;

it is not invariably to the north, and it may be

questioned whether it does not often arise from

the fact of nave and choir being constructed

at different periods, and of there being a little

carelessness in determining the true axis of that part

of the building which was intended to remain,

o
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The clerestory windows throughout are filled with

ancient stained glass; the lower windows are modern

and of the usual flaring style.

North of the cathedral is the museum, that not

only contains a good picture gallery and a collection

of antiquities, but a well-set-up group of peasants

in plaster, in the several costumes of Finistere, re-

presenting a wedding. Good photographs of the

Breton costumes and churches may be had from

M. Villard, Rue S. Francois.

Half a mile down the river on the left bank is

the church of Locmaria, that is a fine example of

Romanesque of the eleventh century, and consists,

as did most of the churches of the period, of a

bold central tower, with transepts, an apse and side

chapels that are apsidal, a nave with side aisles.

The eastern part of the church has been rebuilt,

but on the old lines. An unimportant Flamboyant

porch has been added at the west end.

Over the rood-beam is a clothed figure of Christ

on the cross. These long-robed figures belong to

the earliest representations of the crucifixion, and

although this specimen is not of the eleventh

century, yet it is a reproduction of the primitive

crucifix of the church.

Such clothed figures have a curious story. After

the eleventh century they were given up for such

as are nude, with only the loin-cloth; and these

became so general, that the people could no longer

understand the meaning of the earlier representations,

and supposed, as the garments reached to the feet,

that they implied that the person represented was
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a female. But then, how account for the beard ?

The following story came into circulation, no one

knows well how.

There was once upon a time a King of Portugal

who had a beautiful daughter called Liberata, and

he purposed marrying her to a king—if not of

Spain, yet one who had his " chateau en Espagne."

But Liberata had vowed herself to celibacy. She

was unable to move her father to reconsider his

determination, so she had recourse to prayer, where-

upon a copious beard and moustache sprouted.

When the suitor arrived and saw the hairy damsel

he bolted, and the King of Portugal in a fury crucified

his daughter.

Now these long-clothed crucifixes came into

fashion with wives who sought to get rid of their

husbands, and S. Liberata, Wilgefortis or Uncumber
as she was called in England and Flanders, was

appealed to for this purpose.

In 1868 I strolled one day into the charnel-house

of a little village above Brieg, in the Rhone valley,

when I was startled to see a tall, dressed figure,

with a straw hat on her head and arms extended,

apparently making towards me. On examination

the figure proved to be one of Liberata ; and on

inquiry I learned that the scandal of wives appealing

to her to rid them of their drunken sots of husbands

had become so gross, that the village priest had

bundled the bearded lady out of his church, and
had consigned her to the old bone-house among
useless lumber. Whether the good women of Quimper
stroll down to Locmaria to put up their prayers to
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this robed and bearded figure when their husbands

have been particularly aggravating I am not in a

position to say.

One of the misereres in Westminster Abbey bears

a representation of S. Uncumber.

Quimper is the seat of the intellectual culture of

Finistere, and the ablest students of Breton antiquities

and collectors of traditional ballads and traditions, as

M. le Braz and M. Luzel, live or lived there. The
former has rendered valuable service to his country by

his charming studies of Breton life, his poems, and his

stories; and M. Luzel, now dead, took infinite pains to

collect the genuine folk-poetry of the country. Canon

Abgrall is the best authority on the architecture of

Brittany, and Canon Peyron on ecclesiastical history.

Quimper is also the principal seat of the manufac-

ture of the ware in faience that bears its name. It

is a pottery with a white surface, on which flowers,

fishes, and Breton peasants are figured. A good

deal is in imitation of old Rouen pottery. I shrewdly

suspect that most of the sham antique Marseilles

ware that finds its way into the curiosity shops in

Brittany, and is eagerly purchased as genuine, pro-

ceeds from some of the factories not a hundred miles

from Quimper. If not genuine, it is pretty. The
mark of Marseilles—a cross—is put upon it.

For many years an Englishman, who has left a

memory ever green, a Mr. Goalen, had an estate near

Quimper, which he planted, and there cultivated rare

shrubs and trees. One night he was dining in Quimper,

and he told his coachman not to trouble to fetch him,

as he would walk home. He had not got far out
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of Ouimper when he saw a wolf trotting along the

side of the road with its red eyes fixed on him.

He had neither stick nor any weapon with him.

He knew, however, that the brute would not venture

to attack him unless a pack were near. When he

reached his own gate the wolf leaped the low wall

at the side and kept a few paces off till the light

from his door flashed out on the drive. He had

lambs carried off by wolves from the lawn before

his house. In the Black Mountains and on the

Landes wolves are still numerous. They are mainly

dangerous in May, when they have their young.

A peasant told me that he was in like manner

attended by a wolf as he traversed a forest. He
kept it at a distance by striking matches at in-

tervals ; he was in an agony of fear lest his box
should not last till he reached the village, which

happily it did.

Ouimper is the key to the Bigauden country that

lies to the west. The strange, Tartar-looking Bigauds

occupy the whole district that ends in the Raz de

Sein to the west and the Pointe de Penmarch in

the south. It is made accessible by branch lines to

Audierne and Pont lAbbe. The whole of this region

richly deserves a study. Douarnenez, Audierne, Pont

lAbbe are the seats of the sardine trade, and fleets

of little vessels are employed in the capture.

Manufactories employ many hands—female labour

—in tinning the fish that are caught. In summer
it is advisable that the visitor should be well supplied

with chlorodyne, as the stench of the fish and the

boiling oil is calculated to upset the stomach.
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At Douarnenez, on June 20th, a procession is

formed at the church that descends to the harbour,

where the sea is solemnly blessed, as well as the

boats of the sardine fleet. It is a pretty sight. From
that day till December something like eight hundred

vessels are engaged in the fishery, manned by four

thousand men.

At Kerdreuff, in the chapel of Notre Dame de

Comfort, is a wooden wheel of fortune, with bells

suspended to it, that is made to turn and tingle.

A box for the reception of sous is under it, and it

is supposed to have a miraculous effect for the cure

of various maladies. The aspirant after health de-

posits his offering, and then pulls a rope that makes

the wheel revolve and set all the bells clanging.*

These wheels have a pedigree.

Among the Gauls the wheel was the symbol of

the sun. On their helmets they wore either horns in

honour of the moon, or a wheel in token that they

placed themselves under the protection of the solar

deity. A good many Romano-Gaulish statues remain

that represent their god holding the wheel

When Constantine the Great was marching against

Magnentius, he and the whole army witnessed a re-

markable mock-sun. He at once conceived the idea

of making political capital out of this phenomenon.

He ordered representations of it to be made and

placed on the banners of the legions, with one little

addition—he prolonged the vertical ray and gave it

a twist above the circle. By this means he converted

* Another such wheel, but fallen and broken, is at S. Nicolas, near

Le Faouet.
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it into an " undenominational " symbol. He pre-

tended that he had read in the heavens above the

mock-sun the words, " In this sign conquer." The
Gaulish pagan soldiers enthusiastically followed the

banner of their sun-god, whereas the Christians held

it to be the monogram of Christ. To Constantine

himself it was a stroke of political charlatanry.

The wheel is found in many Gaulish tombs, a

symbol of regeneration, and in the early churches

of Gaul it was largely employed, and given a new
signification as the sign of the Sun of Righteousness.

As such it was carried on through the Middle Ages,

and formed a special feature in the great cathedral

wheel windows.

Cleder-Cap-Sizun has its Pardon of S. They on

the first Sunday in July. This presents a good

opportunity for seeing the peasants in their gala

costumes. The Bigaudens have very quaint dresses.

The men wear long waistcoats embroidered all down
the front, and one or often two short jackets of dark

cloth that do not reach to the waist. The women
wear their skirts in tiers of three or four, one shorter

than the other, trimmed with bands of velvet at the

bottom of each, and edged with yellow silk stitch-

ing. The bodice is richly embroidered with yellow

silk from the neck downwards, and the turned-back

sleeves from the elbow are also worked. The under

sleeve to the waist is sometimes white, but also

sometimes of the same material and colour as the

rest. They wear bright blue or pink aprons, with

brilliant flowing streamers. The cap is of black

velvet, close-fitting, and the hair is drawn up at the
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back over it, and hidden under a little lace cap that

lies on the top. The velvet cap is richly worked in

coloured silks and has sequins on each side, and a

bunch of long, broad, bright-coloured ribbons at one

side. The effect is very gay.

At the Pardon des Carmes at Pont I'Abbe may be

seen a few women dressed in yellow and red skirts.

The dresses worn at a wedding are still gayer, for

silver lace is substituted for the velvet.

The tiers of skirts are intended to indicate the

fortune of the woman, each skirt representing a

thousand francs.

The children wear pretty little caps of velvet

covered with silver and coloured silk stitching and

with sequins.

The Ouimper district— not Bigauden— is dis-

tinguished by its costume. The men wear a coat

of a pretty pale blue colour. From Daoulas to

Douarnenez, along the coast to Plougastel, Saint

Germain, and east to S. Ivy, over the Montagnes

Noires to Pleyben, all the men wear the blue coat

or diuppen as it is called. The old men wear for

best brown homespun bragoubras or wide breeches,

but these are rarely seen on the young.

The extreme western promontory divides to give

place to a tarn, and beyond that is the gloomy Bale

des Trepasses, The lake is supposed to occupy the

site of the city of Is, and goes by the name of the

Etang de Laoual,

At Is King Grallo held his court, which was not

a little disorderly because of the bad conduct of his

daughter Ahes. Grallo himself was favourably in-
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clined to the missionaries who came over in

numbers from Britain and Ireland, but Ahes flouted

them and turned them into ridicule. She was very

beautiful and eminently vicious ; and as the general

run of the people follow what is bad, the state of the

city of Is became rank with evil.

Now, one night S. Winwaloe w^as sleeping in his

cell at Landevennec, which Grallo had made over to

him, when an angel stood at his side and roused

him.

" Take horse !
" said the heavenly messenger, " and

speed to Is. The vengeance of the Lord will over-

take this accursed city, and the accursed woman
therein. But, forasmuch as the king has in him

something of the fear of God, it is given thee to

deliver him."

Then Winwaloe mounted his swiftest steed, and

galloped past Locronan, and at Ploare he turned

his horse's head and sped westward. He arrived at

midnight at Is, and all the city was involved in

revelry and debauch.

Winwaloe stood before Grallo and gave him the

message :
" God will deliver thee, and thee only.

Therefore mount thy horse and fly with me. Hark !

I hear the roar of the advancing sea."

And above the shouting and the singing of the

drunken men and women in Is could be heard the

surging of a mighty roar.

Then Grallo saddled and bridled his horse; but he

had a father's heart, and he yearned to save his

daughter. So he sought her, and told her what was

coming upon the town. She mocked, but as she
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mocked there came a boom of a mighty billow that

had overleaped the bar of sand and had plunged into

the streets of Is. At once all was confusion. In the

place of song came cries, and for laughter shrieks.

Then Grallo put his arm about Ahes and lifted her

upon his horse, mounted, and turned to fly. Again

a thunderous roar, and a second wave had plunged

into the town.

" It is not given thee to deliver thy daughter," said

Winwaloe.
" I will not escape without her," answered Grallo.

And now the saint and the king spurred inland,

and as they rode the roar of the sea waxed louder

;

the lights of Is went out, and the cries of the dying

were carried along with the spray upon the wind.

The horses raced ; they knew that their lives

depended on their outstripping the ocean. But the

tide was swift, and the water swirled about the feet

of the galloping steeds.

" Cast her off!" shouted Winwaloe; "it is not given

thee to deliver her."

" I will not cast her off," replied the king. And
still the water gained on them.

Then Winwaloe laid his staff on the arms of the

clinging girl, and they were paralysed. She let go,

fell from the horse, and Grallo and Winwaloe tore

forward and gained high ground but just in time to

save themselves, but Ahes was swallowed up in the

sea.

Such is the legend. There is not a word about

it in the Life of S. Winwaloe. Now, is there any

foundation of truth in the story?
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In the first place it is almost certain that in the

early part of the sixth century, between 500 and 550,

a subsidence did take place along the west coast of

Wales, which is very likely to have extended as well

to the primary rocks of Brittany. At that time the

sea broke in upon a large tract of country, once

eminently fertile, forming a hundred trefs or vil-

lages that are now beneath the waves of Cardigan

Bay. The district had been divided between two

chieftains, Seithenyn and Gwyddno, whose children,

in consequence of the loss of their inheritance, were

forced to embrace the religious life. About the same

date we learn that Gulval, the sister of S. Paul of

Leon, complained to her brother that her lands, which

were on the Bay of S. Michael's Mount, were being

submerged ; and we are assured that where that bay

now is was at one time forest, in which several

religious communities had been formed. In the

next place we have evidence in the Morbihan of

such a subsidence, for in one of the islets of that

inland sea are two cromlechs or circles of standing

stones that are now under water. Moreover, in the

lake which now covers the supposed city of Is

substructures can be traced.

It is therefore probable that some sinking of the

land did take place that has been exaggerated by

tradition.

The Bay of the Dead is the place of which the

story is told by an old Byzantine writer that at

night the boatmen are summoned by a mysterious

voice to ship over the souls to the Ile-de-Sein, as has

been already related. And that isle is the holy place
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where lived a college of weird women, who were able

by their incantations to raise and lay storms.

The Pointe du Raz is ever surrounded by a boiling

sea. The rocks there are bold, but not for a moment
comparable to the Lizard or Land's End. The
whole of this coast is dangerous for bathers, as the

currents run strong and the rollers are so great ; and

none should venture unadvised to plunge into the sea

even when comparatively calm.

At Primelin is a fine church, partly Flamboyant

and partly Renaissance, that contains a statue of

S. Tugene, anciently Eugen or Ugen ; none other,

in fact, than S. Eogain (Eugene), Bishop of Ardstraw

in Ireland. The natives have a funny story about

him. They say that he arrived there from Britain

with his sister, and in an access of piety vowed to

God that she should ever remain a virgin. But the

young lady soon developed levity of conduct, and

impatience at being forced to observe the ascetic life.

Eogain could not go back from his vow, so he

watched his sister day and night. If he and she went

out for a walk he threw stones about or beat the

bushes, and if he saw a bird fly out, then he knew no

man was about. Now one day a youth saw her and

fell in love with her. But as it was not possible to

obtain Eugene's leave to speak to her, he had recourse

to a trick. He hid himself in a furze bush, with a

bird in his hand, near where the saint and his sister

were wont to walk. He had not waited long before

Eugene and the damsel drew nigh, and the former

prepared to sit down and have his nap, but first threw

stones about, whereat the youth let go the bird.
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Eugene had hardly dozed off before he was roused

by hearing a male voice, and, looking round, saw his

sister in friendly converse with a stranger. " Hah !

"

he exclaimed in a rage, " better have to do with a

pack of mad dogs than look after one girl in whose

mouth butter won't melt."

For his observance of the vow, God granted him

after death to be the patron against hydrophobia.

In the vestry, in a silver shrine, is kept his key, and

on the day of his pardon, the Sunday before Mid-

summer Day, the peasants buy many little leaden

keys, manufactured for the purpose at Audierne and

Pontcroix, and these are touched and blessed with

the relic. Formerly those bitten by mad dogs were

brought to the church and thrust into " the Saint's

Prison," a chamber with mere slits for windows, on

the left side of the porch, were communicated with

the viaticum at the end of a stick, and then left to

die in convulsions.

One story about the key is that it was brought

to S. Eugene by an angel. Another is that it was

the old church key. The church had been built by

the English, and when they were driven out of

Brittany, as they could not carry the church away

with them, they contented themselves with the key.

But S. Tugen or Eugene was even with them. He
raised a storm and barred their way, till they threw

the key overboard, when it was washed up on the

shore of Primelin.

There is in the place a dolmen, under which is

a trough in which lepers lie and stretch themselves,

expecting a miraculous cure.
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The Bay of Audierne has good stretches of sandy

beach, and in parts the blown sand has extended

itself inland for a considerable distance, enveloping

farms and hamlets. This is principally noticeable

to the south of the bay, where the horn of Penmarch

(the Horse's Head) limits the bay.

FIG. 32. MENHIR, PENMARCH

If the existence of the city of Is be problematical

as matter of history, that of the city of Penmarch

is not so. Here existed in full historic times an

important town. Four centuries ago it rivalled

Nantes in importance ; now it has dwindled to a

struggling community of fishermen, and of its former

greatness nothing remains but six churches and
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numerous ruins of habitations. Two groups of

ancient houses, some fortified, are still occupied.

The most important of the churches is that of S.

Nonn, which is of the sixteenth century ; of S.

Guenole onlj^ the massive tower and a tiny apse

remain, and that of Kerity is in ruins.

An Irish visitor will look with interest at the rock

called "The Monk's Leap," where according to tradi-

tion Fiacc, Bishop of Sletty, took land.

The Pardon of S. Nonn is held at Penmarch on

the first Sunday in July. All this district can be

explored from Pont I'Abbe, which is reached by a

branch line from Ouimper, and it is so unsophisticated,

and so teems with megalithic monuments, as to de-

serve a stay in it.

The church at Pont I'Abbe has a very fine Second

Pointed east window, with a first essay at Flamboyant

tracery in the spandrels of the great wheel. The
architect will note here a feature common in Brittany

in windows of this period, the transom below the

wheel. It is not a pleasant feature. It is unknown
elsewhere.

Pont I'Abbe church tower has lost its spire. A
great rising took place among the peasantry, called

the Revoke du Papier Timbre, against an impost that

was distasteful, but actually rather against seigneurial

exactions. It took place in 1675, and the peasants

of this district signalised themselves on that occasion

by murdering some of the seigneurs and burning the

chateaux. The revolt was put down with some se-

verity, and a number of the peasants were hanged,

and it is said that as a memorial of the royal dis-
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FIG. 33. EAST WINDOW, PONT 1,'aBBE

(See note, p. 68)

pleasure the spire of the church, which was the pride

of Pont I'Abbe, was pulled down. The women of

the district in resentment declared that as their tower

was truncated they would cut down their head-
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dresses, and ever since they have worn the ugly

stunted caps now seen among the Bigauden.

Loc Tudy has a fine Templar church of the eleventh

century that has been fairly restored.

At Combrit the pardon is on the second Sunday in

July.

This headland of Cornouaille is very bald and

desolate.

"No words can give an idea of the immobility of

this bare region, open to the winds from the ocean,

and devoid of the shelter of a single tree. A thin

soil stretches over the waste as far as the eye can see,

covered with scanty grass. Nowhere else do we
better realise the true character of profound melan-

choly that stamps Brittany." *

A curious moral, or rather immoral, condition of

affairs is said to exist in the Bigauden country, and in

a belt to Auray, The men are accustomed to exchange

wives, or lend their wives to neighbours. The clergy

have in vain striven against this, a traditional custom.

It is so contrary to the pure moral tone prevalent

elsewhere as to lend colour to the supposition that

this curious people belongs to a distinct primitive

race that anciently practised polyandry.

* Tro Breiz, Fischbacker. Paris.



CHAPTER XIV

OUIMPERLE

A haunted house—The abbey—Ste. Croix—King Gunthiern—Two
versions of the same story—Church of S. Michel—The Laita

—

Castle of Carnoet—The Devil's Rock—Le Faouet—Chapel of Ste.

Barbe—Burning of Dutch William—Costumes of the neighbour-

hood—Concarneau—M. Alfred Guillou Chateau Keryolet.

I^HE "Lion d'Or" at Ouimperl^ is a hotel that

occupies the old residence of the abbots of

Ste. Croix. It is a building of the period of Louis XV.,

with panelled rooms. Here, before the Revolution,

Guillaume Davaux, fifty-second abbot and eleventh hi

covivicndmn, resided when he visited Ouimperle. He
had been tutor to the Dauphin, and was given the

abbacy in 1785. He resided in Paris, and came

to Ouimperl6 only to receive his rents, which he

"ate" in Paris. It was the custom of the time for

the king to give abbacies to any courtier who would

enter minor orders and dress in black.

When the Revolution broke out and the estate

of the abbey was valued, it was found to be worth

495,497 livres, and that there were only five monks in

residence.

According to tradition at Ouimperle, Davaux was
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a worldly, well-bred man, who neglected his duties;

but the historian of the abbey, M. le Men, on the

other hand, describes him as " homme excellent et

plein de vertu." He died in Paris in 1822.

Now it has been confidently affirmed that since his

death the abbe has been repeatedly seen, or heard, in

his old abbatial house. He is heard between twelve

and one at night walking leisurely along the corridor

on the first floor, and is occasionally seen, in his black

suit with ruffles at wrist and at breast and with

powdered head, standing by the window, "washing

his hands with invisible soap in imperceptible water."

During the Franco-German War a cousin of mine

was staying at the hotel, when the house was without

other visitors, and there were no " garcons " about the

house. Then she heard the step along the passage

about one o'clock in the morning.

Next day, as she was being driven by the inn-

keeper to Le Faouet, she chanced to remark

—

" I thought you were all such early people to go

to bed. But you were about very late last night."

" I ! Everyone in my house was asleep after nine."

" But I heard you walking past midnight."

"Ah ! but it was he—the abbe. He is often heard

at that time."

One night M. L , the host, was in bed. A
faint light entered the room through the casement,

when he woke to see a profile of sharply-cut features

between himself and the window, and he felt a

pressure as of a hand upon his pillow. Then he

heard distinctly the words : "Cherches, et tu trouves."

In deadly alarm he buried his head under the
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clothes, and when he ventured to look out again

nothing was visible.

After some consideration M. L resolved on

consulting a clairvoyant. This person informed him

that he must search in his cellar, and that, after

digging in the earth at a certain specified spot, he

would come on a flat stone, which he would raise,

and under it find the church treasure. He hurried

home, took spade and pick, and worked where

advised, and in due course lighted on the stone.

"Mais— j'etais trop impressione," said he. "I

covered it all up again and looked no further."

That is not a probable story. Either he found

something and did not desire that this should, be

known, or he found nothing and feared being

laughed at for his pains. Since then the ghost

has not walked.

The abbey of Ouimperle was in the Middle Ages

well endowed, and possessed Belle He. This was

coveted by the monks of Redon, who sent an

expedition to the island and occupied it, and

stubbornly refused to surrender it. The monks of

Ouimperle appealed to the Pope, but they of Redon

resisted admonitions and orders, and it was only

when formally excommunicated that they gave up

their hold on the island.

The church of Ste. Croix was attached to the

abbey ; it is now the parish church of the town

on the left bank of the river Isole. It is one of

those circular churches built to resemble the Holy

Sepulchre, that are usually connected with com-

manderies of the Templars. It was rebuilt in 1083 ;
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the chronicle of the monastery, however, speaks of

only a restoration, and of late years it has been

entirely reconstructed, but on the old lines. It

consists of a central circular space surrounded by

an ambulatory, and with porch and three chapels

built out of it at the cardinal points, so as to

give it a crueiform appearance. The central cupola

is supported on four piers, and the space beneath

this is raised several steps above the level of

the ambulatory. Beneath it is the crypt, that has

not been meddled with, and contains the tomb
of S. Gurloes, first abbot of Quimperle, who died

in 1057. The Bretons call him S. Urlou, and invoke

him against the gout. Against the west doorway,

on the inside, is a fine reredos of carved stone, with

figures of the evangelists, of 1541, that has been

wantonly injured to fit it for a place for which it

was not intended and is quite unsuitable.

The church owes its origin to a fugitive British

king, called by the Bretons Gunthiern or Gur-

thiern, which is the same as Vortigern, but of

course this is not the infamous prince who in-

voked the aid of the Saxons against the Picts and

Scots. It is impossible to identify him with any

other prince except Gwynllyw, the king of what

is now Monmouthshire, who was the father of

S. Cadoc, and who at Newport in Monmouthshire

is now called S. Woollas. As Gwynllyw became
a saint, and as his son Cadoc became a man of

great importance in Brittany, it is probable that the

two are identical, although the names by which

known in Wales and in Brittany are so different.
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There is an element of considerable interest in his

history, of which we possess two versions proceeding

from Wales and one that comes from Brittany. One
of these is frank and obviously truthful. The king

was a wild and lawless prince, with a set of ruffians

about him. Hearing that the King of Breckon had

a comely daughter called Gladys, Gwynllyw set off

at the head of his rowdies, surrounded the country

house where she was visiting, and carried her off,

without asking leave of her father or considering

her wishes. She settled into contented married life

with him, and bore him a son, whom they called

Cadoc.

The biographer tells us that it was the custom

of the king to supply his larder by pillage. He
sent his ruffians through the land, taking from the

people whatever he wanted.

Now it chanced that a certain Irish monk, named

Tathan, settled in the neighbourhood. Gunthiern

sent for him to his castle, and arranged with his

men to have some fun out of the old fellow. So

they brought in a tub and filled it with scalding

water, laid rushes across, and then threw a cloth over

it all. When Tathan entered Gunthiern waved in

the direction of this extemporised seat, and requested

Tathan to occupy it. But the monk had Irish

shrewdness, and seeing by the expression of the

men's faces that some trick was being played on him,

he cautiously seated himself on the extreme edge

of the tub, and spoiled thereby their little game.

He then read Gunthiern (Gwynllyw) such a homily

on bad manners, lack of hospitality, and undisciplined
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life, that the king was ashamed of himself, became

friendly, and finally confided to him his son Cadoc

to be educated.

As age came on, Gvvynllyw and his wife Gladys

began to think it was time for them to prepare for

another world ; so they built a chapel of poles and

wattle, and daubed it with mud from the Usk, where

now stands S. VVoollas' Church, Newport. Their

caer or castle was hard by, and the railway tunnel

of the line to Cardiff runs under it. Every night

the aged couple went to the chapel and there prayed,

and every morning before dawn they descended to

the river and bathed together.

In the meantime Cadoc had become an abbot, and

had founded Llancarv.an. Cadoc visited his father,

and was well pleased to see how exemplary his

life was. There still, he observed, was room for

amendment. This bathing together of the old

couple hardly comported with his ideas of decency,

and he urged them to part company. They
reluctantly agreed, and Cadoc placed his mother

near a copious spring in what is now Tredegar

Park. There the old lady spent the rest of her days

in prayer and solitary tubbing, and was buried hard

by in a mound, where she still rests awaiting the

transfer of her skeleton to some anthropological

museum.

As to Gunthiern, worried by the incursions of the

Saxons and vexed by his conscience, which re-

proached him among other things for the murder

of his nephew, and urged thereto by the persuasive

voice of Cadoc, he resolved on quitting Gwent. He
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went first to Cornwall, and remained near the Tamar
till his son was well established in Armorica, when

he migrated thither. Cadoc had settled near Belz,

and old Gunthiern placed his cell at Ouimperle,

where now stands the church of Ste. Croix. In

Lent he was wont to retire to the Isle of Groix,

where he spent the season in commune with his own
soul and with God.

But the remarkable feature in the history is this.

Some monk in the eleventh century set to work

to rewrite his life, and he was greatly scandalised

at the picture of the wild disorders of the king's

youth, as given in the documents he worked on.

So he deliberately altered the facts " for edification,"

and represented the king as a pious and just prince,

ruling his subjects in the most humane manner ; and

then he tells how that, having heard of the religious

and modest life of Gladys, he sent an embassy to

her parents to ask her hand of them ; and how that

the King of Breckon, hearing a good report of the

King of Gwent, sent his daughter to him, and the

marriage was concluded in the most respectable

manner.

Happily we have both versions of the story, and

can thus see how facts were manipulated by hagio-

graphers in the Middle Ages to suit their somewhat

narrow religious ideas.

In addition to these narratives, we have also the

life written by a monk of Ouimperle, who knew very

little indeed of the early history of the saint in

Wales, and who gives us the conclusion of the story

which was unknown to the Welsh biographers.
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Probably no man has had more tricks played with

his name. Gwynllyvv was quite unpronounceable by

the English settlers at Newport, in Monmouthshire,

so they changed it to Woollas, and Latinised it as

Olavus. As S. Olave he figures at Poughill, in

Cornwall, where he tarried for a few years. On
reaching Brittany he became Gurthiern, or Gunthiern,

and popularly Gouziere, or Goujarne.

The Book of Charters of the Abbey of Quimperle,

together with the Life of Gurthiern and that of S.

Ninnoch, was carried away by one of the last monks,

when the religious were expelled from the abbey at

the Revolution. A Doctor Guillon received it in

payment for his medical services. On the death

of the doctor it passed to his son, who sold it to Mr.

Stapleton, who was travelling in Lower Brittany, and

he by his will left it, together with all his library at

Carlton Towers, in Yorkshire, as an heirloom. Only

by chance did M. Delisle, Librarian of the Bibliotheque

Nationale at Paris, hear of it, and he commissioned

M. Leon Maitre to endeavour to obtain a copy.

Meanwhile Mr. Stapleton was dead, and his library

had passed to Lord Beaumont, then very young, and

who was not easily found, as he was on his travels.

M. Maitre went to London and obtained letters from

the Marquis de la Ferronnays, French Ambassador,

to Lady Beaumont, at Carlton Towers, and M.

Maitre at once went thither. The librarian who
had catalogued the books knew nothing of the

cartulary ; nevertheless days were spent in the search,

all to no end, when, just as M. Maitre was leaving.

Lady Beaumont opened a drawer full of old news-
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papers and rubbish of all sorts, and pulled forth a

shabby little volume—and lo ! it was the very book

sought for. Copies were made, and the cartulary has

been published.

At Quimperle the Elle and the Isole unite, and the

combined stream below the town bears the name of

Laita.

From the bridge over the Elle a fine view is

obtained of the upper town, on the right bank, that

climbs the steep hillside, some of the streets being a

flight of steps, and dominated by the noble tower of

S. Michael. This church has a Second Pointed nave

without a west end front, which is built against.

Choir and narrow choir aisles and north transept and

tower are Flamboyant.

The east end is square, with a poor window, when

Flamboyant was stiffening to death. As the east end

is above the rapid descent of the ground to the river,

it has to be sustained by bold buttresses, and these

are pierced with arches for roadways. The north

porch is a superb piece of Third Pointed work.

Quimperle is, in my opinion, the most picturesque

town in Brittany. Unhappily it has lost its castle

and walls, which were pulled down in 1680 by the

inhabitants.

The river Laita may be descended by boat to

Pouldu ; the scenery is pleasing. The roadway to

Pouldu leads through the forest of Carnoet. On the

way the chapel of Lothea is passed, to which

pilgrimage is made on Whitsun Monday, when vast

quantities of birds are on sale. In the forest of

Carnoet are the remains of the castle of Conmore,
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which, however, was rebuilt in the fifteenth century.

Conmore is locally regarded as a Breton Bluebeard,

but history knows of his having had three wives only.

The abbey of S. Maurice is near the river. It was

founded in 1 170.

The chapel of Rosgrand contains a very rich but

late rood-screen of oak, carved and enriched with

figures arbitrarily chosen from the gospel story and

from heathen mythology. It contains as well a

thirteenth-century statue of Yhuel, the grandson of

Gildas, who in his youth lived an eremitical life near

here, but ended his days in Wales, as Bishop of

Llandaff, and according to Welsh tradition he was

one of those who met Augustine, and refused to

recognise his jurisdiction. The statue represents him

as a youth with flowing hair. The Bretons knew

nothing of his after life.

At Locunole are some pretty sites, the valley of

the Elle with its cascades, the castle of Boblaye, and

finally the Devil's Rock. This is a mass that has in

it a number of perforations made by Satan when
polishing and sharpening his claws. According to

legend a peasant saw him there and pulled his tail,

whereupon, with a whisk, Satan sent him flying into

the air and precipitated him into the valley below,

where all his bones were broken.

The good folk of Quimperle call this part of the

country the Breton Switzerland, forgetting that in

Switzerland there is no sea and in Brittany are no

mountains.

From Quimperle to Le Faouet is 21 kilometres,

and the visit thither should on no account be omitted.
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Before reaching Le Faouet, which takes its name
from the beech trees which once abounded there, the

chapel of S. Fiacre is visited, standing a httle off the

road. It possesses quite first-class foliage-carving of

the Flamboyant period, of striking boldness, and a

rood-screen of 1480, that has lost most of its interest

by injudicious " restoration." The chapel was full of

superb old glass, now broken and blown in, and

hanging in scraps.

Le Faouet has a picturesque market hall under one

vast roof. From it Ste. Barbe is visited, a chapel

built on a crag above a valley clothed in gorse, and

strewn with granite blocks, very much like one on

Dartmoor. The visitor first passes a bell structure

on the rock head, then traverses a bridge to the little

chapel of S. Michael on a spire of rock. Clamps

let into the rock enabled pilgrims to crawl round the

chapel, hanging over the precipice, but an accident

having occurred a few years ago, through one of the

handles coming out, the police have forbidden any

further such attempts.

At a lower level is the chapel of Ste. Barbe, of the

end of the fifteenth century, with rich old stained

glass, and a small rood-loft or gallery with some

remains of good carving on it.

The Pardon of Ste. Barbe is on the last Sunday

in June. When this coincides with the Sunday after

the Fete Dieu (first Sunday after Trinity), the little

altars are erected among the pines and rocks, and the

procession goes to Ste. Barbe, resting at the stations

on the way, and nothing more picturesque can well

be conceived.
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A chapel of S. Nicolas in Prisiac, about four miles

from Le Faouet, contains a noble Renaissance rood-

screen, with its original paintings quite untouched,

and a " wheel of fortune," now fallen and broken.

There is a special interest to an Englishman in

this chapel. The people were celebrating their pardon

in 1690, when the news reached them of the battle

of the Bo}'ne, with the false report of the death of

William of Orange and the victory of James. At
once a figure of William, decked out with }'ellow

favours, was made and burnt in a bonfire. Although

it was learned later that the news was false, yet

thenceforth, every year, Dutch W^illiam was burnt

till 1828, when this feature of the pardon was

abolished. The folk called their figure Pistolance

(Prince d' Orange).

From S. Ivy to Ouimperle the costumes are dark,

but the women wear very becoming caps and collars,

which give them a characteristic appearance quite

apart from the other Finistere costumes. The cap is

of lace, and is elegantly planted on the head. It

differs in each district a little in its shape, and in

the loops and streamers. The cap is over a coloured

ribbon. In several places the women's skirts and

bodices are richly embroidered with gold and silver

floral designs. At Scaer the men wear black coats

with orange and red stitching, but otherwise in all

the Ouimperle district the men wear black coats

trimmed with black velvet. At Elliant, a little

village north of Rosporden, the costume is very rich,

as both men and women apply a great deal of

embroidery to their costumes, and the men wear
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white worked collars, but not elegant in shape—they

reach nearly to their ears. The women's bodices are

cut in a quaint fashion, and are double-breasted, with

rich work down each side, and with large quilted

collars lace -edged, and pretty caps after the style

of the Ouimperle cap. It is one of the finest

costumes in all Brittany ; and the little children are

dressed in exactly the same st}de as their parents.

The similarity does not end there : the little minds,

the habits of life as well as of body, beliefs, supersti-

tions, prejudices, grow with them ; and so generations

follow, thinking, feeling, believing, dressing alike.

At Concarneau, a great fishing place, lives M.

Alfred Guillou, a painter of Breton seaside folk, like

our English Hook, His pictures are full of delicacy

and charm, and seem to smell of the sea. He is a

native of Concarneau, and is a Chevalier of the Legion

of Honour. No visitor should leave Concarneau

without a visit to his studio.

Near Concarneau is the castle of Keryolet, given

by the Countess de Chauveau-Narischkin to the de-

partment in 1890. It has been converted into a

museum, and contains fine old furniture and a

collection of Breton costumes.
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CHAPTER XV

AURAY

Auray—Hennebon— Its two sieges—The battle of Auray—Death of

Charles de Blois— Ste. Anne d'Auray— Origin of the pilgrimage—
Carnac—The church of S. Comely—The pilgrimage—Who was

S. Comely?—The alignments—Rows of Le Menec—Of Kermario

—Of Kerlescant— Period when raised—]Musee Miln—Quiberon

—

Massacre of 1795—Chartreuse of Auray—Lagoon of Etel—S. Cadoc.

ALTHOUGH this chapter is headed Auray, I

do not propose suggesting that it should be

made headquarters for a series of visits. The town

is a mile from the station, and is not of remarkable

interest in itself; and I head the chapter as I do

rather because Auray is chef lieu d'arrondissement

,

and Carnac, about which I shall principall}^ write, is

only a village.

Yet Auray has its interest. It was the scene of

the decisive battle of 1364; but before speaking of

that it will be well to visit the interesting town

of Hennebon, and consider its sieges in 1342.

Hennebon is on a hill bathed by the Blavet, and

in addition to the modern town it possesses the

ville - clos, the old fortified Hennebon, within its

walls, and guarded by its towers. It is in itself a

town of the Middle Ages, and possesses a number
of old houses of various dates.
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The church of Notre Dame de Paradis is Flamboy-

ant and good of the style ; it was built between 15 13

and 1530, and has a fine spire. When Flamboyant

is good it is very good, and when bad it is execrable.

The story of the first siege of Hennebon has been

often and well told, and I will here do no more than

give an outline of it.

In 1342 Jeanne de Montfort held the place against

Charles de Blois. In full armour and mounted on

a charger, she rode through the streets encouraging

the soldiers and the citizens to maintain a gallant

defence. The cause of Montfort was that of Brittany

against the encroachments of France, which thrust on

Charles de Blois. The example of Jeanne stimulated

all, and the women even lent their assistance.

At intervals Jeanne essayed sorties. One day she

got through the besiegers' lines and was unable to

return. Great was the alarm felt. But after the

lapse of a few days the inhabitants saw her reappear.

She had taken refuge in a neighbouring castle, had

collected additional troops, and with them broke

through the intervening lines, and in so doing burnt

the camp of Charles and released his prisoners.

But the siege was long protracted, and provisions

failed. The citizens insisted that they could hold

out no longer, and desired that a surrender should

be negotiated. Jeanne entreated, and with difficulty

gained a delay of three days. The first and second

passed without the arrival of assistance ; on the last

day the principal citizens knocked at her door, and

on being admitted, protested that they could endure

no further.
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Then from the hostile camp arrived the Bishop of

Leon, who announced that unless the gates were

forthwith opened Charles de Blois would put to the

sword everyone in the town regardless of age and

sex, whether garrison or citizens. Again, and for

the last time, the Countess mounted the highest

tower, and gazed seaward. There she saw the gleam

of white sails on the horizon, and knew that the

expected succour was at hand. And, indeed, it was

an English fleet containing six thousand archers

under the command of Walter de Manny.

Defiance to the uttermost was now cast back in

the teeth of the barbarous Charles, who, on hearing

of the approach of the fleet, raised the siege and

sneaked away.

The second siege took place later in the same

year. Charles of Blois sat down before the town

with a large army, and furnished with many engines

of war, but every assault failed. Then Luis of

Spain, his dark blood boiling with rage, went to

Charles and said, " Monseigneur, grant my request.

There are two of the English party prisoners in your

castle of Le Faouet, Jean le Boteller and Hubert de

Fresney. Let me have their blood. If you refuse

I withdraw."

Such a request staggered Charles. To butcher

prisoners of war in cold blood was against the usages

of warfare in Christian lands. Charles feebly sent

for the prisoners. Luis insisted on his demand
being complied with. Charles turned his sheep's

face from Luis to the captives in doubt and diffi-

culty. Then all the nobles and knights present cried

Q
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out against such an infamous proceeding as sur-

rendering these men to death.

" I insist on having their heads," retorted Luis.

" I will have them decapitated when I have done my
dinner." And Charles basely submitted.

Tidings of what was meditated reached the

garrison of Hennebon, and whilst the French were

dining Amaury de Clisson, who was in command
of the town, sallied forth with three hundred men,

rushed upon the camp, overthrew the tents, and cut

down all who opposed them.

Whilst thus engaged, Manny with a band of

resolute fellows, issuing from a postern, made direct

for the tent of Charles de Blois, liberated the

captives, and brought them in triumph into the be-

leaguered town.

Shortly after Charles raised the siege, and retreated

to Carhaix.

The battle of Auray took place on Michaelmas

Day, 1364.

The young Jean de Montfort was besieging Auray,

when he was joined by Sir John Chandos with a

hundred knights and a body of archers. The army

was for the most part made up of adventurers, some

English, many Gascons and men of Navarre, lawless

fellows who formed themselves into companies under

distinguished chiefs, sold their services to the highest

bidder, and subsisted indiscriminately on friend and

foe. The most notable Englishmen engaged were,

after Chandos, Hugh of Calverley and Robert

Knollys. Hugh de Gournay from Guienne was

there with his freebooters. Under Montfort were
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his loyal Bretons. In all, the army was composed

of not above two thousand men and half as many
archers.

The host of Charles of Blois was almost double in

number, and in it were some of the highest nobles

of France, the Bretons of high position who had

espoused the side of Blois, and Bertrand du Guesclin,

a host in himself.

At sight of the disparity in numbers Montfort, who
was between the army of Blois and the garrison of

the town, deemed it expedient to treat for peace.

Charles was disposed to come to terms ; he was

in a dire fright over a dream that had troubled him

in the night. He had seen an eagle attacked by a

falcon from the sea, which pecked the feathers out

of the king of the birds and grievously wounded him,

Charles—this miserable barn-door fowl—supposed

that the eagle must signify himself.

But his wife would not hear of terms : she stormed

and scouted the notion ; and Charles, more afraid of

his wife than of his dreams, refused terms.

The battle raged from under the walls of Auray

to the hamlet of Ste. Anne. The army of Montfort

was on the higher ground, and reaped an advantage

thereby. Charles divided his host into three bodies

—or " battles," to employ the expression then in use

—and he had likewise a rearguard.

The first "battle" consisted of Bretons commanded
by Du Guesclin ; the second, composed of French,

was under the orders of the Count of Auxerre and

Joigny. The third, also made up of Bretons, was

under Charles himself.
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Montfort, acting on the advice of Chandos, also

formed his army into three bodies and a rearguard.

Robert Knollys commanded the first, OHvier de

CHsson the second, the third was under De Montfort

;

Calverley was set over the reserve.

At the last moment, just as the two armies were

about to engage, Charles sent word that he had

changed his mind and would listen to terms ; but

Montfort replied haughtily, "It is now too late. I

will be Duke of Brittany, or die on the field."

As at Poitiers, so at Auray, the knights descended

from their horses, so as not, if overthrown, to lie

prostrate and helpless, till assisted to their feet by

their squires.

A prophecy had been given circulation that he who
wore the ermine of Brittany would fall.

One of the knights of Montfort assumed the coat

of his master, and Charles of Blois made for him and

dealt him such a blow with his axe that the knight

fell to the ground. Charles, believing that he had

killed his rival, shouted, " Bretagne ! or est mort

celui de Montfort, par qui j'ai ete ainsi greve."

The news would have produced consternation in

the ranks of the Anglo-Bretons had not the young

Jean raised his visor and shown his ermine. Then

he hurled himself against the " battle " of Charles of

Blois.

The fight now became general, and, like one of

the old conflicts under the walls of Troy, a series of

duels between heroes. Charles had committed the

fatal blunder of using up his rearguard in the en-

gagement, instead of reserving it fresh and vigorous
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for the last moment. A slight success was the result,

but it cost Charles the day. The rearguard became

entangled with the troops of Du Guesclin, and threw

them into disorder ; whereupon Calverley with his

reserve at the right moment came down on the

French, who were breathless and exhausted, and the

superiority in numbers of the army of Blois only

served to make the confusion the greater.

The defeat resolved itself into a rout. Before the

battle had begun word had been passed in each

camp that the leader on the other side was not to

be taken alive. Charles fought desperately, but fell,

crying out with his last breath that he was not to

blame, it was his wife's doing that he engaged in the

battle.

The day ended in butchery. Du Guesclin was

taken prisoner. A thousand on the side of Charles

lost their lives, among them the flower of the Breton

nobility, and 1,529 prisoners were taken.

Ste. Anne dWuray is not worth a visit except on

the occasion of a pardon. The story of this most

frequented shrine deserves relating in a few words.

Where the pilgrimage church now stands was for-

merly a place called Keranna, that is to say, the

Caer or Camp of Anna. This Anna was the Mother

of the Gods among the Celts, but probably adopted

by them from the dolmen-builders they had sub-

jugated. She was apparently the great Earthmother

who presided over births, but who also received the

dead. And the Breton name Ankou for Death

impersonified is perhaps a reminiscence of this Ane
or Anna.
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On March 7th, 1625, a peasant dug up a statue on

the spot, probably one of those Decs Matres of which

so many have been found in the Roman villa near

Carnac. He at once jumped to the conclusion that

it represented the Mother of the Blessed Virgin, who
was popularly supposed to be called Anne. For this

name there is no authority worth a rush. It is that

given her in an apocryphal gospel which is historic-

ally worthless.

The Carmelites heard of it, and determined on

exploiting this discovery. They organised a cult of

the image in 1627, and it "took on." The image was

destroyed in 1790, but a scrap of it is supposed to

have been preserved, and is included in the pedestal

of a new image.

And now S. Anne is regarded as the special patron-

ness of Brittany. It is a curious story, and shows

how old beliefs hang on and reassert themselves in

changed forms.*

The church is modern, pretentious, and bad.

There is a large basin that is supplied by the

fountain of S. Anne, the water of which is held to be

good for bad eyes. The principal pardons are on

S. Anne's Day, July 26th, and during Whitsun Week.

An imitation of the Santa Scala has been erected

and indulgenced with nine years for every step which

the penitents ascend on their knees.

A branch line runs from Auray to Ouiberon, and

at Plouharnel is the station for Carnac.

The whole of this portion of the coast seems to

* The name of S. Anne is found in no ancient calendar. The cult

began in the fifteenth century.
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have served as a necropolis for the ancient Veneti.

It is crowded with monuments of the dead. A few

days may well be spent at Carnac in studying them.

The parish church of Carnac was rebuilt in 1639,

and has a well-proportioned western tower and spire,

with spirelets at the angles, all of granite. The
granite blocks of which the spire has been con-

structed have been cut to overlap as they retreat, so

as to cast the rain off, and not suffer it to penetrate

the joints. Above the western door is a figure of the

patron, S. Cornelius, life-size, with a couched ox on

each side of him.

On the north flank is an extravagant baroque

porch, with a sort of baldachin of open granite-work

above. It is barbarous and fantastic. Within, the

four easternmost windows of the body of the church

are excellent modern work in stained glass—pictures

from the life of S. Cornelius, but the style suits a

church of so late a date and windows without tracer}'.

The fountain of S. Cornely, as the saint is locally

called, is at some little distance to the west of the

church.

The Pardon of S. Cornely takes place on the

13th September, and is a curious sight.

All the farmers for miles around make a point of

bringing their cattle in pilgrimage to the saint, who is

the patron of horned beasts. They drive them round

the church ; then the owners kneel before the figure

over the west door, say a prayer, after which they

drive their beasts to the holy well, where they sprinkle

their heads with the water.

The procession of pilgrims is also curious. They
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enter the church, kneel before the rehcs of the saint,

make the round of the church, and on reaching the

well are assailed by beggars and children holding

vessels that contain the water from the spring. The
pilgrim selects one of these, dips his right hand in it,

washes his face, and raises his arms to heaven so as

to allow the water to trickle over him. It is cus-

tomary for such farmers as can afford it to give a

beast to S. Comply. After High Mass these cattle

are ranged about the principal porch ; the clergy

come forth in procession and bless the oblations,

which are then led away to be sold by auction for

the good of the church. On the day of the pardon

the principal procession takes place in the afternoon.

The relics are carried on a bier by clergy, the crosses

and banners by lusty young pilgrims. The task is

not easy, as some of the banners are heavy, and a

few years ago a young man" of Ploemel fell dead of

exhaustion under the organ-loft bearing his great

banner. Cords of hemp are sold to the pilgrims, and

these are worn by them slung over one shoulder and

knotted on the opposite thigh, or else twisted round

their hats.

Now what is the origin of this curious worship of

S. Cornelius and his association with horned beasts ?

Some years ago the late Mr. James Miln excavated

a Roman villa at Bossenno in the parish, and besides

finding a number of votive images of Venus and the

Deae Matres, discovered one of an ox. This seems

to show that the oblation of horned beasts goes back

to pagan times.

Precisely the same thing that takes place at
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Carnac now took place till the beginning of the last

century at Clynnog, in Wales, but there the cattle

were offered to S. Beuno. This saint and S. Cornely

have apparently supplanted a pagan deity, and the

same has taken place at S. Herbot and elsewhere
;

the oblation continues, but is now made to a saint.

S. Cornely was perhaps arbitrarily chosen because

the name was associated with a horn {conm). Cor-

nelius was Bishop of Rome in 252, and a martyr.

But this is not the story told of him at Carnac. There

he is held to have been a local saint, who in travelling

laded his portmanteau and other goods on a couple of

oxen, and drove them before him. He was pursued

by an army of pagans ; he fled before them till he

reached the coast, and there, unable to get further,

turned and cursed the host that pursued him, and

every soldier was thereupon transformed into stone.

By this means the peasants account for the vast

ranges of upright stones that form the alignments

of Carnac.

There was a horned deity worshipped by the Gauls,

and it is possible that the cult of this god may have

passed on to Cornelius at Carnac and elsewhere to

S. Nicodemus and S. Herbot.

That there was a local British or Irish missioner of

the name of Cornelius is possible enough. If so,

then the relics in the church may be his ; as

those of the martyr-Pope it goes without saying that

they are spurious.

Now let us look at some of the marvellous remains

of a prehistoric race that abound in these parts.

There are something like fifty dolmens or allces
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coiivertes within an easy walk, and there are numerous

menhirs independent of those which form stone-rows.*

Of aHgnments there are about ten groups, but we
will concern ourselves with three only.

The first step to be taken by the visitor is to ascend

the Mont S. Michel, and obtain a general view of the

great lines of Le Menec and Kermario.

This mount is a huge cairn erected on the summit
of rising ground. It is oblong in shape, and rises

about 60 feet. On the summit is a chapel of

S. Michael. The mound was dug into in 1863, when
a dolmen was discovered that contained over a

hundred stone axes, a necklace, and other objects

of the early Bronze Age. It is now undergoing

further investigation. A second dolmen has been

found buried in it, in which, along with stone imple-

ments, were two bronze buttons. The cairn is built

up most carefully of stones laid in order one on the

other, and over these a sheet of sea ooze and seaweed

has been spread, and then above this again fresh

stones have been piled. The floor was strewn thick

with small pebbles from the beach before the mound
was raised.

From the chapel a fine view of the sea and

the inlets and the peninsula of Ouiberon is ob-

tained ; and on the north the stretch of upright

stones that form the alignments of Carnac. To visit

these latter the following course should be pursued.

Take the road to Kaer Malvezin, and in a few

minutes, on a bit of rising ground on the left, is seen

a dolmen on which a cross has been erected. Very

* A little local guide with map may be had at the Musee Miln.
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soon after the road traverses the lines of Le Menec.

There are still standing eleven of these rows, and

they run from E.N.E. to W.S.W. The total length

is 3,510 feet, and there are 1,169 stones in them.

The tallest menhir is 13 feet high, but the majority

run from 3 to 4 feet.

It is well to turn to the left and pursue the rows

to the western extremity, where is a so-called

cromlech or stone - circle, but incomplete and

apparently tampered with. It is now an enclosure

connected with the farm of Le Menec, and in my
opinion is nothing more than the engirdling ring of

a tumulus that contained a dolmen which has been

destroyed, the stones of which have been employed

for the construction of the farmhouse. At the same

time the shape of the enclosure was altered to suit

the farmer's convenience, and it is now no more than

a semicircle.

Having retraced our steps to the road, we cross

it, and follow the avenues of upright stones till we
reach and cross another road, that to Ploemel. The
road has broken through the lines, which continue

only a few yards to the east, and then are brought

to a conclusion by blocking-stones, that is to say,

slabs set at right angles to the lines.

From this point ensues a gap for about 345 yards,

where are a little plantation of Austrian pines, a

stone quarry, and some furzy enclosures. The lines

are not, however, wholly interrupted ; a few upright

stones and several that are prostrate testify that

there was some continuation.

We follow a new road through the plantation and
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between walls till we come abruptly on a fresh cluster

of stones, and these the highest we have yet seen.

This is the commencement of the Kermario group.

These started from several tumuli enclosing dolmens,

but of such only one, an allie couverte pertaining

to the southernmost line, remains. The relics of a

second barrow can be traced, and possibly of a third,

that has been mutilated to form a hedge.

The southernmost line is the most instructive,

though that also has suffered. There is a good allee

couverte running north and south, and from that

start two rows of upright stones that extend about

250 yards to a pair of fine blocking-stones, planted

at right angles to the rows, which run in an easterly

direction from the " covered avenue." Unhappily

the road and a field have invaded the land and caused

the destruction of much of these rows ; nevertheless,

sufficient remains to show that originally the dolmen

formed one end, that from which the lines started,

and that they were concluded—brought to a full

stop—by the tall menhirs that act as blocking-stones.

These stones, placed at right angles, seem to have

escaped the observation of the local antiquaries, or

perhaps they did not estimate their true significance.

Now Dartmoor is extraordinarily rich in such

stone -rows, and the majority are intact, so that

by them we obtain means of interpreting those of

Carnac, which are imperfect. It would seem that

when a great chief had been buried in a dolmen

or kistvaen (stone chest), the members of the clan

set up stones in a line, one for each household,

leading from the place of sepulture. When the
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household was small and the arms weak, only a

small block was erected. A big family, with stout

young men in it, prided itself in erecting one that

was tall. x'\nd when all the families of the clan

had shown their respect for the chief, they all

combined to close the line.

But the dolmens or covered avenues were tribal

ossuaries. They were not intended for single inter-

ments. When again a burial took place, then a new

row was started, or if there were not room for that,

a fresh set of stones was set up beyond the original

blocking-stone.

These are some of the lessons taught by the

Dartmoor alignments, which have been left through

vast ages untouched, and are therefore priceless as

affording a clue to the meaning of these mysterious

monuments, such as might be sought for in vain

elsewhere, and which is certainly not to be found

at Carnac, where the wrecking hand of the farmer

has been at work on them from Roman times.

The Kermario alignments run north-east up a hill

crowned by a disused windmill that has been con-

structed out of the blocks, then they continue some

way till walls and a wood interrupt their course.

Ten rows remain, and the number of standing stones

is 98 2. But there were certainly more rows formerly

The largest of the menhirs is prostrate ; apparently

it had been purposely thrown down to form a

coverer to a Gallo-Roman grave that was beneath it.

What is of special interest is the fact that

a Roman camp was formed in these lines, and that

those who constructed the camp made use of the
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stones for their wall of enclosure, breaking up some
and employing others in their original position where

it served their purpose. Also, an examination of

the bases of many of the menhirs reveals the fact

that the Roman soldiery or camp followers squatted

under these great stones, lighted their fires against

them, and there took their meals, for not only have

ashes been discovered there, but also fragments of

Roman pottery and coins. This indicates that at

the period of the Roman occupation of Armorica

all sense of sacredness connected with these monu-

ments was lost, and we know how very strict was

Roman opinion relative to the sanctity and in-

violability of tombs.

From the easternmost end of the Kermario group

occurs an interruption of about 398 yards, and then

we encounter a third group, that of Kerlescant,

which stretches 885 yards, but is much mutilated

about the village. Thirteen lines can be traced con-

taining 540 stones, but there are others—some 40 that

lie to the north, and are supposed to form a square

enclosure, but which are probably merely a fragment

of other parallel lines. To the east again the align-

ment is supposed to describe a curve towards the

north, and then recommence and run east again to

the Crach estuary. Near the rows is also a ruined

allee couverte. But unless a visitor be specially

interested in prehistoric remains he will probably

be content with a visit to the Le Menec and Ker-

mario groups. The whole extent of the rows cannot

be estimated as short of 4I miles.

At Erdeven as well are alignments, which, though
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sorely mutilated, must have been as fine as those

of Carnac, and possessed stones even loftier. There

also is the dolmen of Corcomo, which is the largest

in the Morbihan.

The Soci^te Polymathique of the department has

done good service in the exploration of dolmens and

tumuli, but it has neglected to do that which is of

supreme importance—plan the entire collection of

megalithic remains, and without a very carefully

made plan of the lines of Carnac, their interpreta-

tion cannot be attempted in any other way than

by comparison with extant remains of the same

character elsewhere, and then tentatively only. Till

the desired map has been made, the field is left open

for every sort of conjecture relative to the significance

of these monuments. If I have ventured to give my
explanation, it is because of my intimate acquaint-

ance with the unruined lines on Dartmoor, which, if

not on so gigantic a scale as those of Carnac and

Erdeven, are much more perfect.

As to the date of erection, that can only be deter-

mined tentatively. Certainly the most ancient

dolmens belong to the Polished Stone Age, and to

that of Bronze. But that the dolmens and cairns

continued to be used as tribal burial-places till after

the Roman invasion is probable ; that they were so in

pure Gallic times, in the Age of Iron, is indisputable,

for pottery (black) which is Gaulish has been found

in some. And this is not to be marvelled at, for the

same race which had raised these monumental tombs

continued under the domination of their Gaulish

conquerors, and impressed on them much of their
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religion and traditionary usage ; and that same race

remains, but little modified, on the soil to the present

day, still dominated by the same ideas.

Carnac possesses a capital museum illustrative of

its antiquities, founded by Mr. James Miln, This

gentleman, born in 1819, and possessed of a hand-

some fortune, devoted several years and much money
to the exploration of the remains at Carnac, which

he first visited in 1873. Then his imagination was

fired by the mystery that surrounded the strange

monuments there collected. He worked there from

1874 to 1880, when he returned to Scotland, and died

in January, 1881. His entire collection he left to the

commune of Carnac, which gladly accepted it, and

undertook its custody in a suitable building.

In this museum may be seen numerous miniature

stone polished axes, votive offerings made to the

dead, on precisely the same principle as the paper

garments and money burnt by the Chinese as

oblations to their deceased ancestors.

The peninsula of Ouiberon saw the disastrous dis-

embarkation of the French emigres from English

transports in 1795. It was a foolishly planned and

badly executed venture. Hoche with his republican

troops encountered them, and shot them all down to

the number of 952. The scene of the massacre

was what is now called Le Champ des Martyrs, near

the Chartreuse of Auray, and the bones of the un-

fortunate victims, which had been left in the place

where they had been shot, were removed in 18 14

to a vault of the Chartreuse. The chapel above

their bones is of white marble and contains sculptures.
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In addition to the mausoleum, a chapelk expiatoire

was erected on the spot where these gallant men
met their death ; and at no great distance, on the

old road to Auray, is a cross that marks the site

of the battle of Auray, already described, in which

Charles of Blois met his death, 1364.

If the coast northward from Plouharnel and

Erdeven be followed, through a country that is

strewn with prehistoric monuments, the curious in-

land sea of Relz, or river of Etel, is reached. It

is a creek that is almost landlocked between sand-

hills, and is shallow and encumbered with sandbanks.

After a narrow passage of nearly four miles, the

waters expand and run inland for from seven to

eight miles in tortuous armlets. There are several

islands and long-extended tongues of land that run

into the waters. One of the former, the Isle of

S. Cadoc, is connected with the mainland by a cause-

way, which is attributed to the saint.

S. Cadoc was the son of Gwynllyw, or Woollas, as

he is now called at Newport in Monmouthshire, and

his father, who was king of that part of Wales, gave

him to an Irish hermit to be educated. As soon as

he approached manhood, Cadoc visited Ireland to

finish his studies at Lismore. After that he returned

to Wales, and perfected himself under a Roman
rhetorician lately arrived. The doctor had more

pupils than money, and famine reigned in the school.

One day Cadoc observed a white mouse come out of

a hole in the wall carrying a grain of wheat in its

mouth. Cadoc searched, and discovered one of those

subterranean storehouses in which the Britons often
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preserved their grain. This had somehow been closed

up and forgotten. This was a great discovery, and

it served master and scholars for many days.

Cadoc then became a pupil of S. David, and whilst

with him headed a posse of Welshmen against the

Saxons. He found the latter encamped at the

bottom of a valley, and with no scouts out. He
surrounded them with his Britons, and rolled down
stones on them or pelted them. Nor did he desist

till he had killed them to the last man.

Cadoc afterwards founded Llancarvan, which be-

came a famous abbey. To furnish it with nursery

institutions he visited Brittany, and established him-

self on precisely this islet in the lagoon of Etel which

we are considering. However, he did not find it

answered all his expectations, and he wandered

through Armorica, making a good many subsidiary

foundations, all for the definite purpose of drawing

scholars together who might begin their training

therein, and then be sent on to be finished off at

Llancarvan, There are numerous chapels in his

honour throughout Brittany. His " pardon " is on

the fourth Sunday in October.
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CHAPTER XVI

VANNES

Capital of the Veneti—Gtsar and the Veneti—Destruction—The Frank

invasion—British colonists—Gweroc—Macliau and Canao—MacHau
made bishop—Canao receives Chramm—Chramm's death— Fortifi-

cations of Vannes—Cathedral— S. \'incent Ferrier—-The Morbihan

—Gavr-inis—Peninsula of Rhuys—Gildas—Abelard—A gentleman

in quest of sunshine.

VANNES was the capital of the Veneti, a re-

markable maritime people, who monopolised

the trade in tin with Cornwall. They had large

vessels built of oak, and with sails of hide. They
conveyed the tin from Britain to Spain, where they

transferred it to the Phoenician traders, and these

latter distributed it about the shores of the Mediter-

ranean. As the trade of the Mediterranean was in

Phoenician hands, so was that of the northern seas

in those of the Veneti.

In the year B.C. 57 the Veneti, as well as the other

Gaulish peoples of Armorica, submitted to Rome,

and gave hostages to Crassus, the lieutenant of Julius

C?csar.

Crassus spent the ensuing winter in what was

afterwards Anjou, and as there had been a bad

harvest that year he was in difficulties how to feed

243
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his legions. He accordingly sent to the Veneti and

other Armorican tribes to furnish him with what he

required. The Veneti did not feel disposed to do

this ; their harvest had been short, and they returned

answer that if Crassus wanted supplies from them he

must return the hostages he held. Crassus communi-
cated this answer to Csesar, who at once resolved on

completely crushing a people whose maritime power

he disliked.

He accordingly gave orders to his lieutenant to set

the people on the Loire to work building ships. He
also commanded those of what we now call Poitou

and the Saintonges to furnish vessels ; and he re-

quired a fleet to be got ready in the Mediterranean

to be despatched in spring to the mouth of the Loire.

Then he commanded Decimus Brutus, who was

destined to be his murderer, to take under him the

combined fleets.

As soon as the winter broke up Caesar himself

hastened to the scene of operations, and began his

attack on the Veneti of what is now the Morbihan.

Here he found that he had a difficult task on his

hands. The natives escaped to islands, and defied

him. The sea is shallow, and there are great ex-

panses of sand left dry when the tide retreats. These

stretches of sand would enable him to reach the

islands where the Veneti were entrenched, but ex-

posed his army to be caught and swept away by the

returning tide.

Caesar thereupon set to work building causeways

from the land to the islets sufficiently elevated to

ensure against disaster, and the remains of some of
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these great works may still be traced.* But he was

again baffled, for no sooner did he march upon one

of these islands along his causeway than the Veneti

entered their boats, carrying off all their goods, and

took refuge in another.

Nothing could be done to subdue such a people

unless their fleet were destroyed. Meanwhile the

spring and summer had been wasted. Then news

reached Csesar of the junction of the fleets he had

ordered at the mouth of the Loire, and he hastened

to see the naval conflict that was to ensue ; for the

Veneti, understanding that the Roman galleys were

coming out against them, spread their leather sails,

and made for the estuary of the Loire.

The land on the northern bank of the river at that

period had a different conformation from what it has

now.

From Nantes in a north-westerly direction to Pont

Chateau runs a ridge called the Sillon de Rretagne.

West of this is a vast region of turf bog, La Grande

Briere, in which lacustrine shells and deposits have

been found, but which was not invaded by the sea.

This in Caesar's time was a huge lake or morass.

The lagoon discharged its waters into the sea where

is now S. Lyphard, which was from the time of

Caesar's conquest made into a port. South of this

runs some high ground in a sweep to the Loire, from

Guerande to S. Nazaire, and a spur projected into

the sea where is now Le Croisic, separated from

Guerande by wide salt marshes. Now Caesar stationed

* At Gavr-inis, Coulabre, Goalabre. Bulletin de la Soc. des Cotes-

dii-Nord, i. 1S52.
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himself at Le Croisic on this finger of high ground,

which commanded the mouth of the Loire.

Brutus with his galleys came forth, and, as Caesar

tells us, the Roman vessels seemed mere dwarfs

beside the Venetian giants, which numbered 220

sail, that bore down on the Roman galleys, their

great hide sails swelling in the wind and the sea

foaming from their bows.

Brutus was afraid of having all his boats swamped
and sunk, and he was meditating a retreat to the

shore, and entrenching his soldiers, when all at once

the wind fell. Therewith the great sails of the

Venetians became useless. Brutus saw his oppor-

tunity. He was able now with his oared galleys to

attack each Venetian vessel separately from all sides.

He sent two and three galleys against each, and lest

the wind should spring up, and enable the Venetians

to escape, by means of reaping-hooks attached to

long spars he cut their cordage.

The Romans now had not only the advantage of

being able to assail each vessel of the enemy singly,

but also they were supplied with bows and arrows

and with leaden bolts, whereas the enemy were un-

furnished with projectiles. The Roman galleys, that

moved with as much rapidity as do steamboats now,

ran past the hulks, pouring on the decks a hail of

arrows and bolts, and when they had swept them,

boarded the enemy.

The Veneti in the other ships were unable to come

to the aid of such as were assailed, and were forced

to await their turn. By this means the Romans
were able to destroy their enemies piecemeal. The
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unhappy Veneti fought desperately, but were over-

whelmed by numbers. They fell sword in hand, or

leaped into the sea, there to perish by drowning.*

Brutus, having captured all the vessels, brought his

prisoners to Caesar. The latter had the throats cut

of all those who constituted what he calls the senate,

that is to say of the nobility, and sold all the rest as

slaves to the dealers in human flesh who always

attended a Roman army.

Thus Caesar pretty well exterminated a people of

great commercial ability and naval skill. It was the

only idea he had of repressing their monopoly of

the trade with Britain ; and he did it in order that

the traffic in tin might thenceforth be carried on in

Roman bottoms.

The destruction of the Veneti was a crushing blow

to all the Armorican tribes. In the year B.C. 52,

when Vercingetorix was besieged by Caesar in Alesia,

a supreme appeal went forth to the Gaulish patriots

to rally to his aid. Each of the Armorican peoples

sent a contingent of three thousand men, only the

Veneti were too reduced to be able to send any.

The Romans settled themselves in the country,

erected camps, made roads, built villas, and ate and

exported oysters.

Then came the Frank invasion, and Vannes itself

became a Franco-Gallic city, keeping up traditions of

Roman culture, of municipal government, and eccle-

siastical order.

Meantime every summer saw fleets of refugee

* I follow the account in Die Cassius rather than that given by Ca'sar,

who has coloured his to suit his own purposes.
~
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Britons arrive on the coast, and these new-comers

colonised throughout the country, and constituted

themselves a nation under their princes. At Belle-

isle is Le Palais, and the church there looks to

S. Geraint as its founder—that is Geraint, Prince

of Devon, the husband of the fair Enid, a gallant

prince who fell in 522 at Langport, in Somersetshire,

fighting against the Saxons.

There are two or three other foundations of his in

Brittany, and this seems to indicate that he had

visited it, and that he claimed an overlordship over

the colonists.*

However, as the native British kings failed to

maintain themselves in their own land, they ceased

to exercise any authority in Armorica.

Vannes was soon enveloped on all sides by the

waves of new-comers, who would not submit to the

crosier of the bishop nor recognise the secular power

of the Frank lieutenants.

In or about 550 Gweroc, Count of the Britons in

the region round Vannes, died and left five sons, of

whom the only ones whose names have come to us

are Macliau and Canao.

According to Celtic custom, at once the country

should have been divided into five equal shares, of

* A suburb of Vannes is that of S. Solomon. It is now held that

the patron is that infamous wretch who murdered his uncle, and was

himself assassinated in 874. But it is possible that he may have

supplanted his namesake, the son of King Geraint, and husband of

S. Gwen. who receives a cult as well. Gwen was sister of S. Nonna,

the mother of S. David. Hagiographers have admitted that there was

a saintly Solomon earlier than the murderer-saint, who has everywhere

taken his place.
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which each son would have had one ; but such sHces

were not large enough to satisfy lusty appetites, and

Canao at once murdered three of his brothers, and

would have killed Macliau as well, had not the latter

run for his life and taken refuge with Conmore,

Regent of Domnonia,

Canao sent to demand his brother. Conmore made
]\Iacliau crawl into a tomb, and then set up a monu-

ment over him, bearing his name and title and date

of decease. This he showed to the messengers of

Canao, who departed satisfied that Macliau was dead

and buried.

No sooner were they gone than Macliau crept

forth, and, finding that Conmore's power was failing,

made a bold dash into the city of Vannes itself,

which was not in the hands of his brother, and pro-

posed himself to the citizens as their bishop, the see

being at that moment tenantless. They consented,

and he was consecrated bishop. To meet the Latin

ecclesiastical prejudices of the people of Vannes, he

dismissed his wife and children. This took place in

552.

About eight years later Canao received a refugee

at his court, Chramm, son of Clothair I., King of

Soissons, who had rebelled against his father, and

was forced to find refuge in flight.

There had probably been simmering hostilities

between the Bretons and the Franks, and Canao was

quite willing to take up arms on behalf of Chramm.
Clothair raised a large army and invaded the

district of Vannes. On the day upon which the

two armies met a battle ensued that was interrupted
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by the coming on of night. Then the Breton chief

said to Chramm, " I do not like the idea of your

marching against your own father. Let me manage
the whole thing, and I will fall on him during the

night."

Chramm refused, as he desired the battle to be

fought out by daylight, and his folly proved fatal to

his cause. Next day the Bretons were utterly de-

feated, and took to flight. Chramm escaped to the

coast to take ship for one of the islands, or perhaps

for England. But he was much attached to his wife

and daughters, and he left his boats to go in quest of

them. This lost him ; he fell into the hands of the

Franks, who shut him up with his wife and daughters

in a rude wood cabin belonging to a fisherman,

and thatched with reed, and announced the fact to

Clothair. "As he is my son, strangle him," said the

father ;
" as to the women, burn them alive."

Accordingly Chramm was throttled with a kerchief

passed round his neck, and then the doors of the

hovel were closed and fire applied.

The shrieking women perished in the flames, and

Clothair returned to Soissons, comparing himself

to David, who had suffered from the rebellion of

Absalom.

No sooner did Bishop Macliau hear of the death

of his brother Canao, than he sent for his wife and

children, and proclaimed himself Count as well as

Bishop of Vannes. He was finally killed in 577,

along with two of his sons, by Tewdrig, Prince of

Cornouaille. His successor in the see of Vannes

was Regalis, who complained bitterly :
" Here, in this
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city, we are as captives in the midst of the Britons,

we are subjected to their burdensome yoke."

Vannes preserves in its walls traces of Roman
building, but the fortifications that remain belong

mainly to the time of John II., Duke of Brittany

(i 286-1 305). The most picturesque portion is the

gateway east of the cathedral, the Porte S. Patern,

The cathedral church is one likely to perplex those

who do not know its history. It was a Romanesque

church, of cruciform shape, with a central tower at the

cross. This threatened to give way in the fifteenth

century (1454-76), and internal Flamboyant buttresses

were erected, towards the nave, ornamented somewhat

fantastically. At the same time the nave was re-

built under one span, without side aisles, but with

chapels between the buttresses. As the nave was

much wider than the tower, the lower portion of the

latter had to be tied into the walls of the church by

what are actually flying buttresses doubly pierced,

presenting a very quaint effect.

Now the Archdeacon Jean Danielo spent some

years in Rome, and was so delighted with classic

architecture he saw there, that on his return to

Vannes in 1537, he undertook to show the chapter

the superiority of the Roman style over Gothic,

and for this purpose, at his own cost, erected the

circular chapel on the north side.

In 1770 the chapter pulled down the central tower

and the Romanesque apse and choir and erected the

present structure, which is by no means ineffective.

At the same time they vaulted over the nave, and

because traceried windows did not comport with
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their ideas of beauty, hacked out all the mullions and

foliations. The tracery that now fills them was

inserted in 1845, when also the interior and exterior

galleries were constructed.*

The roof of the choir and apse is too low for that

of nave and transepts, and the effect externally is

bad ; but the interior appearance is better than might

have been anticipated in a building of the period,

and than it deserved to be, considering the way in

which funds were raised to build it.

The chapter, instead of appealing to the diocese to

erect the choir for the love of God, obtained a budget

of indulgences from the Pope, which they hawked
about Brittany and sold till the people were glutted

and would have no more ; and then funds were ob-

tained for the completion by means of a lottery.

In the north transept are preserved the relics of

S. Vincent Ferrier ; his head is in a silver bust that

represents him. The forehead is narrow and the

expression unpleasant. The impression produced by

this likeness is that he was a man entirely devoid of

largeness of mind, but with great force of character

and stubbornness of will. He is usually represented

with wings and carrying a trumpet, the wings sig-

nifying the celerity with which he flew about the

country as a revivalist preacher ; the trumpet sym-

bolises the sonorousness of his voice.

S. Vincent Ferrier died in 141 9, and his day is

* For the cathedral see Le Mene, Hist, de PEglise Cathedral de

Vannes. Galles, Vannes, 1882.

For the town, Le Mene, Topographic Historique de Vannes.

Galles, Vannes, 1897.
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April 5th, but the pardon is held on the first Sunday

in September, when great numbers of pilgrims arrive,

and the singing in the cathedral of their cantiques

is pleasing, beside which it furnishes an opportunity

for seeing the costumes from the islets in the

Morbihan.

The Morbihan is an inland sheet of shallow tidal

water that communicates with the ocean by a channel

at Arzon. It is studded with islands, and runs into

numerous creeks. Two promontories shut it in from

the Atlantic billows, that of Rhuys and that of

Locmariaker. But outside these crablike claws is

a range of islets and sandbanks from the peninsula

of Ouiberon to that of Croisic, and further seaward

again is the large island of Belle He. Morbihan

signifies " the little sea," and it has given its name
to the department. It has this peculiarity, that no

rivers, only rills, flow into it. The "river of Auray,"

which is navigable for some twelve miles, is really

a creek of salt water, and the thread of sweet water

that flows through it at low tides is insignificant

The Morbihan has with justice been likened in shape

to a vineleaf, and presents very different aspects when

the tide is in flow from what it does at ebb. There

are long tracts that are uncovered when the tide is

out, of behin or black mud, neither pleasant to the

sight nor to the smell.

The largest island is L'ile aux Moines, and the most

interesting Gavr-inis, on account of its great cairn

and covered avenue, the walls of which are sculptured

with mysterious symbols. It is indeed one of many
puzzles to the archaeologist to explain why these
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carved monuments should be found in the islands

of the Morbihan and none about Carnac and north

of it. The sculpture much resembles that of the

sepulchral chamber in the tumulus of New Grange,

near Drogheda.

Stone axes are figured on the slabs at Gavr-inis and

symbols like escutcheons, but most of the ornamenta-

tion seems to be taken from tattoo marks on the

body, which signify tribal distinctions.

The inhabitants of the islands adhere to their old

costumes ; the men are all fishers, and the women are

said to possess the privilege, confined to English girls

in leap year, of proposing to the men.

The peninsula of schist rock of Rhuys is some

twenty miles long and only six across. On it Gildas,

the historian of the British, founded a monastery in

the sixth century. His bitter invective against the

native princes made it impossible for him to remain

longer in Britain, and he retired to Armorica, where

he founded not only the monastery at Rhuys but

another further inland.

Two Lives of Gildas exist, one written at Glaston-

bury and the other at Rhuys, and the latter supple-

ments the former. From his own writings we obtain

someting more.

The name Gildas is merely a form of Guldens,

and his first name was Aneurin. He was son of

Caw and grandson of Geraint, who, as we have seen,

had a palace on Belle He. His father. Caw, was

Lord of the Wall, and his duties were to defend

the Great Wall against the incursions of the Picts

and the Scotic settlers on the west coast of Alba.
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Gildas was born, as he tells us himself, in the year

of the battle of Mount Badon. For reasons with

which I will not trouble the reader I would place

the date at 493, which has this advantage, that the

chronology of his life becomes by this means

consistent.

He was sent in his teens to S. Illtyd, who had

a monastery in Caldey Isle, off the coast of Pembroke-

shire, where he was schoolfellow with S. Samson and

S. Paul of Leon, both of whom were to settle in

Brittany. But he left as he approached manhood
and joined his father in North Britain, and was

engaged in the terrible battle of Catraeth. The
disasters of this battle form the subject of his noble

poem " Y Gododin," still extant. The result of this

defeat was that Caw and his sons abandoned the

defence of the wall and retired into North Wales,

where Maelgwn, the king, gave them lands, and all

but one embraced the ecclesiastical profession. The
one who did not was Ploel, who took to arms.

At what time Gildas married we do not know.

It was not regarded as inconsistent with the ecclesi-

astical profession to have a wife. Gildas became the

father of several sons, whereof one, Kenneth, was

a cripple, and became a hermit in Gower, but also

married and had a family.

Hoel and his brothers quarrelled with Arthur.

According to one account Hoel ventured to make
love to a lady whom Arthur admired, and they

fought, and Hoel wounded Arthur in the thigh, so

that ever after he limped. As Hoel one day sneered

at the king for his halting, Arthur, in a rage, had
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him out in the street of Ruthin and hacked off his

head.

The execution of Hoel gave great offence, and

Arthur was obHged to compound the matter with

the family of Caw.

For a time Gildas was in Ireland, where he had

some correspondence with S. Bridget, about 524.

Gildas moved from Ireland to the Scotic colonies

in the west of Scotland, but was recalled by the

murder of Hoel, that took place about 528.

Gildas now made the aquaintance of S. Cadoc,

and with him retired, one to the Flat and the other

to the Steep Holme, islets in the Bristol Channel.

There they lived on birds' eggs and fish. At the end

of seven years Gildas was forced to decamp, on

account of the incursions of the northern pirates, and

then he took refuge in Glastonbury.

Whilst he was there Meluas, king of what is now
Somersetshire, carried off Gwenever, Arthur's wife,

and retreated with her to Glastonbury. Arthur

summoned the men of Devon and Cornwall to his

aid and laid siege to the place. Gildas and the

abbot at last reconciled the kings ; Arthur was

quite content to have Gwenever restored to him.

From Glastonbury Gildas departed for Brittany,

whither so many of his monastic friends had already

gone. He, however, first visited Paris to obtain leave

from Childebert to form a foundation in Armorica.

Leave having been given him, he settled at Rhuys,

and there, in all probability, he wrote his spiteful

letter on British history. As Maelgwn, whom he

attacks—a man who had shown great hospitality
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to his family—died in 547, the history must have

been written before that date.

He was not long at Rhuys before he was involved

in a quarrel with Conmore, lieutenant for Childebert

in Domnonia. The story shall be told when we
come to Carhaix. Conmore had mortally offended

Gildas, and in consequence the latter united with

Huarve, as already told, in the cursing of the prince

from the summit of the Menez-bre.

After the death of S. Patrick there had been a

great relapse of the natives into heathenism, and

King Ainmire invited him over to restore the

Christian faith. He and S. Cadoc went there

together, and it was due to them, and the flow of

missionaries with which S. David supplied them, that

Christianity was revived in the island.

Gildas died in 570. His last request was that his

body might be put in a boat and committed to the

waves,* This was done, but the people on the

mainland, in their greed for relics, pursued it in boats.

However, before reaching it, a wave swept over the

little vessel, and the body sank. Three months later

a corpse was washed up on the sands at Le Croisic,

which the monks of Rhuys were pleased to suppose

was that of their abbot. How, after having been

rolled about in the sea for three months, they were

able to recognise it we are not told. But it answered

their purpose, whosesoever the body was ; it originated

a cult, and some of the relics of this body, probably

* This smacks of a lingering paganism in the heart of Gildas. He
desired his mortal remains to be shipped to the Land of the Blessed

under the setting sun.

S
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not that of Gildas at all, but of some sailor, are

still shown at S. Gildas de Rhuys.

The church there is utterly uninteresting archi-

tecturally, as it is in the hideous baroque style.

It is attached to the convent of the Sisters " du

Pere Eternel." The monastery receives ladies en

pension who desire to enjoy the sea-bathing, but

no men are admitted. At Arzon, further on the

point, are megalithic remains, and the great tumulus,

" Le Butte de Tumiac," that has been explored.

The abbey of Rhuys had Abelard at one time

as its head. In 1125 Abelard gave up his charge

of the Paraclete, near Nogent-sur-Seine, to Heloise,

and was elected by the monks of Rhuys as their

superior. But he was too strict in his rule to please

them, and they rose in revolt ; they attempted to

poison and then to stab him. At length in disgust

he left, and died in 1 142.

At Vannes I met with a gentleman with his wife,

returned from Algeria, who had come to the Morbihan

in quest of a warm and sunny region where they

might build a house and settle for the rest of their

days. They had chosen an unfortunate time of

rain and storm.

Said monsieur to me, " I was urged to go to Belle

He ; there I was assured almost tropical vegetation

luxuriated. I went in an abominable little boat

that pitched and tossed when we got out of the

Morbihan on to the ocean. At Belle He I found

only colonies of young criminals and cases of stale

sardines. I saw no cactus, no myrtles ; I was shown

an orange tree the size of a cabbage, but its solitary
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golden fruit had been blown away by the wind,

which was playing ball with it on the waves, I was

never so pitched in my life in the four hours I was

at sea ; my feet were so often above my head, that

at last I began to think with my toes ; and, worst

of all, I had no meal before starting."

" But," said I, " you took in a dejeuner on board ?
"

" Mais, nioyisieur ! tout au co?itraire."



CHAPTER XVII

PLOERMEL

S. Arthmael— S. Samson's cross at Llantwit—The story of Armel in

stained glass—Church—North door—Josselin—The church—The
Battle of Thirty—The forest of Brociliande—Merlin—The foun-

tain of Baranton—The Brothers of Christian Instruction—The
Abbe de la Mennais—Education in France—Growth of the orders.

PLOERMEL is situated on rising ground near

the pretty lake that goes by the name of

I'Etang du Due, the sides of which present pleasing

scenes of quiet beauty.

Ploermel, the Plou of S. Arthmael, owes its origin

to a saint of that name. On an early cross at

Llantwit, near Cardiff, is an inscription to the effect

that Samson set up this stone for the good of his

soul and those of Juthael the king and of Arthmael,

Some Welsh antiquaries suppose that this stone is

later than the sixth century. But if so, it is very

strange that there should occur such a coincidence

of names at two periods ; for Arthmael was engaged

along with Samson in the planting of Judual or

Juthael on the throne.

Arthmael, or Armel, was born in Glamorgan, but

he crossed into Leon, and founded a settlement there

at Plouarzel, but was driven away by the usurper

260
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Conmore. He then threw in his fortunes with S.

Samson, and energetically worked for the overthrow

of the prince. We find him at the court of Childebert,

at the same time as Samson, engaged in the same

attempt, to induce the Frank king to permit an

insurrection in favour of Judual. When the usurper

had been defeated and killed, Judual rewarded

Arthmael with the grant of the land by the lake

where now stands Ploermel. The founder died about

560. In a window in a north chapel in the church

is his story in stained glass of the fifteenth century

in eight compartments ; the subjects are as follows :

1. Armel, arriving from Britain, disembarks.

2. He with his company receives the ambassadors

of Childebert, summoning him to court.

3. The saint cures lepers and lame men in the

palace of the Frank king.

4. Childebert at the door of his palace dismisses

Armel, who undertakes to deliver the land from a

monster,*

5. Armel meets the dragon and puts his stole

about it.

6. He leads the creature to a river and precipitates

it into the water of the Seiche.

7. He heals divers sick persons.

8. Armel dies, lying in his grave, and an angel

bears a legend in the sky.

The church of Ploermel is very fine, of the period

of transition from Flamboyant to Renaissance, and

with a late tower. Its chief glory is the stained-glass

windows, coeval with the church. Of these the finest

* The dragon probably symbolises the tyrant Conmore.
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is a Jesse tree on the south ; the next in beauty is a

Pentecost on the north side.

The church possesses a north transept entrance

that presents an interesting study of the change from

one fashion to another.

A huge arch encloses both the double doorway and

a fine Flamboyant window above it. The arch is

richly carved, as are the doorways. The foliage is

Flamboyant in character; the figure-carving represents

sacred subjects and sundry virtues. But on the

south side is a buttress that was most elaborately

though shallowly carved when the Renaissance was

in full swing. Thence all trace of Gothic feeling has

gone, indeed all trace of Christian sentiment as well.

The subjects chosen are mostly grotesque : a woman
pulling her husband by the nose with one hand, while

she plucks off his hat with the other ; a cobbler

stitching up his wife's mouth ; a naked woman on

the back of a nude man, each blowing a trumpet

;

also sundry monsters.

A mile out of Ploermel on the Vannes road is the

holy well of the saint, with his figure in a niche

above the water in a picturesque situation under a

great oak tree.

West of Ploermel is Josselin, where is the finest

castle in Brittany; it belongs to the Duke de Rohan,

who has put it in repair.

The river face of the castle presents all the charac-

teristics of the fortress of the Middle Ages, but the

courtyard reveals exquisite work of the early Re-

naissance period. The prevailing ornament is in-

geniously made up of interlacing patterns binding
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together A and V, as this portion of the chateau was

constructed by Alain V., Viscount of Rohan, and

d+ (a plus), the motto of the Rohans.

In the church is the tomb of Olivier de Clisson

and his wife Marguerite de Rohan, heiress of

Josselin.

On the way to Josselin from Ploermel the obelisk

is passed that marks the site where took place the

Battle of Thirty. By the Breton peasant the long

agony of the War of Succession is forgotten, and only

the glorious day of the fight on the common of Croix

de Mi-Voie is remembered, in which thirty Bretons

defeated as many English. The facts were these.

A challenge was sent by the Sieur de Beaumanoir

on the Franco-Breton side to Bembro, or Bramber,

the Anglo-Breton captain.

Thirty on each side were to fight, but, as appears

from the list of names, there were but very few

English— four at most— on the side of Bramber.

His company was made up of Gascons, Flemings,

and Bretons.

On the appointed day, after hearing Mass, the

champions met at the Oak of Mi-Voie. They were

armed with lances and hatchets. One man carried a

scythe, another an implement armed with crooks.

All descended from their horses, for the combat

was to be on foot. The two companies were drawn

up in line on the heath facing one another ; the

heralds sounded, and both parties rushed forward

eager for the fray. At the first shock the PVanco-

Bretons were checked, they lost a man killed and

another captured. Several were severely wounded.
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Far from losing heart, they fought on desperately,

and such a cloud of dust arose that the combatants

could not be distinguished by the spectators. After

a while, by mutual consent, both sides drew off to

recover breath and estimate their losses.

" Sir," said a squire to Beaumanoir, " I think were I

a knight it would nerve my arm to fight better."

" Kneel, then," said the Franco-Breton commander,

and he knighted him on the field.

Hardly was this episode ended before the Anglo-

Bretons came on, and Bramber, rushing upon De
Beaumanoir and grasping him by the arm, cried,

" Robert, surrender, and I will not kill thee, but

present thee this evening to my sweetheart."

"It is I," returned Beaumanoir, "who intend

offering thee to my lady."

Two of the French ran up ; one with his lance

transfixed Bramber, and the other hewed him down

with his sword.

Taking advantage of the confusion caused by the

fall of the captain, the Franco-Breton prisoners made
their escape, and killed Dagworth and two Flemish

mercenaries.

Calverley and Knollys avenged their chief by

wounding De Beaumanoir. The marshal, overcome

by the heat and by fatigue, retreated, and called for

water.

" Drink thy blood, Beaumanoir !

" replied a voice

from the French ranks. The marshal, recovering his

vigour, rushed again upon the English. But these

presented an insuperable wall of steel, till Guillaume

de Montauban, running to his horse, mounted it.
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" Shame on thee, squire
!

" shouted Beaumanoir,

thinking the man meditated flight.

" Hold to thy duty and I will hold to mine !

"

retorted Montauban. Then, thundering down on the

English rank, he broke it, made his horse plunge

right and left, and brought confusion into the line.

The French, profiting by this stratagem, followed,

and the victory was theirs.

The Franco-Bretons had lost five killed, the Anglo-

Bretons nine. Of those that remained not one but

was grievously wounded.

French writers maintain that the act of Montauban

was not a contravention of the terms agreed on before

the combat ; but to all appearance it was so.

A rhymed narrative of the battle exists in the

Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, and has several

times been printed. Most of the MSS. of Froissart

are silent concerning the fight. The battle took

place on March 27th, 1350.

To the east of Ploermel stretched at one time the

mighty forest of Brociliande, so famous in the poems
and romances of chivalry. Of it now the sole re-

mains is the wood of Paimpont, near Plelan.

At the beginning of the Christian era and through-

out the Roman occupation the centre of Armorica

was covered by one vast forest, which sent its

streamers of wood down the rivers to the coast. The
Roman road from what is now Rennes to Corseul

cut through an arm of it, but the way from Nantes

to Vannes skirted it ; from Vannes to Carhaix it

traversed it. But otherwise the whole interior to the

Vilaine from the sources of the Elle, Odet, and the
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Elorn was a mighty wilderness of trees, uninhabited

by man, and given over to the wild beasts. When
the British settlers arrived, their first work was the

making of clearings, and the monastic establishments

furnished centres from which the land was gradually

divested of its green mantle and was made available

for culture. By degrees it shrank, and the forest

of Brecilien, or Brociliande, remained through the

Middle Ages its main representative, still retaining

much of mystery and impressing the imagination

with the awe that the mighty primeval forest had

inspired.

Thus it is spoken of in the Welsh tales of the

twelfth century. Hither it was that Merlin, the

magician and prophet, retired, and where he remained

spellbound by the wood fairy Vivienne.

What had become of the wise counsellor was asked

in Arthur's court, and Gawain was sent in quest of

him. He found Merlin chanting his lays by the

side of a fountain in the depths of the forest, under

a flowering thorn. No inducement would draw him

back to court ; he remained there bound by the

fascinations of the fairy Vivienne. According to one

version of the story, this fairy induced him to enter

a hollow tree, which then closed about him.

The fountain is that of Baranton.

It occurs prominently in the story of the " Lady of

the Spring." In the Middle Ages all sorts of marvels

were related of it. W^ace, who was born in 1096,

speaks of its wonders, and tells us that he journeyed

into Brittany to visit it and learn if what was told

were true. In the same century William le Breton,
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chaplain of Philip Augustus, says this :
" What are

the causes that produce the marvels of the fountain

of Breclian ? Whoever draws water from it, and

scatters a few drops around, causes clouds to gather

in the sky, charged with hail, thunder to roll, and the

air to be darkened. Those who do so wish they had

never done such a thing, so profound is their terror.

This is a marvel, but it is true. Many persons have

assured me of it."

In the thirteenth century in the Ordinances of the

Count of Laval is an entry to this effect :
" Hard by

the fountain of Belenton (Baranton) is a great stone

that is called Le Pej-ron de Belenton ; and whensoever

the seigneur of Montfort goes to the said fountain

and sprinkles the stone with water drawm from the

fountain, however hot the weather may be, at once

rain begins to fall throughout the neighbourhood,

so that the fields are moistened and the agriculture

prospers."

To this day the same opinion holds. In August,

and whenever there is drought, the inhabitants of the

parishes round go there in procession, with clergy

and banners and crosses, and the priest of the parish

blesses the spring, dips the holy water brush in it,

and sprinkles with it a flat stone that is held to

be the tomb of Merlin. This is firmly believed to

produce rain.

The well of Baranton is on the fringe of the forest

west of Plelan, near the frontier of the department,

and the Lande de Concoret. Hard by is a ruined

dolmen, which is held to be the tomb of Merlin.

The fountain is believed to utter moans on the
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approach of a storm. Children now drop pins into

the water, saying, " Ris done, Fontaine de Baranton,

et je te donnerai une epingle."

The forest of Paimpont contains a number of

small lakes, fourteen in all, the largest of which is

Etang de Comper.

Ploermel is the headquarters of the Freres de

rhistruction CJiretienne, founded by the Abbe la

Mennais, who died in i860.

The abbe was born at S. Malo in 1780, and lived

through the terrible times of the Revolution. When
the bishop, Mgr. de Pressigny, was about to fly to

England, the father of the young Jean Marie con-

cealed him in his house, and contrived to get him

on board ship. During the Terror the La Mennais

family did all in their power to preserve the priests

who were in hiding, and arranged where the faithful

were to meet them for the ministrations of religion.

When the Terror was at an end the bishop re-

turned to France. Jean Marie de la Mennais went

to him, and assured him that the ambition of his

life was to enter Holy Orders.

" Monseigneur," said he, " I have seen in Brittany

priests mount the scaffold ; I have seen their blood

flow under the axe of the persecutors ; and these

sights only deepened in me the resolve, if need be,

to die for the same cause."

He received minor orders in 1801, and that of

priest in 1804. But the bent of his life was towards

the education of the young. He felt more and more

every day that the only way in which to combat the

growing infidelity in France was to get hold of
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the youth and impress it with religious convictions

and the spirit of Christian morahty.

The miHtant anti-Christian attitude adopted by

the RepubHcan Government has made the Church

more resolute in its efforts to keep hold upon the

young, and has brought into prominence the work of

De la Mennais.

The educational problem in France is far greater

than it is in England. Elementary education there,

as with us, is compulsory and free, and religion is

absolutely and entirely banished from every Govern-

ment school in town and country. These schools

are supported by taxes, and there are no such things

as Government grants.

The condition of affairs was desperate. The
Church saw herself face to face with the danger

of losing all her young. She was thrown wholly on

her own resources, and she has bravely and splendidly

grappled with the difficulties.

Without attempting to make any compromise with

the Educational Department, and in spite of the

Government having in every town and village its

own schools, with well-paid teachers, in spite of the

most vexatious and continuous opposition from the

Government and the local authorities, she has now
some 40,000 elementary schools so sound in the

education afforded and good in the order kept, that

they are more than able to hold their own against

their rivals.

Now it may well be asked. How is this done ?

I will quote in answer the words of Mr. W. J.

Alston.
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" The love of God and zeal for souls are the

secrets. The teaching is voluntary, the subscrip-

tions are voluntary, and all Catholics co-operate in

the work. The teachers look upon this work not as

a profession, but as a vocation from God, and they

are banded together in a religious order wherein they

live in community the life of apostolic poverty, holy

chastity, and obedience under a rigorous rule, spend-

ing some three hours morning and evening in prayer

and worship. The members of the Freres d'Ecoles

Chretiennes and dInstruction Chretienne do not be-

come clerics, and in order that their great object

—

the education of the poor—may be kept continually

before them, they are not allowed by their original

rule either to study or teach Latin.

" To build and support these Christian schools

no less than sixty million francs are raised yearly

by voluntary subscriptions ; all Catholics, even the

humblest and poorest, co-operating in this work.

The money is chiefly raised by what is called ' The
Sou of Christian Schools,' a widespread inter-

diocesan guild, whose headquarters in Paris is

practically the ' Education Department ' of Christian

France. This guild enrols most of the devout

Catholics of France, and binds them to a share in

the good work. Some undertake to give a sou a

week, some a sou a day, some more. Then in town

and country there are various committees of lay

people who undertake active work, such as making

clothes for poor children ; of old scholars who keep

a kindly eye on the children after leaving school and

obtain employment for them ; another buys school
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materials and prizes ; another is composed of volun-

tary catechists who assist M. le Cure in the prepara-

tion for first Communion, and so on. By means of

this remarkable organisation the rich and poor of all

classes are bonded together to give and to work for

the Christian schools. One is anxious for the future

generations in England, when one reflects that the

Church here has not yet risen to her responsibility

'

in the future.

" The Christian brothers do not merely see to

elementary education ; their system corresponds to

the Government Lyc6es and Ecoles Normales, and

they give secondary and technical education, and

teach the science of agriculture in their agricultural

colleges. The object of the Christian schools is not

merely that there should be ' religious instruction,'

but that religion should rule, inspire, and ennoble all

other teaching."*

The Brotherhood of Christian Instruction was

founded in 1820. In 1825 it already consisted of

a hundred and thirty members ; in 1837 the numbers

had risen to six hundred and fifty. De la Mennais

died in i860, but his work remains and grows. To
the brothers is confided the education of the young
in Brittany, the south-west of France, and in many
of the colonies. There is no sign of diminution in

enthusiasm among the members, or of declension in

the numbers of those who apply to join the com-

munity.

Now we cannot put at less than three the numbers

* "The Church in France," in Church Review, September 6th,

1900.
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of brothers employed in each school. That gives a

total of 120,000 young men devoted to the religious

training of boys. Not one is paid a franc. All do

their work voluntarily, and all are under vows not to

marry. It can be no other. This is forced on them.

The funds available will support a number of un-

married teachers who receive no pay, but they are not

sufficient to sustain salaried schoolmasters with wives

and families.

In France, with a dwindling population, this is a

serious matter. The Republican Government has

forced this condition of affairs on the Church, and

the Church has risen to meet her responsibilities.

She must feed the lambs of Christ, or be unfaithful

to her Master. But it seriously affects the growth

of population, and the Republic has to thank only

itself for so dointj.
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CARHAIX

Vorganium—The counts of Poher—Church of S. Tremeur—Story of

Tremor—Plouguer—Huelgoat—S. Herbot—His story—Oblation of

cows' tails—The economic line—Scaer—Fountain of Ste. Caudide.

CARHAIX is built on the site of the old Roman
town of Vorganium, of which numerous remains

have been found. Later on it was the fortress and

residence of the counts of Poher (the Highland), a

district embraced within the arms of the Montagnes

clArree and the Montagnes Noires, a large upland

basin. The town stands very high, and is a dull

place, but it is in railway communication with Guin-

gamp and Morlaix on one side, and with Ouimper

and Vannes on the other, by a branch that reaches

the main line at Rosporden.

The town possesses two churches, that of S. Tre-

meur and that of Plouguer.

Conmore, of whom I have often spoken, had lost

his first wife, and for a second he set his mind on

Tryphena, the daughter of Gweroc, Count of Vannes.

Gweroc was old ; he had five sons, and on his death

the brothers were certain to fly at one another's

throats. Conmore had already usurped the princi-

T 273
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pality of Domnonia, and he thought he saw his way
to getting hold as well of Vannes. So he sent to

ask for the hand of Tryphena. Weroc knew the

unscrupulous and ambitious character of the man,

and refused.

Then Conmore had recourse to Gildas, Abbot of

Rhuys, and he cajoled him into acting as his go-

between. The saint with difficulty induced Gweroc

to give way, and Conmore and Tryphena were

married.

At first their married life was happy enough.

Conmore allied himself with Macliau, one of the sons

of Gweroc, and urged the old count to divide the

county between himself and Macliau. Gweroc abso-

lutely refused, and Conmore saw that his ambitious

scheme was not likely to be carried out in the way
he had hoped.

Now one person who stood in his way was Tremor,

who was Tryphena's son by a former husband.*

Conmore had him assassinated in his court at

Carhaix.

This and his growing aversion from Tryphena

impelled her to flight. She escaped from the place,

and fled in the direction of Vannes. Conmore pur-

sued, but she was able to hide in the forest, make her

way in safety to Vannes, and to throw herself on the

protection of Gildas. This grim old saint, touched

where most sensitive, in his self-esteem—for he had

* So only can the story be reconciled with history. The legend

makes Tremor the son of Conmore ; but this is impossible, as shortly

after the curse pronounced on Conmore on Menez-bre he was killed

in the general insurrection, 555.
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negotiated the marriage—took the matter up, and

uniting with Huarve, the blind saint, summoned the

gathering on Menez-bre, already described, in which

Conmore was solemnly cursed. The great rising in

Domnonia ensued, aided by Weroc in Vannes, and

Conmore was defeated and killed.

Late legend writers have said that Conmore cut

off the head of Tryphena with an axe, and that

S. Gildas put it on again, and that after this event

she gave birth to Tremor. But all this is nonsense,

the mere embroidery of childish fancy over the

threads of history.

S. Tremor is represented over the west entrance to

the parish church of Carhaix holding his head in his

hands, and is figured as a full-grown man.

This church has been rebuilt with the exception

of the tower.

In the town is an old house, the lower stage of

Kersanton stone sculptured, the upper stories of oak

and slate, the oak carved to represent knights and

men-at-arms.

Plouguer Church, in a suburb of Carhaix, was

originally early Romanesque, and some of the plain

piers and arches and small round-headed windows

remain in the nave. But it was for the most part

rebuilt in the fifteenth century. Then it was altered

and spoiled in the seventeenth, when the tracery^ was

cut away from the windows, and the beautiful jube or

rood-screen removed. Portions of this latter have

been worked up into the backs of stalls behind the

high altar. The tower, intended to support a spire

which was never added, is remarkably good.
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From Carhaix Huelgoat should be visited, a

mountain village, where there are, however, no true

mountains. It lies at the lower end of a lovely lake

that decants in cascade down a gorge, forming the

river Argent that flows between pine-clad heights.

The scenery around is quite the prettiest in Brittany,

and the little place offers pleasant headquarters in

the summer. It is situated where the schist and

granite join, and where accordingly metal veins occur.

The lead mines have been worked since Roman
times. The granite hereabouts is easily decomposed,

and this has thrown it into masses of ruin. Wind
and rain have eaten away the supports of the huge

blocks, and then the masses fell. One not so upset

is exhibited as a logan. The same atmospheric

action has rounded the edges of all the rocks.

About four miles off, under the spurs of the Mon-
tagues d'Arree—let no one expect mountains, how-

ever—is the chapel of S. Herbot, beautifully situated

among trees in a pleasant dip. It has a fine tower

with pinnacles, and a square east end, all of Flam-

boyant work, but with buttresses at the east end

added in i6i6 and 1619. The chapel is really a fine

church, though only opened for occasional Masses

and for the pardon, which takes place on the

7th June, and is curious, as S. Herbot is here what

S. Comely is at Carnac, and S. Nicodeme in the

chapel that bears his name—the patron of horned

cattle. In the church about the altar were formerly

suspended many cow-tails that had been offered to

the saint. Now the hair is heaped on two stone

altars outside the screen.
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This screen is very perfect, and is Renaissance. It

has no loft, but is canopied within over the returned

stalls. It is of admirable design and execution. In

the windows is much excellent old glass. The stone-

carved foliage of the west door and of the porch on

the south is as good as that at S. Fiacre.

Herbot was a native of Britain, who, like so many
others of his race, settled in Armorica. His Life

was preserved in the church till between 1340 and

1350, when it perished in the war between Blois and

Montfort, when the English pillaged the church.

The only legend we have is based on tradition. He
is popularly said to have preached at Berrien, but the

women were angry with him because he drew the

men away from the work of the fields to hear his

sermons, and they stole his linen which he had hung

on a hedge after a wash. Leaving Berrien, he went

to Nank, and asked a farmer there to lend him a pair

of oxen for ploughing. The man replied he had

none to spare. So Herbot cursed Nank that thence-

forth it should produce only good-for-nothing beasts.

Coming to Rusquec, he met with a better reception.

A farmer there bade him take from his herd what

oxen he chose. Herbot selected two that were white.

He harnessed these and ploughed his land. After-

wards the two white oxen would not leave him, but

always, even after death, were to be found at nightfall

couched in the porch of his chapel. Such farmers as

desired their services had only to borrow them of S.

Herbot at night, and return them before daybreak.

On one occasion, however, a grasping farmer did

not return them, but locked them in his shed.
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When he opened the door during the day they were

gone, and since then they have no longer been at

the service of men ; though still, it is said, they may
be seen, ghost-like, couched in the porch of the chapel

at night.

The sale of the cow-tails offered to S. Herbot

amounts to a goodly sum in the year. As much
as 1,800 lbs. of hair has been given. Although the

amount of hair offered in ordinary years is consider-

able, yet in times of cattle plague it is doubled.

Pilgrims visit S. Herbot in May. Mondays and

Fridays are the days preferred. The cattle are

driven round the church, then led to the holy well,

where they are made to drink, and whence also

bottles of water are taken for use at home in the

event of the cattle falling ill.

The tomb of the saint is in the choir. On it he is

represented in hermit's garb, the hood thrown back

;

his hair is long ; from the girdle hangs his breviary

;

in one hand is a staff, and his feet repose on a lion.

A " ligne economique " runs from Guingamp by

Carhaix to Rosporden. It is slow, and dawdles along

its way, wasting much time unnecessarily. At Scaer,

on the way to Rosporden, there is not much to be

seen. The interesting old Romanesque church has

been pulled down and a vulgar modern erection has

taken its place. The patroness is Ste. Candide,

whose fountain is reputed to have this miraculous

property, that if a man drink thereof his breasts will

fill with milk.



CHAPTER XIX

RENNES

An ugly town—Fire—Library—Forged Decretals—Museum—Ancient

capital of Brittany—Siege in 13 16-17—Single combats—Anne of

Brittany— Her suitors — Her marriages— Jeanne de France—
Character of Anne

—

Allee coiiverte of Esse—S, Armel—Castle of

Les Roches—Corps-nuds.

OOME fifty years ago, when a child, I was in

Rennes, and the impression the town left on

my mind was that it was the very ugliest place I

had then seen. Since that time I have been at

Darmstadt, which bears the palm of being the most

hideous capital in Europe. Mannheim approaches

Darmstadt in unsightliness, but Rennes comes third.

The reason is that the old town was destroyed by fire

in 1720, and it was rebuilt at a period when the sense

of beauty was extinct.

The town is divided in two by the river Vilaine,

and the Haute Ville, in which are the principal

edifices, the public buildings, and the promenades, is

on the right bank. In the lower town, on the left

bank, are the colleges, the Palais de Commerce, and

the barracks. The material of which the town is

constructed, a dull and dingy granite, assists in

giving to it an uninviting appearance. The portion
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of the city that was rebuilt after the great fire was

constructed in that love of uniformity that prevailed

in the eighteenth century. The cathedral is a horrible

structure, begun in 1787 and finished in 1844. The

church of S. Sauveur is in the Doric order, and was

built in 1728. But S. Melaine is an old abbey church,

part of which is Romanesque, continued in the

fourteenth century, and completed in 1672. There

are good quays by the river, and a public garden,

Le Thabor, a pleasant and shady summer lounge.

Rennes has an excellent library, that contains,

among other manuscripts, a copy of the Forged

Decretals, that manufacture of the tenth century

on which the papal claim to supremacy is based.

When Hincmar, Archbishop of Rheims, received a

copy he rubbed his eyes and wrote off to Rome to

inquire whether this was a genuine collection of papal

decrees from the time of S. Peter. The Pope

promptly replied that they were trustworthy, and

had always been preserved in the archives of the

Roman Church.

One old gateway of Rennes subsists, the Porte

Mordelaise of the fifteenth century. It is one of the

scanty relics of antiquity that remain to the town.

Rennes, beside its library, possesses a really good

museum, in which are preserved a number of old

prints, portraits, and views that illustrate Brittany

and its history.

Rennes was once a much more important place

than it is now. It was the capital of the duchy, and

it is now the seat of an archbishop. After the

Revolution the sees of Dol and S. Malo were sup-
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pressed and these added to the see of Rennes, which

was made archiepiscopal.

Perhaps the most notable event in the history of

the town is its siege by the Duke of Lancaster, which

began in October, 13 16, immediately after the crushing

defeat of Poitiers and the ruin of the French cause.

The English army consisted of a thousand men-at-

arms and fourteen or fifteen hundred archers. With

this host Lancaster proceeded to invest the town,

supposing that the heart of the French was so

broken by their disasters that they would readily

surrender the place.

Du Guesclin, however, hovered in the neighbour-

hood at the head of a small body of determined

men, and harassed the rear of the besiegers and

intercepted their convoys.

After several ineffectual assaults on the walls the

Duke resolved on undermining them. The com-

mandant of Rennes suspected as much, and ordered

all who had houses near the wall to suspend their

pots and pans in the cellars. As the English miners

advanced with their work, the metal vessels above

the mine were set in vibration and clinked. By this

means he was made aware of the direction in which

the mines were being pushed, and he proceeded to

countermine. A furious conflict underground ensued

when the two parties met. The defenders of the

town drove the English back and destroyed their

works.

Exasperated at this check, Lancaster had recourse

to stratagem of another kind. Knowing that the

inhabitants were reduced to straits for meat, he sent
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a drove of swine to feed about the moat on the

glacis, expecting that the garrison would make a

sortie and attempt to capture them.

But the commandant got a sow, and tied her in

one of the posterns by the feet. Her squeals attracted

the herd, and all the swine ran towards her. There-

upon the bridge was lowered, and the sow was slowly

withdrawn into the town, with the result that all the

pigs ran in after her. Whereupon at once the draw-

bridge was raised.

As the distress of the beleaguered town increased

it was deemed necessary, or at least expedient, to

communicate with Charles de Blois and urge him

to come to its relief. A citizen volunteered ; he let

himself down from the wall and swam the moat,

whilst the garrison shouted and discharged bolts

after him, as though he were a deserter. On being

brought before the Duke, he averred that he had

escaped out of the town, that the inhabitants were

at the point of starvation, and that a convoy of five

hundred German mercenaries with provisions was

approaching.

Believing the story, the Duke at once despatched

the larger portion of his forces to waylay the ap-

proaching body of men, and the pretended deserter

took the occasion to effect his escape. He fled to

Du Guesclin, who was at no great distance, and told

him all. Bertrand at once m.arched against the ill-

defended line, broke through, fired the English tents,

and seized a hundred waggons laden with salt meat.

The citizens threw open their gates, and Du Guesclin

entered with the captured supplies.
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Ascertaining that the drivers of the waggons were

peasants, and that the food had been commandeered

by the Enghsh, Du Guesclin ordered that full pay-

ment should be made for the meat and the drivers

dismissed.

The Duke of Lancaster was so pleased to hear

of the chivalrous conduct of Du Guesclin that he

sent a herald into the town to invite Bertrand to

visit him. Du Guesclin readily complied, and went

unarmed into the English camp, where he was

hospitably regaled.

Whilst sitting at table with the Duke an English

knight, William Bramber, challenged him, and it was

arranged that the combat should take place before

the town, between the walls and the investing army.

The fight took place on the glacis. The citizens

and garrison crowded the summit of the wall ; the

English soldiery were not suffered to approach

nearer than twenty lances' distance.

The Duke and the Earl of Pembroke kept the

lists. When the signal was given the two champions

rushed on each other with their lances at rest. The
spear of the Breton pierced the shield of Bramber,

but that of the latter struck the bassinet of Bertrand

with such force as to almost unseat him. He,

however, recovered his balance, and two more

passages of arms were essayed without result. At
the next onslaught Bertrand shore through the crest

of his adversary, and the sword, glancing to the

shoulder, cut the coat of mail and entered the flesh.

Bramber reeled and fell from his horse and was

carried from the field.
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Bertrand received the congratulations of the Duke
and returned within the walls of Rennes.

The ensuing night the English made a fresh

assault on the town. Lancaster had erected a huge

tower of timber on wheels, and this was run forward

to the walls. Its several stages were filled with

archers. But Du Guesclin made a sally, and set

fire to the tower, which was soon in a blaze that

illumined the walls and the camp of the besiegers.

Froissart has preserved for us a characteristic

incident that occurred during the siege. An English

knight, Sir John Bolton, had been out hunting with

his hawk, and had succeeded in securing half a dozen

partridges. Then he rode under the walls of the

town and shouted to the sentinel that he desired

a word with Du Guesclin. Now it chanced that

at the time Bertrand's cousin, Olivier de Manny,

was on the wall, and seeing the Englishman swinging

the partridges, he called to him to inquire whether

he had brought them there as a present to the fair

ladies of Rennes.

" I will sell them to you willingly for blows," replied

Bolton.

Thereupon the Breton knight jumped down from

the wall into the moat, swam across, and offered to

fight Bolton for the partridges.

After a long contest, De Manny proved the best

man, and forced Bolton to carry the partridges in

person into the town and present them to the ladies

there. But De Manny had been so severely handled

in the fight, that he needed certain herbs for his

wounds which could not be procured in the town. He
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accordingly sent Bolton back to the Duke of Lan-

caster, desiring permission to send someone through

the English lines in quest of the needed simples.

The Duke returned word that he would not only

allow this, but further, that he invited De Manny to

come to him and be attended by his own physician.

And Olivier de Manny accepted the offer, and was

cured in the Duke's tent.

At length, on March 23rd, 13 17, the siege was

brought to an end by an express order sent from

Edward III.

It was at Rennes that Charles VIII. met Anne of

Brittany, and was betrothed to her.

A few lines is all that has hitherto been accorded

to this interesting woman, who finally united the

duchy to the crown of France, and thereby closed

the long story of bloodshed and ravage which had

been that of her native province for nigh on three

hundred years. Her name is associated with many
places in Brittany, her house is shown at Morlaix, a

bell-tower she gave to Dinan ; but it is chiefly with

Rennes, as her principal place of residence, that her

name is linked, and here, therefore, it is fitting that

a summary of her life should be given.

Anne was born in 1476; she was the daughter of

Francois II., Duke of Brittany, and when her father

died in 1488, she was left the heiress to the ducal

crown.

Jeanne de France, daughter of Eouis XL, had been

married at the age of twelve to Louis, Duke of

Orleans, then aged fourteen. She was lame, and had

one shoulder higher than the other, but her face was
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full of intelligence, and her heart was that of a true

and good woman. Louis made no attempt to love

his wife. One day he spoke slightingly of her to

the king. Louis XI. replied: "Kinsman, you forget

that your wife is virtuous, and that she is daughter of

a mother against whom no one has dropped a word

of reproach." A retort that stung, for the mother of

Louis of Orleans, Mary of Cleves, did not bear the

best of characters.

After the death of Louis XI. his daughter, Anne
de Beaujeu, became regent during the minority of

her brother, Charles VIII. A strong-minded and able

woman, she was compelled to throw Louis of Orleans

into prison at Bourges, after a series of violences and

insurrections. Then his wife, Jeanne de France, never

wearied in her efforts with her brother and the regent

Anne to obtain his liberation. She spent her time

either in the prison with him, offering her faithful

service and consolations, or in besieging the regent

Anne, now become Duchess of Bourbon, for his

release. But Anne knew her brother too well ; he

was doubly perjured, ambitious, and certain to stir

up civil broils.

When Charles VIII. was aged twenty-one he de-

termined on taking the reins of government out of

the firm hands of his sister, and one of his first acts

was to let Louis of Orleans out of prison.

Whilst Jeanne de France had been urging the re-

lease of a husband who was to her ever a source of

humiliation and pain, Anne of Brittany, ten years

her junior, saw sovereigns at her feet. But it was

not without concern that she awaited the time for
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the assumption of the ducal crown. Her father

favoured the pretensions of the Sieur Alain d'Albret

to her hand. He was aged forty, and was the father

of a large family, and she a girl of fifteen. He was

a coarse-featured man with brutal manners, and in-

spired only disgust in Anne's mind.

Then her father entered into a treaty with Charles

VHI. which bound him not to marry his daughter

contrary to the royal will.

Three weeks after the signature of this treaty

Francis l\. died, and at once her hand was solicited

for the King of Castille, and for Maximilian of Austria.

At the same time the Viscount of Rohan put in his

claim. " Due ne daigne, Roi ne puis, Rohan suis,"

was the proud device of the Rohans. Alain dAlbret,

moreover, resumed his suit, and claimed that her

word had already been passed to him. Anne pro-

tested that when aged twelve she had undertaken to

submit in the matter to her father's wishes, but that

she was now free to follow her own likings. There-

upon the Marechal de Rieux, governor of Anne, who
had favoured the pretensions of Alain d'Albret, re-

tired, marking his course with fire and bloodshed.

Alain occupied Nantes, and vowed he would not

surrender the town till Anne promised to marry

him. She fled to Rennes, where the good citizens

undertook to defend her against such overwarm

suitors.

The French king sent troops into Brittany to

capture the heiress and convey her to Paris, and

they seized on Redon.

Then six thousand English, sent by Henry VH.,
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and two thousand CastilHans disembarked in Brittany

to prosecute, sword in one hand and firebrand in the

other, the suit of the favoured rival. At the same

time the Breton peasants broke out in revolt in the

country of Ouimper, and it was necessary to carry

war into these cantons, a war of extermination like

the Jacquerie.

To add to the confusion, the young duchess learned

that Henry VII. of England secretly favoured the

Sire d'Albret, and that she ran the risk of falling

into the hands of the English, and of being conveyed

away to London.

Finding herself and her poor country exposed to

such dangers, Anne resolved on giving herself a

strong support, and she was secretly affianced to

Maximilian of Austria, King of the Romans.

The ceremony was performed by proxy, the

ambassador of Maximilian making answer in his

name, and then, in the presence of witnesses, thrust-

ing his leg, bared to the knee, into the nuptial couch.

No sooner did the regent Anne hear of this than,

she sent a second P>ench army into Brittany, and at

the same time set the theologians of Paris to issue a

decree that such a marriage as that contracted by

the Duchess Anne was invalid. To clench the matter,

Charles VIII. offered Anne his hand, and to make
her Queen of France.

Anne of Brittany, however, preferred Maximilian,

and if that prince had prosecuted his claim with

vigour he would have become master of Brittany.

But Maximilian was always penniless. A journey

to Brittany would cost two thousand crowns, which
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was beyond his means. Moreover, he was engaged

in Hungary resisting Matthias Corvinus, Thus he

lost at once his wife, her duchy, and his own daughter

Margaret, who had been affianced to Charles VIII.,

and whom this king cast aside for the hand of Anne
—affianced to the King of the Romans.

At once Charles hastened to Rennes, under the

pretext of making a pilgrimage, saw Anne of

Brittany, and was betrothed to her. The marriage

took place on December 6th, 1491.

No cloud troubled her married life with Charles,

who loved her, and she was warmly attached to him.

She bore him four children. The eldest died at

the age of three, and the Queen was inconsolable.

Charles ordered a tournament as a distraction, and

Louis, Duke of Orleans, danced a ballet before her.

" Sir !
" said the Queen, "how can you dance before

me when tears are in my eyes ?
"

Charles VIII. died suddenly. In passing under a

low arch he knocked his head against it, and never

recovered sensibility. By his death Louis of Orleans

became King.

The Queen was inconsolable, and clothed herself

and her court in black. Hitherto the mourning

colour of French queens had been white.

" I have lost my life, my happiness ! " she said, and

returned to Brittany.

Jeanne de France was now Queen, as her husband

ascended the throne as Louis XII. But, poor woman,
gladly would she have surrendered all the pomp and

power of majesty for the heart of her husband. Nay,
even for one kind word from his lips. They had

u
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been married for four-and-twenty years, and she had

devoted herself to him faithfully without receiving

any return. Little did she dream of the fresh

humiliation to which she was to be exposed.

Louis XII. saw clearly that the hold on the Duchy
of Brittany acquired by Charles VIII. must not be

relaxed. He at once began to profess conscientious

scruples about his own marriage with Jeanne. They
were related within the forbidden degrees. But for

their marriage a papal dispensation had been obtained.

Louis had the effrontery to invite his wife to

declare that she had been forced into marriage with

him against her will. She refused to do so. She

would take no step to obtain a decree of nullity.

Louis was accordingly forced to sue for such a

judgment himself

The Church has always held the indissolubility of

Christian marriage. No pope or bishop has dared to

divorce those who have been united. But the Court

of Rome has devised an ingenious method of wrig-

gling out of the difficulty, and accommodating princes

and rich men—of course, for a consideration.

This is to go into the manner of the union, and

discover in it certain flaws, by virtue of which the

marriage may be declared null.

Louis XII. appealed to the Pope, Alexander VI.,

and the impious farce was set in motion. The
bishops of le Mans, Albi, and Ceuta were commis-

sioned by the Pope to inquire into the validity of

the marriage, which had taken place twenty -four

years before.

Jeanne's dignity did not desert her. She denied
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the motives alleged by Louis. They had received

a dispensation on account of their cousinship. As
to compulsion, in all the years of their married life

her husband had never breathed a word to that effect.

" I am not come of so low an estate," said she,

" that compulsion was necessary to get a man to

m.arry me. I know that I am not beautiful, nor so

shapely as are some others."

Then Louis XII. swore solemnly that he had been

forced into matrimony against his wishes.

" Sire
!

" said Jeanne, " I have not always done all

that you might have desired of me, or been all that

you might have wished, but I have suffered deeply."

The three papal commissioners wiped their eyes

and presented their report to Alexander VI., who
pocketed the heavy fees sent by Louis, and declared

the marriage null and void. It is by such hypocritical

traffic in things of common decency and sacred obli-

gation that the Court of Rome has become a by-

word in Christendom.

Nine months exactly to a day after the death of

Charles VIII., Anne of Brittany married Louis XII.,

January 7th, 1499.

Anne had her good qualities, but she had a truly

feminine implacability of hate. In 1505 the King

was dangerously ill. Anne sat by him night and

day ; but knowing that on his death Francis of

Angouleme would succeed to the throne, she had

four boats laded with her treasures to be sent to

Nantes. The Marechal de Gie, Governor of Angers,

arrested them. Should the King die, these riches

would be saved to the State, so he argued. But.
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unhappily for him, the King recovered, and then

Anne insisted on De Gie being relieved of his charges

and dismissed the court. The Marshal retired to a

little country house he had called " Le Verger," the

Orchard. This did not content Anne ; she had a

criminal prosecution begun against him on some

trumped-up charge, which lasted two years. The
Parliament of Toulouse, rather to satisfy the Queen

than convinced that he was guilty, condemned him

to the confiscation of his goods. Anne had asked

for his head.

" Well," said she, when the judgment of the court

was read to her, " I am glad that he is left his life,

that he may have longer to suffer."

This procedure of the Queen against De Gie

provoked general comment, and a farce was put on

the stage in Paris, in which one of the clowns said,

" Un inaredial ayant voulu ferrer un dne [Anne], a

regu un coup de pied qui I'a rejete de la cour dans le

Verger" (an allusion to his country house). And this

was received with roars of applause.

Anne detested Louise de Savoie, mother of Fran-

cois d'Angouleme, who was heir to the throne. The
political expediency which had prompted the putting

away of Jeanne de France and dissolving her marriage

with Louis XII. had not produced the result antici-

pated. Anne bore the King a daughter, Claude, but

no son, and she could not forgive Louise de Savoie

for being more fortunate than herself No urgency

of her husband and his ministers would induce her

to consent to Claude being affianced to Francis; she

preferred an alliance with Charles of Austria, after-
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wards Charles V. " Why, madam," said the King,

"you want to unite the cats with the mice." It was

not till after her death that the affiance took place.

When she endeavoured to interfere with her hus-

band in his military projects, "Madam," said he, "of

old the dams had horns as well as the stags, but they

made a bad use of them, and God struck them off."

Louis was wont to call her his petite Brette, and

her heart was ever in her native province. At Blois

is shown the balcony from which she loved to con-

template her Breton guard.

In the war with England (15 12) she equipped at

her own cost the vessel called the Cordcliere, that had

such a glorious but fatal history. It was named after

the cord of S. Francis, with which she surrounded the

arms of Brittany. She held the Franciscans in great

esteem, and founded an order of chivalry, whose

badge was the cord.

Anne died at Blois at the age of thirty-nine, in

1 5 14; her body was interred at S. Denis, and her

heart in the convent of the Chartreux at Nantes.

From Rennes several particularly interesting excur-

sions may be made. At Esse, near Janze, is perhaps

the finest alle'e couverte in Brittany. It is a gallery

43 feet in length, and consists of a principal chamber

and a vestibule. The first coverer of the former rests

on two pointed stones, and the interior is divided into

compartments. The first coverer is an enormous

stone. The monument goes by the name of the

" Roche aux fees." At Janze there is a menhir

as well.

Mediaeval times are well represented at Vitre, which

.>
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retains its walls and towers and its chateau in admir-

able preservation, capped with conical roofs. The
interior of the town possesses many ancient houses,

and the streets are a tangle of intricacies. The town

occupies a summit of dark schist rock rising above

the Vilaine. The church of Notre Dame is of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but possesses a

modern spire. The castle is turned into a museum,

and contains tapestries and paintings. In the court

is a beautiful Renaissance turret. The place is to

the North of France what Carcassonne is to the

South, and should not be neglected by a visitor to

Brittany.

At S. Armel is the tomb of the saint and his holy

well, an object of pilgrimage. Armel or Arthmael

is the same as the patron of Ploermel.

The castle of les Roches, near Vitre, was the resi-

dence of Mme. de Sevigne, and is one of the best-

preserved historic monuments of the department.

It is of the Flamboyant and Renaissance periods.

Mme. de Sevigne in her letters describes with

emotion the hangings that took place after the rising

of the Bretons in the reign of Louis XIV. The
Bretons, had borne with impatience the loss of their

peculiar privileges. At every critical period since

the union of the duchy with France they had striven

to recover some of their lost rights, and something

of the former autonomy of the province. Henry IV.

did not enter Rennes till 1598, after he had been

master of Paris for four years.

Even during the minority of Louis XV. they had

risen in the same cause, but this last revolt cost the
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Breton nobles dear, for many of the principal among
them lost their heads on the scaffold.

Near Janze is a village with a very odd name

—

Corps-nuds—where there is a chapel of the Three

Maries, the object of pilgrimage. It now possesses a

spick-and-span new church, but I remember the old

church fifty }'ears ago. I was there on Midsummer
Day. An indescribable clatter was being made
among the bells. I went inside the belfry and found

the sexton there in his shirt-sleeves ; he had tied a

broomstick by the middle among the bells, and was

rushing about the belfry clashing the stick against

the bells, making noise if not music. Moreover, from

the tower floated a black flag. On examining it

attentively it struck me that it had a peculiar shape,

and possessed a large square patch in it. When the

sexton paused in his labours I ventured to question

him relative to this streamer. " Mais, monsieur, oui,"

said he ;
" that is an old pair of my trousers with a

seat inserted by my old woman. I have split up the

legs, and hoisted it. We have no other parish flag.

II faut bien faire quelque chose a I'honneur de Saint

Jean !

"
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Salaun, the Blessed, 162, 163
Salmon of Science, 192
Samson, S. , 20, 31, 97, 98, 143,

144, 156, 261

Sardine fishery, 197, 198
Sark, 93
Saxon invasion, 3
Scaer, 221, 27S
Screens, rood, 145. 220, 275. 276
Segal, S., 181

Servais, S., 76

Seven Saints, 22, 140
Slate quarries, 189
Smugglers, 158
Solomon, S., 32, 33, 175
Spires, 14, 118, 119
Succino, 67

Taurobolic altars, loo

Thegonnec, S., 63, 169, 178, 1S6
Thirty, Battle of 39, 263-5
Tighernac, S., 186, 187
Tonquedec, 67, 145
Towers, 64
Tregastel, 20, 132, 133
Treguier, 115-28
Tremor, S., 274, 275
Trezeny, 145
Tryphena, S., 273-5
Tugdual, S., 119, 120

Uncumber, S., 195, 196

Vannes, 45, 243-53
Vaulting, 50
Vener, S., 22

Veneti, defeat of, 243-7
Venus of Quinipili, 26-8

Villemarque, de la, 172, 173
Vincent P'errier, S., 252
Visit to Purgatory, 24
Vitre, 67, 288
Vitrified fort, 113, 114

Wax on churches, 21

Wells, holy, 19, Jt,, 74, 132. 175.

176, 231, 262, 278
Wheels in churches, 198
Wilgefortis, S., 195
Windows, 56, 57
Winwaloe, S., 112, 177, 200-2

Wolves, 196, 197

Yhuel, S., 219
Yves, S., 119, 123
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August 1902

Messrs. Methuen's
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF CHARLES LAMB. Edited
by E. V. Lucas. With numerous Illustrations, In Seven Volumes.

Demy Zvo. "js. 6d. each.

This new edition of the works of Charle and Mary Lamb, In five volumes (to be
followed by two volumes containing the Letters), will be found to contain a
large quantity of new matter both in prose and verse—several thousand words in

all. Mr. E. V. Lucas, the editor, has attempted in the notes, not only to relate

Lamb's writings to his life, but to account for all his quotations and allusions

—

an ideal of thoroughness far superior to any that previous editors have set before

themselves. A Life of Lamb by Mr. Lucas will follow next year.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER CROMWELL.
By Thomas Carlyi.e. With an Introduction by C. H. Firth,
M.A., and Notes and Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas. Thfee

Volumes. 6s. each. [Methtien^s Standard Library.

This edition is brought up to the standard of modern scholarship by the addition of

numerous new letters of Cromwell, and by the correction of many errors which
recent research has discovered.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By Lord
Macaulay. Edited by F. C. Montague, M.A. Three Vohimes.

Crown 8vo, 6s. each. [Methtteri's Standard Library.

The only edition of this book completely annotated.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE PRINCESS. Edited
by J. Churton Collins, M.A. Crown ?,vo. 6s.

[Methuen^s Standard Library.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. By Thomas Carlyle.
Edited by C. R. L. Fletcher, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.

Three Volumes. Crown Svo. 6s, each.

[Meth7ien's Standard Library.
This edition is magnificently equipped with notes.

LORD STRATHCONA: The Story of His Life. By
Beckles Willson. Illustrated. Demy 8vo. ys. 6d.

OTHELLO. Edited by H. C. Hart. Demj %vp. y. 6d.

[The Arden Shakespeare.

ROBERT HARLEY, EARL OF OXFORD. By E. S. ROSCOE.
I^U'^trated. Demy 2>vo. Js. 6d.
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WALTER RALEIGH. By Miss J. A. Taylor. With 12

Illustrations. Clothe 3^, 6d. ; leather, 4J-. net.

[Little Biographies.

LORD TENNYSON. By A. C. Benson, M.A. With 12

Illustrations. Cloth, y. 6d, ; leather, /^s. net.

\_Little Biographies.

ERASMUS. ByE. F. H.Capey, M.A. With Illustrations. Cloth,

is. 6d. ; leather, 4^ net. {^Little Biographies.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS By W. M. Thackeray, Edited by
Stephen Gwynn. Pot ivo, cloth, is. 6d. net; leather, zs. 6d. net.

\The Little Library.

ESMOND. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited by Stephen
Gwynn. Two 'Volumes. Pott%vo, cloth, \s, 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d.

net. [The Little Library.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. By Charles Dickens. Edited by
Stephen Gwynn. Two Volumes. Pott Svo, cloth, \s. 6d. net;

leather, 2s. 6d. net. [The Little Library.

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlav.
Two Volumes. Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[ The Little Library.

A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH SONNETS. Edited by
J. B. B. Nichols. Pott Zvo, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[ The Little Library.

THE SCARLET LETTER. By Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Pott Svo, cloth, IS. 6d. net ; leather, 2f. 6a'. net.

[The Little Library.

THE INHERITANCE By Susan Ferrier. Two Volumes.
Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d. ne. ; leather, 2s. dd, net.

[The Little Library.

PARIS. By Hilaire Belloc, Croum Zvo. bs.

CORNWALL. By A. L. Salmon. Illustrated by B. C.
Boulter. Pott Svo, cloth, y. ; leather, y. 6d. net.

[The LMile Guides.

KENT. By G. CLINCH. Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.
Pott Svo, cloth, 3^. ; leather, y. 6d. net. [The Little Guides.

BRITTANY. By S. Baring Gould. Illustrated by J.
Wylie. Pott Svo, cloth, p. ; leather, 3^. 6d. ftet.

[The Little Guides.

THE ENGLISH LAKES. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Illus-

trated by E. H. New. Pott Sz'o, cloth 35. ; leathe-^. 35-. (id. net.

['I he IJttle Guides,
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ON COMMANDO. By D. S. VAN Warmelo. With Portrait.

Crown Svo. y 6d.

THE HEART OF JAPAN. By C. L. Brownell. Illustrated.

Crown Sva. 6s,

A lively description of Japan and the Japanese.

OLD PICTURE-BOOKS. By A. W. Pollard, M.A. With
many Illustrations. Demy Svo.

A KEY TO THE TIME ALLUSIONS IN THE DIVINE
COMEDY. ByG. Pradeau. With a Dial. Small quarto, y.dd.

THE STRUGGLE FOR PERSIA. By Captain Donald
Stuart. With a Map. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE VISIT TO LONDON. Described in verse by E. V.
Lucas, and in coloured pictures by F. D. Bedford. Small 4(0. 6s.

This charming book describes the introduction of a country child to the delights and
sights of London. It is the result of a well-known partnership between author and
artist.

THE BOOK OF THE COUNTRY AND THE GARDEN.
By H. M. Batson. Illustrated by F. Carruthers Gould and A.

C. Gould, Demy Svo. los. 6d.

MODERN SPIRITUALISM. By Frank Podmore. Two
Volumes. Svo. 21s. net.

A History and a Criticism.

ANCIENT COFFERS AND CUPBOARDS : Their History
and Description. With many Illustrations. By Fred Roe.
Quarto. £l, y. net.

THE INNER AND MIDDLE TEMPLE. By H. H. L.

Bellot, M.A. With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s. net.

This book is not only a history of the Temple and of its many associations,

but it is also a guide to its buildings. It is full of interesting anecdotes, and is

abundantly illustrated.

SIDELIGHTS ON THE GEORGIAN PERIOD. By George
Paston. With many illustrations. Demy Svo.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A 'NEWSPAPER GIRL.' By
E. L.Banks. With Portrait of the Author. CroxvnSvo. 6s.

THE DEVOTIONS OF ST. ANSELM. Edited by C. C. J.

Webb, M. A. Pott Svo, clot/i, 2s. ; leather, is. 6d. net.

[ The Libra7y of Devotion.

THE DEVOTIONS OF BISHOP ANDREWES. By F. E.
Brightman, M.A., of Pusey House, Oxford. Croxvn Svo. 6s.

This elaborate work has been in preparation for many years, and is the most com-
plete edition that has ever been published of the famous devotions. It contains a
long Introduction, with numerous Notes and References.

{
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COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By J. A. MacCulloch.
Crown Svo, 6s. \The Churchman's Library.

SECOND STRINGS. By A. D. Godley, M.A. F'cap. 8m
•2.S. 6d.

A volume of light verse.

Educational Books
DESIGNING AND WEAVING. By A. F. Barker. Illus-

trated. Demy 8vo.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY By J. E. Mark, F.R.S. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown %vo.

ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION FOR THE WORK-
SHOP AND TECHNICAL SCHOOL. By C. T. Mills,
M.I.M.E., Principal of the Borough Polytechnic College. With
Diagrams. Crown 8vo.

EASY DICTATION AND SPELLING. By W. Williamson,
B.A., Headmaster of the West Kent Grammar School, Brockley.

Fcaji. Svo. IS.

THE ROSE READER. By Edward Rose. With Four
coloured and other Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. And in 4
Parts. Parts I. and 11., bd. each; Part III., Sd. ; Part iv,, iO(/.

JUNIOR ENGLISH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
W. Williamson, B.A. , Headmaster West Kent Grammar
School, Brockley. Fcap. 8vo. Is. \_Junior Examination Series,

JUNIOR ARITHMETIC EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
W. S. Beard, Headmaster Modern School, Fareham. Fcap. ?>vo.

is,
\_
Junior Examination Scries.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by A. E. Rubik,
M.A., Headmaster Royal Naval School, Eltham. Crown 8vo. 2s.

\_Methue7i'sJunior School Books.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE Edited by
W. Williamson, B.A. , Headmaster of the West Kent Grammar
School, Brockley. CrownSvo. is.6d. \_Methuen'sJunior School Books.

A JUNIOR FRENCH GRAMMAR. By L. A. SORNET and
M. J. AcATOS, Modern Language Masters at King Edward's School,

Birmingham. \_Methuen'sfunior School Books.

THE STUDENTS' PRAYER BOOK. Part l Morning
and Evening Prayer and Litany. Edited by W. H.
Flecker, M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster of the Dean Close School,

Cheltenham. Croivn 8vo. 2s. 6d.
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A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY. By E. A. Tyler, B.A., F.C.S.,

Science Master at Framlingham College. With 73 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 2s. 6d. [Afeikuen'sJunior School Books.

JUNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By W. S.

Finn, M.A. Crown 8vo. is.

Zbc Xfttle Muc 3500^5 for CbllDren

Edited by E. V. LuCAS.
Illustrated: Square Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Messrs. Methuen are publishing a series of children's books under
the above general title. The aim of the editor is to get entertaining or

exciting stories about normal children, the moral of which is implied

rather than expressed. The books are reproduced in a somewhat unusual
form, which has a certain charm of its own. The new volumes are :

A SCHOOL YEAR. By Netta Syrett.

THE PEELES AT THE CAPITAL. By T. Hilbert.

THE TREASURE OF PRINCEGATE PRIORY. By T. Cobb.

Fiction
TEMPORAL POWER : A Study in Supremacy. By Marie

CoRELLi. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE SEA LADY. By H. G. Wells. Crown Zvo. 6s.

A FIVE YEARS' TRYST AND OTHER STORIES. By Sir

Walter Besant. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. By Arthur Morrison,
Author of ' A Child of the Jago,' etc. Crown 8z'o. 6s.

OLIVIA'S SUMMER. By Mrs. M. E. Mann, Author of The
Patten Experiment.' Crown Zvo. 6s.

A BAYARD FROM BENGAL. By F. Anstey, Author of Vice
Versa.' Illustrated by Bernard Partridge. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

A VOLUME OF STORIES. By'Q.' CrownZvo. 6s.

THE RIVER. By Eden Phillpotts. Crown Zvo, 6s.

A ROMAN MYSTERY. By Richard Bagot. Crown Svo, 6s.

JAIR THE APOSTATE. By A. G. Hales. Crown Svo. 6s.

FELIX. By R. Hichens, Author of 'Flames,' etc. Crown
8vo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE BUSH. By Harry Lawson. Crown
8vo. 6s.

THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES. By Jane Barlo\v
Author of 'Irish Idylls.' Crown 2>vo. 6s.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY. By W. E. NORRIS.
Illustrated by N. Tenison. Crown Svo. 6s.
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HONEY. By Helen Mathers, Author of 'Comin' thro' the

Rye,' Crown 8vo. 6s.

HOLY MATRIMONY. By Dorothea Gerard, Author of
• Lady Baby.' Crown Svo. 6s.

MISS QUILLET. By S. Baring-Gould, Author of 'Mehalah.'
Illustrated by G. Grenville Manton. Crown Svo. 6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. By Adeline Sergeant, Author of
'The Story of a Penitent Soul.' Crown Svo. 6s.

JIM TWELVES. By W. F. Shannon, Author of 'The Mess
Deck. ' Crown Svo. 2^, 6d.

THE ADVENTURES OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. By
Harold Begbie. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE FATE OF VALSEC. By J. Bloundelle Burton.
Crowfi Svo. 6s.

PAPA. By Mrs. C. N. Williamson, Author of 'The Barn-
stormers.' Crown Sz'o. 6s.

MRS. CLYDE. By Julien Gordon. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE BRANDED PRINCE. By Weatherby Chesney,
Author of 'John Topp, Pirate.' Crown Svo. 6s.

A PRINCESS OF THE HILLS. By Mrs. Burton Harrison.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE. By Richard Marsh,
Author of 'The Beetle.' Crown Svo. 6s.

THE PUPPET CROWN. By Harold Macgrath. Illus-

trated. Crown Svo. 6s.

ASTED FIRES. By Hume Nisbet. Crown Svo. 6s.

WITH ESSEX IN IRELAND. By the Hon. Emily Law-
less. Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A cheaper edition of a book which won considerable popularity in a more expensive
form some years ago.

THE INCA'S TREASURE. By Ernest Glanville.
Crown Svo. 1$, 6d.

Ube IPloveltst

Messrs. Methuen are issuing under the above general title a Monthly
Series of Novels by popular authors at the price of Sixpence. Each
Number is as long as the average Six Shilling Novel.

No. XXXII. THE KLOOF BRIDE. By Ernest Glanville.

/!!^ctbuen's Sirpenu)? Xtbrar^
THE MILL ON THE FLOSS. By George Eliot.
PETER SIMPLE. By Captain Marryat.
MARY BARTON. By Mrs. Gaskell.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. By Jane Austen.
NORTH AND SOUTH. By Mrs. Gaskell.
JACOB FAITHFUL. By Captain Marryat.
SHIRLEY. By Charlotte Bronte.



A CATALOGUE OF
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PU BLICATIONS
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Part I.

—

General Literature

Jacob Abbot, the beechnut book.
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated.

Square Fcap Sz'O. 2S. 6d.

[Little Blue Books.

W. F. Adeney, M.A. See Bennett and
Adeney,

.ffiSChylus. AGAMEMNON, CHOEPHO-
ROE, EUMENIDES. Translated by
Lewis Campjiell, LL. D., late Professor of
Greek at St. Andrews, ss.

[Classical Translations.

G. A. Aitken. See Swift.

William Alexander, D.D., Archbishop of
Armagh. THOUGHTS AND COUN-
SELS OF MANY YEARS. Selected

from the writings of Archbishop Alex-
ander. Square Pott Zvo. z^. 6a?.

St. Anselm, THE DEVOTIONS OF.
Edited by C. C. J. Webb, M.A. Pott Zvo.
Cloth, Q.S. ; leather, 2i. td, net.

[Library of Devotion.

Aristophanes. THE FROGS. Translated
intoEnglishby E. W. Huntingford, M.A.,
Professor of Classics in Trinity College,

Toronto. Crown Zvo. zs, 6d.

Aristotle. THE NICOMACHEAN
ETHICS. Edited, with an Introduction
and Notes, by John Burnet, M.A., Pro-
fessor of Greek at St. Andrews. Demy Zvo.

151-. net.

'We have seldom, if ever, seen an edition

of any classical author in which what is held
in common with other commentators is so
clearly and shortly put, and what is original

is (with equal brevity) of such value and
interest. '

—

Pilot,

J. B. Atkins. THE RELIEF OF LADY-
SMITH. With 16 Plans and Illustrations.

Third Edition. Croivn Zvo. Cs.

St. Augustine, THE CONFESSIONS OF.
Newly Translated, with an Introduction
and Notes, by C. Bigg, D.D., late Student
of Christ Church. Third Edition. Pott
Zvo. Cloth, 2S ; leather^ zj. td. net.

[Library of Devotion.

'The translation is an excellent piece of

English, and the introduction is a masterly
exposition. We augur well of a series which
begins so satisfactorily.'

—

Times,

Jane Austen. PRIDE AND preju-
dice. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Two
Volumes. Pott Zvo. Each volume, cloth,

IS. td.; leather, zs. (id, net. [Little Library.

NORTHANGER abbey. Edited by E.
Y.Lucas. Pott Zvo. Cloth,is.(>d.; leather,

zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Constance Bache. brother musi-
cians. Reminiscences of Edward and
Walter Bache. With 16 Illustrations.

Croxvn Zvo. ds. net,

R. S. S. Baden-Poweil, Major-General.
THE DOWNFALL OF PREMPEH. A
Diary of Life in Ashanti, 1895. With zi

Illustrations and a Map. Third Edition.
Large Crown Zvo. ts.

THE MATABELE CAMPAIGN, 1806.
With nearly 100 Illustrations. Fourth and
Chcajier Edition. Large Crown Zvo. 6s.

Graham Balfour, the life of
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Second
Edition. Two Volumes. Demy Zvo, z^s.

net.

' The biographer has performed his labour
of love with exemplary skill, with unfailing

good taste, and with an enthusiastic admira-
tion for the genius of the writer and a whole-
souled affection for the man.'

—

Daily Telegraph.
' The story has all the charm of a revela-

tion. It is written with admirable taste and
simplicity. '

—

Pall Mall Gazette.



General Literature

Mr. Balfour has done his work extremely
well—done it, in fact, as Stevenson himself
would have wished it done, with care and
skill and affectionate appreciation. His
own personal tribute in the last chapter of
the second volume is an admirable piece of
writing, the tribute ofa relative .ind admirer,
but none the less faithful and discerning.'

—

Westminster Gazette.

S. Baring-Gould, Author of ' Mehalah,' etc.

THE LIFE OF NAPOLEON BONA-
PARTE. With over 450 Illustrations in

the Text, and 12 Photogravure Plates.
Gilt top. Large quarto, 36^.

'The main feature of this gorgeous
volume is its great wealth of beautiful
photogra^Tires and finely-executed wood
engravings, constituting a complete pic-

torial chronicle of Napoleon I.'s personal
history.'

—

Daily Telegraph.

THE TRAGEDY OF 'THE CAESARS.
With numerous Illustrations from Busts,
Gems, Cameos, etc. Fifth Edition.
Royal Zvo. 15^.

'A most splendid and fascinating book
on a subject of undying interest. It is

brilliantly written, and the illustrations are
supplied on a scale of profuse magnificence.'—Daily Chronicle.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations and Initial Letters
by Arthur J. Gaskin. Second Edition,
Crown Zvo. Buckram, ts.

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by F. D. BEDFORn.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. Buckram. 6s.

'A charming volume.'

—

Guardian.

THE CROCK OF GOLD. Fairy Stories.

L roivn '&V0. 6s.

'Twelve delightful fairy tales. —Punch.

THE VICAR OF MORV/ENSTOW : A
Biography. A new and Revised Edition.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

A completely new edition of the well-

known biography of R. S. Hawker.

DARTMOOR: A Descriptive and Historical
Sketch. With Plans and numerous Illus-

trations. Crown ivo. 6s.

' A most delightful guide, companion and
instructor.'

—

Scotsman.

THE BOOK OF THE WEST. With
numerous Illustrations. Two volumes.
Vol. I. Devon. Second Edition. Vol. 11.

Cornwall. Second Edition. Crown %iio.

6s. each.

' Bracing as the air of Dartmoor, the
legend weird as twilight over Dozmare Pool,
they give us a very good idea of this en-

chanting and beautiful district.'

—

Guardian.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown Zvo, 6s.

Uniform in scope and size with Mr.
Baring-Gould's well-known books on Devon,
Cornwall, and Dartmoor.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. With 67 Illustra-

tions. Fifth Edition. Large Cr, Svo. 6s.

AN OLD ENGLISH HOME. With numer-
ous Plans and Illustrations. Cr. &vo. 6s.

HISTORIC ODDITIES AND STRANGE
EVENTS. Fifth Edition. Cr. bvo. 6s.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES AND
STRANGE EVENTS. Fifth Edition.
Crown '&V0, 6s.

STRANGE SURVIVALS AND SUPER-
STITIONS. SecondEdition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG:
English Folk Songs with their Traditional
Melodies. Collected and arranged by
S. Baring-Gould and H. F. Sheppard.
Demy \to. 6s,

SONGS OF THE WEST: Traditional
Ballads and Songs of the West of England,
with their Melodies. Collected by S.

Baring- Gould, M.A., and H. F. Shep-
pard, M.A. In 4 Parts. Parts /., //.,

///.
,

3^. each. Part IV., ^s. In One
Volujne, French J\Iorocce, 15^.

' A rich collection of humour, pathos,
grace,and poetic fancy.'

—

Saturday Review,

S. E. EaUy. A FRENCH COIMMERCIAL
READER. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition, Crown Zvo. 2s,

[Commercial Series.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRE-
SPONDENCE. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition, Crown Zvo. zs.

[Commercial Series.

A GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER.
With Vocabulary. Crown Zvo. zs.

[Commercial Series.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRE-
SPONDENCE. With Vocabulary. Crown
Szo, 2S. 6d, [Commercial Series.

W. E. Barnes, D.D, ISAIAH. Two
Vohtmes, Fcap. Zvo, zs. net each. Vol. i.

With Map. [Churchman's Bible.

Mrs. P. A. Bamett. A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Pott Zvo.

Cloth, T.S. 6d. net; leather, is. 6d. f.et,

[Little Library.

K. R. N. Baron, M.A. FRENCH PROSE
COMPOSITION. Crown Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Key, 3i. net.

H. M. Barron, M.A., Wadham College,
Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS AND SUE-
JECTS. With a Preface by Canon ScoTT
Holland. Crown Zvo y,:, id.

A2
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C. F. Bastable, M.A., Professor of Econ-
omics at Trinity College, Dublin. THE
COMMERCE OF NATIONS. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo 2S. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

H. M. BatSOn. See Edward FitzGerald.

A. Hulme Beaman, PONS ASINORUM ;

OR, A GUIDE TO BRIDGE. Second
Edition. FcaJ). Zvo. zs.

A practical guide, with many specimen
games, to the game of Bridge.

Peter Beckford. thoughts ON
HUNTING. Edited by J. Otho Paget,
and Illustrated by G. H. Jalland. Demy
^vo. JOS. 6d.

William Beckford. THE history OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited by E.
Denison Ross. Pott 8vo. Cloth, is. 6d.

net ; leather, is €>d. net. [Little Library.

H. C. BeecMng, M.A. See Tennyson.

Jacob Behmen. THE SUPERSENSUAL
LIFE. Edited by Bernard Holland.
Fcaj). Zvo. 3J. ()d.

W. H. Bennett, M.A.. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

' The work of an honest, fearless, and
sound critic, and an excellent guide in a
small compass to the books of the Bible.'—Manchester Guardian.

W. H. Bennett and W. F. Adeney. a
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Crown
%vo. ys. 6d.

' It makes available to the ordinary reader
the best scholarship of the day in the field

of Biblical introduction. We know of no
book which comes into competition with it.'—Manchester Guardian.

|

A. C. Benson. M.A. THE LIFE OF I

LORD TENNYSON. With 12 Jllustra- <

tions. Fcap. Zvo. Clotlt, 3^. (>d. ; Leather,
^s. net, [Little Biographies.

R. M. Benson. THE WAY OF HOLI-
NESS: a Devotional Commentary on the
1 19th Psalm. Crown Zvo. $s.

M. Bidez. See Parmentier.

C. Bigg, D.D. See St. Augustine, X Kempis,
and William Law.

C. R. D. Biggs, D.D. THE EPISTLE TO
THE PHILIPPIANS. Edited by. Fca/:.

.

Zvo. iS. (id.net. [Churchman's Bible.

' ^^r. Biggs' work is very thorough, and
he has managed to compress a good deal of

information into a limited space.'—Guardian.

T. Herbert Bindley, B.D. THE OECU-
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

A historical account of the Creeds.

William Blake. See Little Librarj'.

B. Blaxland, M.A. THE SONG OF
SONGS. Being Selections from St, Ber-
nard. Pott 8vo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, zs.

6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

George Body, D.D. the SOUL'S PIL-
GRIMAGE : Devotional Readings from
his published and unpublished writings.

Selected and arranged by J. H. Burn,
B.D. Pott Zvo. zs. 6d.

A. Boisragon, Captain. THE BENIN
MASSACRE. Second Edition. Crown
Zvo. y. 6d.

Cardinal Bona. A GUIDE TO ETER-
NITY. Edited with an Introduction and
Notes, by J, W. Stanbridge, B.D., late

Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford. Pott
Zvo, Cloth, zs. ; leather, zs. 6d, net.

[Library of Devotion.

F. C. Boon, B.A, A COMMERCIAL
GEOGRAPHY OF FOREIGN
NATIONS. Crown Z'jo. zs.

[Commercial Series.

George Borrow. LAVENGRO. Edited
by F. HiNDES Groome. Tivo Volutnes.
Pott Zvo, Each volume, cloth, ts. 6d. net

;

leather, zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

J. Ritzema Bos. AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. AlNS-
woRTH Davis, M.A. With an Introduction
by Eleanor A. Ormerod, F.E.S. With
155 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

C. G. Botting, B.A. JUNIOR LATIN
EXAMINATION VA.VV.KS.Fcafi. '&vo._zs.

[Junior Examination Series.

E. M. Bowden. THE EXAI^IPLE OF
BUDDHA : Being Quotations _ from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Year. Third Edition. 167110. zs. 6d.

E. Bowmaker. THE HOUSING OF
THE WORKING CLASSES. Crown
Zzio. zs. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

F. G. Brabant, M.A. SUSSEX. Illus-

trated by E. H. New. Pott ^vo. Cloth,

3^. ; leather, y. 6d. net. [Little Guides.
'A charming little book ; as full of sound

information as it is practical in conception.'—A thencEum.
'Accurate, complete, and agreeably \vrit-

ten '

—

Literature.

Miss M. Erodrick and Miss Anderson
Morton. A CONCISE HANDBOOK
OF EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY.
With many Illustrations. Crown Zvo. 2S.6d,
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E. W. Brooks. See F. J. Hamilton.

0. Browning, M.A. A SHORT HISTORY
OF MEDIEVAL ITALY, a.d. 1250-1530,

In Two Volumes. Crown Zvo. 5s. each.

Vol. 1. 1250-1409.—Guelphs and Ghibellines.

Vol. n. 1409-1530.—The Age of the Con-
dottieri.

J. Buchan. See Isaak Walton.

Miss Bulley. See Lady Dilke.

John Biinyan. THE PILGRIM'S PRO-
GRESS. Edited, with an Introduction,
byC. H. FiSTH, M.A. With 39 Illustra-

tions by R. Anning Bell. Cr. Svo. 6s.

' The best "Pilgrim's Progress.'"

—

Educational Times.

G. J. Burch, M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 5vo. y.

[University Extension Series.

Gelett Burgess. GOOPS AND HOW TO
BE THEM. With numerous Illustrations.

Small ito. 6s.

A. E. Burn, B.D. , Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of Lichfield. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
THE CREEDS. D^my Svo. 10s. 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
' This book may be expected to hold its

place as an authority on its subject,'

—

Spectator.

J. H. Burn, B.D., F.R.S.E. A MANUAL
OF CONSOLATION FROM THE
SAINTS AND FATHERS. Poll Svo.

Cloth, 2.S. ; leather, s.f. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

Robert Burns. THE POEMS OF
ROBERT BURNS. Edited by Andrew
Lang and W. A. Ckaigie. With Portrait.

Second Edition. Demy Svo, gilt top, (is.

J. B. Bury. LL.D. See Gibbon.

Alfred Caldecott, D.D. THE PHIL-
OSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENG-
LAND AND AMERICA. Dc7ny %vo.
lox. bd. [ Handbooks of Theology.

' Dr. Caldecott treats the subject as we
have long hoped it would eventually be
treated.'

—

Church Times.
'A lucid and informative account, which

certainly deserves a place in every philo-

sophical library.'

—

Scotsman.

D S. Calder-WOOd, Headmaster of the Nor-
mal School, Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
INEUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three
packets of 40, with Answers. li'. each. Or
in three Books, price 2d., 2d., and s^i

R. M. and A. J. Carlyle, M.A. BISHOP
LATIMER. With Portrait. Cro7un &vo.

2S. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

C. C. Channer and M. £. Roberta.
LACE-MAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-

page Illustrations. Crown Svo. 2S. 6d.

' An interesting book, illustrated by fasci-

nating photographs. '

—

Speaker.

Lord Chesterfield, THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Intro-

duction, by C. Strachey, and Notes by
A. Calthrop. Two Volumes. Crown Svo.

iis. each. [Methuen's Standard Library.

F. W. Christian. THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy Svo. \2s. 6d. net.

Cicero. DE ORATORE I. Translated by
E. N. P. Moor, M.A. Crown Svo. -^s. ed.

[Classical Translations.

SELECT ORATIONS (Pro Milone, Pro
Murena, Philippic 11., In Catilinam). Trans-
lated by H. E. D. Blakistun, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.
Crown Svo. $s. [Classical 'Translations.

DE NATURA DEORUM. Translated
by F. Brooks, M.A., late Scholar of Balliol

College, Oxford. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

DE OFFICIIS. Translated by G. B.
Gardiner, M.A. Crown S710. is. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

F.A. Clarke, M.A. bishop KEN. With
Portrait. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

E. H. Colbeck, M.D. DISEASES OF 'THE
HEART. With numerous Illustrations.

Demy Svo, \2S.

W. G. CollingWOOd, M.A. THE LIFE
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portraits.

Cheap Edition. Crown Sz'O. (>s.

J. C. Collins, M.A. See Tennyson.

W. E. Collins, M.A. THE BEGINNINGS
OF ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY. With
Map. Crown Svo. 3^. bd.

[Churchman's Library.

A. M. Cook, M.A. See E. C. Marchant.

B. W. Cooke-Taylor. THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Crown Svo. is. bd.

[Social Questions Series.

Marie Corelli. THE PASSING OF THE
GREATQUEEN : A Tribute to the Noble
Life of Victoria Regina. Small ^to. is.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Sm. ^to. is.

Rosemary Cotes. DANTE'S garden.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.
Fcap. Svo. cloth is. bd. ; leatlicr, 3s, 6d,

net.
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Harold Ck)X, B.A. LAND NATIONAL-
IZATION. Crown S.VO. 2s. 6^.

[Social Questions Series.

W. J. Craig. See Shakespeare.

W. A, Craigie. A PRIMER OF BURNS.
Crown Svo, 2s. 6d.

Mrs. Craik. JOHN HALIFAX, GEN-
TLEMAN. Edited by Annie Mathe-
.SON. Two Volumes, Pott 8vo. Each
Volume, Cloth, is, 6el. net ; leather, is. td.

net. [Little Library.

Richard Crasliaw, THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF. Edited by Edward Hut-
ton. Pott Zvo. Cloth, IS. 6d. 7Lct; leather,
IS. 6d. net. [Little Library.

F. G. Crawford. See Mary C. Danson

C. G. Crump, M.A. See Thomas Ellwood.

F. H. E. Cunliffe, Fellow of All Souls' Col-
lege, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF THE
BOEK. WAR. With many Illustrations,

Plans, and Portraits. In -z vols. Vol. r.,i$s.

E. L. Cutts, D.D. AUGUSTINE OF
CANTERBURY. With Portrait. Crown
8vo. y. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

The Brothers DalzieL A RECORD OF
FIFTY YEARS' WORK. With 150 Illus-

trations. Large ^to. zis.net.

The record of the work of the celebrated
Engravers, containing a Gallery of beauti-
ful Pictures by F. Walker, Sir J. Millais,
Lord Leighton, and other great Artists.

The book is ahistory of the finest black-and-
white work of the nineteenth century.

' The book is abundantly illustrated, and
shows what wood engraving was at its best.'—Scotsman,

' A store of genial reminiscences. The
designs of the various masters are exquisitely
engraved. A worthy record of a period that
is gone.'

—

Standard.

G. W. Daniell, M.A. BISHOP WILBER
FORCE With Portrait. Crown Svo,

3s. 6d. [Leaders of Religion

Mary C. Danson and F. G. Crawford.
FATHERS IN THE FAITH. SmallZvo.
IS. 6d.

Dante Alighieri. LA COMMEDIA DI
DANTE. The Italian Text edited by
Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A. De^nyZvo.
Gilt top. %s. 6d. A Iso, Crown Zvo. 6s.

[Methuen's Standard Library.

THE INFERNO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Gary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A- PottZvo. Cloth,
IS. td. net; leather, ts. 6d. net.

[Little Library,

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
Translated by H. F. Carv. Edited by
Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A. Pott ?iVO.

Cloth, IS. 6d. net : leather, zs. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Gary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A. PostSvo. Cloth,

I J. 6d. net ; leather, zs. 6d. net.

[Little Library.
See also Paget Toynbee.

A. C. Deane. Edited by. A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIGHT VERSE. Pott 8w.
Cloth, IS. 6d. net ; leather, zs. 6d. net

[Little Library.

Leon Delbos. THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Crown Zvo. zs.

A theoretical and practical guide, for use
in schools and by the general reader.

Demosthenes : THE OLYNTHIACS
AND PHILIPPICS. Translated upon a
new principle by Otho Holland. Crown
Svo. zs. 6d.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited with Notes and
Vocabulary, by F. Darwin Swift, M.A.
Pea/. &V0. zs.

Charles Dickens.
THE ROCHESTER EDITION.
Crown ?>vo. Each Volume, cloth, -^s, td.

With Introductions by George Gissing,
Notes by F. G. Kitton, and Topographical
Illustrations.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With Illustra-

'ons by E. H. New. Two Volumes.
' As pleasant a copy as any one could

lesire. The notes add much to the value of
the edition, and Mr. New's illustrations are
also historical. The volumes promise well

for the success of the edition.'

—

Scotsman.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. With Illustra-

tions by R. J. Williams. Two Volujnes.

BLEAK HOUSE. With Illustrations by
Beatrice Alcock. Two Volumes.

OLIVER TWIST. With Illustrations by E.
H. New.

THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. With
Illustrations by G. M. Brimelow Two
Volumes.

BARNABY RUDGE. With Illustrations by
Beatrice Alcock. Two Volumes.

G. L. Dickinson, M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEKVIEW
OF LIFE. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

zs. 6d. [University Extension Series.

H. N. Dickson, F.R.S.E., F.R.Met. Soc.

METEOROLOGY. The Elements of
Weather and Climate. Illustrated. Crown
Svo. ss. 6d, [University Extension Seiies.
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Lady Dilke, Miss Bulley, and Miss Whit-
ley. WOMEN'S WORK. Crown 8w.
zs. 6d, [Social Questions Series.

P. H. Ditchfield, M.A., F.S.A. ENGLISH
VILLAGES. Illustrated. Crown Zvo. 6s.

'A book which for its instructive and
pictorial value should find a place in every
village library.'

—

Scotsutan.
' One of the best books on village anti-

quities we have seen.'

—

Outlook.

THE STORY OF OUR ENGLISH
TOWNS. With Introduction

_
by

Augustus Jessop, D.D. Second Edition.

Crmvn Zvo. 6s.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at

the Present Time. An Account of Local
Observances, Festival Customs, and Ancient
Ceremonies yet Surviving in Great Britain.

Crown Qvo. 6s.

W. M. Dixon, M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Crown
^vo. 2S. 6d.

' Much sound and well-expressed criticism.

The bibliography is a boon.'

—

Speaker.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Ediiioti. Cro^un
8vo. 2s, 6d.

[University Extension Series.

E. Dowden, Litt.D. See Shakespeare.

J. Dowden, D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-
burgh. THE WORKMANSHIP OF
THE PRAYER BOOK: Its Literary

and Liturgical Aspects. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 3^. 6d

[Churchman's Library.

S. R. Driver., D.D., Canon of Christ Church,
Regius Professor ofHebrew in the University
of Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Crown Svo. 6s.

' A welcome companion to the author's
famous " Introduction.'"

—

Guardian.

S. J. Duncan (Mrs. Cotes), Author of
'A Voyage of Consolation.' ON THE
OTHER SIDE OF THE LATCH.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

J. T. Dunn, D.Sc, and V. A. Mundella.
GENERALELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations, CrownZvo. '^s. 6ci.

[Methuen's Science Primers.

The Earl of Durham. A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

A reprint of the celebrated Report which
Lord Durham made to the British Govern-
ment on the state of British North America
in 1839. It is probably the most important
utterance on British colonial policy ever
published.

W. A. Dutt. NORFOLK. Illustrated by
B. C. Boulter. Pott &vo. Cloth, 3^. ;

leather, 3J. 6d. net. [Little Guides.

Clement Edwards, railway
NATIONALIZATION. Crown 8r.o.

2^. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

W. Douglas Edwards. COMMERCIAL
LAW. Crown Zvo. is. [Commercial Series.

H. E. Egerton, M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. Deviy
Zvo. 12s. 6d.

'It is a good book, distinguished by
accuracy in detail, clear arrangement of
facts, and a broad grasp of principles."

—

Manchester Guardian.

Thomas EUwood, THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited byC. G. Crump,
M.A. Crown Zvo. 6s.

[Methuen's Standard Library.

This edition is the only one which con-
tains the complete book as originally pub-
lished. It has a long Introduction and many
Footnotes.

E, EngeL A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE : From its Beginning to
Tennyson. Translated from the German.
Deviy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

This is a very complete and convenient
.sketch of the evolution"of ourliteraturefrom
early days. The treatment is biographical
as well as critical, and is rendered more
interesting by the quotation of characteristic

passages from the chief authors.

W. H. Fairbrother, M.A. the PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo. y. 6d.

Susan Ferrier. MARRIAGE. Edited by
^Iiss Goodrich Freer and Lord Iddes-
LEIGH. Two Volutnes. Pott Zvo. Each
volume, cloth, is. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d.

net, [Little Library.

C. H. Firth, M.A. CROMWELL'S ARMY:
A History of the English Soldier during the
Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the
Protectorate. Crown Zvo. ys. 6d.

An elaborate study and description of
Cromwell's army by which the victory of
the Parliament was secured. The ' New
Model' is described in minute detail, and
the author, who is one of the most dis-

tinguished historians of the day, has made
great use of unpublished Mss.

G. W. Fisher, M.A. ANNALS OF
SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. With
numerous Illustrations. Demy Zvo. los. 6d.

Edward FitzGerald. THE RUBAIYAT
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. With a Com-
mentary by H. M. Batson, and a Biography
of Omar by E. D, Ross, 6i-.
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E. A. FitzGerald. THE HIGHEST
ANDES._ With 2 Maps, sx Illustrations,

13 of which are in Photogravure, and a
Panorama. Royal Svo. 30J. >iei.

W. Warde Fowler. M.A. See Gilbert
White.

J. F. Fraser. ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

Crown Zvo. ds.

' A classic of cycling, graphic and witty.'— Yorkshire Post.

W. French, M.A., Principal of the Storey
Institute, Lancaster. PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY. Part i. With numerous
Diagrams. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

[Textbooks of Technology.
' An excellent and eminently practical

little book.'

—

Schooltnaster.

Ed. von Freudenreich. DAIRY
BACTERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for

the Use of Students. Translated by J. R.
AiNswoRTH Davis, M.A. Second Edition.

Revised. Crown Zvo. 2s. 6d,

H. W. Fulford, M.A. THE EPISTLE
OF ST. JAMES Edited by. Fcap. ?>vo.

is. 6d. net. [Churchman's Bible.

Mrs. GaskeU. CRANFORD. Edited by
K. V. Lucas. PottZvo. Cloth, is. 6d. net

;

leather, 2s. 6d. net. [Little Library.

H. B. George, M.A., Fellow of New College,

Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH
HISTORY. With numerous Plans. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

' Mr. George has undertaken a very useful

task—that of making military affairs in-

telligible and instructive to non-military
readers—and has executed it with a large
measure of success.'

—

Times.

H. de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND: HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5 Maps. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. jos. 6d.

A COMPANION GERMAN GRAMMAR.
Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENG-
LAND. Eighth Edition. Revised. With
Maps and Plans. Crown Zvo. 3?.

[University Extension Series.

THE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE.
Crown Svo. is. 6d. [Commercial Series.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION
PAPERS. Crown 8vo. is.6d.

[Commercial Series.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES
FROM ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA.
Third Edition, Crown Z710. aj.

[Commercial Series.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 2s. td.

[University Extension Series.

H. de B. Gibbins, D.Litt., M.A., and R. A.
Hadfleld, of the Hecla Works, Sheffield.

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Crown
Zvo. 2s. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Edward Gibbon. THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
A New Edition, edited with Notes,
Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. Bury,
LL.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.
In Seven Volumes. Demy 8vo. Gilt top.

Zs. 6d. each. A Iso, Crown Zvo, 6s. each.

'At last there is an adequate modern
edition of Gibbon. . . . The best edition

the nineteenth century could produce.'

—

Manchester Guardian.
' A great piece of editing.'

—

Academy.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRIT-
INGS. By Edward Gibbon. Edited,
with an Introduction and Notes, by G.
BiRKBECK Hill, LL.D. Crown Zvo. 6s.

' An admirable edition of one of the most
interesting personal records of a literary life.

Its notes and its numerous appendices are a
repertory of almost all that can be known
about Gibbon."

—

Manchester Guardian.

E. C. S. Gibson, D.D., Vicar of Leeds.
THE BOOK OF JOB. With Introduction
and Notes. Demy Z7>o. 6s.

[Oxford Commentaries.

'The publishers are to be congratulated
on the start the series has made.'

—

Titnes.
' Dr. Gibson's work is worthy of a high

degree of appreciation. To the busy worker
aiid the intelligent student the commentary
will be a real boon ; and it will, if we are
not mistaken, be much in demand. The
Introduction is almost a model of concise,
straightforward, prefatory remarks on the
subject treated.'

—

Athenceuvi,

THE XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND. With an
Introduction. Third and Cheaper Edition
in One Volvine. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
' We welcome with the utmost satisfaction

a new, cheaper, and more convenient edition

of Dr. Gibson'sbook. It was greatly wanted.
Dr. Gibson has given theological students
just what they want, and we should like to
think that it was in the hands of every
candidate for orders.'

—

Guardian.

THE LIFE OF JOHN HOWARD, With
J2 Illustrations. Pott Zvo. Cloth, js.;

leather, -^s. 6d. net. [Little Biographies.

See also George Herbert.
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George Gissing. See Dickens.

A. D. Godley, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOL A.
Third Edition, F'cap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d. net.

Miss GOOdrich-Freer. See Susan Ferrier.

P. Anderson Graham. THE RURAL
EXODUS. Crown Zvo._ is. 6d._

[Social Questions Series.

F. S Granger, M.A., Litt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

2s. 6d. [University Extension Series.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN. Crown
Svo. 6s.

A book dealing with the evolution of the
religious life and experiences.

' A remarkable book.'

—

Glasgozu Herald.
See also University Extension Series.

E. Bl'Queen Gray. German passages
FOR unseen TRANSLATION.
Crown Zvo. 2s, 6d.

P. L. Gray, B.Sc. , formerly Lecturer in

Physics in Mason University College, Bii>
mlngham. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:
an Elementary Text-Book. \Vith 181 Dia-
grams. Crown Zvo. y. dd.

G. BUCkland Green, M.A., Assistant Master
at Edinburgh Academy, late Fellow of St.

John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX. Crown
Zvo. 3i. 6d.

Notes and explanations on the chief diffi-

culties of Greek and Latin Syntax, with
numerous passages for exercise.

E. T. Green, M.A. THE CHURCH OF
CHRIST. CrownZvo. 6s.

[Churchman's Library.

R. A. Gregory. THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to
Astronomy. With numerous Illustrations.

Croivn Zvo^ 2s. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

W. HaU GrifBn, M.A. SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by.
Pott Zvo. Cloth, IS. 6d. net ; leather,
IS. 6d. net. [Little Library.

C. H. Grinling. A HISTORY OF THE
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY,
1845-95. With Illustrations. Demy Zvo.
los. 6d,

' Mr. Grinling has done for a Railway what
Mac.iuiay did for English History.'

—

The
Engineer.

F. Hindes GrOOme. See George Borrow.

M. L. Gwynn, A BIRTHDAY BOOK.
Royal Zvo. 12s.

This is a birthday-book of exceptional
dignity, and the extracts have been chosen
with particular care.

Stephen Gywnn. See Thackeray.

John Hackett, B.D. A HISTORY OF
THE ORTHODOX CHURCH OF
CYPRUS. With Maps and Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 15s. net.

A. C. Haddon, ScD., F.R.S. " HEAD-
HUNTERS, BLACK, WHITE, AND
BROWN. V/ith many Illustrations and a
Map. Demy Zvo. 15J.

A narrative of adventure and exploration
in Northern Borneo. It contains much
matter of the highest scientific interest.

R. A Hadfield. See H. dc B. Gibbins.

R. N. HaU and W. G. Neal. THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
With numerous Illustrations. Demy Zvo.

21s. net.

This book contains descriptions of two
hundred ruins of temples and forts, and of
their types and ages of architecture. It

describes also the Sabsean and Phoenician
occupations of Rhodesia; King Solomon's
gold, ancient burials, ancient gold-raining,
etc. It is profusely illustrated, and contains
many maps and plans.

F. J. Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.
ZACHARIAH OF MITYLENE. Trans-
lated into English. Demy Zvo. 12s.6d.net.

[Byzantine Texts.

D. Hannay. A SHORT history of
THE ROYAL NAVY, From Early
Times to the Present Day. Illustrated.

T%vo Voliones. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. each.
Vol. I. 1200-1688.

A.T. Hare, M.A. THE CONSTRUCTION
OF LARGE INDUCTION COILS. With
numerous Diagrams. Demy Zvo. 6s.

Clifford Harrison. READING AND
READERS. Eca/. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

' An extremely sensible little book.'

—

Manchester Guardian.

Sven Hedin, Gold IMedalllst of the Royal
Geographical Society. THROUGH ASIA.
With 300 Illustrations from Sketches and
Photographs by the Author, and Maps.
Two Volumes, Royal Zvo. 36^. net.

'One of the greatest books of the kind
issued during the century. It is impossible

to give an adeqiiate idea of the richness of
the contents of this book, or of its abounding
attractions as a story of travel unsurpassed
in geographical and human interest. Much
of it is a revelation. Altogether the work
is one which in solidity, novelty, and interest

must take a first rank among publications
of i ts class. '— Times.
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T. F. Henderson. A LITTLE BOOK OF
SCOTTISH VERSE. PottZvo. Cloth,
IS. 6d. net ; leather, 2S. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

See also D. M. Moir.

W.E.Henley. ENGLISH LYRICS.
Crown Zvo. Gilt top. y. 6d.

W. E. Henley and C. WMbley. A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Crown Zvo.

Buckram, gilt top. 6^.

H. H. Henson, M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

Oxford, Canon af Westminster. APOS-
TOLIC CHRISTIANITY : As Illustrated

by the Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians.
CroT.vn Sva. 6s.

LIGHT AND LEAVEN : Historical and
Social Sermons. Crown Svo. 6s.

DISCIPLINE AND LAW. Fca/. Svo.

2S. td.

George Herbert. THE TEMPLE.
Edited, with an Introduction and Notes,
by E. C. S. Gibson, D.D., Vicar of Leeds.
Pott Zvo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, is. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

This edition contains Walton's Life of
Herbert, and the text is that of the first

edition.

Herodotus : EASY SELECTIONS. With
Vocabulary. By A. C. Liddell, M.A.
Fcap. Sva, is. 6d.

W. A. S. Hewins, B. A. ENGLISH TRADE
AND FINANCE IN THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY. Crown Svo.

[University Extension Series.

T. Hilbert. THE AIR GUN : or, How
the Mastermans and Dobson Major- nearly
lost their Holidays. Illustrated. Square
Fcap. Svo. 2S. 6d. [Little Blue Books.

Clare Hill, Registered Teacher to the City and
Guilds of London Institute. MILLIN-
ERY, THEORETICAL, AND PRAC-
TICAL. With numerous Diagrams.
Crown Svo. 2s.

[Textbooks of Technology.

Henry Hill, B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's
Hi^h School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

This book has been specially written for

use in South African schools.

G. Birkbeck Hill, LL.D. See Gibbon.

Howard C. Hillegas. with the boer
FORCES. With 24 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s,

S. L. Hinde. THE FALL OF THE
CONGO ARABS. With Plans, etc. Demjy
Svo. 12S. 6d.

L. T. HobhOUse, Fellow of C.C.C, Oxford.
THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.
Demy Svo. 21s.

J. A. Hobson, M.A. PROBLEMS OF
POVERTY : An Inquiry into the Indus-
trial Condition of the Poor. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

[Social Questions Series and University
Extension Series.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. Crown Svo_. 2s. 6d._

[Social Questions Series,

T. Hodgkin, D.C.L. GEORGE FOX,
THE QUAKER. With Portrait. Crown
Svo. y. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

Chester Holcombe. THE REAL CHIN-
ESE QUESTION. Crown Svo. 6s.

' It is an important addition to the
materials before the public for forming an
opinion on a most difficult and pressing pro-

blem.'— Times.

Sir T. H. Hoi die h, K.C.LE. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: being a Per-
sonal Recordof Twenty Years. Illustrated.

Demy Svo. 15^. net

' Interesting and inspiriting from cover to

cover, it will assuredly take its place as the
classical work on the history of tha Indian
frontier.'

—

Pilot.

Canon Scott Holland. LYRA APOS-
TOLICA. With an Introduction. Notes
by H. C. Beeching,I\I.A. PottSvo. Cloth,
2S.; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

G. J. Holyoake. THE co-operative
MOVEMENT TO-DAY. Second Edition.
Crown Svo, 2S. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Horace: THE ODES and EPODES.
Translated by A. Godlev, M.A., Fellow of
Magdalen College, Oxford. Crown Svo.

2s. [Classical Translations.

E. L. S. Horsburgh, M.A. WATERLOO :

A Narrative and Criticism. With Plans.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. ss.

'A brilliant essay— simple, sound, and
thorough.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

THE LIFE OF SAVONAROLA. With
Portraits and Illustrations. Fcap. Svo.
Cloth, -^s. 6d. ; leather, ^s. net.

[Little Biographies.

R. F. Horton, D.D. JOHN HOWE.
With Portrait. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

Alexander Hosie. Manchuria. With
Illustrations and a Map. DemySvo. \os.6d,
net.
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G. Howell. TRADE UNIONISM—NEW
AND OLD. Third Edition. Crown ?>vo.

IS. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

H. G. Hutchinson. THE GOLFING PIL-
GRIM. Croivn Z7'0. 6s.

A. W. Hutton, M.A. CARDINAL MAN-
NING. With Portrait. Crown Z7>o. -^s.

€d. [Leaders of Religion.

See also Tauler.

Edward Hutton. See Richard Crashaw.

R. H. Hutton. CARDINAL NEWMAN.
With Portrait. Crown Zvo. 3.?. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

W. H. Hutton, M.A. THE LIFE OF SIR
THOMAS MORE. With Portraits.

Second Edition. Croivn ^vo. $s,

WILLIAM LAUD. With Portrait. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo. 3J. bd.

[Leaders of Religion

Henrik Ibsen, brand. A Drama. Trans
lated hy William Wilson. Third Edition.
Crown 8vo. 3 s 6d.

Lord Iddesleigh. See Susan Ferrier.

W. R. Inge, M.A , Fellow and Tutor of Hert-
ford College, Oxford. CHRISTIAN MYS-
TICISM. The Hampton Lectures for 1899.
Demy ivo. 125. bd. net.

' It is fully worthy of the best traditions

connected with the Bampton Lectureship.' —
Recorit.

AD. Innes, MA. A HISTORY OF THE
BRIllSH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Crown %vo. ys. bd.

' Written in a vigorous and effective style

. . . a thoughtful and impaitial account. '

—

Spectator.

Mr. Innes has done a difficult piece of

work well. He has taken the history into
his mind; given it shape, feature, and
vitality there ; therefore it comes alive and
fresh from his mind."

—

Scotsman.

S.Jackson, M.A. A PRIMER OF BUSI-
NESS. Third Edition. Crown St'O.

iS. bd. [Commercial Series.

F. Jacob. M.A. JUNIOR FRENCH
EXAMINATION PAPERS. Fca/.8-.o
IS. [Junior Examination Series.

J. Stephen Jeans. TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS. CroivnSva. 2S bd.

[Social Questions Series.

R. L. Jefferson. A NEW ride to
KHIVA. Illustrated. CrownZvo. 6s.

E. JenkS, M.A., Professor of Law at Uni-
versity ColIe.a;e, Liverpool. ENGLISH
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Crmvn &Z'0.

2S, 6d, [University Extension Scries.

C. S. Jerram, M.A, See Pascal.

Augustus Jessopp, D D. JOHN DONNE.
With Portrait. Crown Bz'o. 31. bd.

[Leaders of Religion.

F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Hatfield Hall, Durham. EVOLUTION.
Croivn Svo. 3s. 6d. [Churchman's Library.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION. Second
Edition. Detny 8vo. \os. bd.

[Handbooks of Theology.
' The merit of this book lies in the penetra-

tion, the singular acuteness and force of the
author's judgment. He is at once critical

and luminous, at once just and suggestive.

A comprehensive and thorough book.'

—

Birmingham Post.

Sir H. H. Johnston, K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 200
Illustrations and Six Maps. Second
Edition. Crown ^to, iSj. net.

H. Jones. A GUIDE 10 PROFESSIONS
AND BUSINESS. CrownZvo.

^
is. bd.

[Commercial Series.

F. W. Joyce, M.A. THE LIFE OF SIR
FREDERICK GORE OUSELEY. 7s. bd.

Lady Julian of Norwich. REVELA-
1 IONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Edited by
Grace Warkack. Crezvn 8va. bs.

A partially modernised version, from the
IMS. in the British Museum of a book which
Dr Dalgairns terms ' One of the most
remarkable books of the Middle Ages.' Mr.
Inge in his Bampton Lectures on Christian
Mysticism calls it ' The beautiful but little

known Eevelations.'

M. Kaufmann. socialism and
MODERN THOUGHT. Crown 8ro.

2S bd. [Social Questions Series.

J. F. Keating, D.D. the agape and
THE EUCHARIST. CrownSvo. -^s. 6d.

John Keble. the christian year.
With an Introduction and Notes by W.
Lock. D.D , Warden of Keble College.
Illustrated by R. Anning Bell. Second
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 31. bd; padded
morocco, ks,

' Ihe present edition is annotated with all

the care and insight to be expected from
Dr. Lock. —Guardian.

LYRA INNOCENTIUM, Edited, with
Introduction and Note=, by Walter Lock,
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Oxford.
Pott Zvo. Cloth, 2s ; leather, 2s. bd. net.

[Library of Devotion.
' This sweet and fragrant book has never

been published more attractively.'—
Academy.

A3
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THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. With Intro-
duction and Notes by Walter Lock,
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Second
Edition. Pott 8vo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, is.

6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

Thomas A Kempis. THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C, M.
Gere. SecondEdition. Fcap. Bvo. ^s. 6d.

net ; padded morocco, 5J.

'Amongst all the innumerable English
editions of the " Imitation," there can have
been few which were prettier than this one,
printed in strong and handsome type, with
all the glory of red initials.'

—

Glasgoiu
Herald.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. A Re-
vised Translation by C. Bigg, D.D., Canon
of Christ Church. With an Introduction.
Croivn Zvo. y. 6d.

A new edition, carefully revised and set

in large type, of Dr. Bigg's well-known
version.

'Dignified, harmonious, and scholarly.'—Church Review.

THE LMITATION OF CHRIST. A Re-
vised Translation, with an Introduction by
C. Bigg, D.D., late Student of Christ
Church. Second Edition. PottZz'o. Cloth,
IS. • leather, 2S. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

A practically new translation of this book
which the reader has, almost for the first

time, exactly in the shape in which it left

the hands of the author.

James Houghton Kennedy, D.D., Assist-
ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University
of Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND
AND THIRD EPISTLES TO THE
CORINTHIANS. With Introduction,
Dissertations and Notes. Crown Svo. 6s.

C. W. Kimmins, I\I.A. THE CHEM-
ISTRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

A. W. Kinglake. EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Pott Zvo. Cloth,

IS. 6d. net ; leather, is. 6d, net.

[Little Library.

Rudyard Kipling. BARRACK -ROOM
BALLADS. Tyd Thousand . Crown tvo.

6s. ; leather, 6s. net.

'^Ir. Kipling's verse is strong, vivid, full

of character. . . , Unmistakable genius
rings in every line.'

—

Times.
' The ballads teem with imagination, they

palpitate with emotion. We read them with
laughter and tears : the metres throb in our
pulses, the cunningly ordered words tingle

with life ; and if this be not poetry, what
is ? '- -Pall Mall Gazette,

THE SEVEN SEAS. 62nd Thousand.
Crown ivo. Buckram, ^ilt top, 6s. ;
leather, 6s net.

' The Empire has found a singer ; it is

no depreciation of the songs to say that
statesmen may have, one way or other, to
take account of them.'—

1^1anChester Guardian,
F. G. Kitton. See Dickens.

W. J. Knox Little. See St. Francis de Sales.

Charles Lamb, THE ESSAYS OF ELIA.
With over 100 Illustrations by A. Garth
Jones, and an Introduction by E. V. Lucas.
Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d.
'This ediiion is in many respects of

peculiar beaut j'.'

—

Daily Chronicle.
'It isin every way an admirable edition

and the illustrations are delightful.'

—

Literature.

ELIA, AND THE LAST ESSAYS OF
ELIA. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Pott Svo.
Cloth, IS. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

THE KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS :

An 1805 Book for Children. Illustrated by
William Mulreadv. A new edition, in
facsimile, edited by E. V. Lucas. 1^. 6d.

This little book is a literary curiosity, and
has been discovered and identified as the
work of Charles Lamb by E. V. Lucas.
It is an exact facsimile of the original
edition, which was illustrated by Mulready.

Professor Lambros. E C T H E S I

S

CHRONICA. Edited by. Demy %vo.

7s. 6d. net. [Byzantine Texts.

Stanley Lane-Poole. THE LIFE OF
SIR HARRY PARKES. A New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A HISTORY OF EGYPT IN THE
MIDDLE AGES. Fully Illustrated.

Crown Svo. 6s.

F. Langbridge, M.A. BALLADS OF THE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Second Edition.
Cr07un Svo. 2s. 6d.

' The book is full of splendid things.'

—

World.

William Law. A SERIOUS CALL TO A
DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE. Edited,
with an Introduction, by C. Bigg, D.D.,
late Student of Christ Church. Poti Bvo.

Cloth, zs. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Library of Devotion.
This is a reprint, word for word and line

for line, of the Editio Princeps.

G. S. Layard. THE LIFE OF MRS,
LYNN LINTON. Illustrated. Demy
Svo. \2S. 6d.

' Mrs. Lynn Linton is here presented to

us in all her moods. She lives in the book
;

she is presented to us so that we really

know her.'

—

Literature,
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Captain MelviUe Lee. A HISTORY OF
POLICE IN ENGLAND. Crown ?,vo.

js. 6d.

' A learned book, comprLsing many curious

details to interest the general reader as well

as the student who will consult it for exact
information.'

—

Daily News.

' The book rests on accurate research and
gives a vast array of facts and statistics.'

—

Glasgow Herald.

V. E. Lewes, IVLA. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Crown Zvo. ss. td.

[University Extension Series.

Walter Lock, D.D., Warden of Keble Col-

lege. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Crown Zvo. 3.?. td.

See also Keble and Oxford Commentaries.

JOHN KEBLE. With Portrait. Crown
Zvo. 2^. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

£. V. Lucas. See Jane Austen and Mrs.
Gaskell and Charles Lamb.

Lucian. SIX DIALOGUES (Nigrinus,
Icaro-Menippus, The Cock, The Ship, The
Parasite, The Lover of Falsehood). Trans-
lated by S. T. Irwin, M.A., Assistant
Master at Clifton ; late Scholar of Exeter
College, Oxford. Croivn S710. 3s. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

L. W. Lyde, M.A. A COMMERCIAL
GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH EM-
PIRE, Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 2J.

[Commercial Series.

Hon. Mrs. Lyttelton. WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. Crowni,vo. zs. 6d.

'Thoughtful, interesting, practical.'

—

Guardian.
'The book is full of sound precept given

with sympathy and wit.'

—

Pilot.

J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. THE PRINCIPLES
OF BOOKKEEPING BY DOUBLE
ENTRY. Crozvn Zvo. 2s.

[Commercial Series.

F. MacCunn. JOHN KNOX. With Por-
trait. Crown Zvo. 3s. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

A. M. Mackay. THE CHURCHMAN'S
INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT. CroionSvo. 3s. 6d.

[Churchman's Library.

"The book throughout is frank and
courageous.'

—

Glasgoiv Herald.

Laurie Magnus, M.A. A primer of
WORDSWORTH. Crown Zvo. 2s. 6d.

J P. Mahaffy, Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Fully Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

F. 'W. Maitland. LL.D., Downing Professor
of the Laws of England in the University of
Cambridge. CANON LAW IN ENG-
L.\ND. Royal Zvo. ys.6d.

H. E. Maiden, M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to the History of
England. Crown 8r'0. 3s. Cd.

THE ENGLISH CITIZEN: HIS RIGHTS
AND DUTIES. Crown Zvo. is. td.

E. C. MarChant, M.A. , Fellow of Peterhouse,
Cambridge, and Assistant Master at St. Paul's
School. A GREEK ANTHOLOGY.
Crown Zvo. y. td.

E. C. Marchant, M.A., and A. M. Cook,
M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEIsf
TRANSLATION. Crown Zvo. 3s. td.

' We know no book of this class better
fitted for use in the higher forms of schools.'
— Guardian.

J. E. Marr, F.R.S., Fellow of St. John's
College, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. Illustrated.

Crown Zvo. 6s.

' A volume, moderate in size and readable
in style, which will be acceptable alike to

the student of geologj' and geography, and
to the tourist.'

—

Atheni^u^n.

A. J. Mason. THOMAS CRANMER.
With Portrait. Cro'zvn Zvo, 3s. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

George Massee. THE EVOLUTION OF
PLANT LIFE: Lower Forms. With
Illustrations. Croivn Zvo. zs. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

C. F. G. Masterman, M.A. TENNYSON
AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Crown
Zvo. ts.

'A thoughtful and penetrating apprecia-
tion, full of interest and suggestion.'

—

;; -orld.

Annie Matlieson. See Mrs. Craik.

Emma S. Mellows. A SHORT STORV
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Crown
Zvo. 3s. 6d.

'A lucid and well-arranged account of
the growth of English literature.'

—

Pall
Mall Gazette.

L. C. Miall, F.R.S. See Gilbert Whitp.

E. B. Michell. THE ART AND PRAC-
TICE OF HAWKING. With 3 Photo-
gravures by G. E. I.ODcr;, and other
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6a.
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J. 0. Millais. THE LIFE AND LETTERS
OF SIR JO?IN EVERETT MILLAIS,
President of the Royal Academy. With 319
Illustrations, of which 9 are Photogravure.
2 vols. KoyalZvo. zos.net.

' This splendid work.'

—

Worid.
' Of such absorbing interest is it, of such

completeness in scope and beauty. Special
tribute must be paid to the extraordinary
completeness of the illustrations.'

—

Graphic.

J. G. MUne, M.A. A HISTORY OF
ROMAN EGYPT. Fully Illustrated.

Crown Svo. 6s.

P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A. outlines
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Crown, Zvo. 6s.

A text • book designed to cover the
Schedule issued by the Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons.

D. M. Moir. MANSIE WAUCH. Edited
by T. F. Henderson. Potf&vo. Cloth,
IS. 6d, fiet ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

H. E. Mopre. BACK TO THE LAND

:

An Inquiry into the cure for Rural Depopu-
lation. C7-oivn ^vo. 2J. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

W. R, Morflll, Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PKTER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Maps and Plans. Crown Svo. js, 6d.

This history, is founded on a study
of original documents, and though neces-
sarily brief, is the most comprehensive
narrative in existence. Considerable atten-

tion has been paid to the social and literary

development of the country, and the recent
expansion of Russia in Asia.

R. J. Morich, late of Clifton College.
GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS
IN MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR
AND IDIOMS. Fi/th Edition. Crown
Z7'0. 2S. 6d.

[School Examination Series.

A Key, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only, to be had on application

to the Publishers. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 6s. net.

Miss Anderson Morton. See Miss Brod-
rick.

H. C. G. Moule, D.D. CHARLES
SIMEON. With Portrait. Crown %vo.

3^. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE._ The Ele-
mentary Principles of Chemistry. Illus-

trated. Croivn %vo. 2S. 6d.

[University F^xtension Series.

V. A. Mundella, M.A. See J. T. Dunn.

W. 6. NeaL SeeR.N. HaH.

n. W. Nevinson. LADYSMITH: The
Diary of a Siege. With 16 Illustrations and
a Plan. Second Edition. Crown ivo. 6s.

James Northcote, R.A., THE CONVER-
SATIONS OF, AND JAMES WARD.
Edited by Ernest Fletcher. With many
Portraits. Demy Z~io. jos. 6d.

' Mr. Fletcher's book v^ill range and rank
with Hazlitt s.'

—

Globe.
' Every reader, with any taste for art, will

find the book engrossing.'

—

Yorkshire Post.

A. H. Norway, Author of ' Highways and By-
ways in Devon and Cornwall.' NAPLES :

PAST AND PRESENT. With 40 Illus-

trations by A. G. Ferard. Crown Svo. 6s.

Standish O'Grady. THE STORY OF
IRELAND. Cro^vn Svo. 2s. 6d.

Mrs. Oliphant. THOMAS CHALMERS.
With Portrait. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

C. W. Oman, M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR. Vol. II.: The Middle Ages,
from the Fourth to the Fourteenth Century.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. 21s.

' The whole art of war in its historic evolu-

tion has never been treated on such an
ample and comprehensive scale, and we
question if any recent contribution to the
exact history of the world has possessed

more enduring value.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

Prince Henri of Orleans. FROM TON-
KIN TO INDIA. Translated by Hamlky
Bent, M.A. With 100 Illustrations and a
Map. Crown 4I0, gilt top. 25^.

Pv. L, Ottley, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxon., and Principal of Pusey
House. THE DOCTRINE OF THE
INCARNATION. Second and cheaper
Edition. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
' A clear and remarkably full account of

the main currents of speculation. Scholarly
precision . . . genuine tolerance . . .

intense interest in his subject

—

are Mr.
Ottley's merits.'

—

Guardian.

LANCELOT ANDREWES. With Por-
trait. Croivn Svo. 3s. td.

[Leaders of Religion.

J. H. Overton, M.A. JOHN WESLEY,
With Portrait. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

M. N. Oxford, of Guy's Hospital. A
HANDBOOK OF NURSING. Crewn
Svo. 3^. 6d.

' The most useful work of the kind that

we have seen. A most valuable and prac-

tical manual.'

—

Manchester Guardiiin.
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W. C. C. Pakes. THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. With numerous Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 1 5^.

' A thoroughgoing working text-book of

its subject, practical and well-stocked.'

—

Scotsman.

Prof. Leon Parmentier and M. Bidez.
KVAGRIUS. Edited by. Dpny Svo.

iQS.6d.net. [ Byzantine Texts.

H. W. Paul. See Laurence Sterne.

E. H. Pearce. M.A. THE ANNALS OF'
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. With many
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. js. dd.

'A well -written, copious, authentic his-

tory. '— Thnes.

R. E. Peary, Gold Medallist of tlie Royal
Geographical Society. NORTHWARD
OVER THE GREAT ICE With over 800
Illustrations. 2 vols. RoyalZvo. -^is. net.

His book will take its place among the
permanent literature of Arctic exploration.'
— Times.

Sidney Peel, late Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition. Crown Svo, is. 6d.

M. Perugini. SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM 15LAKE. Pott Svo. Cloth,

\s. (id. net ; leather, -zs. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

J. P. Peters. CD. THE OLD TESTA-
MENT AND THE NEW SCHOLAR-
SHIP. Croivn Svo. ts.

[Churchman's Library.
' Every page reveals wide reading, used

with sound and scholarly judgment.'
— Manchester Guardian.

W. M. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT, from the
Earliest Times to the Present Day.
Fully Illustrated. In six volumes. Crown
Sz'o. 6s. each.

'A history written in thespirit of scientific

precision so worthily represented by Dr.
Petrie and his school cannot but promote
sound and accurate study, and supply a
vacant place in the English literature of
Egyptology.'

—

Times.

Vol. I. Prehistoric Times to XVIth
Dynasty. J''ourth Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth Dy-
nasties. Third Edition.

Vol. IV. The Egyi'T of the Ptolemies.
J. P. Mahaffv, Litt.D.

Vol. V. Roman Egypt. J. G. Milne, M. A.
Vol. VI. Egyi>t in the Middle Ages.

Stanley Lane-Poole, M.A.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Fully Illustrated.

Crown Svo. is. td.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA TABLETS. Cro-wn Svo.

zs. dd.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Illustrated by Trist-
ram Ellis. In Two Volu7iics. Crown Svo,

3s. dd. each.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. With
120 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3.5. 6d.

' In these lectures he displays rare skill

in elucidating the development of decora-
tive art in Egypt.'

—

Times.

Philip Pienaar. with STEYN and
DE WET. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

2S. dd.

A narrative of the adventures of a Boer
telegr.iphist of the Orange Free State
during the war.

PlautUS. THE CAPTIVE Edited, with
an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. Lindsay, Fellow of
Jesus College, Oxford. Demy Svo. 10s. dd.

net.

For this edition all the important MSS,

have been re-collated. An appendix deals

with the accentual element in early Latin
verse. The Commentary is very full.

'A work ofgreat erudition and fine scholar-

ship.'

—

Scotsman.

THE CAPTIVE Adapted for Lower Forms,
by J. H. Freese, M.A., late Fellow of St.

John's, Cambridge. i.j. dd.

J. T. Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A., King's
College, Cambridge. EXAINIINATION
PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTORY.
Crown Svo. 2S. dd.

[School Examination Series.

r,T. C. Potter, M.A., F.L.S. A TEXT-
BOOK OF AGRICULTURAL BOTANY.
Illustrated. 2nd Edition. Crown Svo.

i,s. dd. [University Extension Series,

L. L. Price, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. dd.

[University Extension Serie.s.

"Q." THE GOLDEN POMP. A Proces-
sion of English Lyrics. Arranged by A. T.
QuiLLER Couch. Crow?i Svo. Buckram.
ds.

R. B. Rackham, M.A. THE ACTS OF
THE APOSTLES. With Introduction
and Notes. Demy Svo. 12s. dd.

[Oxford Commentaries.

'A really helpful book. Both introduction
and commentary are marked by common
sense and adequate knowledge. '

—

Guardian.
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B. W. Randolph, D.D., Piincipal of the
Theological College, Ely. THE PSALMS
OF DAVID. With an Introduction and
Notes. Pott Zvo. Cloth, zs. ; leather,

2S. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

A devotional and practical edition of the

Prayer Book version of the Psalms.

HastingsEashdall.M. A., Fellow and Tutor
of New College, Oxford. DOCTRINE
AND DEVELOPMENT. Cro7cn Zvo. 6s.

W. Reason, M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Cro7vn &vo.

zs. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Charles Richardson. THE ENGLISH
TURF. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans. Demy ?>vo. \^s.

' From its sensible introduction to its very
complex index, this is about the best book
that we are likely for some time to sec

upon the subject with which it deals.'

—

AihencFum.

M. E. Roberts. See C. C. Channer.

A. Robertson, D.D., Principal of King's
College, London. REGNUM DEI. The
Bampton Lectures of 1901. Demy Svo.

1 2 J. 6d, net.

'A notable volume. Its chief value and
interest is in its historic treatment of its

great theme.'

—

Daily News.
' It is altogether a solid piece of work and

a valuable contribution to the history of
Christian thought.'

—

.Scotsman.

Sir G. S. Robertson, K. C.S.I. CHITRAL

:

The Story of a Minor Siege. With numer-
ous Illustrations, Map and Plans. Second
Edition. Demy Z710. 10s. 6d.

' A book which the Elizabethans would
nave thought wonderful. More thrilling,

more piquant, and more human than any
novel.'

—

Newcastle Chronicle.

J. W. Robertson-Scott. THE PEOPLE
OF CHINA. With a Map. Cromn Zvo.

3 J. 6d.

A. W. Robinson, Vicar of All Hallows,
Parking. THE EPISTLE TO THE
GALATIANS. Explained. Fca^. S,vo.

IS. (id. net. [Churchman's Bible.

' The most attractive, sensible, and in-

structive manual for people at large, which
we have ever seen.'

—

Church Gazette.

CeciliaRobinson. THE MINISTRY OF
DEACONESSES. With an Introduction
by the Lord Bishop of Winchester. Crown
Zz'O. 3^. 6d.

G. Rodwell, B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D., Warden
of Keble College. Fcaji. Ez'o. js. 6d.

Edward Rose. THE ROSE READER.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown Zvo.

2J. 6d. Also in 4 Parts. Parts I. and II.

6d. each ; Part III. Zd. ; Part IV. zod.

A reader on a new and original plan.

The distinctive feature of this book is the
entire avoidance of irregularly-spelt words
until the pupil has thoroughly mastered
the principle of reading, and learned its

enjoyment. The reading of connected sen-

I
tences begins from the first page, before the
entire alphabet is introduced.

E. Denison Ross, M.A. See W. Beckford,
A. W. Kinglake, and F. H. Skrine.

A. E. Ruble, M.A., Head Master of the
Royal Naval School, Eltham. THE GOS-
PEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK.
Edited by. With three Maps. Crown &z>o.

IS. 6d. [Methuen's Junior School Books,

W. Clark Russell. THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. Brangwvn. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8?'<3. ()S.

' A book which we should like to see in

the hands of every boy in the country.'

—

St. James's Gazette.

Viscount St. Cyres. THE LIFE OF
FRANCOIS DE FENELON. Illus-

trated.
" Demy Svo. 10s. 6d.

' A work of high historical and lively in-

terest.'

—

Outlook.
A most interesting life of a most interest-

ing personage.'

—

Scotsman.
' We have in this admirable volume a most

valuable addition to our historical portrait

gallery.'

—

Daily Neius.

St. Francis de Sales. ON THE LOVE
OF GOD. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little,
M.A. Pott Svo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather,

2S. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

J. Sargeaunt, M.A. ANNALS OF WEST-
MINSTER SCHOOL. With numerous
Illustrations. Detny Zvo. js. 6d.

G. Sathas. THE HISTORY OF
PSELLUS. Dc7ny £vo. 150-. net.

[Byzantine Texts.

H.G.Seeley, F.R.S. DRAGONS OF THE
AIR. With many Illustrations. Croivn
S7'o. 6s.

A popular history of the most remarkable
flying animals which ever lived. Their rela-

tions to mammals, birds, and reptiles, living

and extinct, are shown by an original series

of illustrations. The scattered remains pre-

served in Europe and the United States have
been put together accurately to show the
varied forms of the animals. The book is a
natural history of these extinct animals
which flew by means of a single finger.
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V. p. SeUs, ^r.A. THE INIECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cro^cn
Svo, zs. 6d. [University Extension Series.

Edmund Selous. TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. \V. Okd.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ^s. 6d.

' A quaint, fascinating little book : a nur-
sery classic'

—

Athentzuin.

William Shakespeare.

THE ARDEN EDITION.
' No edition of Shakespeare is likely to

prove more attractive and satisfactory than
this one. It is beautifully printed and pag'-d

and handsomely and simply bound.'—
St. Javiess Gazette.

Dctiiy 8to. 35-. 6d. each volume. General
Editor, W. J. Craig. An Edition of
Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with
a full Introduction, Textual Notes, and
a Commentary at the foot of the page. The
first volumes are :

—

HAMLET. Edited by Edward Dowden,
Litt.D.

ROMEO AND JULIET. Edited by

Edward Dowden, Litt.D.

KING LEAR. Edited by W. J. Craig.

JULIUS CAESAR. Edited by M. Mac-
WILLAN, M.A.

THE TEMPEST. Edited by Morton-
Luce.

A. Sharp. VICTORIAN POETS. Crown
&V0. 2i'. 6d, [University Extension Series.

J. S. ShedlOCk. THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA; Its Origin and Development.
C>v7iin Szv. 53-.

' This work should be in the possession of
every musician and amateur. A concise
and lucid history and a very valuable work
for reference.'

—

Athenceum.

Ai-thur Sherwell, U.\. LIFE IN west
LONDON. Third Edition. CroiL<n?,To.
2i-. dd. [Social Questions Series.

F. H. Skrine and E. D. Ross. THE
HEART OF ASIA. With Maps and
many Illustrations by Verestchagix.
Large Crown Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

' This volume will form a landmark in our
knowledge of Central Asia. . . . Illuminat-
ing and convincing.'

—

Times.

Evan Small, M.A. THE EARTH. An
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.

Crown 3vo. 2S. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

NOWell C. Smith, Fellow of New College,
Oxford. SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSWORTH. Pott Zvo. Cloth,

Z.S. 6d. net ; leather, is. dd. fiet.

[Little Library.

Sophocles. ELECTRA AND AJAX.
Translated by E. D. A. Morshead, M.A.,
Assistant ISIaster at Winchester, is, 6d.

[Classical Translations.

R. Southey. ENGLISH SEAMEN
(Howard, Clifford, Hawkins, Drake, Caven-
dish). Edited, with an Introduction, by
David Hannay. Second Edition. Crown
Zvo. 6j.

' A brave, inspiriting hook.'—Black and
White.

C. H. Spence, M.A., Clifton College. HIS-
TORY AND GEOGRAPHY EXAM-
INATION PAPERS. Second Edition.
Crown %~oo, is. (}d.

[.School Examination Series.

W. A. Spooner, M.A., Fellowof New College,
Oxford. BISHOP BUTLER. With Por-
trait. Crown Zvo. y. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

J. W. Stanhridge, B.D., Rect< r of Bainton,
Canon of York, and sometime Fellow of St.

John's College, Oxford. A BOOK OF
DEVOTIONS. Pott Zvo. Cloth, is.;
leather, is. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

' It is probably the best book of its kind.
It deserves high commendation.'

—

Church
Gazette.

See also Cardinal Bona.

'Stancliflf.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
Ecap. Zvo. IS.

A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
INITIA LATINA: Easy Lessons on Ele-
mentary Accidence. Fifth Edition. Ecap.
Zvo. IS.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Sixth Edition.
Crown Zvo. is.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and
Vocabulary. E'ifth Edition revised. zZvio.

IS. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM C^SAR.
Parti. The Helvetian War. Second Edi-
tion. iZjno. IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. Part r.

The Kings of Rome. xZmo. Second Edi-
tion. IS. 6d,

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Eighth Edition.
Ecap. Zvo. IS. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Lessons in

Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary. Crown
Zvo. IS,
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EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. EigJith and Cheaper Edition,
re-written. Crown Zvo. is. 6d. Key
3J. net. Original Edition. 2S. 6d.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE :

Rules and Exercises. Second Editioji.

Crown &V0. is. 6d. With Vocabulary. 2s.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fourth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. td.

With Vocabulary. 2J-. Key, is. 7tet.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETI-
TION : Arranged according to Subjects.

Tenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
i8>no. .Second Editio7i. is

STEPS TO GREEK. Second Edition, re-

vised. iSino. is.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Crown
Zvo. is. 6d.

EASY GREEK EXERCISES. By C. G.
BoTTiNG, B.A. Crown %vo. zs.

EASY GREEK PASSAGES FORUNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Third Edition, revised.

Fcap. ivo. IS. 6d.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR REPETI-
TION. Arranged according to Subjects.

Third Edition. Fcap. Bvo. is. dd.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduction,
Notes, and Vocabulary. Third Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. Fifth Edition.
jSmo. Sd.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. Fifth Edi-
tion, revised. Crown 87'^. is.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Fourth Edi-
tion, revised. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabulary.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. is. 6d. Key.
3J. net.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Tenth Edition. Fcap. %vo. is.

FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Eleventh Edition. Croun Sz'O.

2S. 6d. [School Examination Series.

A Key, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only, to be had on application

to the Publishers. Fifth Edition.
Crcwn 8vo. 6s. net.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS. Third Edition. Crown
%vo. IS. (>d. [School Examination Series.

Key {Second Edition) issued as above.
js. net,

GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Sixth Edition. Crown ?,vo.

2S. 6d. [School Ex,-imination Series.

Key {Second Edition) issued as above.
6s. net.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Tenth Edition. Crown Svo.

2S. 6d, [School Ex-amination Series.

Key {Fourth Edition) issued as above.
6^. net.

R. Elliott Steel, M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. Including
Chemistry, Heat, Light, Sound, Magnetism,
Electricity, Botany, Zoology, Physiology,
Astronomy, and Geolog}'. 147 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS.
Crown Sz'O. is. 6d.

[School Examination Series.

C. Stephenson, of the Technical College,
Bradford, and F. SuddardS, of the York-
shire College, Leeds. ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS.
Demy Sz'o. Second Edition, ys. 6d.

J. Stephenson, M.A. THE chief
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cro'un 5vo. 3s. 6d.

An attempt to present in clear and popular
form the main truths of the Faith. The
book is intended for lay workers in the
Church, for educated parents and for

teachers generally.

Laurence Sterne. A sentiment.vl
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. Paul.
Pott Zvo. Cloth, IS. 6d. net ; leather,
is. 6d. net. [Little Library.

W. Sterry. M.A. ANNALS OF ETON
COLLEGE. With numerous Illustrations.

Demy Svo. js. 6d.

R. L. Stevenson. THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited, with Notes and Intro-
ductions, by Sidney Colvin. Sixth and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. us.

Library Edition. Demy Svo. 2 vols. iss. net.

'Irresistible in their raciness, their variety,
their anirsation ... of extraordinary
fascination. A delightful inheritance, the
truest record of a "richly compounded
spirit" that the literature of our time has
preserved. '— Times.
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VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by William Strang. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. Buckram, ts.

THE LIFE OFR. L. STEVENSON. See
G. Balfour.

£. D. Stone, M.A., late Assistant Master at

Eton. SELECTIONS FROM THE
ODYSSEY. Fcap. 8w. xs. dd.

Charles Strachey. See chesterfield.

A. W. Streane, D.D. ECCLESIASTES.
Explained. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d. net.

[Churchman's Bible.

' Scholarly, suggestive, and particularly

interesting. '

—

Bookman.

Clement E. Stretton. A HISTORY OF
THE MIDLAND RAILWAY. With
numerous Illustrations. DevtyZvo. 12s. 6d.

H. Stroud, D.Sc, M.A., Professor of Phj'sics

in the Durham College of Science, New-
castle-on-Tyne. PRACTICAL PHYSICS.
Fully Illustrated. Crozvn Zvo. 3J. 6d.

[Textbooks of Technology.

F. SuddardS. See C. Stephenson.

Jonathan Swift. THE JOURNAL TO
STELLA. Edited by G. A. Aitken.
Crown Svo, 6s.

[Methuen's Standard Library.

J, E. Symes, M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION._ Crown Svo. 2S. 6d.

_

[University Extension Series.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. With Introduction,

Notes, Map, etc. By R. F. Davis, M.A.,
late Assistant Master at Weymouth College.

Crown Svo. 2s,

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Crown
Svo. 2S.

AGRICOLAAND GERMANIA. Translated
by R. B. ToWNSHEND, late Scholar of
Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown Svo,

2s. 6d. [Classical Translations.

J. Tauler. THE INNER WAY. Being
Thirty-six Sermons for Festivals by John
Tauler. Edited, with an Introduction.
By A. W. HuTTON, M. A. Pott Svo. Cloth,

2S. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

E. L. Taunton. A HISTORY OF THE
JESUITS IN ENGLAND. With Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. 2\s. net.

'A history of permanent value, which
covers ground never properly investigated
before, and is replete with the results of
original research. A most interesting and
careful book.'

—

Literature.

F. G. Taylor, M.A. COMMERCIAL
ARITHMETIC. Third Edition. Crown
Si>o. IS. 6d. [Commercial Series.

T. M. Taylor, M. A., Fellow of Gonville and
Caius College, Cambridge. A CONSTI-
TUTIONAL AND POLITICAL HIS-
TORY OF ROME. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

' We fully recognise the value of this

carefully written work, and admire especially
the fairness andsobriety of his judgment and
the human interest with which he has in-

spired a subject which in some hands be-
comes a mere series of cold abstractions. It

is a work that will be stimulating to the
student of Roman history. '

—

Athenatcm.

Alfred, Lord Tennyson, THE early
POEMS OF. Edited, with Notes and an
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins,
M.A. Crown Svo. ts.

[Methuen's Standard Library.

Also with 10 Illustrations in Photogravure
by W. E. F. Britten. Demy Svo, loj. dd.

An elaborate edition of the celebrated
volume which was published in its final and
definitive form in 1853. This edition con-
tains a long Introduction and copious Notes,
textual and explanatory. It also contains
in an Appendix all the Poems which Tenny-
son afterwards omitted.

MAUD. Edited by Elizabeth Words-
worth, Pott Svo, Cloth, IS. dd, net;
leather, 2S. 6d. net. [Little Library.

IN MEMORIAM. Edited, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by H. C. Beeching,
M.A. Pott Svo. Cloth, IS. 6d. net;
kathcr, 2S. 6d. net, [Little Library.

THE EARLY POEMS OF. Edited by J.
C. Collins, M.A. PoitZvo. Cloth, is. 6d.
net; leather, 2s, 6d, net. [Little Library.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth
Wordsworth. Pott Svo. Cloth, u. dd.

net; leather, 2s. 6d, net, [Little Library.

Alice Terton. LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
IN A HOSPITAL. Crown Svo. 3s, 6d,

W. M, Thackeray. VANITY FAIR.
With an Introduction by S. Gwynn. Three
Volumes, Pott Svo. Each volume, cloth,

IS. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d, net,

[Little Library.

PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn.
Three Volumes, Pott Svo. Eachvolume,
cloth, IS. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

F. W. Theobald, M.A. INSECT LIFE.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

A. H. Thompsoa. CAMBRIDGE AND
ITS COLLEGES. Illustrated by E. H.
New. Pott Svo. Cloth, js. ; leather,

3jr. 6d. net, [Little Guides.

'It is brightly written and learned, and
is just such a book as a cultured visitor

needs. '

—

Scotsman,
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Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A. See Dante,

DANTE STUDIES AND RESEARCHES.
Denty ^vo. zos. 6d. net.

THE LIFE OF DANTE ALIGHIERI.
With 12 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Fcap. Zvo, Cloth, 3J. 6d.; leather, 4^-.

net. [Little Biographies.

Herbert Trench. DEIRDRE WED : and
Other Poems. Crown Zvo. 5J.

Philip Trevor (Dux). THE LIGHTER
SIDE OF CRICKET. Crown ivo. 6s.

' A wholly entertaining book.'

—

Glasgow
Herald.

' The most welcome book on our national
game published for years.'

—

County Gentle-
jnan.

G. E. Troutbeck. WESTMINSTER
ABBEY. Illustrated by F, D. Bedford.
Pott Zvo. Cloth, 3J. ; leather, js. 6d. net.

[Little Guides.

'A delightful miniature hand-book.'—
Glasgow Herald.

' In comeliness, and perhaps in complete-
ness, this work must take the first place.'

—

Academy.
' A really first-rate guide-book.'

—

Literature.

Gertrude Tuckwell. THE STATE AND
ITS CHILDREN. Crown i.vo. zs. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Louisa Twining, WORKHOUSES AND
PAUPERISM. Crown Zvo. zs. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

G. W. Wade, D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Crown 5vo. 6s.

'Careful, scholarly, embodying the best
results of modern criticism, and written
with great lucidity.'

—

Examiner.

Izaak Walton, the lives OF donne,
WOTTON, HOOKER, HERBERT and
SANDERSON. With an Introduction by
Verno" Blackburn, and a Portrait. 3^. 6d.

THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. Edited by
J. BuCHAN. Pott Svo. Cloth. IS. 6d. net ;

leather, zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Grace Warrack. See Lady Julian of Nor-
wich.

Mrs. Alfred Waterhouse. A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by. Pott &V0. Cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather,

zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

0, C. J. Webb, M.A. See St. Anselm.

F. C. Webber, carpentry and
JOINERY. With many Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 3j. 6d.

'An admirable elementary text-book on
the sui>]iQt.'— Builder.

Sidney H. Wells, PRACTICAL ME-
CHANICS. With 7S Illustrations and
Diagrams, Second Edition. Crown Svo.
2s. 6d, [Textbooks of Technology.

J. Wells, M.A., Fellow and Tutor ofWadham
College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. By Members of the University.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d,

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Third
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

This book is intended for the Middle and
Upper Forms of Public Schools and for

Pass Students at the Universities. It con-
tains copious Tables, etc.

' An original work written on an original
plan, and with uncommon freshness and
vigour. '

—

Speaker.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. Illus-

trated by E. H. New. Fourth Edition,
Pott Svo. Cloth, 3^. ; leather, ^s. 6d. net.

[Little Guides.

'An admirable and accurate little treat-

ise, attractively illustrated.'

—

World.

F.Weston, M.A., Curate of St. Matthew.9,
Westminster. THE HOLY SACRIFICE.
Pott Svo. 6d. net.

Helen C. Wetmore. THE LAST OF THE
GREAT SCOUTS (' Buffalo Bill '). With
Illustrations. Demy Svo. 6s.

' A narrative of one cf the most attractive

figures in the public eye.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

C. WMbley. See Henley and Whibley.

L. Whibley, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge, GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES: THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Crown Svo. 6s.

G. H. Whitaker, M.A. THE EPISTLE
OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE EPHESIAN3. Edited by, Fcap.
Svo. xs. 6d. net. [Churchman's Bible.

Gilbert White. THE NATURAL HIS-
TORY OF SELBORNE. Edited by
L. C. MiALL, F.R.S., assisted by W.
Warde Fowler, M.A. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Methuen's Standard Library,

E. E. Whitfield. PRECIS WRITING
AND OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE.
Crown Svo. zs. [Commercial Series,

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN
THEORY AND PRACTICE. Crown
Svo, SJ.

An introduction to Methuen's Commercial
Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both the point of view
of the teacher and of the parent.

[Commercial Series,

Miss Whitley. See Lady Dilke.
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W. H. Wilkins, B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Crown Bva. is. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

J. Frome WilMnson, M.A. MUTUAL
THRIFT. Crown Svo._ zs.6d._

[Social Questions Series.

W. Williamson. THE BRITISH GAR-
DENER. Illustrated. Demy Svo. los. 6d.

W.WilUamson, B.A. JUNIOR ENGLISH
EXAMINATION PAPERS. Fcap. Zyo.

\s. [Junior Examination Series.

A JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With
numerous passages for parsing and analysis,

and a chapter on Essay Writing. Crown
&7/0. 2S. [Methuen's Junior School Books.

A CLASS-BOOK OF DICTATION
PASSAGES. Fi///i Edition. Crown Zvo.

IS. 6d. [Methuen's Junior School Books.

EASY DICTATION AND SPELLING.
Fcap. Zvo. IS.

E, M. Wilmot-Buxton. THE MAKERS
OF EUROPE. Crown ?,vo. y._6d.
A Text-book of European History for

Middle Forms.

Richard Wilton, M.A., Canon of York.
LYRA PASTORALIS : Songs of Nature,
Church, and Home. Pott Svo. 2S. 6d.

A volume of devotional poems.

S. E. WinbOlt, M.A., Assistant Master in

Christ's Hospital. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Crown Sva. is.

6d.

An elementary book adapted for Lower
Forms to accompany the Shorter Latin
Primer.

C. A. Windle, F.R.S., D.Sc. SHAKE-
SPEARE'S COUNTRY. Illustrated by
E. H. New. Second Edition, Pott Sva.

Cloth, 2^.; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Little Guides.

B

' One of the most charming guide books.
Both for the library and as a travelling

companion the book is equally choice and
serviceable. '

—

Academy.

THE MALVERN COUNTRY. Illustrated
by E. H. New. Pott Zvo. Cloth, 3s.:
leather, y. 6d. net. [Little Guides.

Canon Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc, LL.B.
TH'E KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE
AND HEREAFTER. Crown Zvo. 3^-. 6d.

[Churchman's Library.

J. A. E. Wood. HOW TO MAKE A
DRESS. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. is. 6d.

[Text Books of Technology.

Elizabeth Words-worth. See Tennyson.

Arthur Wright, M.A., Fellow of Queen's
College, Cambridge. SOME NEW
TESTAMENT PROBLEMS. Crown

[Churchman's Library.

GERMAN VOCABU-
REPETITION. Pcap.

&V0. 6s.

Sophie Wright.
LARIES FOR
Svo, IS. 6d.

A. B. Wylde, MODERN ABYSSINIA.
With a Map and a Portrait. DemyZvo,
iss. net.

G. Wyndham, M.P. THE POEMS OF
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. With an
Introduction and Notes. Demy Svo. Buck-
ram, gilt top. los. 6d.

' We have no hesitation in describing Mr.
George Wyndham's introduction as a
masterly piece of criticism, and all who love
our Elizabethan literature will find a very
garden of delight in it. '

—

Spectator.

W. B. Yeats. AN ANTHOLOGY OF
IRISH VERSE. Revised and Enlarged
Edition. Crown Zvo. 3^. dd.

/Hbetbuen's StanDarD JLibrarg
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Life and Writings. By
Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill,

MEMOIRS OP MY
Edward Gibbon.
LL.D.

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN
EMPIRE. Edited by J. B. Bury, LL.D. In
Stvdu yolumes. Also, Demy i-vo. Gilt top.

is. td. each.

THE Natural History of Selborne. By
Gilbert White. Edited by L. C. Miall, F.R.S.,
Assisted by W. Warde Fowler, M.A.

THE History of the Life of Thomas Ell-
wood, EditedbyC. G. Crump, M.A.

LA Commedia Di Dante Alighieri. The Italian

Text. Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.
Also, Demy &V0. Gilt top. &r. Srf.l

The Early Poems of Alfred, Lord Tennyson'.
Edited by J. Churton Collins, M.A.

By Jonathan Swift.The Journal to Stella.
Edited by G. A. Aitken.

The Letters of Lord" Chesterfield to his
Son. Edited by C. Strachey, and Notes by A.
Calthrop. T-wo yolumes.

Zachariah of Mityi.ene. Translated by F. J.
Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks. Demy Zvo.
I2J-. dd. net.

EVAGRIUS. Edited by L^on Farmentier and M.

Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

Bidez. Demy Zvo. los. 6d, net.

The History of Psellus. Edited by C. Sathas.

Demy Zvo. \$s. net.

ECTHESis Chronica. Edited by Professor Lamb.
ros. Demy Zvo. is. id. net.
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XTbe 3LlttIe Xlbrars

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Pott Svo. Each Volume, cloth, \s. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

'Altogether good to look upon, and to handle.'

—

Otttlook.
' A perfect series.'

—

Pilot.
' It IS difficult to conceive more attractive volumes.'

—

Si. James's Gazette.
' Very delicious little books. '

—

Literature.
' Delightful editions.'

—

Record.

Vanity Fair. By \V, M. Thackeray. Edited by
S. Gwynn. Thre£ Volutnes.

Fhndennis. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited by S.

Gwyiin. Three Vohimes.

John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik.
Edited by Aanie Matheson. Two Volumes,

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. By Jane Austen. Edited
by E. V. Lucas. Ttvo Volumes.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. Edited
by E. V. Lucas.

THE PRINCESS. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited
by Elizabeth Wordsworth.

Maud. By Alfred. Lord Tennyson. Edited by
Elizabeth Wordsworth.

IN Memoriam. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited
by H. C. Beeching, M.A.

The Early Poems of Alfred, Lord Tennyson.
Edited by J. C. CoUins, M.A.

A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH LYRICS. With
Notes.

THE Inferno of Dante. Translated by H. F.

Gary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.

The PURGATORIO of" Dante. Translated by 11.

F. Gary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.

The PARADISO of Dante. Translated by H. F.

Gary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A.

A Little Book of Scottish Verse. Edited by
T. F. Henderson.

A LITTLE BOOK OF Light VERSS. Edited by A.

C. Dcane.

Edited bySelections from Wordsworth.
NowellG. Smith.

The English Poems of Richard grashaw.
Edited by Edward Hutton.

Selections from William Blakh. Edited by
M. Perugini.

EOTHEN. By A. W. Kinglake. With an Introduction
and Notes.

Cranford. By Mrs. Gaskell. Edited by E. \'.

Lucas.

A Little Book of English Prose. Edited by
Mrs. p. A. Barnett.

LA^'ENGR0. By George Borrow. Edited by F.
Hindes Groome, Tioo Volutnes.

THE History of the Galiph Vathek. By
William Beckford. Edited by E. Denison Ross.

THE ComPLEAT Angler. By Izaak Walton.
Edited by J. Buchan.

Marriage. By Susan Ferrier. Edited by Miss
Goodrick - Freer and Lord Iddesleigh. Tico
Volutnes.

Selections from the Early Poems of R obert
Browning. Edited by W. Hall Griffin, M.A.

ELIA, and the Last essays of Eli a. By Gharles
Lamb. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

A Sentimental Journey. By Laurence Sterne.
Edited by H. W. Paul.

A LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited by
Mrs. Alfred Waterhouse.

Mansie Wauch. By D. M. Moir. Edited by T.
V. Henderson,

Z\iZ Xittle ©ulDes

Pott 8vo, cloth, 3^.; leather, ^s. 6cl, net.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. By J.
Wells, M.A.

Illustrated by E. H. New. Fourth Editiott.

CAMBRIDGE AND ITS COLLEGES. By A. Hamilton

Thompson. Illustrated by E. H. New.

The Malvern Country. By B. C. A. Windle,

D.Sc, F.R.S. Illustrated by E. H. New.

SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY. By B. C. A. Windle,
U.Sc, F.R.S. Illustrated by H. H. New. Second
F.diliott.

SUSSEX. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Illustrated by E.
H. New.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By G. E. Troutbeck.
Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.

NORFOLK. By W. A. Dutt. Illustrated by B. C.
Boulter.

Fcap, Svo.

Xtttlc mioginphiCQ

Each volume, cloth, 2,^. 6d. ; leather, 4^. net.

THE LIFE OF DANTE ALIGHIERI. By Paget
Toynbee, Litt.D., M.A. With j2 Illustrations.

Second Bditioti.

THE Life of Savonarola. By E. L. S. Hors-
burgh, M.A. With Portraits and Illustrations.

THE Life of John Howard.
D.D., Vicar of Leeds. With

By E. C. S. Gibson,

a Illustrations.

THE Life op Lord Tennyson. By A. C. Benson,

M.A. With 13 Illustrations.
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ttbe Xittle 3Blue :«3oori0 tot CbilDren
Edited by E. V. LUCAS.

Illustrated. Square Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

' Very elegant and very interesting volumes.'

—

Glasgow Herald.
' A delightful series of diminutive volumes.'

—

IVorld.

'The series should be a favourite among juueniles.'

—

Oiserver.

The Castaways of Meadowbank. By T. Cobb.
The Beechnut Hook. By Jacob Abbott. Edited by E. V. Lucas.
The Air Gun. By T. Hilbert.

Zhc Xibrarg of Devotion
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Pott Svo, cloth, 2s. ; leather^ 2s. 6d. net.

' This series is excellent.'

—

The late Bishop of London.
' Well worth the attention of the Clergy.'

—

The Bishop of Lichfield.
'The new " Library of Devotion "is excellent.'

—

The Bishop of Peterborough,
'Charming.'

—

Record. * Delightful.'

—

Churcli Bells.

The Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited by
C. Bigg, D.D. TlUrd Edition.

Edited by 'Walter Lock,

Edited by C. Bigg,

A Book of Devotions. Edited by J. W. Stan-
bridge, B.D.

Lvra INNOCENTIUII. Edited by Walter Lock, D.D.

A Serious Call to a Devout and holy Life.
Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Second Edition.

The Temple, Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.

A Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W. Stan-
britlge, B.D.

Edited by B. W. RanThe Psalms of David.
dolph, D.D.

Lyra APOSTOLICA. Edited by Canon Scott Holland
and H. C. Beeching, M.A.

the Inner Way. Edited by A. W. Hutton, M.A.

The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C s.

Jerram, M.A.

ON THE Love of God. Edited by W. J. Knox-
Little, M.A.

A Manual of Consolation from the Saints
A.JD Fathers. Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D,

THE Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland, M.A,

THE Devq-^ions of St. Anselm. Edited by C.
C.J.Webb, M.A.

©jfocD Commentarfcs
General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,

Dean Ireland's Professor of E.xegesis in the University of Oxford.
the Book of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, I THE Acts OF THE Apostles. Edited by R. B.

D.D. Demy %vo. 6s. I Rackman, M.A. Demy %vo. lis. ad,

1banJ)book0 of ^beolog^
General Editor, A. ROBERTSON, D.D., Principal of King's College, London.

THE XXXIX. Articles of the Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.
Third and Cheaper Edition in One Volume.

Demy Svo. ms. 6d.

AN Introduction to the History
of ReligiO.N. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

THE Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R. L.
Ottley.M.A. Second and Cheaper Edition. Dimy
Sva. 12S. 6d.

An Introduction to the Histkdrv of the
Creeds. By A. E. Bum, B.D. Demy Svo. los.

6d.
The philosophy of religion in England and

America. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D. Demy
Svo. los. 6d.

Zbc Cburcbman'B Xibrarg
General Editor, J, H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E., Examining Chaplain to the

Bishop of Aberdeen.
3LUTI0N. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D
Zroivn Zvo. 3^. td.

The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map. Cro-wn ivo.

3J. (>d.

Some New Testament Problems. By Arthur
Wright. M.A. Cro-ail %-(>. 6s.

The Kingdom ok heaven Here and Here-
after, By Canon Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc,
LL.B. Crown ivo. 3s. fd.

THE Workmanship of the Prayer Book: Its

Literary and Liturgical Aspects, liy J. Dowden,
D.D. Second Edition. Croivn 6vo. y. 6d.

THE Old Testament and the Ni:w Scholar-
ship. By J. p. Peters, D.D. Cro-wn ivo. 6s.

The Churchman's Introduction to the Old
testament. Edited by A. M. Mackay, B. A.
CroTvn 8vo. JJ. 6d.

iHE CHURCH of Christ,
Croivn bvo. 6s.

By E. T. Green, M.A.
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Zbc Cburcbman's Mblc
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D,

Messrs. Methuen are issuing a series of expositions upon most of the books of
the Bible. The volumes are practical and devotional, and the text of the
Authorised Version is explained in sections, which correspond as far as possible
with the Church Lectionary.

The Epistle to the Galatians. Explained by
A, W. Robinson. Fcap, Svo. is. 6d. net.

EccLESIASTES. Explained by A. W. Streane, D.D.
Fcap. Svo. js. 6d. net.

THE Epistle to the Philippians. Explained

by C. R. D. Biggs, D.D. Fcaf. Svo. ix. 6d. net.

The Epistle of St. James. Edited by H. W.
Fulford, M.A. Fcap, Svo, is, 6d. net.i

Isaiah. Edited by W. E. Barnes. D.D. Two
yolumes, 2J. net each. Vol. I. With Map.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to the
Ephesians. Edited by G. H. Whitaker, M.A.
IS, 6U, net.

Xca^ers of IRelfgion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A. With Portraits. Crown Svo. 3S. td.

A series of short biographies of the most prominent leaders of religious life

and thought of all ages and countries.

Thefollowing are ready

:

—
Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.

John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.

Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell, M.A.

Cardinal Manning. By A. w. Hutton, M.A.

CHARLES Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.

JOHN KEBLE. By Walter Lock, D.D.

THOMAS CHALMERS. By Mrs. Oliphant.

LANCELOT ANDREWES. By R. L. Ottley, M.A.

AUGUSTINE OF CANTERBURY. By E. L. Cutis,

D.D.

William Laud. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.

John Knox. By F. MacCunn.

JOHN HOWE. By R. F. Horton, D.D.

BISHOP Ken. ByF. a. Clarke, M.A.
GEORGE FOX, THE QUAKER, By T. Hodgkin

D.C.L.

JOHN DONNE. By Augustu' Jessopp, D.D.

Thomas CRANMER. By A. J. Mason.

Bishop Latimer. By R. M. Carlyle and A. J.
Carlyle, M.A.

Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.
Other volumes will be announced in due course.

Social Questions ot ^o«Das
Edited by H. de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Trade Unionism-
Third Edition,

•New and Old. By G. Howell.

By G.THE Co-operative Movement To-Day.
J. Holyoake. Second Edition,

Mutual Thrift. By Rev. J. Frome Wilkinson,
M.A.

By J. A. Hobson, M.A.

By C. F. Bastable,

The Alien Invasion. By w. H. Wiikins, B.A.

THE Rural exodus. By p. Anderson Graham.

Land Nationalization. By Harold Cox, B.A.

By H. de B. Gibbins

Back to the Land : An Inquiry into Rural
Depopulation. By H. E. Moore.

Trusts, Pools, and Corners. By J. Stephen
Jeans.

The Factory System. By R. W. Cooke-Taylor.

The State and its Children. By Gertrude
Tuckwell.

Women's work. By Lady Dilke, Miss Bulley, and
Mis6 Whitley.

Socialism and
KaulTinann.

Modern Thought. By M.

The Housing of the Working Classes. By
E. Bowraaker.

THE Problem of the Unemployed. By J. A.
Hobson, B.A.

Life in West London.
Third Editwn,

By Arthur Sherwell, M.A.

By Clement Ed-

WORKHOUSES AND PAUPERISM. By Louisa Twin-
ing.

By W,
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mniverefts Bjtensfon Series

Edited by J. E. SYMES, M.A.,
Principal of University College, Nottingham.

Crown 2>vo. Price {with some exceptions) 2s. 6d,

A series of books on historical, literary, and scientific subjects, suitable for

extension students and home-reading circles. Each volume is complete in

itself, and the subjects are treated by competent writers in a broad and philo-

sophic spirit.

TAe following Volumes are ready

:

—
The Industrial History of England. By H.

de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Eighth Edition.

Revised. With Maps and Plans. 3J.

A History of English political Economy.
By L. 1« Price, M.A. Third Edition.

Problems of Poverty. By J. A. Hobson, M.A.
Fourth Edition.

Victorian Poets. By A. Sharp.

THE French Revolution. By J. E. Symes, M.A.
Psychology. By S. F. Granger, M.A. Second

Edition.

THE Evolution of Plant Life; Lower Forms.
By G. Massce. Illustrated.

Air and Water. By V. B. Lewes, M.A. Illus-

trated.

THE Chemistry of Life and Health. By C.
W. Kimmins, M.A. Illustrated.

The Mechanics OF Daily Life. ByV. P. Sells,

M.A. IlliKtrated.

English social Reformers. By H. de B.
Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition,

English Trade and Finance in the Seven-
teenth Century. By W. A. S. Hewins, B.A.

The chemistry of Fire. By M. M. Pattison

Muir, M.A. Illustrated.

A Text-Book of Agricultural Botany. By
M. C. Potter, M.A., F.L.S. Illustrated. Second
Edition, 4J. (id.

The Vault of Heaven. A Popular Introduction
to Astronomy. By R. A. Gregory. With numerous
Illustrations.

Meteorology. By H. N. Dickson, F.R.S.E., F.R.
Met. Soc. Illustrated.

A Manual of Electrical Science. By George

J. Burch, M.A., F.R.S. Illustrated, y.

The Earth. An Introduction to Physiography.
By Evan Small, M.A. Illustrated.

Insect Life. By F. W. Theobald, M.A. Illus-

trated.

English Poetry from Blake to Browning.
By W. M. Dixon, M.A. Second Edition.

English Local Government. By E. Jenks,
M.A.

THE Greek View of Life. By G. L. Dickinson.
Second Edition.

Contmercfal Series
Edited by H; de B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson, M.A.

By F. G. Taylor,

Commercial education in Theory and
Practice, By E. t., Whitfield, M.A, Crown
8vo. 5J-.

An introduction to Methuen's Commercial Series
treating the question of Commercial Education fully

from both the point of view of the teacher and of
the parent.

British Commerce and Colonies from Eliza-
beth to Victoria. By H. de B. Gibbins,
Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition. 2s.

Commercial Examination Papers. By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. M.

THE Economics of Commerce. By H. de B.
Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. u. bd.

A German Commercial Reader. By S. E. Bally,
With Vocabulary, zs.

A Commercial Geography of the British
Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Third Edition.

Third Edition,
Com.mercial Arithmetic.

M.A. Third Edition, ij-. 6

French Commercial Correspondence. By S.

E. Eally. With Vocabulary. Third Edition, -zs.

German Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary, is. 6d.

A French Commercial Reader. By S. E. Bally.

With Vocabulary. Second Edition, is.

PRECIS Writing and Office Correspondence.
By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. is.

A Guide to Professions and Business. By H.
Jones. IJ. td.

The Principles of Book-keeping by Double
Entry. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. Crown Bvo.

2S.

Commercial Law. By W. Douglas Edwards. 2j.

A Commercial Geography of Foreign
N.\TI0NS. By F. C. Boon, B.A. Crown Qvo, sr.

Classical translations
Edited by H. F. Fox, M.A. , Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, O.-ford.

yEsciIYLUS—Agamemnon, Choephoroe, Eumenides.
Translated by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. 5J.

Cicero—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N. P.

Moor, M.A, 3^. 6d.

Cicero—Select Orations (Fro Mllone, Pro Mureno,
Philippic II., in CatilmamJ. Translated by H. E.
D. Blakiston. M.A. 5J.

Cicero—De Natura Deorura. Translated by F.
Brooks. M.A. 3^. 6d.

Cicero—De Officiis. Translated by G. B. Gardiner,
M.A, Crown Svo, ss. 6d,

Horace—The Odes and Epodes. Translated by
A. Godley, M.A. is,

LUCIAN—Six Dialocrues (Nigrinus, Icaro-Merippus,
The Cock, The Ship, The Parasite, The Lover of

Falsehood). Translated by S. T. Irwin, M.A.
3^. 6d.

Sophocles—Electra and Ajax. Translated by E.
D. A. Morshead, M.A. 2j. 6d.

Tacitus—Agricola and Gcrraania. Translated by
R. E. TowubheuJ. is. Cd.
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^etbuen's junior ScbooIsJSoofts.
Edited by O. D. Inskip, LL.D., and W. Williamson, B.A.

A Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By W.
Williamson, B.A. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo. is.

THE GOSPEL According to St. Mark. Edited
by A. E. Rubie, M.A., Headmaster of the Royal
Naval School, Hltham, With Three Maps. Crown
Svo, 11, 6d,

A Junior English Grammar. By W. Williamson,
B.A. With numerous passages for parsing and
analysis, and a chapter on Essay Writing. Crown
Svo. 2J-,

A Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tyler, B.-A.,
F.C.S., Science Master at Framlingham College.
With 73 Illustrations, Crown Svo, ss. 6ci,

Scbool Bjamdtatlon Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A, Crow7t Zvo. 2s. 6d.

History and Geography Examination Papers.
By C. H. Spence, M.A., CUfton College. Second

M.French Examination Papers. By A. M,
Stedman, M.A. BUveiith Edition.
A Key, issued to Tutors and Private Students
only, to be had on application to the Publishers.
Fifth Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s. net.

LATIN Examination Papers, By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Eleventh Edition.
Key {Fourth Edition) issued as above. 6j. tiet.

Greek Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Sixth Edition.
Key {Second Edition) issued as above. 6s. fiet.

German Exa.mination Papers. By R. J. Morich.
Ei/th Edition.
Key {Second Edition) issued as above. 6s. net.

Physics Examination papers. By R. E. Steel,
M.A., F.C.S.

General Knowledge Examination Papers.
By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Fourth Edition.

Key {Second Edition) issued as above. 7J. 7iet.

Examination Papers in English History. By
J.Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A. Crown ivo. 2s.6d.

XTecbnologs—ire£tboofts of
Edited by W. GARNETT, D.C.L., and Professor J. W. ,RTHEIMER, F.I.C.

Fully Illustrated.

How to Make a Dress. By J. A. E. Wood.
Second Edition. CrownZvo. is.td.

Carpentry and Joinery. By F. C. Webber.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Practical Mechanics. By Sidney H. Wells.
Second Edition. Crown Ziv. y. 6d,

Practical Physics. By H. Stroud, D.Sc, M.A.
Crown Zvo. 3^. 6d,

MILLINERY, Theoretical and Practical. By
Clare Hill, Crown Zvo, zj.

Practical Chemistry. By W. French, M.A.
Crown Zvo, Part I. is, 6d,

Part II.

—

Fiction
Marie Corelli's Novels.

Crown Zvo. 6j. each.

A
^ ROMANCE OF TWO WORLDS.
Twenty-Third Edition.

VENDETTA. Eighteenth Edition,

THELMA. Tiuenty-Seventh Edition.

ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Thirteenth Edition,

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Eleventh Edit.

WORMWOOD. Twelfth Edition.

B A R A B B A S : A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY, Thirty-Seventh
Edition,

' The tender reverence of the treatment
and the imaginative beauty of the writing
have reconciled us to the daring of the con-
ception. This " Dream of the World's
Tragedy" is a lofty and not inadequate
paraphrase of the supreme climax of the
inspired narrative.'

—

Dublin Rc-!<ie-dii,

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Forty-
Fifth Edition.

' A very powerful piece of work. , . .

The conception is magnificent, and is likely

to win an abiding place within the memory

of man. . . , The author has immense com-
mand of language, and a limitless audacity.
.. . This interesting and remarkableromance
will live long after much of the ephemeral
literature of the day is forgotten. ... A
literary phenomenon , . . novel, and even
sublime.'—W. T. Stead in the Review
ofReviews,

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN.
\_i6oth Thousand.

'It cannot be denied that "The Master
Christian " is a powerful book ; that it is one
likely to raise uncomfortable questions in

all but the most self-satisfied readers, and
that it strikes at the root of the failure of
the Churches—the decay of faith—in a
manner which shows the inevitable disaster
heaping up . . . The good Cardinal Bonpr6
is a beautiful figure, fit to stand beside the
good Bishop in " Les Misc^rables." It is a
book with a serious purpose expressed with
absolute unconventionality and passion . . .

And this is to say it is a book worth read-
ing.'

—

E.ramincr,
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Antiony Hope's Novels.

Crown Zvo. 6s. each.

CHE GOD IN THE CAR. Ninth Edition.
' A very remarkable book, deserving of

critical analysis impossible within our limit

;

brilliant, but not superficial ; well con-
sidered, but not elaborated ; constructed
with the proverbial art that conceals, but
yet allows itself to be enjoyed by readers
to whom fine literary method is a keen
pleasure.'— The World.

V CHANGE OF AIR, Sixth Edition.

'A graceful, vivacious comedy, true to

human nature. The characters are traced
with a masterly hand.'

—

Times.

i. MAN OF MARK. Fifth Edition.

'Of all Mr. Hope's books, "A Man of
Mark" is the one which best compares with
"The Prisoner of Zenda." '

—

National Ob-

HE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO. Fotirth Edition.

'It is a perfectly enchaating story of love

and chivalry, and pure romance. The
Count is the most constant, desperate, and

modest and tender of lovers, a peerless
gentleman, an intrepid fighter, a faithful

friend, and a magnanimous foe.'

—

Guardian.

PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
Sixth Edition,
'The tale is thoroughly fresh, quick with

vitality, stirring the blood.'

—

St. James's
Gazette.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
' There is searching analysis of human

nature, with a most ingeniously constructed
plot. Mr. Hojje has drawn the contrasts

of his women with marvellous subtlety and
delicacy.'

—

Times.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Third Edition.
' In elegance, delicacy, and tact it ranks

with the best of his novels, while in the wide
range of its portraiture and the subtilty

of its analysis it surpasses all his earlier

ventures. '

—

Spectator.

QUISANTE. Third Edition.
' The book is notable for a very high liter-

ary quality, and an impress of power and
mastery on every page.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

Lucas Malet's Novels.

Crown Zvo
:OLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE. Third
Edition.

i. COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. New
Editio7t.

^ITTLE PETER. Second Edition, ^s. 6d.

HE WAGES OF SIN. Thirteenth Edition.

'HE CARISSIMA. Fourth Edition.

'HE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth
Edition.

' In " The Gateless Barrier " it is at once
evident that, whilst Lucas Malet has pre-

served her birthright of originality, the
artistry, the actual writing, is above even
ihe high level of the books that were born
before.'

—

Westminster Gazette.

6s. each.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. Seventh Edition. A Limited
Edition in Two Volumes. Crown Svo. 12s.

' A picture finely and amply conceived.
In the strength and insight in which the
story has been conceived, in the wealth of

fancy and reflection bestowed upon its

execution, and in the moving sincerity of its

pathos throughout, " Sir Richard Calmady"
must rank as the great novel of a great
writer. '

—

Literature.
' The ripest fruit of Lucas Malet's genius.

A picture of maternal love by turns tender
and terrible. '

—

Spectator.

'A remarkably fine book, with a noble
motive and a sound conclusion.'

—

Pilot.

W. W. Jacobs' Novels,

Crown Svo.

lANY CARGOES. Twenty-Sixth Edition.

EA URCHINS. Ninth Edition.

. MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.

Fi/th Edition.
Can be unreservedly recommended to

all who have not lost their appetite for
wholesome laughter.'

—

Spectator.
' The best humorous book published for

many a day.'

—

Black and White.

y. 6d. each.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Third

Edition.

' His wit and humour are perfectly irresis-

tible. Mr. Jacobs writes of skippers, and

mates, and seamen, and his crew are the

jolliest lot that ever sailed.'

—

Daily News.
' Laughter in every page.'

—

Daily STail,
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PIERRE AND HIS PEOPLE.
tion.

' Stories happily conceived and finely ex-
ecuted. There is strength and genius in

Mr. Parker's style.'

—

Daily Telegraph,

MRS. FALCHION. Fourth Edition.
' A splendid study of character.'

—

A thencEiim.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Second Edition.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Seventh Edition.
'A rousing and dramatic tale. A book

like this is a joy inexpressible.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC:
The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Fifth
Edition.

' Here we find romance—real, breathing,
living romance. The character of Valmond
is drawn unerringly.'

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

Gilbert Parker's Novels
Crown Svo. 6s. each.

Fifth Edi- AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH

:

The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.'

Second Edition.
' The present book is full of fine and mov-

ing stories of the great North.'

—

Glasgow
Herald.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Eleventh Edition.
' Mr. Parker has produced a really fine

historical novel.'

—

AthencEuin.
' A great book.'

—

Black and White.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition.
' Nothing more vigorous or more human

h?s come from Mr. Gilbert Parker than this

n vel.'

—

Literature.
THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.

Second Edition, y. 6d.

'Unforced pathos, and a deeper know-
ledge of human nature than he has displayed

before. '—Pall Mall Gazette.

Artliur Morrison's Novels.

Crown Zvo. 6s. each.

MEAN STREETS. FifthTALES OF
Edition.

'A great bcok. The author's method
is amazingly effective, and produces a
thrilling sense of reality. The writer lays
upon us a master hand. "The book is simply
appalling and irresistible in its interest. It

is humorous also; without humour it would
not make the mark it is certain to make.'

—

World.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. _
Fourth Edition.

'The book is a masterpiece.'

—

Pall Mall
Gazette.

TO LONDON TOWN. Second Edition.
'This is the new Mr. Arthur Morrison,

gracious and tender, sympathetic and
human.'

—

Daily Telegraph.
CUNNING MURRELL.

' Admirable. . . . Delightful humorous
relief ... a most artistic and satisfactory

achievement.'

—

SJ>ectator.

Eden Phillpott's Novels.

Crown %vo.

LYING PROPHETS.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.

Fourth Edition,
' Mr. Phillpotts knows exactly what

school-boys do, and can lay bare their in-

most thoughts ; likewise he shows an all-

pervading sense of humour.'

—

Academy.
SONS OF THE MORNING. Second

Edition.
' A book of strange power and fascina-

tion.'

—

Morning Post.

6s. each.

THE STRIKING HOURS. SecondEdition.
' Tragedy and comedy, pathos and

humour, are blended to a nicety in this

volume. '— World.

'The whole book is redolent of a fresher

and ampler air than breathes in the circum-

scribed life of great towns.'

—

Spectator.

FANCY FREE. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Crown %vo. 6s.

' Of variety and racy humour there is

plenty.'

—

Daily Graphic.

S. Baring-Gould's Novels.

Crown Zvo. 6s. each.

ARMINELL. Fifth Edition.

URITH. Fifth Edition.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh
Edition.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Fourth Edition.

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
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MARGERY OF QUETHER. Third
Edition.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition.

NOfiMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition,

THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS. Third
Edition.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition.

BLADYS. Illustrated, Second Edition.

DOMITIA. Illustrated. Second Edition.

PABO THE PRIEST.
WINIFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
THE FROBISHERS.
ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated.

Robert Barr's Novels.

Crown Zvo.

N THE MIDST OF ALARMS. Third
Edition.

' A book which has abundantly satisfied us
by its capital humour.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Second Edition.
' There is much insight in it, and much

excellent humour.'

—

Daily Chroni\,le.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Third Edition.
' Of these mediceval romances, which are

now gaining ground "The Countess
Tekia" is the very best we have seen.'

—

Pall
Mall Gazette.

Andrew Balfour. BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

'A recitalof thrilling interest, told with
unflagging vigour.'

—

Globe.

Baring Gould. See page 34.

Robert Barr. See above.

3eorge Bartram, Author of • The People of
Clopton.' THE THIRTEEN EVEN-
INGS. Crown ivo. ds.

\Iargaret Benson. SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Crown ivo. y. 6d.

I. BlOUndellO Bxirton, Author of 'The
Clash of Arms.' THE YEAR ONE: A
Page of the French Revolution. Illus-

trated. Crown Svo. 6s.

See also Fkur de Lis Novels.

I^da Cambridge, Author of ' Path and
i;oaI.' THE DEVASTATORS. Crown
Sro. 6s.

See also Fleur deLis Novels,

Jernard Capes, Author of 'The Lake of
Wine.' PLOTS. Crown Svo. 6s.

' The stories are excellently fanciful and
concentrated and quite worthy of the
author's best work. '

—

Morning' Leader.
' Ingenious and original. This is a book

to turn to once and again, '

—

Morning; Post.

Veatherby Chesney.
_
JOHN TOP?

:

}'IRATE. Seeond Edition. Crown Svo.

6s.

A book of breathless adventure.
'Arousing pleasant story.'

—

Athenauffi.

THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
Crown Zzio. bs.

Illustrated. Second

6s. each.

THE STRONG ARM.
Edition.

THE VICTORS.
' Mr. Barr has a rich sense of humour. '

—

Onlooker.
' A very convincing study of American

life in its business and political aspects.'

—

Pilot.

' Good writing, illuminating sketches of

character, and constant variety of scene and
incident.'

—

Times.

' An ingenious tale of the sea and particu-
larly exciting.'

—

World.
' A healthy, straightforward tale, breezy

and cheerful.'

—

Manchester Guardian.

J. Maclaren Cobban, the king of
ANDAMAN: A Saviour of Society,
Crown Svo. 6s,

WILT THOU HAVE THIS WOMAN.
Crown Svo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

E. H. Cooper, Author of ' Mr. Blake of New-
market.'_A FOOL'S YEAR. Crmvn Zvo. 6.^.

' A strikingly clever story, with pictures
of sporting society convincingly true.'—

Pall Mall Gazette.

Marie Corelli. See page 32.

L. Cope Cornford. CAPTAIN JACOBUS:
A Romance of the Road. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels,

S. R. Crockett, Author of ' The Raiders, etc.

LOCHINVAR. Illustrated. Second
Edition, Crown Svo, 6s,

' Full of gallantry and pathos, of the

clash of arms, and brightened by episodes of
humour and love,'

—

IVest/ninster Gazette.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

'A delightful tale.'

—

Speaker.
' Mr. Crockett at his best.'

—

Literature.

B. M. Croker, Author of ' Peggy of the
Bartons,' ANGEL. Second Edition.
Croivn Svo, 6s.

' An excellent story. Clever pictures of
Anglo-Indian life abound. The heroine is

daring and delightful,'

—

Manchester Guardian.
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
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C. E. Denny. THE romance of up-
FOLD MANOR. Crown Zvo. 6s.

*A fine tragic story.'

—

Weekly Register.
'There is picturesqueness and real feel-

ing. '

—

St, Javies's Gazette.

A. Conan Doyle, Author of 'Sherlock
Holmes,' ' The White Companj',' etc.

I

ROUND THE RED LAMP. Eighth \

Edition. Crown 8va. 6s.
|

' The book is far and away the best view
,

that has been vouchsafed us behind the
j

scenes of the consulting-room.'

—

Illustrated
|

London Ne-ws.
\

Sara Jeannette Dimcan (Mrs. Everard I

Cotes), Author of 'A Voyage of Consola-
tion.' THOSE DELIGHTFUL,
AMERICANS. Illustrated. Second Edi- I

Hon. Cro-tvn 8vo. 6s. I

' A rattling picture of American life, I

bright and good-tempered throughout.'

—

Scotsman.
' The humour is delicious.'

—

Daily Mail.

C. F. Embree. A HEART OF FLAME.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

' Alive with the pulsing and clamorous life

of the wild folk and wild actions with which
it deals. A striking, well-conceived piece of
work.'

—

PallMall Gazette.
' An admirable story, well told. The

characters are full of life, and Ramoncita is

really a delicious little creature.'

—

Morning
Post.
'The figure of Ramoncita, the heroine, a

Mexican girl of 15, is charming—a sketch
romantic and delicately drawn.'

—

Man-
chester Guardian.

J. H. Findlater. THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fourth Edition
Crown Zvo. 6s.

' A powerful and vivid story.'

—

Standard.
'A beautiful story, sad and strange as

truth itself.'

—

Vanity Fair.
' A singularly original, clever, and beauti-

ful story.'

—

Guardian.
' Reveals to us a new writer of undoubted

faculty and reserve force.'

—

Spectator.

'An exquisite idytl, delicate, affecting,

and beautiful. —Bla^k and IVkite.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Mary Findlater. A NARROW way.
Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS Second Edition
Crown Zvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Tom Gallon, Author of 'Kiddy.' RICK-
ERBV'S FOLLY. Crown 8r/<7. 6s.

Dorothea Gerard, Author of ' Lady Baby.

'

THE MILLION. Crown Zvo. 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
Second Edition, Crown ivo. 6s.

THE SUPREME CRIME. Cr. Zvo. (,f.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels,

Algernon Gissing. THE KEYS OF THE
HOUSE. Crown Zro. 6s.

'A story of absorbing interest.'

—

Liver-
pool Mercury.

' The book is carefully built up, piece by
piece. The figure of Brant himself moving
among his people in his lonely parish of the
hills is one that long remains with the
reader. '

—

Daily Telegraph,

George Gissing, Author of ' Demos,' ' In the
Year of Jubilee,' etc. THE TOWN
TRAVELLER. Second Edition. Crown
Zvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Ernest Glanville. THE KLOOF BRIDE.
Crown Zvo. 3J. 6d.

THE LOST REGIMENT. Crown Svo.

y. 6d.

THE DESPATCH RIDER. Crown Svo.

2S. 6d.

Lord Ernest Hamilton. MARY HAMIL-
TON. Third Edition. CrownZvo. 6s.

' There can be no doubt that we have in
" Mary Hamilton" a most fascinating story
—the most stirring and dramatic historical

romance that has come in our way for a long
time.'

—

Illustrated London News,

Robert Hicbens, Author of 'Flames,
etc. THE PROPHET OF BERKELEY
SQUARE. Second Edition. CrownZvo.
6s.

' One continuous sparkle. Mr. Hicheni
is witty, satirical, caustic, irresistibly hum-
orous.'

—

Bimiinghatn Gazette.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Seccnd
Edition, Cro7un Zvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

John Oliver HObhes, Author of 'Robert
Orange.* THE SERIOUS WOOING.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

' Mrs. Craigie is as brilliant as she ever
has been ; her characters are all illuminated
with sparkling gems of description, and the

conversation scintillates with an almost
bewildering blaze.'

—

A thencrum.

Anthony Hope, See page 33.

Vi0l«t Hunt. THE HUMAN IN-
TEREST. Crown Zvo. 6s.

C. J. CutCliffe Hyiie, Author of 'Captain
Kettle.' PRINCE RUPERT THE
BUCCANEER. With 8 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

MR. HORROCKS, PURSER. Crown
Zvo. 6s.

* Mr. Horrocks is a good second to the un-
approachable Captain Kettle.'

—

Academy.
' Mr. Horrocki is sublime.'

—

Manchester
Guardian,
'The Purser Is a diverting discovery, and

his adventures are related with vigour.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

W. W Jacobs. See page 33.
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Heniy James, Author of 'What Maisle
Knew.' THE SACRED FOUNT.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

THE SOFT SIDE. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

C. F. Keary. THE JOURNALIST.
Crown Sz'O. 6s.

norence Finch KeUy. WITH HOOPS
OF STEEL. Crown Svo. 6s.

'Eveiy chapter is filled with exciting
incidents. '

—

Morning- Leader,
' A daring and brilliant story of adventure.

The novel teems with life and character,
with life which is always within an ace of
death, and character which curiously blends
the ruffian and the hero.'

—

Scotsman.

Hon. Emily Lawless. TRAITS AND
CONFIDENCES. Crown %vo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

E. Lynn Linton. THE TRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON, Christian and
Communist. Eleventh Edition. Crown
Zz'o. IS.

Charles K Lush. THE AUTOCRATS.
Croivn Zvo. 6s.

'A clever story of American life. Its

atmosphere is convincing and striking.'

—

/ 'anity Fair.
' Eminently readable with clever photo-

graphs of American social life.'

—

Standard.

S. Macnaughtan. the fortune of
CHRISTINA NACNAB. CrownZvo. 6s.

A. Macdonell. the story of
TERESA. Crown S,vo. 6s.

' Varied and clever characterisation and
close sympathy with humanity.'

—

West-
minster Gazette.

' The book is bracing as the moor itself.

It has a threefold interest—its keen
characterisation, its psychological insight,

and its philosophy oiVik.'—.Pilot,

Lucas Malet. See page 33.

Richard Marsh, Author of ' The Seen and
the Unseen.' BOTH SIDES OF THE
VEIL. Second Edition. CrownZvo. 6s.

' Here we have Mr. Marsh at his best.'—

•

Globe, See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

A, E. W. Mason, Author of ' The Courtship
of Morrice Buckler,' 'Miranda of the Bal-
cony,' etc. CLEMENTINA. Illustrated.

Crozvn Svo. 6s.
' A romance of the most delicate ingenuity

and humour . . . the very quintessence of
romance. '

—

Spectator.

L. T. Meade. DRIFT. Crown Svo. 6s.
' Well told, and full of incident and

character. '— IVorld.
' .\ powerfully-wrought story.'

—

Birming-
ham Post,

' A powerful story, which treats of the
drifting of a man of high intellectual gifts.'

— Court Circular.

Bertram Mitford. THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Fifth Edition.

F. F. Montresor, Author of ' Into the High-
ways and Hedges.' THE ALIEN. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s,

' Fresh, unconventional, and instinct with
human sympathy. '

—

Manchester Guardian.
' Miss Montresor creates her tragedy out

of passions and necessities elementarily

human. Perfect art.'

—

Spectator,

Arthur Morrison. See page 34.

W. E. Norris. THE EMBARRASSING
ORPHAN. Croavn Bvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Alfred Ollivant. OWD BOB, THE GREY
DOG OF KENMUIR. Fi/th, Edition.
Crown Zz>o. 6s.

'Weird, thrilling, strikingly graphic.'—
Punch,

'V/e admire this book ... It is one to

read with admiration and to praise with
enthusiasm

.
'

—

Bookman,
' It is a fine, open-air, blood-stirring book,

to be enjoyed by every man and woman to

whom a dog is dear.'

—

Literature.

E. Phillips Oppenheim. Master of
MEN. Second Edition. Crozvnivo. 6s.

Gilbert Parker. See page 34.

James Blythe Patton. BIJLI, THE
DANCER. Crozvn Zvo. 6s.

MaxPemberton. THE FOOTSTEPS OF
A THRONE. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Crown Svo. 6s.

'A story of pure advent jre, with a sensa-

tion on every page.'

—

Daily Mail.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illus-

trations by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Crown Svo, 6s.
' A romance ofhigh adventure, of love and

war. It is a story of true love, of indomit-
able will, and of steadfastness that nothing
can withstand.'

—

Daily News.
' A stirring tale.'

—

Outlook.

Eden PhillpOttS. See page 34.

Walter Ra3anond, Author of 'Love and
Quiet Life.' FORTUNE'S DARLING.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

Edith Rickert. OUT OF THE CYPRESS
SWAMP.

_
Cro^un Zvo. 6s.

' A tale in v/hich a note of freshness and
individuality is struck, and the delicate

question of colour is handled with originality

and power. It has finc.thrilling moments.'
—Spectator.

' The whole story is admirably told. Not
even in " Uncle Tom's Cabin " is there any-
thing more exciting than the bloodhound
chase after the hero.'

—

Tatler.

W. Pett Ridge. LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

' The story is an interesting and animated
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picture of the struggle for life in London,
with a natural humour and tenderness of its

own. '

—

Scotsmatt.

'A simple, delicate bit of work, which
will give pleasure to many. Much study of
the masses has made him, not mad, but
strong, and—wonder of wonders^cheerfuL'
—Times.
'A really delightful life history of a

London foundling. Once more we have to

thank Mr. Pett Ridge for an admirable
study of London life.'

—

Spectator.

Mrs. M. H. Roberton. A GALLANi
QUAKER. Illustrated. Crown %vo. ts.

' It is a strong story of love and hate, of
religious excitement and calm faith.'

—

Leeds
Mercury.

W. Clark Russell. MY DANISH SWEET-
HEART. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

Crown ^vo. 6s.

Grace Rhys. THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

' A really fine book. A book that deserves

to live. Sheila is the sweetest heroine who
has lived in a novelist's pages for many a

day. Every scene and every incident has

the impress of truth. It is a masterly ro-

mance, and one that should be widely read

and appreciated.'

—

Morning Leader.

W. SatchelL THE LANDOF THELOST.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

'An exciting story . _. . the plot and
passion are managed with skill, and the

author shows himself a master of the art of

depicting human character.'—Glasgow Herald.

Adeline Sergeant. Author of 'The Story of

a Penitent Soul.' A GREAT LADY.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

' A pleasant and excellently told story,
' natural and fresh.'

—

Glasgow Herald.
' A wholesome novel, with plenty of

incident,'

—

Spectator.

W. F. Shannon. THE MESS DECK.
Crown Zvo . 3^. 6d.

Helen Shipton. THE STRONG GOD
CIRCUMSTANCE. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Annie Swan. LOVE GROWN COLD.
Second Edition. Crown Zvo. y.
'One of the strongest books that the

author has yet given us. We feel that the

characters are taken from life. _ The story

is told with delicacy and restraint,'

—

Daily
News.

Benjamin Swift, Author of 'Siren City.'

SORDON, Crown Zvo. 6s.

•Handled with a skill and a power

that are almost unfailing. The book is

thoroughljr good. It absorbs as much by its

ingenuitjy in the use of material as by the
force of Its imagination.'

—

Academy,
'The author tells his story with great

dramatic intentness, with simplicity, and
strength.'

—

Daily News.
'A remarkable, venturesomej painful, and

interesting book. The story is beautifully

told ; it is rare pleasure to read such writing,

so simple, finely balanced, graceful, refined,

yet forcible.'

—

World.

Paul Waineman. A HEROINE FROM
FINLAND. Crown Zvo. 6s.

' Fresh in subject and treatment.'—Academy,
*An idyll of country life which has the

charm of entire novelty and freshness,'

—

Morning Leader.
' This tale of Russian and Finnish life is a

most readable and enthralling one. The
story is simple yet strong, and reveals

intimate knowledge of Finnish life and
manners.'

—

Scotsman.
' A delightful story.'

—

Daily Express.
'This lovely tale.'—Manchester Guardian.
' A vivid picture of pastoral life in a

beautiful and too little known country.'

—Pall Mall Gazette.

R. B. Townshend. LONE PINE : A Ro-
mance of Mexican Life. Crown Zvo. 6s.

H. B. Marriott Watson. THE SKIRTS
OF HAPPY CHANCE. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

•Mr. Watson's light touch, his genuine
sense of humour, his ingenuity, and, above
all, his polished and clear-cut style will pro-

vide genuine entertainment.'

—

Pilot.

H. G. "Wells. THE STOLEN BACILLUS,
and other Stories. Second Editioiu Crown
Zvo. 6s.

THE PLATTNER STORY and Others.
Second Edition Cro^un Zvo. 6s.

Stanley 'We3rman, Author of ' A Gentleman
of France.' UNDER THE RED ROBE.
With Illustrations by R. C. Woodville.
Seventeenth Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

* Every one who reads books at all must
read this thrilling romance, from the first

page of which to the last the breathless

reader is haled along. An inspiration of

manliness and courage.'

—

Daily Chronicle.

Zack, Author of ' Life is Life." TALES OF
DUNSTABLE WEIR. Crown Zvo. 6s.

'"Zack" draws her pictures with_ great

detail; they are indeed Dutch interiors in

their fidelity to the small things of life.'

—

Westminster Gasttte.
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Messrs. Methuen are now publishing popular Novels in a new and most
charming style of binding. Ultimately, this Series will contain the following
books :

—

Andrew Balfour.
To ARMS t

\'ENGEANCK iS MINE.

M. C. Balfour.
The Fall of the Sparrow.

Jane Barlow.
The Land of the shamrock.
A Creel of Irish Stories.
From the East Unto the West.

J. A. Barry.
IN THE Great Deep.

E. F. Benson.
The Capsina.
Dodo : A Detail of the Day.
the Vintage.

J. Bloundelle-Burton.
In the Day of adversity.
Denounced.
The Clash of Arms.
.a.cross the salt seas.
Servants of Sin.

Mrs. Caffyn (Iota).
Anne Mauleverek.

Ada Cambridge.
PATH AND GOAL.

Mrs. W. K. Clifford.
A WOMAN AL'pN'E.
A Flash of su.mmer.

J. Maclaren Cobban.
The Angel of the cove.vant.

Julian Corbett.
A Business in Great Waters.

L. Cope Cornford.
Sons of Adversity.

Stephen Crane.
WOUNDS IN THE RAIN.

B. M. Croker.
A STATE SECRET.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.

Hope Dawlish.
A SECRETARY OF LEGATION.

A. J. Dawson.
Daniel White.

Evelyn Dickinson.
A Vicar's Wife.
THE Sin of Angels.

_ Harris Dickson.
THE Black wolfs breed.

Menie Muriel Dowie.
The Crook of the bough.

^ Mrs. Dudfeney.
The Third Floor.

Sara Jeannette Duncan.
A. VOYAGE OF Consolation.
The Path of a Star.

G. Manville Fenn.
A.N Electric Spark.
The Star Gazers.
En's Children.
A. DOUBLE Knot.

Jane H. Findlater.
A. Daughter of Strife.
SiACHEL,

Mary Findlater.
Betty Musgrave.

Jane H. and Mary Findlater.
Tales that are Told.

J. S. Fletcher.
the Paths of the Prudent,
the Builders.

M. E. Francis.
Miss Erin.

Mary Gaunt.
Kirkham's Find.
Deadman's.
The Moving Finger.'

Dorothea Gerard.
things that have Happened.

R. Murray Gilchrist.
M'lLLOWBRAICE.

George Gissing.
The Crown of life.

Charles Gleig.
Bu.nter's Cruise.

S. Gordon.
A Handful of Exotics.

C. F. Goss.
Tiir Redemption of David Corson.

E. M'Queen Gray.
.MY Stewardship.
ElsA.

Robert Hichens.
BYEWAVS.

I. Hooper.
The Singer of Marly.

Emily Lawless.
Hurrish.
Maelcho.

Norma Lorimer.
Mirrv-Ann.
JosiAH's Wife.

Edna Lyall.
DERRICK VaUGHAN, NOVELIST.

Hannah Lynch.
AN Odd Experime.vt.

Richard Marsh.
THE Seen and the Unseen.
Marvels and Mysteries.

W. E. Norris.
Matthew Austin.
His Grace.
The Despotic Lady.
Clarissa Furiosa.
Giles Ingilby.
An Octave.
Jack's Father.
A Deplorable affair.

Mrs. Oliphant.
Sir Robert's Fortune,
the Two Marys.
The Ladys Walk.
The Prodigals.

Mary A. Owen.
The Daughter of Alouette.

Mary L. rendered.
AN Englishman.
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Mrs. Penny.
A Forest Officer.

R. Orton Prowse,
THE POISON OF ASPS.

Richard Pryce.
Time and t.he Woman.
THE QUIET MRS. Fleming.

W. Pett Ridge.
A SON OF THE STATE.
SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P.

Morley Roberts.
The Plunderers.

Marsliall S^imders.
Rose a Charlitte.

W. C. Scully.
THE White Hecatomb.
Between Sun and sand.
A Vendetta of the Desert.

R. N. Stephens.
AN ENEMY TO THE KING.
A Gentleman Player,

E. H. Strain.
ELMSLIE'S DRAG-NET.

Esm6 Stuart.
A Woman of Forty.
Christalla.

Duchess of Sutherland.
One Hour and the Next.

Benjamin Swift.
Siren City.

Victor Waite.
Cross Trails.

Mrs. Walford.
Successors to the Title.

Percy White.
A Passionate Pilgrim.

Mrs. C. N. Williamson.
The Adventure of Princess Sylvia.

X. L.
AUT Diabolus aut nihiu

The Icelander's Sword. By S. Baring-Gould.
Two Little Children and Ching. By Edith e.
CuthelL

TODDLEBEN'S HERO. By M. M. Blake.
ONLY A Guard-Room Dog. By Edith E. Cuthell.
THE Doctor of the JULIST. By Harry Colling-
wood.

Master Rockafellar's Voyage. By W. Clark
RusselL

aSoof^s for Mo'ss anD ©iris
Crotun Zvo. 3J. bd.

SVD Belton ; Or, the Boy who would not go to Sea
By G. Manville Fenn.

THE Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
The Secret of Mad.a.me db Monluc. By the
Author of ' Mdle. MorL*

Dumps. By Mrs. Parr.
A Girl of the People. By L. T. Meade.
HEPSY Gipsy. By L. T. Meade. 2j. 6ri

The Honourable Miss. By L, T. Meade.

C^be IMoveliat
Messrs. Methuen are issuing under the above general title a Monthly Series

of Novels by popular authors at the price of Sixpence. Some of these Novels
have never been published before. Each number is as long as the average Six

Shilling Novel. The first numbers of ' The Novelist' are as follows :

—

I. Dead Men Tell no Tales. By E. W,
Hornung.

II. Jennie Baxter, Journalist. By Robert
Barr.

III. The INCA'S Treasure. By Ernest Glanville.

IV. A Son of the State, By W. Pett Ridge.
V. Furze Bloom. By S. Baring-Gould.
VL BUNTER'S Cruise. By C. Gleig.
vn. THE Gay Deceivers. By Arthur Moore.
VIII. Prisoners of War. By a. Boyson Weekes.
IX. Out 0/print.
X. Veldt and Laager : Tales of the Transvaal.

By E. S. Valentine.
XI. THE Nigger Knights. By F. Norreys

Connel.
XII. A Marriage at Sea. By V/. Clark Russell.
XIII. The Pomp of the lavilettes. Bv

Gilbert Parker.
XIV. A Man of Mark. By Anthony Hope.
XV. THE CaRISSIMA. By Lucas Malet.
XVI. THE Lady's walk. By Mrs. Oliphant.

XVII. Derrick Vaughan. By Edna Lyall..

XVIII, IN the Midst of Alarms. By Rober
Barr.

XIX. His Grace. By W. E. Norris.
XX. Dodo. By E. F. Benson.
XXL Cheap Jack Zita. By S. Baring-Gould.
XXII. When Valmond came to Pontiac. By

Gilbert Parker.
XXin. The human Boy. By Eden Phillpotts.

XXIV. The Chronicles of Count Antonio
By Anthony Hope.

XXV. By Stroke of Sword. By Andre*
Balfour.

XXVr. Kitty Alone. By S. Baring-Gould.
XXVIL Giles Ingilby. By W. E. Norris.
XXVIII. UriTH. By S. Baring-Gould.
XXIX. The Town Traveller. By Georg(

Gissing.

XXX. Mr. Smith. By Mrs. Walford.

.XXXI. A Change of air. By Anthony Hope.

/nbetbuen's Sijpenng Xibrarg
A New Series af Copyright and no7i-CopyrightBooks

By Major-GeneralThe matabele campaign.
Baden-Powell.

The Downfall of Prempeh. By Major-Gsneral
Baden-Powell.

My Danish sweetheart. By W. Clark Russell.
In the Roar of the Sea. By S. Baring-
Gould,

Peggy of the Bartons. By E. M. Croker.
The green Graves of B.\lcowrie. By Jane
H. Findlater.

THE Stolen Bacillus. By H. G. Wells.

MATTHEW AUSTIN. By W. E. Norris.

The CONQUEST OF London. By Dorothe
Gerard.

A Voyage of Consolation. By Sara J. Duncai
The Mutable many. By Robert Barr.

BEN HUR. By Genera Lew Wallace.
Sir Robert's fortune. By Mrs. Oliphant.

THE Fair God. By General Lew Wallace.
Clarissa furiosa. By w. E. Norris.

Noemi. By S. Baring-Gould.
The throne of David. By J. H. Ingrahaa
ACROSS THE SALT SEAS. By J. Bloundell

Burton,
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